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Abstract 
 

 

This dissertation addresses a healing ritual known as the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul,” 

which is a widely performed rite in Taiwan today despite receiving far less academic attention. It 

serves as an individual rite addressing supplicants’ discomfort by keeping the supplicants from 

potential harm in their lives via mantic techniques. It also functions as a means of healing without 

prescribing any specific treatment procedures but by concealing the emblems of hun and po souls 

in a porcelain cup. According to my field research of this rite, its application could be divided into 

two categories: mending type, whose demands gradually decrease, and preventive type, whose 

demands increase in contrast recently. I observe that the shifting demand from the mending type 

to the preventive type occurs and argue that not only do ritual performers and supplicants share 

the conventional knowledge of the existence of hun and po souls, correlative cosmology, and the 

perspective toward fate, but also they both wish to pursue accordant life, happiness, safety, the 

harmony between hun and po, and the "Chang" (normality) under a common cultural frame. While 

facing the encroachment of modern medical system, preventive type is still used and not 

abandoned like the mending type so as to ensure the "Chang" of everything in life. This dissertation 

will demonstrate the processes and functions of the ritual and how ritual performers and 

supplicants co-construct the knowledge and build up their own connection and identity in the 

community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, concealing the soul, religious healing, multiple  

  medical systems, Han culture, well-being, fate, hun and po souls, twelve divine and  

  killers, accordant life, happiness, safety, normal life.  
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摘要 
 

本文研究一個名為藏魂儀式的療癒儀式。該儀式在現今臺灣被廣泛運用，但是遠遠

缺少學術界關注。本儀式作為一個獨立的儀式，藉由術數的運算系統，使得信眾得以遠離

生活中潛在的危機，治癒信眾身體上與精神上所產生的不舒適感。它同時也藉由將代表魂

與魄的象徵物藏在一個瓷杯中，而進行一種無需開任何特殊治療方式藥方的治療方式。根

據筆者的田野調查，該儀式適用於兩種型態：補救型與預防型。前者的需求日漸式微，相

對地，後者的需求進來卻日漸增加。筆者觀察到對於該儀式的需求自補救型轉換至預防

型，並且試圖探討不僅僅是儀式專家與信眾之間共享了一個架構於魂魄觀，相關宇宙觀，

以及命運觀的共同知識系統，更是因為兩者都在一個共同的文化框架下，共同尋求著平順

的生活，幸福，安全，存在於魂與魄之間的和諧，以及對於 ‘常’的追求。本篇論文將

呈現過程以及儀式功能，以及儀式展演者與信眾之間如何共同建構知識，並且件了彼此之

間的連結以及認同。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

關鍵字：藏魂儀式、幸福人生、宗教醫療、魂魄、命運觀、宇宙觀、命運、文化框 

  架 ，十二神煞，平順生活，幸福，安全，正常生活 
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Chapter I Introduction 

 

1-1 Introduction 

 

 This dissertation is about how a Method (fa法)  ritual, the “Ritual of Concealing the 

Soul” (Canghun Yishi 藏魂儀式), plays a role in assisting supplicants on their way of pursuing 

well-being for supplicants. Indeed, people are seeking the way to stay in the “chang” (常

normality) situation, which brings them happiness. Literally, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” 

is a ritual by concealing the emblems of the hun and po souls (hunpo 魂魄) of supplicants in a 

porcelain cup, which functions as protecting supplicants from the affliction. This brings a 

tangled relation that supplicants stay in their “feichang” (非常 abnormal) situation due to their 

concealed hun souls in order to pursue the normality in their life. This well-being-pursuing 

journey involves struggling with the border line, like a tug-of-war, between people’s normality 

and abnormality. 

During a field trip at the beginning of 2014, I happened to learn that the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul” had been heavily promoted for almost ten years at Taipei’s Temple of 

the God of Walls and Moats (Fu Chenghuang Miao 府城隍廟). The number of supplicants 

had grown to more than five thousand. Not only did the number of supplicants interest me, but 

also the ritual reminded me what I learned from my patron of soothsayer, Jin-huan Chen1. Once, 

in the classes2 of calculating Eight Characters (Bazi八字),3 she mentioned when to advice the 

clients to apply the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. She pointed out that in the fortune-telling 

theory , people would confront bad luck and hard to get rid of it when the Celestial Stem 

(Tiengan天干) and the Earthly Branches (Dichi地支) of their eight characters and the ones of 

the year fit certain pattern. For the reason, to assist the client to pass the bad luck, applying the 

 
1Jin-whan Chen 陳錦環 is a practicing soothsayer. She claims that the telling fortune skill she executes was 

inherited from her family, which was inherited from an old man coming from Mainland China.  The services 

she offers includes fortune telling based on one’s Eight Characters, doing divination, doing Feng-shui including 

people’s dwellings and graveyard, and naming for people or companies.  
2 I learnt three kinds of mantic techniques from Jin-whan Chen. In 1992, I took divination courses. From 2005 to 

2006, I learnt measuring dwellings and calculating Bazi.   
3 It is one of mantic techniques by calculating everyone’s eight characters. The Eight Characters are consisted of 

the birth date on lunar’s calendar, including the year, the month, the date and the hour. Therefore, it is also called 

Four Pillar (Sizhu 四柱). The date and the time are represented by the Celestial Stem (Tiengan天干) and the 

Earthly Branches (Dichi地支). Mantic techniques calculate this set of eight characters to prognosticate one’s 

destiny.  
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“Ritual of Concealing the Soul” in the temple or private altar would be the best solution. It was 

the first time Jin-huan Chen recommended her students and clients to take the religious method. 

Usually, she suggested her clients as well as her students keep in low profile while confronting 

the bad luck. She explained that in that situation, only could the deities help people go through 

the bad luck.  

For this reason, when I learned that Taipei’s Temple of the God of Walls and Moats 

had promoted the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” for more than ten years, I decided to take 

this ritual as my research topic for my dissertation. At the very beginning of my research, I 

considered healing ailments plays an essential role in Daoist or Method (fa法) practice in 

Taiwan.4 The former cures people by sending petitions to heaven, the latter cures people with 

magic powers or by performing exorcist rituals (fachang 法場 or shichang 獅場). The ritual I 

was doing research on this dissertation, as well as other three rituals--the “Ritual of Containing 

Fright” (shoujing yishi收驚儀式), the “Ritual of Offering and Resolution” (Jijie Yishi祭解儀

式), and the “Ritual of Grand Luck Replenishing” ( Dabuyun Yishi大補運儀式)5--have shaped 

the religious healing systemin in Taiwan.6 However, the story of these rituals in the 20th 

 
4 Wei-zhi Dai, Zong-yang Zhou, Zhi-chia Qiu, and Ying-fa Hong, Tainan Chuantong Fapai ji qi Yishi, (Tainan: 

Nanshi Zhengfu Wenhuaju, 2013), p13. 
5 This ritual is still popular in Taiwan. However, the scale of this ritual can be adjusted. According to Li-ling 

Hsu’s studies, she claims that in northern Taiwan, it used to invite Daoist priest home to perform this ritual 

during lunar new year. This type of the “Ritual of Luck Replenishing”, which is performed in temples or private 

altars, prospers before 1960’s. (Li-ling Xu, “Taiwan Minjian Xinyang zhong de Buchunyun Yishi—Yi Beibu 

Zhengyipai Daoshi Suoxing de Fashi Yishi Weili”, in Minzuxue Yanjiusuo Ziliao Huibian [Taiwan Journal of 

Anthropology], 13(1992):95-129.) 
6 According to Hsun Chang’s studies, folk healing in Taiwan includes spirit medium, fortune telling, facial reading,  

feng-shui 風水, divination in the temples, the “Ritual of Containing Fright”, taking water within burnt talisman 

(fushui 符水 ), necromancy（guanluoyin 觀落陰）and spiritual writing. However, in this list, only the 

“Containing Fright Ritual” is performed by Daoist priests or so called fachang or shichang. On the other hand, 

according to Zhi-wan Lui’s studies, to prolong supplicant’s life or to replenish supplicant’s luck are major 

exorcist rituals performed in Taiwan. Besides, he also lists other rituals which are performed as well. Some of 

them are performed in the funerals. I am not going to list them here. Some of them are not directly related to 

healing, such as celebrating soil (qingtu慶土), boiling oil to purify dwelling (zhuyou jingzhai 煮油淨宅), and 

pacifying dwelling (an zhai安宅).  Some of them are the segments of another ritual, instead of being performed 

as an individual ritual. They are offering money, throwing the bowl (paowan拋碗),  bowl divination (wangua

碗卦)、chixi 敕蓆、hezhu 合竹、xingdu 星渡、xiqing 洗清、kaiguanglu 開光路、shufudou 豎符斗、

beating the snares over the sky and the net below the ground (da tianluo diwang打天羅地網), untying knots 

(jiejie 解結). turning over soil (qitu 起土) , (jinqian 進錢), passing through passages (guoguan 過關)、

shenzhuang申狀、qiangshen搶神、 summoning hun soul (zhaohun召魂), containing hun soul (shouhun收

魂), covering the soul (gaihun蓋魂), landing on hell and visiting the palace (luoyu tangong落嶽探宮), inviting 

lady (qing furen請夫人)、and sacrificing old lady and young girl (jipojie祭婆姐). Some of them are related to 

fertility, such as sacrificing flowers (jihua祭花), planting flowers and shifting dippers (zaihua huanduo栽花換

斗), pacifying fetus (antai 安胎), tying up fetus (futai 縛胎), braking up the cloth over fetus (potai 破胎), 

augmentation (cuisheng 催生), pulling out fetus (bachan拔產) and sending away flowing prawns (songliuxia

送流蝦). yijiu刈鬮、zaoqiao造橋、duanqiao斷橋 . 
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century has been on the disappearance. Only are the “Ritual of Containing Fright” and the 

“Ritual of Offering and Resolution” still practiced widely today in temples or private altars. 

The “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” as well as the “Ritual of Grand Luck Replenishing” is 

only known by those people who visit the temples or private altars which promote the ritual. 

Fachang rituals were the major healing method in Taiwan between 1950 and 1960. Many 

studies indicate that people turned to Daoist priests or Daoist masters for help due to the lack 

of medical resources.7 Another reason for these rituals was the disturbance caused by gods or 

ghosts. For these reasons, healing people by performing magic occupied most working time of 

Daoist masters in the 1950s. In the 1960s and 1970s, the healing rituals of Taiwan were 

dominated by the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, the “Ritual of Containing Fright”, the 

“Ritual of Offering and Resolution” and the “Ritual of Luck Replenishing”. However, as the 

medical care system developed in Taiwan, people came to accept the medical perspectives of 

science. As people in Taiwan came to consider Daoism and popular religion as superstitious, 

fachang rituals lost their healing function and gradually vanished. Some old ritual masters 

recalled that ten years before and after Pacific War, he performed  at least forty times of the 

“Ritual of Grand Luck Replenishing” 8  a month for people to heal ailments and ask for 

auspiciousness. These years, he hardly learned it performed.9  

Till one major event occurred on me, which changed my whole understanding on 

Method (fa 法) practice. Or, I should say that it has dramatically changed my vision, my 

position, and my identity. The story started on 23rd of May in 2019, the date I was diagnosed 

of having breast cancer. Everything in my normal life has been interrupted since that day. 

Although the rest part of the story is the same as the story of every breast cancer survivor, being 

diagnosed, going through surgery, doing follow-up inspections, my journey of getting 

 
7 Li-ling Xu, “Jibing yu Eyun de Zhuanyi: Taiwan Beibu Hongtou Fashi Dabuyun Yishi Fenxi”, in Xinyang, Yishi 

yu Shehui, (Taipei: Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo, 2003), pp. 339-365; Li-ling Xu, “Taiwan 

Beibu Hongtou Fashi Fachang Buyun Yishi”, in Minsu Quyi [Journal of Chinese Ritual, Theatre and Folklore], 

105 (1997): 67-136; Li-ling Xu, “Taiwan Mminjian Xinyang zhong de Buchunyun Yishi—Yi Beibu Zhengyipai 

Daoshi Suoxing de Fashi Yishi Weili”, 1992; Fong-mao Lee, “Taiwan Zhongbu Hongtousi yu Keshu Juluo de 

Jiaoyi Xingshi”, in Minsu Quyi [Journal of Chinese Ritual, Theatre and Folklore], 116 (1998): 143-173; Mei-Zi 

Sun, ‘Xingdou zhi Ming—Cong Buyun Yishi Kan Beidou Chongbai zai Taiwan Hanren Shehui zhong de Liaoyu 

Xingge’ [The Star Mandate and Destiny: Analyze the Healing Practice of Great Dipper from Luck Replenishing 

Ritual], Taipei: Thesis of Guoli Chengchi Daxue Zongjiao Yanjiusuo [Graduation Institute of Religious Studies, 

National Cheng-Chi University], 2015. 
8 If the “Ritua of Luck Replenishing l” lasts for one or two days, it is considered big scale. The big scale of the 

“Ritual of Luck Replenishing” , usually called the “Ritual of Grand Luck Replenishing” (da buyun yishi大補運

儀式). 
9 Li-ling Xu, “Jibing yu Eyun de Zhuanyi: Taiwan Beibu Hongtou Fashi Dabuyun Yishi Fenxi, 2003; Mei-Zi Sun, 

‘Xingdou zhi Ming—Cong Buyun Yishi Kan Beidou Chongbai zai Taiwan Hanren Shehui zhong de Liaoyu 

Xingge’, 2015. 
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rehabilitation is fully occupied by the frustration of failing escaping from the abnormal stage 

in my life. Also, like most Taiwanese people, I turned to a Chinese medicine doctor. More than 

that, I also asked for advice from a spirit medium in a Daoist temple. With no doubt, I took 

Chinese medicine as well as swallowed the burnt talisman with water after every meal. What I 

did for fighting with the small lump was indeed driven by my deepest desire for getting back 

my well-being, or I should call it my normal life. The tug-of-war continued for months even 

after my surgery. The most reason why the battle fire didn’t cease was that I couldn’t neglect 

the abnormality of my appearance due to my mastectomy. In my deep mind, I tried to tell 

myself that I was not the first one that went through the surgery. For sure, I was not the only 

that who suffered from the surgery as well. However, Angelina Jolie’s words couldn’t sooth 

my anxiety. She said, “I do not feel any less of a woman. I feel empowered that I made a strong 

choice that in no way diminishes my femininity" 10  Compared with my femininity, the 

awkwardness and the stress I was suffering from abnormality of my appearance tortured me 

much more than my losing feminine charm. Nor could the brave words from Audre Lorde11 

bring me any courage to fight with the eyes from the patriarchy society. I had to admit that I 

was not as brave as she who demonstrated her abnormal appearance bravely. Instead, I choose 

to hide the scar of victory in my life and pretended that nothing had happened. All of these 

were just because I couldn’t bear the anxiety and discomfort when people looked at me and my 

uneven chests. My abnormal appearance not only kept reminding me my new identity as a 

survivor, but also kept me from my research, my normal daily life. Until the surrender day 

came, all the turbulence and discomfort suddenly disappeared just because I finally put on my 

prosthesis. Although the disguise helps me pretend being normal, my new identity as an 

abnormal person has already been inscribed in my skin. It was also the day I realized the deep 

eagerness of pursuing normality in my deep heart.   

From the second half of 2019, thousands of Hong Kongers went on street to fight for 

their own rights almost every week. At first, they protested against passing the bill of 

extradition agreement proposed by the chief executive. Then, the anti-extradition bill protests 

became more and more violently due to the forceful suppression from riot police. Learning 

from the Umbrella Movement in 2014, the strategies of being water united the people on the 

island as well as lasted the war between people and their government for months. As the 

 
10 Angelina Jolie, “I do not feel any less of a woman. I feel empowered that I made a strong choice that in no way 

diminishes my femininity." https://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/14/opinion/my-medical-choice.html, accessed 

on 2020.03.13 
11 Andre Lorde, The Cancer Journal: Special Edition, (Aunt Lute Books), 2006. 
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conflicts went more and more severely and violently, wearing facial masks, striking at the tear 

gas bombs which were thrown at them, being attacked by rubber bullets and avoiding the 

attacks from people who wore police officers’ uniforms became new normal life for the people 

in Hong Kong from the second half of 2019 to the beginning of 2020. The normal life probably 

could be shifted to a new one. However, I am not sure whether these people eventually will 

turn back to their normal life which they had before all these battles had started or not.   

At the beginning of 2020, a new disease, Covid-19, was being widely spread in China. 

While the whole world was watching how Chinese government arbitrarily locked numerous 

cities and provinces in China, the disease was spread out to every corner of the world fast. At 

this moment, Europe, the United States and the rest of the world are still struggling with an 

ongoing global pandemic. Under the threaten of death, more and more cities around the world 

are locked down as well as numerous borders are closed. Tons of people are required to stay 

home except going out for grocery shopping once a week. Stores, restaurants and schools are 

asked to close as well as all kinds of big activities are called off. Normal life has become 

nostalgia not only for those who are requested to stay home in self-quarantine, but also for 

those whose cities are in lockdown. Meanwhile, since Taiwan government took precise and 

accurate responses at the very beginning of this disease starting, it prevents the pandemic 

spread on the island. Therefore, people in Taiwan still keep their normal life moving, which 

also makes the whole world spot on Taiwan.    

While almost every government takes “getting back to normal life” as their first priority, 

my devastating eagerness of pursuing the normality on my appearance leads me back to my 

normal life as well. “Normal life” or “normality” matters when both of them fade away from 

people’s life. Therefore, under the threat of the global pandemic, “going back to the normal 

life” becomes the new universal goal people are pursing. The anxiety of pursuing normal life 

reminds me the model of  “‘Chang’ (normality 常) S  ‘Feichang’ (abnormality 非常)”, which 

is proposed by Fong-mao Lee. He uses this model to interpret how Chinese people confronted 

those uncertainties and difficulties happened in their lives in the long river of Chinese history 

from the perspective of cultural psychology. Furthermore, he uses this model to explore what 

the ultimate concerns are in Chinese culture and what the path is for Chinese to accomplish 

them. Now that the anxiety of pursuing normal life turn out to be a universal issue, the model 

of “‘Chang’ (normality) S ‘Feichang’ (abnormality)” may show people the way to confront 

frustrations and go through all these difficulties.  
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Therefore, in this dissertation, I am going to borrow the model of  “‘Chang’ (normality 

常) S  ‘Feichang’ (abnormality 非常)” to discuss how the situations of ‘Chang’ and ‘Feichang’ 

influence our life and the eagerness of pursuing ‘Chang’ lead people to request the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul”. In next section, I am going to introduce this model. 

 

1-2 The model of  “ ‘Chang’ (normality 常) S  ‘Feichang’ 

(abnormality 非常)” 

In Chinese, “normal life” and “normality” indicate daily life as well as being the same 

as others. However, both “normal life” and “normality” share one word--‘chang’ (normality 

常). According to Shuowen Jiezi (說文解字),  ‘chang’ means the clothes on the bottom, which 

refers to skirt.12 Fong-mao Lee points out that because, etymologically, ‘chang’ (常 normality) 

indicates skirt ( shang裳)  which people wear when working, the word connects to normal 

daily life.13 Furthermore, ‘chang’ contains more meanings while combining with different 

words, such as ordinary, constant, morality or regularity. Based on definition, the meanings of 

‘chang’ (normality 常) is divided into three categories. First, ‘chang’ (常 normality) indicates 

regularity and routines in daily life. Second, ‘chang’ refers to the regulations, laws and norms 

in order to remain the regularity in people’s daily lives. At last, ‘chang’ is the orthodoxy which 

consolidates the norms and regulations.14  Based on these three categories of ‘chang’, the 

model of  “‘chang’ (normality 常) S  ‘feichang’ (abnormality 非常)”, which reflects the cultural 

psychological structure in Chinese culture,15 is formed.16 Time and space, ultimate concerns 

 
12  https://ctext.org/shuo-wen-jie-zi/jin-bu1/zh?searchu= 常 &searchmode=showall#result （ accessed on 

2020.03.15） 
13 Fong-mao Lee, “Fushi yu Liyi: ‘Lisao’ de Zushi Zhongxi Shuo” [Attire and Ritual in “Li-sao”], in Shenhua yu 

Bianyi: Yige ‘Chang yu Feichang’ de Wenhua Siwei, (Beijing: Zgonghua shuju, 2010), pp. 1-45.  
14 Fong-mao Lee, “Cong Chang Ru Feichang—Donggang Yingwangji de Liangge Shijie”, in Caituan Faren 

Zhonghua Minsu Yishu Jijinghui (chuanyi zhongxin) ed.,  Pingdong Chuantong Yishu: Pingdongxian 

Chuantong Yishu Lunwenji, 2004.  
15 Yi-min Zhang and Fong-mao Lee, “ ‘Chang S Feichang’ zhi Zhengli yu Dui Jidu Zongjiao Shiying Taiwan 

Minjian Zongjiao Wenhua zhi Chutan”, presented in the “2014 International Conference of Catholic Studies: 

When the East and the West Meet”, hosted by Fu Jen Catholic University Academia Catholica on May 23rd‐

24th, in 2014.  
16 Fong-mao Lee uses 「S」 instead of versus. He claims that the relation between ‘chang’ (常 normality) and 

‘feichang’ (非常 abnormality) is not exclusive, but co-existence, like yin and yong.  
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for life, and ritual represent the three definitions of ‘chang’.17 While ‘chang’ refers to regularity 

and routine, the inner altar and the festivals demonstrates the contrast between ‘feichang’ space 

and ‘chang’ space, sacred and profane, seriousness and leisure, and religious specialists and 

laypeople.18 It is worth noting the feature that ‘chang’ and ‘feichang’ usually alternate each 

other to shape people’s life, even history. While dealing with the fear of threaten from ghosts 

who die violently or those without offerings after they die, ‘chang’ refers to ultimate concerns 

for life. In Chinese culture, these ghosts are the fiercest and bring people the most turbulence. 

For this reason, Chinese people dealing with those who die violently by performing certain 

rituals or providing offerings, which means the relation of ‘chang’ and ‘feichang’ is not fixed.19 

However, there are some overlapping among three definitions. For example, funerals are 

related to the issues of both ultimate concerns for life and the orthodox way to perform the 

funerals. 20  Specialists follow the rules made by orthodox to wear ‘feichang’ clothes and 

perform rituals.21       

Furthermore, Fong-mao Lee discusses physical abnormality from the perspective of 

Daoism in Chinese literature, instead of the perspective of power relation.22 He claims the 

goblins recorded in the literature are the mixture of Chinese mythology, theory of yin and yang, 

theory of five phases, and ancestor’s observation on creatures. To shape his “‘chang’ S 

‘feichang’” model, he distinguishes the transmutation within the same species--from silkworm, 

 
17 Fong-mao Lee, “Chang yu Feichang: Yige Dangdai Quanshi xia de Siwei Moshi”, keynote speech of  “Disanjie 

Zhongguo Wenzhe zhi Dangdai Quanshi Xueshu Yantaohui”, hosted by Department of Chinese Literature at 

National Taipei University on October 27-28, in 2007. 
18  Fong-mao Lee, “Taiwan Qingchengjiao yu Minjian Miaohui Wenhua: Yige Feichangguan Wengua de 

Xiuxianlun”, in Hanxue Yanjiu Zhongxin ed., Simiao yu Minjian Wenhua Yantaohui Lunwenji, (Taipe: 

Xingzhengyuan Wenhua Jianshe Weiyuanhui, 1995), pp. 41-64; Fong-mao Lee, “Yansu yu Yiuxi: Daojiao 

Sanyuanzhai yu Tangdai Jiesu”, in Chuancheng yu Chuangxin—Zhongyanyuan Wenzhesuo Shizhounian Jinian 

Lunwenji, (Taipei: Wenzhesuo choubeichu, 1999), pp.53-110; Fong-mao Lee, “Miaoyu Jieqing Jidian de 

Gongwu yu Zhongguo Yinshi Wenhua—Yinge ‘Chang yu Feichangguan de Jieqing Yinshi”, presented in 

“Disijie Zhongguo Yinshi Wenhua Xueshu Yantaohui”, hosted by Zhongguo Yinshi Wenhua Jijinghui and 

Hanxue Yanjiu Zhongxin, on September 21st-22nd, in 1995. 
19 Fong-mao Lee, “Zhulian yu Jiechu: Daojiao Badu Yishi de Feichang Siwangguan”, in Center for Studies of 

Daoist Culture at The Chinese University of Hong Kong ed., Guoji Daojiao Huiyi Lunwenji, (Hong Kong: Center 

for Studies of Daoist Culture at The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2010), pp. 50-69; Fong-mao Lee, 

“Qianshui Checang yu Jiechu Yishi”, keynote speech in Zainan, Chongsheng, Xinyang—Yibai niandu Qianshui 

Checang (zhuang) Wuxin Wenhua Zichan Yantaohui, hosted by Xinzhengyuan Wenhua Jianshe Weiyuanhui 

Wenhua Zichan zong Guanlichu Choubeichu on September 17, in 2011; Fong-mao Lee, “Xiongsi yu Jiechu: 

Sange Taiwan Difang Jidian de Siwang Guanhuai”, in Center for Studies of Daoist Culture at The Chinese 

University of Hong Kong ed., Huaren Xuezhe Zongjiaoxue Yanjiu Luntan Lunwenji, (Hong Kong: Center for 

Studies of Daoist Culture at The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2010). 
20 Fong-mao Lee, “Zhulian yu Jiechu: Daojiao Badu Yishi de Feichang Siwangguan”, 2010.  
21 Fong-mao Lee, “Fushi yu Liyi: ‘Lisao’ de Zushi Zhongxi Shuo”, 2010. 
22 When talking about the physical abnormality, or abnormal people, it’s inevitable to mention the work of Michel 

Foucault. However, the power relationship is not the focus of my research. Therefore, I would not address it 

more here.  
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pupa to moth--from the metamorphosis between two completely different creatures. 

Furthermore, he points out the latter is the visualization of vaporized cosmology, in which 

abnormal vapor reproduces bogeymen or goblins while harmony vapor reproduces normal 

human beings. Moreover, Fong-mao Lee discusses how Daoist magic functions to keep one 

safe. That also means to keep people in their normal situation.23  

By contrasting parallel activities or phenomenon, the model of “‘Chang’ (normality) S 

‘Feichang’ (abnormality)” reveals the essential characters of Chinese culture. However, the 

dynamic relation between of ‘Chang’ (normality) and ‘Feichang’ (abnormality) needs more 

attention. In most cases, rotation is not the only pattern existing between the ‘Chang’ 

(normality) and ‘Feichang’ (abnormality) objects. Both the anti-extradition bill protests in 

Hong Kong and the world-wide pandemic from 2020 forced people out of their normal lives. 

Beijing government ended the protests by armed troops and forceful suppression. This did not 

lead people in Hong Kong back to their “old” normal lives. Instead, they are forced to embrace 

the “new” normal lives, under the “Hong Kong National Security Law”. From 2020 till now, 

numerous people died of Covid-19 and this disease completely changed people’s life. Although 

people try their best to beat the virus down, they still need to learn how to live with it. This 

case also tells us that the “old” normal life is a faded dream. What people fight for is getting 

back to the “new” normal life, including wearing masks when they go out and doing PCR 

(polymerase chain reaction) now and then. In these two cases, the “new” normality is the 

outcome of dialectic development, which Fong-mao Lee does not discuss in his model. I will 

deliberate it in Chapter six.   

It is worth noting the last pattern, where the ‘Chang’ and ‘Feichang’ are not able to 

rotate with each other. The bogeymen or goblins which are reproduced by abnormal vapor are 

doomed to exist as an abnormal creature through their all live. In addition, those who are forced 

to change their physical looks from normal to abnormal appearances are not able to get back 

to their normality.  

The dynamic relation between ‘Chang’ and ‘Feichang’ should draw more attention in 

the model. The still contrast reveals the essence of rituals, the rule in the court, or space 

 
23 Fong-mao Lee, “Zhengchang yu Feichang: Shengchan, Bianhua Shuo de Jiegouxing Yiyi”, in Shenhua yu 

Bianyi: Yige ‘Chang yu Feichang’ de Wenhua Siwei, (Beijing: Zgonghua Shuju, 2010), pp. 77-129; Fong-mao 

Lee, “Liuchao Jingguai Chuanshuo yu Daojiao Fashu Sixiang”, in Shenhua yu Bbianyi: Yige ‘Chang yu 

Feichang’ de Wenhua Siwei, (Beijing: Zgonghua Shuju, 2010), pp. 153-179. 
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arrangement in our daily life and cultural tradition. However, the dynamic relation between 

‘Chang’ and ‘Feichang’ will show us the whole picture of the situation where we stay. This 

will help us confront the adverse circumstance and find the way out.     

 

1-3 Physical and Mental Discomfort 

Physical discomfort and mentally discomfort are another two abnormal situations 

which the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” deal with.24 It includes diseases, illness and sickness. 

For the differences between them, physicians have already had definitions for each of them. 

Diseases refer to those which can be demonstrated by pathophysiology or path chemistry and 

diagnosed by the demonstration of pathologic features. Illness is experience because the studies 

of illness depend “directly on the phenomenological analysis of experience sufferings.”25 For 

sickness, it is between illness and disease.26 Illness and sickness are cultural process, rather 

than purely understood by medical profession as disease.27 In addition, in Taiwan, people even 

classify the feeling of “insufficiency” as a kind of physical discomfort.28  From gazetteers, 

scholars conclude that wu preference is the feature of how people in Taiwan confront every 

kind of physical discomfort mentioned above. 29 Han people keep their feature when they 

emigrated from their homeland. For this reason, it’s necessary to trace the historical 

 
24 The reason why I use “physical discomfort” instead of illness, disease or sickness is that I would like to address 

on the physically abnormal status. Therefore, the term, physical discomfort, includes the disease entity, and how 

patient feel and experience.   
25 Harry Edmund Emson, “Health, Disease and Illness: Matters of Definitions,” in CMAJ,VOL. 136,( 1987):811-

813.   
26 Arthur Kleinman, translated by Hsun Chang, “Wenhua Jiango Biongtong, Jingyan yu Xingwei: Zhongguo 

Wenhua nei de Qinggan yu Zhengzhuang”, in Patients and Healers in the Context of Culture—An Exploration 

of Borderland between Anthropology, Medicine, and Psychiatry, Arthur Kleinman ed, ch4,  (University of 

California Press, 1980), p241. 
27 Vivien W.C. Yew & Noor Azlan Mohd Noor, “Anthropological Inquiry of Disease, Illness and Sickness,” in 

Journal of Science and Humanities, 9:2 (2014) :116-124.  
28 Chang, Hsun. “Richang Shenghuo zhong ‘Xu’ de Shenti Jingyan” [Daily Life Experience: Bodily Experience 

of the Emptiness]. In Kaogu Renlei Xuekan [Journal of Archaeology and Anthropology], 74 (Taipei: 2011) :11-

52. 
29 Zhi-wan Lui, “Taiwan zhi Wenshenmiao”, in Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo Jikan, 22 (Taipei: 

Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo, 1966): 53-95; Fu-shi Lin, “Taiwan Tongji de Shehui Xingxiang 

Chutan (ergao)”, presented in the ‘Wuzhe de Mianmao’ Xueshu Yantaohui, hosted by Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan 

Lishi Yuyan Yanjiusuo and Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Yatai Yanjiu Jjihua 2002; Lin, Fu-Shih. “Qing dai Taiwan 

de Wuxi yu Wusu—Yi Taiwan Wenxian Congkan wei Zhuyiao Cailiao de Chuau Tantao” [Shamans and 

Shamanism during the Ch’ing Dynasty (1644-1911) in Taiwan], in Xin Shixue [New History], 16:3(2005): 23-

99. 
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development to figure out how Han people deal with their physical discomfort and what causes 

made them physically discomfortable.   

Considering the healing function of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, it is necessary 

to comb the historical development of what caused people sick. There are plenty researches 

digging into this subject. For example, Zong-kun Li concludes three reasons—gods, ancestors, 

and ghosts--causing people physical discomfort from the oracle bone script in Shang.30 Jian-

min Li claims that in Qin and Han, ghosts and demonic forces are the factors bringing people 

diseases. However, this theory changes as it absorbs the theory of Qi (氣). At first, ghosts and 

demonic forces disturbs the moving of Qi, which brings the hun soul unstable as well as causes 

people being ill. Around 4th century B.C, the attack from ghosts and demonic forces is one of 

the outer factors. According to archeological findings in the tombs around late East Han, people 

concern the continuous ailments in the family, which are brought by deceased in the family. 

Therefore, “a balanced continuity of generation” becomes the goal people pursue in East Han.31 

Fu-shi Lin analyzes Taiping Jing and finds out that people believe ghost obsession, personal 

guilt, moral flaws of emperors, and the inherited deeds of previous generations (cheng fu 承負) 

also bring themselves diseases.32 He points out that several major plagues from East Han to 

Northern and Southern Dynasties help to popularize Daoism, of which specialists are good at 

curing people.33 It is worth noting the emergence of distinguishing secular medicine (俗世醫

學) from religious healing.34 In addition, there are three different ways of confronting diseases: 

 
30 Zong-kun Li, “Cong Jiaguwen Kan Shangdai de Jibing yu Yiliao”, in Fu-shih Lin ed., Zongjiao yu Yiliao, Taipei: 

Lianjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2011, pp 9-68. 
31 Jianmin Li, “Xianqin Lianghan Bingyinguan ji qi Bianqian: Yi Xinchutu Wenwu Wei Zhongxin,” [Etiological 

Concepts and Their Changes in Qin and Han Dynasties, Based on Recent Archaeological Findings], in Jianmin 

Li ed., Cong Yiliao Kan Zhongguoshi [Examining Chinese History through Medicine], (Taipei: Lianjing 

chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2012), pp. 45-75. 
32Fu-shih Lin, “Shilun Taipingjing de Jibing Guannian” [Discussion on the Perspective toward Disease in 

Taipingjin(太平經 )], in Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Lishi Yuyan Yanjiusuo Jikan [History-Philology -Institute 

Bulletin, SINICA], 62:2 (1993): 225-263; Fu-shih Lin, “Shilun Taipingjing de Zhuzhi yu Xingzhi”, in Zhongguo 

Zhonggu Shiqi de Zongjiao yu Yiliao, (Taipei: Lianjing chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2008), pp. 87-126. 
33 Fu-shih Lin, “Zhongguo Zhonggu Shiqi de Wenyi yu Shehui” in Zhongguo Zhonggu Shiqi de Zongjiao yu 

Yiliao, (Taipei: Lianjing chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2008), pp. 3-28; Fu-shih Lin, “Donghan Wanqi de 

Jibing yu Zongjiao” in Zhongguo Zhonggu Shiqi de Zongjiao yu Yiliao, (Taipei: Lianjing chubanshe [Linking 

Publishing], 2008), pp.29-86; Fu-shih Lin, “Qingdai de Wuxi yu Wusu: Yi Taiwan Wenxian Congkan Wei 

Zhuyiao de Chubu Tantao (chugao)”, 2005.   
34 The former refers to the certain way of diagnosing (pulse reading), the certain way of healing (doing punctuation 

and prescribing medicine) and the etiology (food, weather, habitual residence, and emotion) was formed around 

Qin and Han. The latter refers to performing religious rituals or magic, including petition, sacrifice, chanting 

scriptures or incantations, praying, applying talisman, and practicing Daoist sexual practices. (Fu-shi Lin, 

“Zhongguo Zaoqi Daoshi de Yiliao Huodong Jiqi Yishu Kaoshi: Yi Weijin Nanbeichao Shiqi de ‘Zhuanji’ Ziliao 

Weizhu de Chubu Tantao”, in Zhongguo Zhonggu Shiqi de Zongjiao yu Yiliao, (Taipei: Lianjing Chubanshe 

[Linking Publishing], 2008), pp. 205-276; Fu-shi Lin, “Zhongguo Zhonggu Shiqi Dewenyi yu Shehui”, in 
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avoiding diseases, rejecting diseases (rangchu 攘除) and exorcism.35 Among these three ways, 

avoiding diseases method means moving to another place to hide from ghosts, which is similar 

with the way the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” takes. Jia-wei Fan discusses the changes of 

definition to malaria ghosts from Han to Tang coincide the development of Daoist pantheon. 

While Daoist establishes a comprehensive Daoism pantheon which incorporates ghosts, 

especially malaria ghost, in Southern Dynasties, they also develop the methods to control the 

ghosts, which bring people malaria. Therefore, in Northern and Southern Dynasties, when the 

Daoist priests dominate the way to cure malaria via applying talisman water and chanting 

incantation, they obtain the power to interpret what causes the disease.36 Chia-feng Chang 

distinguishes diseases and contagious diseases (epidemic) which are recorded in Zhubing 

Yuanho Lun 諸病源侯論(610 A.D.) and concludes that ghosts, abnormal qi 氣 which is 

resulted from the surroundings, demonic forces and patient’s weakness bring people physical 

discomfort.37 She also addresses a lot on the history of pediatrics and finds out that different 

from adults, the ailments on toddlers are attributed to their mothers or the ones who take care 

of the toddlers, instead of ghosts or qi.38 Hong-yi Zhuang analyzes Yijian zhi 夷堅志 and 

concludes that in Song Dynasty, patients ask for Daoist medical treatment only when they are 

 
Zhongguo Zhonggu Shiqi de Zongjiao yu Yiliao, (Taipei: Lianjing chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2008), pp. 

3-28; Fu-shi Lin, “Zhongguo Zaoqi Daoshi de Yiliao Huodong Jiqi Yishu Kaoshi: Yi Weijin Nanbeichao Shiqi 

de ‘Zhuanji’ Ziliao Weizhu de Chubu Tantao”, 2008; Fu-shih Lin, “Shilun Taipingjing de Jibing Guannian”, 

2008; Fu-shih Lin, “Shilun Zhongguo Zaoqi Daojiao Duiyu Yiyiao de Taidu”, in Zhongguo Zhonggu Shiqi de 

Zongjiao yu Yiliao, (Taipei: Lianjing chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2008), pp. 303-332; Fu-shih Lin, “Luolun 

Zaoqi Daojiao yu Fangzhongshu de Guanxi” in Zhongguo Zhonggu Shiqi de Zongjiao yu Yiliao, (Taipei: 

Lianjing chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2008), pp. 328-403; Fu-shih Lin, “Zhongguo Liuchao Shiqi de Wuxi 

yu Yiliao” in Zhongguo Zhonggu Shiqi de Zongjiao yu Yiliao, (Taipei: Lianjing chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 

2008), pp. 423-465; Hong-yi Zhuang, “Songdai Daojiao Yiliao: Yi Hongmai Yijian zhi Weizhu zhi Yanjiu”, 

2011.) 
35 Rejecting diseases( rangchu 攘除) method is to wear certain objects which are able to reject ghost approaching. 

Exorcism is to use magic, including incantation, talisman, or rituals, to drive out ghosts. (Fu-shih Lin, “Zhongguo 

Zhonggu Shiqi Dewenyi yu Shehui”, 2008.) 
36 Jia-wei Fan, “Han Tang Shiqi Nuebing yu Nuegui”, in Fu-shih Lin ed., Jingbing de Lishi, (Taipei: Lianjing 

chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2011), pp. 201-243. 
37 Chia-feng Chang “ ‘Jiying’ yu ‘Xiangran’: Yi Zhubing Yuanhoulun Wei Zhongxin Shilun Weijin zhi Suitang 

Zhijian de Jibingguan” [The Conceptions of Contagion in Chinese Medicine: A Case from Zhubing Yuanhou 

Lun(610)], in Taida Lishi Xuebao, 27(2001):37-82, also in Fu-shih Lin ed., Jingbing de Lishi, (Taipei: Lianjing 

chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2011), pp. 157-200. 
38 Chia-feng Chang, “Suitang Yiji zhong de Xiaoer Bingyingguan Shitan” [Conceptions of Childhood Diseases 

in Medical Literature duringthe Sui and Tang Dynasties (581-907)], in Taida Wenshizhe Xuebao [Bulletin of the 

College of Arts National Taiwan University], 77(2012):199-236; Chia-feng Chang, “Bianhua de Shenti—Jin 

Tang Zhijian de Xiaoer Bianzheng Lilun”, in Jianmin Li ed., Cong Yiliao Kan Zhongguoshi [Examining Chinese 

History through Medicine], (Taipei: Lianjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2012), pp. 77-110; Chia-feng 

Chang, “Huangdi Buneng Chaqi Yiuxiao—Songqing Zhijian Xiaoeryi de Ziwo Renting yu Shehui Dingwei” 

[Even the Yellow Lord Cannot Treat Children: Self-Identity and Social Positioning of Chinese Pediatricians 

from the Song to the Qing Dynasties], in Xin Shixue [New History], 24:1(2013): 1-58.  
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haunted by demonic forces.39  Hsiu-fen Chen discusses that in Ming and Qing, both ghosts and 

demonic affliction are seen as one However, doctors believe that people are haunted by the 

ghosts only when they are weak.40 Furthermore, according to Shu-wei Hsieh’s research, the 

inherited deeds of previous generations are also considered to cause diseases or illness in 

Medieval China.41  

Although the traditional Chinese medical science is  “naturalistic”,42 abnormal qi(氣), 

demonic affliction, and ghosts are still considered as the factors keeping people out of their 

normality in Chinese history. Physical discomfort represents abnormal situation in daily life. 

However, there is abnormal abnormality. Jian-min Li points out that doctors still leave a 

category for those that they cannot categorized--physical discomfort aroused by ghosts, sui-

ping（祟病）.43 While ghosts are categorized as “neither inner nor outer cause” (bu neiwei 

yin 不內外因)”, which refers to those not fitting into “inner cause” (neiyin 內因) -- seven 

emotions (chiching七情), or “outer cause” (weiyin外因)-- six abuse (liuyin六淫),  it also 

means that the disease is culturally, socially or medically abnormal.44 In addition, Hsiu-fen 

Chen illustrates another case of abnormal abnormality—having intercourse with ghosts in the 

dream.45 She finds out that in the medical books, the symptom, having intercourse with ghosts 

in the dream, usually happens on women, especially for widows, single ladies, or nuns. It is 

because their sexual desire is not satisfied, which reflexes the mainstream social value that 

women are not allowed to have sexual relationship either before marriage or without marriage.   

 
39 Hong-yi Zhuang, “Songdai Daojiao Yiliao: Yi Hongmai Yijian zhi Weizhu zhi Yanjiu” [Song Dynasty Taoist 

Medicine: Research Based on Hong Mai's “Yijian zhi”],  in Fu-shih Lin ed., Zongjiao yu Yiliao, (Taipei: 

Lianjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2011), pp. 145-204.  

40 Hsiu-fen Chen, “Dang Bingren Jiandao Gui: Shilun Ming Qing Yizhe Duiyu ‘Xiesui’ de Taidu” [When Patients 

Met Ghosts: A Preliminary Survey of Scholarly Doctors’ Attitudes towards ‘Demonic Affliction’ in Ming-Qing 

China], in Guoli Chengchi Daxue Lishi Xuebao [The Journal of History, NCCU], 30(2008): 43-86. 
41  Shu-wei Hsieh, “Shouguo yu Chanhui: Zhonggu Shiqi Zuigan Wenhua zhi Tantao” [Repentance and 

Confession: A Study of the Concept of Guilt in Medieval China], in Qinghua Xuebao [Tsing Hua Journal of 

Chinese Studies], 40:4(2010): 735-764. 
42 Thank the suggestion from Hsiu-fen Chen. Jianmin Li uses “理性化” to explains development of etiology in 

the history of Chinese medicine. Considering the usage of “rationalized” in the context of western world, I use 

naturalistic instead of “rationalized.” 
43 I use the term which Jianmin Li uses in the paper. (Jianmin Li, “Suibing yu ‘Changsuo’—Chuantong Yixue 

Dei Suibing de Yizhong Jeishi”, in Hanxue Yanjiu [Chinese Studies], 12:1 (1994), also in Fu-shih Lin ed., 

Jingbing de Lishi, (Taipei: Lianjing chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2011), p23.) 
44 “Theory of three causes” (sanyin xueshuo 三因學說) is built by Chen Yen in Song Dynasty. (Jianmin Li, 

“Suibing yu ‘Changsuo’—Chuantong Yixue Dei Suibing de Yizhong Jeishi”, 2011, p24.) 
45 Hsiu-fen Chen, “Zai Mengmei Zhijian: Zhongguo Gudian Yixue Duiyu ‘Meng yu Guijiao’ yu Nuxing Qingyu 

de Gouxiang” [Female Sexual Frustration in Pre-modern Chinese Medicine], in Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Lishi 

Yuyan Yanjiusuo Jikan History-Philology-Institute Bulletin, SINICA], 81:4 (2010):701-736, also in Fu-shih Lin 

ed., Jingbing de Lishi, (Taipei: Lianjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2011), pp. 77-108. 
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Except for the alternating of ‘chang’ (normality 常)  and ‘feichang’ (abnormality非

常 ), Fong-mao Lee proposes another pattern of “guiding the deviant to the normal” (daoyi 

weichang 導異為常). The pattern doe not only explains how people deal with those who die 

violently, but also demonstrates how magic plays its own role in people’s religious life. Yuanju 

Liu elaborates the pattern of “guiding the deviant to the normal” 46 —through the process of 

envisioning the deviance, revealing, making judgements, being punished and then returning 

back to the order by analyzing the anomaly tales in Six Dynasties. Through the rituals informed 

by shamanic, Daoist and Buddhist practices, she argues that the deviant with abnormal/ odd/ 

strange bodily form the problematic relationship between the human and spirit worlds. Except 

the literature perspective, medical treatment and performing religious rituals could be seen as 

the ways of “guiding the deviant to the normal”. Therefore, magic which is performed by ritual 

masters, who needs to cultivate themselves in order to enhance their magic power to perform 

the rituals, plays the guiding role.47  

These researches demonstrate the historical development of the causes of diseases in 

Chinese history. They not only explain why the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” play the 

healing role, but also show us what etiological concepts Han people kept with them when they 

immigrated to the island around mid-sixteenth century. However, after Han people settled on 

the island, they gradually formed a new healing system, which fit the new environment.     

 

1-4 Situated in the Context in Taiwan 

 To figure out the role that the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” plays, we need to explore 

three approaches: medical anthropology, the historical development of Fa Method, and related 

healing rituals. Medical anthropology creates a new perspective to alternative healing while 

religious healing earned a reputation as superstition. The features of Fa Method lead us to 

figure out what those ritual masters adjusted to respond the comparative religious market. 

 
46 Yuanju Liu, “Xingjian yu Mingbao: Liuchao Zhiguai zhong de Guiguai Xushu de Fongyu—Yige ‘Daoyi 

Weichang’ Moshi de Kaocha” [“Guiding the Deviant to the Normal” in Six Dynasties Tales of the Anomalous], 

in Zhongguo Wenzhe Yanjiu Jikan, 29(2006):1-45.  
47 Fong-mao Lee, “Shoujing: Yige cong ‘Yichang’ Fan ‘Chang’ de Fashu Yiliao Xianxiang”, presented in “Yiliao 

yu Wenhua Zueshu Yantataohui” on Oct.24-26, 2002, hosted by Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo 

[Institute of Ethnology Academia Sinica] and Taiwanshi Yanjiusuochu [Preparatory Office of Institute of 

Taiwan History Academia Sinica]. 
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Those researches on other related healing rituals provide us clues to understand how Fa Method 

functions in Taiwan.         

From the perspective of western medical treatment, the factors lead Chinese people to 

be sick in historical studies seem awkward and outdated. However, nowadays, people in 

Taiwan still believe that ghosts or demonic forces are one of the factors bringing illness to 

people. In the studies of spirit mediums, Fu-shih Lin combs the history of spirit medium in 

Taiwan and discusses their status and reputation in Taiwan.48 Based on different gazetteers in 

Ming and Qing, people in Taiwan turn to wu- including spirit mediums and Daoist priests- for 

healing, instead of traditional Chinese medical doctors. From 1895-1945, Japanese government 

not only introduced western medical system to Taiwan, but also suppressed wu. However, wu 

still played an essential role on healing in Taiwan. It is worth mentioning that in the survey Lin 

Fu-shih conducted from 1999 to 2003, forty percent of spirit mediums claim themselves as 

healers. Religious healers still have low social status as well as bad reputations.49  

 

1-4-1 From the Perspective of Medical Anthropology 

Fus-hih Lin mentions that from 1970’s, anthropologists accomplished many important 

researches on spirit medium from the perspective of medical anthropology.50 Based upon the 

explanatory model that illness is constituted by cultures, Arthur Kleinman analyzes cases of 

neurasthenia, and concepts of fan-tsao (煩躁), Huo-chi ta(火氣大), and tou-yun (頭暈).51 He 

 
48 Fu-shih Lin, “Yizhe huo Bingren: Tongji zai Taiwan Shehui zhong de Jiaose yu Xingxiang”, in Fu-shih Lin ed., 

Zongjiao yu Yiliao, Fu-shih Lin ed., (Taipei: Lianjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2011), pp. 93-144; Fu-

shih Lin, “Taiwan Tongji de Shehui Xingxiang Chutan (Ergao)”, 2002; Fu-shih Lin, “Qingdai de Wuxi yu Wusu: 

Yi Taiwan Wenxian Congkan Wei Zhuyiao de Chubu Tantao (chugao)”, 2005.   
49 In Lin Fushih studies, he lists many studies on child medium from the perspectives of science. He also analyzes 

what factors bring child medium bad reputations and low social status. However, these are not the focus of my 

research. I do not discuss this part in the text. 
50Hsun Chang claims that Yih-Yuan Li is the pioneer of medical anthropology in Taiwan and starts the researches 

of diseases and indigenous people in Taiwan. However, since Yih-Yuan Li uses ethnomedicine, religious healing 

or ritual healing instead of medical anthropology, I claim that Hsun Chang introduces medical anthropology to 

Taiwan. (Hsun Chang, “Jibing yu Wenhua: Li Yih-Yuan Xiansheng Dui Taiwan Yixue Renleixue Fazhan de 

Gongxian” [Taiwan Journal of Anthropology], 16:2 (2018): 7-46.  
51Arthur Kleinman, “The Cultural Construction of Illness Experience and Behavior, 1: Affects and  Symptoms in 

Chinese Culture,” in Patients and Healers in the Context of Culture —An Exploration of Borderland between 

Anthropology, Medicine, and Psychiatry, Arthur Kleinman ed, ch4,  (University of California Press, 1980), pp. 

119-145. It is also translated by Hsun Chang, “Wenhua Jiango Biongtong, Jingyan yu Xingwei: Zhongguo 

Wenhua nei de Qinggan yu Zhengzhuang” [Cultural Construction of Illness Experience and Behavior: Affects 

and Symptoms in Chinese Culture], from in Si yu Yan [Thought and Work: Journal of the Humanities and Social 

Science], 37:1(Taipei:1999):241-272.  
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points out that, in Taiwan, patients with depression do not complain what they are suffering 

to psychiatrists. Instead, they turn to general practitioners “for the treatment of the biological 

concomitants of depression (insomnia, weight loss, dry mouth, constipation, loss of energy, 

etc).52 in his study, he finds out that the visibility of family member’s illness is constrained in 

the family-oriented culture in Taiwan. Hsun Chang points out that what medical 

anthropology concerns is the connection between the illness and the patient, even the life 

history of the patient, which is different from western medical treatment system which 

separates the disease from the patient. In addition, medical anthropology claims that pain and 

illness are constructed by cultures. Health, illness and healing should be seen as a part of 

culture, cosmology and world view.53 Therefore, the reason why folk healing system still 

prospers in Taiwan is because the healers and the patients share the same world view.54  

Furthermore, Jen-Yi Wang addresses the influence from Confucianism in Taiwan.55 All 

researches above are conducted around 1970’s and 1980’s. They introduce a new perspective 

to Taiwan when discussing religious healings, which had been considered as superstitious for 

a long time. However, during these fifty years, Taiwanese society has already gone through 

hugely changes, including lifting the Martial Law, alternating political twice and running the 

National Health Insurance system since 1995. These three factors may keep Taiwanese 

society away from the influence of Confucianism and accept western medical system to treat 

psychosomatic illness. However, it is still meaningful to situate Taiwanese society in its own 

historical and cultural context from the perspective of medical anthropology.  

 
52 Arthur Kleinman, “The Cultural Construction of Illness Experience and Behavior, 1: Affects and  Symptoms 

in Chinese Culture,” 1980, p. 138. 
53 Arthur Kleinman, translated by Hsun Chang, “Wenhua Jiangou Bingtong, Jingyan yu Xingwei: Zhongguo 

Wenhua nei de Qinggan yu Zhengzhuang”, 1999. 
54 Hsun Chang, “Gaikuang huo Gaixin? Minsu Congjiao Yiliao de Liaoxiao Jizhi”, in Taiwan Zongjiao Yanjiu, 

8:2 (2009): 1-25. Hsun Chang,  “Yixue Renleixui de Yige Xinchangshi: Jeishao A. Kleinman de Yanjiujiagou” 

in Jibing yu Wenhua: Taiwan Mingjian Yiliaorenleixui Yanjiulunji, (Taipei: Daoshiang chubanshe, 1989), pp. 

3-13; Hsun Chang, “Liangzhong Yixue Renleixue de Yanjiu Fangfa—Xiangzhengde yu Yuyide”, in Renlei yu 

Wenhua, 15(1981); Hsun Chang, “Chuantong Yishu de Lixingguan”, in Si yu Yan [Thought and Words: Journal 

of the Humanities and Social Science], 18:3 (1980): 240-147; Hsun Chang, “Pingjie Youguan Taiwan Minjian 

Jibing Guannian de Jige Yanjiu”, in Hanxue Yanjiu Tongxun, 7:3 (1988): 141-147; Hsun Chang, Jibing yu 

Wenhua: Taiwan Mingjian Yiliaorenleixui Yanjiulunji, Taipei: Daoshiang Chubanshe, 1989. 
55 Jen-Yi Wang, translated by Hsun Chang, “Zhongguo Wenhua Mailuo xia de Shenxin Jibing”, in Jibing yu 

Wenhua: Taiwan Mingjian Yiliaorenleixui Yanjiulunji, (Taipei: Daoshiang chubanshe, 1989) pp. 213-243, 

from“Psychosomatic Illness in the Chinese Cultural Context”, in Lola Romanucci-Ross eds., The Anthropology 

of Medicine: From Culture to Method, (Ｍassachusetts: Bergin Publisher, Inc. 1983) pp. 298-318. 
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Moreover, there are plenty studies working on religious healing from the perspective 

of medical anthropology, like the practice of folk healings, 56  including spirit medium, 57 

divination, the “Ritual of Containing Fright”,58  the “Ritual of Offering Money Replenishing 

Luck” ( jinqian buyun yishi進錢補運儀式),59 and the “Ritual of Offering and Resolution”.60 

Hsun Chang points out that the pattern which people, usually men or the ones who own high 

status in the family, respond to the physical abnormality (self-adjustment, self-diagnosis, self-

evaluation and self-determination) results from the multi-medical care systems in Taiwanese 

society: the western medical system for acute diseases, the traditional Chinese medical system 

for chronic diseases, and popular medicine system for somatization and neurosis. Furthermore, 

Hsun Chang categories them into two groups: broad and narrow. The former encompasses 

religious and secular aspect while the latter indicates secular traditional practices.61 On the 

 
56 Hsun Chang, “Hunpo yu Jibing: Taiwan Minsu Yiliao de Renguan”, in Taiwan Yiliao Sibainian [Medical 

Treatment for 400 Years in Taiwan], (Taipei: Jindian Zazhi Chubanshe, 2006), pp. 38-41; Hsun Chang, “Minsu 

Liaofa de Shijian—Yi Taipeishi Baoangong Weili”, in Taiwan Yiliao Sibainian [Medical Treatment for 400 

Years in Taiwan], (Taipei: Jindian Zazhi Chubanshe, 2006), pp. 42-49; Hsun Chang, “Taiwan Minjian Xinyang 

de Minus Yiliao”, in Zongjiao Jiaoyu Jiben Jiaocai, Department of Religious Studies at Alethia University ed., 

(Taipei: Department of Religious Studies at Alethia University, 2002), pp. 1-10; Hsun Chang, “Minsu Yiliao yu 

Wenhua Zhenghouqun”, in Lishi Renlei Xuekan, 96 (1996):50-54; Hsun Chang, “Funu yu Yiliao—Bentu 

Nuliaozhe de Linglei Sikao”, in Guojia Kexue Weiyuanhui Yanjiu Huikan: Renwen ji Shehui Kexue, 11:2 (2001): 

126-134. 
57 Hsun Chang, “Taiwan Hanrien de Yiliao Tixi yu Yiliao Xingwei: Yige Taiwan Beibu Nongcun de Yixue 

Renleizue Yanjiu” [Medical Behavior and Medical System of Taiwanese Peasants: An Anthropological Inquiry], 

in Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo Jikan [Bulletin of the Institute of Ethnology Academia Sinica], 

50 (1983): 29-58. 
58 Hsun Chang, “Taiwan Hanren Shoujing Yishi yu Hunpoguan”, in Huan Ying-gui ed., Renguan, Yiyi yu Shehui, 

(Taipei: Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo [Institute of Ethnology Academia Sinica], 1993), pp. 29-

58; Hsun Chang, “Daojiao yu Minjian Yiliao Wenhua—Yi Zhoujing Zhenghouqun Weili”, in Fong-mao Lee & 

Ronggui Zhu eds., Yishi, Miaohui yu Shequ: Daojiao, Mingjian Xinyang yu Mingjian Wenhua, (Taipei: 

Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Zhongguo Wenzhe Yangjiusuo Choubeichu [Preparatory Office of Institute of Chinese 

Literature and Philosophy], 1996), pp. 427-457. 
59 In southern Taiwan, the “Replenishing Ritual” ( da buyun yishi大補運儀式)  is also called the “Offering Money 

Replenishing Ritual” ( jinqian buyun yishi進錢補運儀式).  (Hsun Chang & Ying-fa Hong, “Jinqian Buhun 

Keyi Fenxi—Yi Tainan Anping Miaoshougong Xiaofatuan Weili”, in Daoxue Yanjiu, 19(2012):19-34.) 
60 Hsun Chang “Daojiao jijie yishi zhong chanhui yu tishen: Yige wenhua xinlixue de tantao” [Confession and 

Substitution in Taoist Exorcism: A Cultural Psychological Analysis]. In An-Bang Yu ed., Bentu Xinli yu Wenhua 

Liaoyu—Lunlihua de Keneng Tanwen [Indigenous Psychology and Cultural Healing: Inquiries into a New Role 

for Ethics], (Taipei: Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo [Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica], 

2008), pp. 375-417. 
61 Hsun Chang puts religious healing and popular medicine together. She defines popular medicine as a method 

which is used by a people to confront diseases. It especially indicates those natural and supernatural healing 

behaviors or concepts used by laity. In addition, she lists every of healing methods, and categorizes them into 

two groups: nature and super nature or narrow and broad. The former includes midwives, traditional Chinese 

medical doctors, fractured bone setting, healing the injuries from falls, fractures, contusions and strains (die da 

sun shang跌打損傷), punctuation, secrete herb and massage. The latter includes child medium, fortune telling, 

facial reading,  geometry (feng-shui 風水), divination in the temples, containing the frightening, taking water 

within burnt talisman, necromancy (guan luo yin觀落陰)，and spiritual writing. Besides, she also mentions 

clinics, public health center, general hospital, over-the-counter drugs, Chinese restorative, western medicine 

restoratives, and psychiatry. (“Medical Behavior and Medical System of Taiwanese Peasants: An 
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other hand, people in Taiwan go to western doctor to remove their physical pain, while they 

visit traditional Chinese medical doctors to restore the balance between yi and yang or even 

Five Phases (Wu Xing五行) 62inside their body. They turn to folk religious healing when they 

negotiate with gods and ghosts.63   

Furthermore, medical anthropologists found another two characters constituting the 

unique multiple medical care systems in Taiwan: the attitude toward fate and the concept of 

insufficiency.64 Hsun Chang claims that villagers believe that the key to being cured is their 

own fate, instead of the medical system they pick, which make them wander among various 

medical systems.65  The phenomenon of wandering various medical systems as converting the 

beliefs of what factors bring people illness, instead of reframing people’s world view.66 Ping-

yi Zhu points out the neglect attitude toward traditional Chinese medical treatment and 

medicine in Ming and Qing reveals people’s attitude toward fate.67 Wei-Pin Lin argues the 

relations between good fate (haoming 好命) and the allocation of haunted spaces not only 

reveals how the villagers in southern Taiwan consider violent death, but also what factors they 

believe bring them illness. Furthermore, Hsun Chang considers insufficiency68 as culturally 

constructed symptom69 and distinguishes it into two groups: medical one and religious one. 

 
Anthropological Inquiry,” (Hsun Chang, “Taiwan hanren shoujing yishi yu hunpoguan”, 1993; Hsun Chang, 

“Gaikuang huo gaixin? Minsu congjiao yiliao de liaoxiao jizhi”, 2009.) 
62 It is also found in Zhao-geng Lin, Guang-wei Chen, Pei-qi Zhou, Rizhi Shiqi de Taiwan Zhongyi (Xiyuan 1895-

1945, Taipei: Guoli  Zhongguo Yiyao Yanjiusuo [National Research Institute of Chinese Medicine], 2013. p168. 
63 Hsun Chang, “Yibing ye Yiming: Minsu Zongjiao de Yiliao Xingwei Jiqi Gainian”, in Taiwan Ｗenxian, 62:1 

(2011): 97-126; Chang, Hsun. “Chuantong Yishu de Lixingguan”, in Si Yu Yan [Thought and Words: Journal 

of the Humanities and Social Science],18:3 (1980): 240-147. 
64 Wei-Pin Lin, “Renguan, Kongjian Shijian yu Zhibing Yishi: Yi Yige Taiwan Xinan Nongcun Weili” [The 

Concept of the Person, Spatial Practices, and Healing Cults: An Ethnography of a Village in Southeastern 

Taiwan], in Guoli Taiwan Daxue Kaogu Renlei Xuekan [Journal of Archaeology and Anthropology], 56 

(2000):44-76 and Hsun Chang, “Richang Shenghuizhong ‘xu’ de Shenti Jingyan” [Daily Life Experience: 

Bodily Experience of the Emptiness], in Kaogu Renlei Xuekan [Journal of Archaeology and Anthropology], 

74(2011):11-52. 
65 Hsun Chang, “Taiwan Hanrien de Yiliao Tixi yu Yiliao Xingwei: Yige Taiwan Beibu Nongcun de Yixue 

Renleizue Yanjiu”, 1983; Chang Hsun, “Yibing ye Yiming: Minsu Zongjiao de Yiliao Xingwei Jiqi Gainian”, 

2011. 
66 Hsun Chang, “Gaikuang huo Gaixin? Minsu Congjiao Yiliao de Liaoxiao Jizhi”,2009. 
67 Ping-yi Zhu, “Yiao yi Busibing, Fo Du Youyuanren: Ming Qing de Yiliao Shichang, Yiyiao Zhishi yu Yibing 

Guanxi”, in Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Jindaishi Yanjiusuo Jikan, 68(2010): 1-50. 
68 Thanks for the suggestions for the translation of “虛” from my committee, Hsiu-fen Chen. She considers that 

the usage of “emptiness” will overlap with the certain concept in Buddhism. For this reason, I choose 

“insufficient”, instead of the “emptiness” which is used in the paper I cite. Hsun Chang, “Richang 

Shenghuizhong ‘xu’ de Shenti Jingyan” [Daily Life Experience: Bodily Experience of the Emptiness], in Kaogu 

Renlei Xuekan [Journal of Archaeology and Anthropology], 74(2011):11-52. 
69 There are other culturally constructed symptoms, such as the ambiguous sense of illness and perturbation. The 

former is mentioned by Mei-Tzi Sun in her thesis—'Xingdou zhi Ming—Cong Buyun Yishi Kan Beidou 

Chongbai zai Taiwan Hanren Shehui zhong de Liaoyu Xingge’, 2015. The latter is discussed by Bi-Ming Cai in 
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She claims that the concept of insufficiency coincides two sets of concepts: cool verses warm, 

and yin verses yang. Therefore, something related to cool and yin, including dark places and 

certain food, causes insufficiency, which usually refers to the feeling of being weak, disturbed 

and unusual. To return back to patient’s normal situation, taking warm food which is defined 

by traditional Chinese medical theory or requiring the “Ritual of Replenishing Luck” or the 

“Ritual of Offering and Resolution” are the ways to replenish the insufficiency.  

These studies from the perspective of medical anthropology provide us many clues—

plural medical care systems, yi and yang, Five Phases, and fate--to explore how the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul” functions in Taiwan. However, those studies do not discuss the religious 

characters of these alternative healing rituals. Serving as a religious ritual, it is necessary to 

discuss the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” in the context of Fa (Method). 

 

1-4-2 Situating The “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” in the Context of Fa (Method) 

Both medical anthropology and anthropology situate the perspective of illness and 

healing approaches under the social-cultural context of Taiwanese society. I am going to 

emphasize the ritual, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul,” which my research deals with. As 

mentioned above, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, the “Ritual of Replenishing Luck”, the 

“Ritual of Offering and Resolution” and the “Ritual of Containing Fright”, in some sense, shape 

the religious healing system. Unlike the other three, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” has 

drawn little academic attention and is not discussed widely. Therefore, I am going to do is 

situate the ritual as well as the other into the social-cultural context of Taiwanese society, and 

then review those studies which discuss the other three related rituals.     

When discussing the practice of Fajiao法教 in Taiwan, Zhi-wan Liu points out that 

Daoism has already been regionally marginalized and mingled with indigenous belief when it 

was brought to Taiwan with emigrants. Therefore, he considers it as popular religion,70 which 

attracts its own believers by healing laity. Regarding the characteristic of Double Gate of Dao 

and Methods (Daofa Ermen道法二門) in Taiwan, Daoist Priest also plays the role of ritual 

 
his “Jibing Changyu yu Zhijue Xianxiang: Shanghanlun zhong ‘Fan’ Zheng de Shengtigan”, in Yu, Shun-de ed., 

Tiwu Ruwei: Wu yu Shentigan de Yanjiu, (Xinzhu: Guoli Qinghua Daxue Chubanshe, 2008), pp.165-203. 
70 Zhi-wan Liu, “Taiwan zhi Fajiao”, 2015, p. 1633. 
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master (fashi 法師). The ritual master who only serves the living and performs exorcist magic 

is titled “Red head teacher’s master” (hangtou saigong 紅頭師公) and plays the role of healer. 

Meanwhile, the one who only serves the dead and performs in funerals is titled “black head 

teacher’s master” (otou saigong 黑頭師公).71 However, ritual master cannot perform Daoist 

rituals but only exorcism. For this reason, ritual master usually cooperates with spirit mediums, 

or even play double roles, which blurs the identities of each other. Meanwhile, their 

cooperation occupies the religious markets in the rural area. Furthermore, healing ailments and 

exorcizing demonic forces are two major features of Fajiao.72 To heal ailments, Daoist priests 

may issue talisman or perform exorcizing rituals. Moreover, to eliminate misfortune, Daoist 

priests need to summon the celestial troops to pacify the disturbance in their territory. Therefore, 

Zhi-wan Liu indicates that because exorcist rituals, especially those dealing with the living 

souls, keep supplicant alive, they also play the role of healing ailments.73 

Zhi-wan Liu combs the history of the linage development of the ritual masters and 

draws the outline of Fajiao法教74  in Taiwan.75 First, he argues that even though the group 

“red head teacher’s master” lacks the factors of forming a religion, such as their own canons, 

teachings, organizations and authorities, however, they claim themselves as Fajiao, which 

implies Fajiao should be seen as an individual religion, instead of a sect of Daoism. Zhi-wan 

 
71 Liu Zhi-wan concludes that there are four kinds of religious specialist in Taiwan. They are Daoist priest (daoshi 

道士), ritual master (fashi 法師), child medium, and witch (angyi 尪姨). (Zhi-wan Liu, Zhonggou Minjian 

Xinyang Lunji, 1974, p. 207) For the characteristics of fashi, there are many researches addressing the characters 

of Daoist Priests. (Zhen-yuan Lin, “Zhengxie zhi Bian, Daofa zhi He: Taiwan Beibu Daofa Ermen Yuanliu” 

[Differentiating the Orthodox and Heterodox, the Convergence of Dao 道 and Fa 法: The Origins of the Daofa 

ermen 道法二門 Tradition (Double Gate of Dao and Methods) of Northern Taiwa], in Shu-wei Hsieh ed., 

Jingdian Daojiao yu Defang Zongjiao [Scriptural Daoism and Local Religions], Taipei: Chengda Chubanshe 

[Cheng-Chi University Press], 2014; Li-ling Xu, “Jibing yu Eyun de Zhuanyi: Taiwan Beibu Hongtou Fashi 

Dabuyun Yishi Fenxi”, 2003, pp. 339-365; Li ling Xu, “Taiwan Beibu Hongtou Fashi Fachang Buyun Yishi”, 

1997.) 
72 Please see note 5. On the list of what rituals Daoist Priests ( fashi法師) serve, the “Ritual of Concealing the 

Soul”, the “Replenishing Luck Ritual”, and the “Containing the Soul Ritual” are mentioned. However, in 

“Taiwan de fajiao”, Liu Zhi-wan calls the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” as the “Covering the Soul Ritual” 

(Gaihun yishi 蓋魂儀式), instead of canghun yishi. He calls the “Containing Fright Ritual” as the “Containing 

the Soul Ritual” (Shouhun yishi 收魂儀式). (Zhi-wan Liu, “Taiwan de Fajiao” (Zhi-wan Liu, “Taiwan zhi 

Fajiao”, 2015.)  
73 Zhi-wan Liu, “Lushanjiao zhi Shouhunfa”, in Zhonggou Minjian Xinyang Lunji, vol.22, (Taipei: Zhongyang 

Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo [Institute of Ethnology Academia Sinica], 1974), pp 207-418. 
74 Some scholars use fapai (法派). There is no fixed name while mentioning these ritual masters. For example, 

Wei-zhi Dai, Zong-yang Zhou, Zhi-chia Qiu, and Ying-fa Hong use fapai in their book: Tainan Chuantong 

Fapai ji qi Yishi.  
75 Zhi-wan Liu, “Lushanjiao zhi Shouhunfa”, 1974, p. 314. 
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Liu points out that Lushanjiao (閭山教) in Fujian is a sect of Daoism.76 Secondly, there are 

three religions practicing in Taiwan—Lushanjiao, Xujiajiao (徐甲教), and Kezaijiao (客仔教). 

According to his survey, Lushanjiao represents Fajiao in Taiwan because both Xujiajiao and 

Kezaijiao are barely seen. Moreover, there is Puanjiao (普庵教) in Ponghu 澎湖 which is 

originate from Quanzhou 泉州 and influenced by Linji School (臨濟宗 ) of Buddhism. 

However, it is hard to see the practice of both Xujiajiao and Kezaijiao in Taiwan. It is worth 

mentioning that the reason why Kezaijiao does not exit is because it is an ethnic identity, not a 

religious group. Instead, the ritual masters of Kezaijiao, who comes from Chaozhou 潮州 in 

Canton 廣東 and are called as Yueke 粵客, harmoniously work with Holonese福佬 ritual 

masters. Meanwhile, these Hakkanese ritual masters have already been completely Holonized 

福佬化.77 Therefore, Zhi-wan Liu claims that Kezaijiao has been vanished. Third, Xuzhenjun 

許真君 is the dharma lord (fazhu法主) of Lushanjiao. Under Lushanjiao, there are two sects-

- Sanneipei 三奶派 who worships Chen Jingu 陳靖姑 and Fazhugong pei 法主公派 who 

worships Zhang Shengjun張聖君. The former originates from Fuzhou福州 in Fujian while 

the latter comes from Youngchun永春 in Fujian.  

However, recently, scholars claim that heterogeneity among regions should be taken 

into account while discussing the history of Daoism. Shi-wei Hsieh analyzes different relations 

between Daoism and Method (Fa 法) from the historical perspective and claims that the issue 

needs to consider both regional religious phenomenon and religious history. Therefore, he uses 

the term, Fajiao 法教, and claims that it refers to the systematical religion services which 

offered by a group of ritual masters. This service is situated in the context of popular religions 

and mutually shared by its own believers. Meanwhile, the ritual masters and the believers of 

popular religion share a similar cosmology and secular value. Fong-mao Lee notices the ethnic 

grouping phenomenon between Hakkanese. He points out that Fachang法場 was brought to 

Taiwan as Hakkanese immigrated to the island as well as helped Hakkanese adjust themselves 

to the new environment. Therefore, the perspective of vernacular island reveals the 

phenomenon that religious rituals preserve emigrants’ conventions in their motherland as well 

 
76 Zhi-wan Liu, “Taiwan zhi Fajiao”, 2015, p1638. There are many researches for Fajiao and claiming that Lushan 

Sect 閭山派 is a sect of Daoism. However, there is no fixed title. Ye Ming-sheng claims that Lushan Sect is also 

called Lushan jiao, while other scholars in Taiwan use Lushan Sect. 
77 Zhi-wan Liu, “Taiwan zhi Fajiao”, 2015, p. 1636.   
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as consolidate their own ethnical identity.78 However, the border of the vernacular island is 

blurred as time goes by. On one hand, as mentioned above, Hakkanese ritual masters are 

Holonized. On the other hand, to make a living, they learn how to perform Daoist rituals. This 

is the reason how Double Gate of Dao and Methods (Daofa Ermen道法二門) in northern 

Taiwan is shaped.79 However, the relations between Daoism and Method (Fa 法) are varied. 

Fong-mao Lee demonstrates the various relations via his rich field observations.80 Zhen-yuan 

Lin discusses the relations between Daoism and Method (Fa 法) from the perspective of 

orthodox and heterodox. After comparing Daoist Canon and the manual transcriptions he 

collects, he figures out the dialectic relations between Daoism and Method (Fa 法) and points 

out the importance of historical factors.81 Yong-meng Wu, based on his own experience, 

discusses the history of the Puanpai 普庵派 as well as Lushanpai 閭山派 in Penghu.82 

Different from those researches mentioned above, Ming-sheng Ye collects a very large 

numbers of ritual texts from the private altars in Fujian. He discusses the history of how 

 
78 Fong-mao Lee, “Taiwan Zhongbu Hongtousi yu Keshu Juluo de Jiaoyi Xingshi”, in Minsu Quyi [Journal of 

Chinese Ritual, Theatre and Folklore], 116 (1998), p145; Fong-mao Lee, “Daofa Ermen: Taiwan Zhongbeibu 

de Dao Fa Fuhe”, in Wei-lun Tan ed., Zhongguo Difang Zongjiao Yishi Lunji (shisi), (Hong Kong: Chung Chi 

College The Chinese Hong Kong University, 2011), p. 7. 
79 Fong-mao Lee, “Taiwan Zhongbu Hongtousi yu Keshu Juluo de Jjiaoyi Xingshi”, 1998, p146; Fong-mao Lee, 

“Daofa Fuhe de Defang Jingyan”, in Minsu Quyi [Journal of Chinese Ritual, Theatre and Folklore], 184(2014): 

1-8. 
80 Fong-mao Lee, “Daofa Fuhe de Defang Jingyan”, 2014;  Fong-mao Lee, “Daofa Ermen: Taiwan Zhongbeibu 

de Dao Fa Fuhe”, 2011, pp.147-180; Fong-mao Lee, “Taiwan Yishiju Zhong de Xiejuxing—Yi Daojiao Fajiao 

Weizhu de Kaocha”, in Minsu Quyi [Journal of Chinese Ritual, Theatre and Folklore], 71(1991): 174-210; Fong-

mao Lee, “Jinmen Lushanpai Dianan Yishi ji qi Gongneng: Yi Jinhuzhen Fuguodun Guanshi Jamiao Weili”, in 

Minsu Quyi [Journal of Chinese Ritual], 91 (1994) : 395-464; Fong-mao Lee, “Lisheng, Daoshi, Fashi yu 

Zongjiao Zhanglao, Zuren: Yige Jinmen Zongci Dianan de Tuxiang” [Lisheng, Daoist Priests, Exorcists and 

Religious Elders, Clansman: A Picture of Dianan in Ancestral Hall in Quemot(Chin-men)], in Jinmen Lishi, 

Wenhua yu Shengtai Guoji Xueshu Yantaohui Lunwenji [International conference on the History Culture and 

Ecology of Quemot(Chin-men)], (Taipei: Caituan Faren Shihezheng Minus Wenhua Jijinhui [Shih Ho-cheng 

Folk Culture Foundation], 2004); Fong-mao Lee, “ ‘Zhongyang- Sifang’ Kongjian Moshing: Wuying Xinyang 

de Yingwei yu Jingyuguan” [A Cosmic Model of "One Center, Four Regions": The Concepts of Defense in the 

Worship of Five Camps Soldiers], in Zhongzheng Daxue Xueshu Nienkan, 1 (2010): 33-70.  
81 Zhen-yuan Lin, “Zhengxie zhi Bian, Daofa zhi He: Taiwan Beibu Daofa Ermen Yuanliu”, 2014; Zhen-yuan 

Lin, “Minnan Kejia Diqu de Daojiao Yishi: Sanchaojiao Gean”, in Minsu Quyi [Journal of Chinese Ritual, 

Theatre and Folklore], 158(2007): 197-253. 
82 Yong-meng Wu, “Penghu Gongmiao Xiaofa Puan Zushi Tanyuan, in Dongfang Zongjiao Yanjiu [Studies in 

Oriental Religions], 4(1994):165-82; Yong-meng Wu, “Penghu Gongmiao Xiaofa Puan Zushi Tanyuan” [A 

Study on The Pu-An Zen Master of Hsio-Fa of Taoist Temples In Peng-Hu Islands], in Dongfang Zongjiao 

Yanjiu [Studies in Oriental Religions], 4(Taipei: 1994):165-82; Yong-meng Wu, “Puan Chanshi yu Minjian 

Xinyiang”, in Fojiao yu Zhongguo Wenhua Guoji Xueshu Huiyi Lunwenji [Collections of the International 

Conference of Buddhism and Chinese Culture], Taipei: 1995; Yong-meng Wu, “Minjian Xinyiang de Daofa 

Ermen zhi Tantao”, in Kongda Xuexun [the Journal of Open University], 274(2001): 67-69; Yong-meng Wu, 

“Penghu Xiaofa Lushanpai Xiankuang de Tantao, in Kongda Renwen Xuebao [Journal of The Liberal Arts], 

7(Taipei: 1998): 287-310 and in the Special issue titled Coral Stone(Laogushi硓石古石), in Penghu Hsien Cultural 

Center Quarterly, 2002; Yong-meng Wu, “Fajiao de Xuantian Shangdi Xinyang zhi Tantai”, presented in 

“Xuantian Shangdi Xinyang Wenhua Yishu Guoji Xueshu Yantaohui”, 2008; Yong-meng Wu, “Fajiao 

‘Hetanzhou’ yu Xuantian Xinyang de Poxi”, in Wudang Xueshu Lunwenji, 2014. 
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Lushanpai, featured of wu, interacts with Daoism, Buddhism and local beliefs to respond to 

the social and political crisis. Therefore, Lushanpai develops different sects and different sects 

develop various ways to combine Daoism and Method (Fa 法) in southern China.83 Jian-xing 

Huang has conducted his filed studies around Fujian, Jiangxi江西, Zhejiang浙江, Jiangsu江

蘇, Guizhou貴州, and Yunnan雲南.84 He uses the term, Shijiao 師教, instead of Fajiao, to 

refer to those ritual masters who practice various exorcist rituals. Furthermore, these ritual 

masters commonly share religious culture, including the gods they worship, private altars, 

temples, ritual dramas, customs, and legends in southern China. Jian-xing Huang argues even 

though the linages of these ritual masters and ritual details vary, the ritual traditions among 

them are tightly connected and share a great deal of similarities. Therefore, he claims these 

ritual masters in southern China should be considered as a religious system.85 This is different 

from the approach of regional studies and leads to the problem of oversimplification.  

From these studies, we learn the whole picture about how different linages of Fajiao 

scatter in both Taiwan and southern China. However, in my field cases, most ritual masters 

claim the ways they perform the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” are inherited along their 

family, instead of identify the linages they are belonged. One ritual master claims that he 

 
83 Ming-sheng Ye, “Hun Gui Lushan: Jianyang Lushanjiao Gongdechang Yishi zhong Linghun Xinyang zhi 

Tantao”, in Minsu Quyi [Journal of Chinese Ritual, Theatre and Folklore], 118 (1999): 41-78; Ming-sheng Ye, 

“Daojiao Lushanpai zhi yanjiu”, in Dao Yun, Vol. 9, (Taipei: Zhonghua dadao wenhua shiyie gufen yiuxian 

gongsi, 2001), pp149-184; Ming-sheng Ye, “Daojiao Lushanpai yu Minyue Shenxian Xinyangkao”, in Shijie 

Zongjiao Yanjiu [Religious Studies], 3(2004) ; Ming-sheng Ye, “Gongsheng Wenhuaquan zhi Wudao Wenhua 

Xingtai: Tantao Fujian Lushan yu Hunan Meishanjiao zhi Bijiao”, in Zongjiaoxue Yanjiu [Religious Studies], 

4(2005); Ming-sheng Ye, “Chen Jinggu Xinyang Luelun,” in Mindu Wenhua Yanjiu [Mingdu Cultural Studies], 

2(2006): 497-514; Ming-sheng Ye, “Zhangshengjun Xinyang Faxiangdi yu Pangu Fanghusi jiyi shulue,” in 

Minsu Quyi [Journal of Chinese Ritual, Theatre and Folklore], 138 (2002):147-97; Ming-sheng Ye,“Shilun 

‘Yuqiejiao’ zhi Yanbian ji qi Shisuhua Shixiang”, in Foxue Yanjiu [Buddhism Studies], (1999):256-264; Ming-

sheng Ye, “Penghu Minjian Xinyang ‘Puanjiao’ Zhuanzi Fujian Minnan Kao,” in Mindu Wenhua Yanjiu 

[Mingdu Cultural Studies], 2(2004). Also see Yong-he Song & Ming sheng Ye, “Puan Xinyang zai Fujian 

Minjian zhi Wenhua Xingtai Tantao,” in Minjiang Xueyuan Xuebao [Journal of Minjiang University], 

31:6(2010). Furthermore, see Xiao-wang Xu, “Lun Yuqiejiao yu Taiwan de Lushanpai Fashi,” in Fuzhou Daxue 

Xuebao (Zhexue Shehui Kexueban) [Journal of Fuzhou University (Philosophy and Social Science)], 

84:2(2008):5-12. 
84 Jian-xing Huang, Shijiao: Zhonguo Nanfang Fashi Yishi Chuantong Bijiao Yanjiu, (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 

2018; Jian-xing Huang, “ ‘Fahao’ ‘Langhai’ yu Minjian Daotan ‘Chuandu Zouzhi’ Yishi Tantao”, in Shijie 

ZongjiaoＹanjiu, 3(2013): 95-104; Jian-xing Huang, “Fujian Lushanjiao Shigongmiao ji Fashi Chuanshuo 

Tantao”, in Fujian Shifan Daxue Xuebao ( Zhexue Shehui Kexueban) [Journal of Fujian Normal University 

( Philosophy and Social Sciences Edition)], 178(2013): 104-111; Jian-xing Huang, “Minjian Fashi Yishi 

Chuantong Yanjiu Zongshu”, in Shijie Zongjiao Wenhua [The World Religious Cultures], 6(2014): 120-125; 

Jian-xing Huang, “Minjian Zongjiao Yishi Xiju de Fazhan Yanbian Tantao”, in Xiqu Yanjiu, 2(2014): 281-293; 

Jian-xing Huang, “Santan Xiaofa yu Mintai Chuantong Shehui”, in Zongjiaoxue Yanjiu, 3(2018): 245-255; Jian-

xing Huang, “Xishen Tiangong Yuanshuai Xinyang de Daojiao Yuanyuan yu Yishi Tese”, in Shijie Zongjiao 

Yanjiu, 4(2019): 114-125; Jian-xing Huang, “Qianyi Chuantong Kuilaixi yu Fasho Chuantong de Guanxi”, in 

Fujian Yishu, 2013. 
85 Jian-xing Huang, Shijiao: Zhonguo Nanfang Fashi Yishi Chuantong Bijiao Yanjiu, 2018, pp. 1-2.   
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creates the ritual by collecting related ritual in Daoist Canon. He even divides ritual details into 

several parts and perform them respectively and flexibly. In addition, it is common for junior 

ritual masters or Daoist priests to learn Daoist or exorcist skills from different senior ritual 

masters.  These phenomena demonstrate that in Taiwan, the boundaries among different linages 

of Fajiao are blurring.   

 

1-4-3 Other Healing Rituals  

Conclusively, I situate the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” in the model of “ ‘chang’ 

(常 normality) S  ‘feichang’ (非常 abnormality)” as well as in the social-cultural context in 

Taiwan from the perspective of medical anthropology as well as in the religious context of 

Fajiao in Taiwan. Then, I would like to turn to those studies for exorcist rituals or healing 

rituals. Unlike the “Ritual of Containing Fright”, the “Ritual of Offering and Resolution”, and 

the “Ritual of Luck Replenishing”, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” has drawn little 

academic attention and is not discussed widely.86 Nevertheless, those studies discuss and reveal 

essential concepts embedded in those healing rituals, such as human selfhood (renguan人觀), 

the sense of sin and compensation. They are also essential to the ritual this research is working 

on. 

The popularity of the “Ritual of Containing Fright” has it draw the most attentions from 

scholars. Zhi-wan Liu discusses how the specialist of Lushan Jiao deals with hun, including 

the living and the dead.87 For the former, he categorizes four major magics based on various 

 
86 There are several reasons why the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” has drawn little academic attention. First, it 

is not such a well-known ritual to draw a lot of academic attention. As far as I know, Zhi-wan Liu and Li-Ling 

Xu mention the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” while discussing other rituals. Neng-chang Wu spends one 

section discussing the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” in his new book, Yishi, Shenming yu Difang Shehui: Ｍ
inxi Lingyingtang fashi Chuantong Yanjiu. However, it is quite different from what I observe in Taiwan. 

Second, from the perspective of anthropology, it is hard to conduct the interview with the supplicants. 

Therefore, it draws little academic attention. ( Neng-chang Wu, Yishi, Shenming yu Difang Shehui: Ｍinxi 

Lingyingtang fashi Chuantong Yanjiu (Daojiao Yishi Congshu zhi si), (Taipei: Xinwenfong Chuban Gongsi, 

2019). 
87 For this part, he points out three major mafics--summoning the dead hun (zhaosihun招死魂), the funeral of 

summoning the hun ( zhaohuncang招魂葬), and necromancy (guanwang關亡). He does not address them very 

much.  
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goals. They are summoning the soul (zhaohun招魂),88 restricting the soul (zhenhun鎮魂), 

concealing the soul, and arresting and interrogating the soul (shehun攝魂).  Summoning the 

soul and restricting the soul share the same purpose: to pacify the soul and make it stay in 

patient’s body. This leads the soul owner back to normal status. However, for the sake of safety 

of the soul owner, taking out the soul and making it protected by powerful gods will definitely 

keep the soul away from threatening and danger. Zhi-wan Liu also indicates that these three 

ways mentioned above are popularly performed both in China and Taiwan. For redeeming the 

soul, he does not address much since it is belonged to black magic. Zhi-wan Liu claims because 

the exceeding hun po soul of living people causes themselves sick, ritual masters perform the 

“Containing Fright Ritual” to summon the hun po soul back to its owner and have it stay in the 

owner’s body. Usually, being frightened makes the hun po soul exceed. Therefore, the ritual is 

called the “Ritual of Containing Fright”. Although Cheng-sheng Tu does not conduct his 

research on the “Ritual of Containing Fright”, his work dealing with the concepts of human 

selfhood in early China makes a huge contribute on the concept of hun po soul. He points out 

that the concept of hun po soul has been existed when dated back to late Spring and Autumn 

period. Hun is associated with yang, while po is associated with yin. Meanwhile, hun and po 

are bounded with each other and both of them are the representatives of qi. In addition, hun 

and po leave their owner’s body only when the owner passes away.89 Hsun Chang deliberates 

the concept of hun po soul while she observes the “Ritual of Containing Fright”. She argues 

that in the term “three hun and seven po”三魂七魄, the numbers indicate the numbers of the 

organs where hun and po stay in the system of five phases. She also argues that the two numbers, 

three and seven, refer to the amounts of hun and po after tenth century. Furthermore, the idea 

of exceeded hun and po is influenced by the Buddhist concept of reincarnation.90 In addition, 

as Yi-yuan Li claims that harmony is the key concept in Chinese culture,91 the unharmonious 

situation which is caused by the exceeded three hun and seven po brings people the sense of 

 
88 Zhi-wan Liu categorizes it into four parts--calling the soul (jiaohun 叫魂), retrieving the soul which is called 

the “Containing Fright Ritual” in Taiwan, catching the soul (zhuahun抓魂) and redeeming the soul (shuhun贖

魂). 
89 Cheng-sheng Tu,“Xingti, Jingqi yu Hunpo: Zhongguo Chuantong Dui ‘Ren’ Renshi de Xingcheng”, in Huang 

Ying-kuei ed., Renguan, Yiyi yu Shehui, (Taipei: Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo [Institute of 

Ethnology Academia Sinica], 1993), pp. 27-88. 
90 Hsun Chang, “Taiwan Hanren Shoujing Yishi yu Hunpoguan”, in Huan Ying-gui ed., Renguan, Yiyi yu Shehui, 

(Taipei: Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo [Institute of Ethnology Academia Sinica], 1993), pp. 207-

232. 
91 Yih-yuan Li, “Hexie yu Junheng—Minjian Xinyang zhong de Yuzhou Quabshi”, in Wenhua de Tuxiang (xia)-

- Zongjiao yu Zuqun de Wenhua Guancha, (Taipei: Yunchen Wenhua, 1992), p 69; Hsun Chang, “Zhi Zhonghe 

yu Shen, Xin, Ling Pingheng de Yiliaoguan”, in Zhonghua Kejishi Xuehui [bulletin of club for the history of 

science], 2:1(2001): 19-21. 
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illness. This is culture bound syndrome92 in Taiwan. An-bang Yu discusses the concepts of 

human selfhood from the perspective of psychology while observing the “Ritual of Containing 

Fright”. He tries to analyzes the efficacy of the ritual via a scientific approach. Although 

questioning the related researches without concerning the placebo effects of the religious 

healing rituals, he himself does not answer the question in his study. He uses the interpretation 

for the ritual from Daoist priests, instead of the applicants and the outcome of his 

questionnaires.93 Jia-lin Zhang conducts his research in a well-known temple in Taipei City by 

observing the ritual performance and interviewing applicants. He concludes four reasons why 

applicants request the rituals. Except feeling ill which is caused by demonic forces, longing for 

being blessed, the pressure from peer groups, and free religious service are the main reasons 

why the “Ritual of Containing Fright” is popular in this temple.94 Different from empirical 

approach, Fong-mao Lee conducts his research from the perspective of religious study. He 

shapes his model of “‘chang’ (normality) S ‘feichang’ (abnormality)” by making a detailed 

record on how Daoist priest Zhi-xong Zhang cultivates himself and performs the “Ritual of 

Containing Fright”. He also points out that the religious meaning of this ritual is based upon 

the relations between orthodox and heterodox, Divine (shen 神) and Killer (sha 煞), and the 

cosmology of qi.95 Furthermore, there are several academic theses describing the details of the 

“the Ritual Containing Fright” and discussing the concept of hun and po.96 In some degree, 

those various ways of performing the ritual which are gathered from their field studies provide 

certain contribution to make the picture of Fajiao in Taiwan.    

 
92 Hsun Chang, “Taojiao yu Mingjian Yiliao Wenhua: Yi Zhaojing Zhenghouqun Weili”, in Fong-mao Lee & 

Ronggui Zhu eds., Yishi, Miaohui yu Shequ: Taojiao, Mingjian Xinyang yu Mingjian Wenhua, (Taipei: 

Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Zhongguo Wenzhe Yangjiusuo Choubeichu [Preparatory Office of Institute of Chinese 

Literature and Philosophy], 1996), pp.427-457. 
93 An-bang Yu, “Taiwan Hanren de Renguan, Jibingguan yu Minus Liaofa”, presented in ‘Yiliao yu Wenhua 

Xueshu Yantaohui’, hosted by Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica on Oct. 24-25, 2002. 
94 Jia-lin Chang (Jonny Chang), “Shouhun, Qusha yu Qifu—Xinzhong dao Xingtiangong  Shoujing de Yinsu 

Fenxi”, in Zhenli Daxue Renwen Xuebao, 2009: 198-225.   
95 Fong-mao Lee “Shoujing: Yige cong ‘Yichang’ Fan ‘Chang’ de Fashu Yiliao Xianxiang”, 2002. 
96 Zong-hong Lin, ‘Tannanxian Guantianxiang Shoujing Yishi xhi Yanjiu’, Tainan: Thesis of Tainan Shifan 

Xueyuan Taiwan Wenhua Yanjiusuo, 2005; You-xin Xiao (Fred Xiao), ‘Taiwan Minjian Shoujing Liaofa Yanjiu’ 

[The Study of Folk Therapy by Shock-Relieving in Taiwan], New Taipei City: Thesis of Furen Daxue Zongjiao 

Xuexi [Department of Religious Studies at Fu-Jen Catholic University], 2007;  Cheng-Hung Chen, ‘Shoujing 

Yishi Canyuzhe de Yinsu Fenxi—Yi Taibei Xingtiangong Xinzhong Wei Yanjiu Jiaodian” [Factors Analysis of 

the Participants of the Siu-gian Ritual--Focus on the Taipei Hsing Tian Temple’s Believers], New Taipei City: 

Thesis of Zhenli Daxue Zongjiao Xuexi [Department of Religious Studies, Aletheia University], 2007; Xin-hong 

Chen, ‘Youer Shoujing yu Liaoyu Yanjiu—‘Daojing Yiji’ yu Xiandai Anli de Xianghu Yinzheng’ [A Study of 

the Frightened Soul Recall for Children and its Therapeutic Use: A Mutual Verification of Daoist Scriptures, 

Medical Works and Modern Medical Cases], Jiayi County: Thesis of Nanhua Daxue Zongjiaoxue Yanjiusuo 

[Graduate Institute of Religious Studies, Nanhua University], 2012. 
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The “Ritual of Offering and Resolution” draws less attention although it is commonly 

seen in the temple in Taiwan. Hsun Chang uses the three steps in the ritual to demonstrate how 

the religious healing systems heal people and restore the order of people’s life. It also shows 

the strong connection between the ritual and the astrological worship in Chinese culture.97 First, 

the healer attributes the reason causing illness to the position shifting of astrology. Next, the 

healer turns the reason causing illness to personal level, such as patient’s primary destiny, and 

patient’s personal misconduct. For that reason, confession from the patient is necessary. Patient 

has to seek for the pardon from gods. Last, patient realizes the consequence of their misconduct 

by watching their human-shaped paper substitution (tishen替身) which is suffering for them. 

Based on his field observations on the “Ritual of Offering and Resolution,” Chuen-Rong Yeh 

argues that there are no standardized religious rituals in Taiwan.98 He also argues that the idea 

of standardization of rituals proposed by Watson 99 only refers to the social rites, such as 

funerals, weddings or rites of passage. Li-ling Xu finds out that the “Ritual of Spring Luck 

Replenishing” (buchunyun 補春運) contains another three rituals: luck replenishing, pacifying 

taicui (antaicui 安太歲) and the “Ritual of Offering and Resolution”.100 This ritual was popular 

around Keelong and I-lan before 1960s and performed particularly around lunar’s New Year. 

It lasted two or three days when ritual masters performed it home. It is named the “Ritual of 

Qian Luck Replenishing” (buqianyun補乾運). It is still popular nowadays. However, people 

no longer hold this ritual home. They go to temples or private altars, instead. They also shorten 

the length of the ritual within one or two hours. It is called the “Ritual of Spring Luck 

Replenishing” (buchunyun 補春運). On the other hand, the ritual could be requested at any 

time in a year, which is called either the “Ritual of Offering and Resolution” or the “Ritual of 

Luck Replenishing”. However, the one performed around lunar’s New Year is to prevent 

supplicants from the potential crisis in the coming year, while the one performed at any time 

in a year is to provide resolution to the crisis in life. Negotiating with the demonic forces by 

 
97 Hsun Chang, “Daojiao Jijie Yishi Zhong Chanhui yu Tishen: Yige Wenhua Xinlixue de Tantao” [Confession 

and Substitution in Taoist Exorcism: A Cultural Psychological Analysis], in An-Bang Yu ed., Bentu Xinli yu 

Wenhua Liaoyu—Lunlihua de Keneng Tanwen [Indigenous Psychology and Cultural Healing: Inquiries into a 

New Role for Ethics], (Taipei: Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo [Institute of Ethnology, Academia 

Sinica], 2008), pp. 375-417. 
98  Chuen-Rong Yeh, “Taiwan Jijie Yishi: Yishi Biaozhunhua Wenti” [Exorcism rituals in Taiwan: on the 

standardization of ritual], in, Chang Hsun ed., 2013, pp229-304. 
99 James L. Watson, “The Structure of Chinese Funerary Rites: Elementary Forms, Ritual Sequence, and the 

Primacy of Performance,” in James L. Watson and Evelyn S Rawski eds., Death Ritual in Late Imerial and 

Modern China, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988), pp. 3-19. 
100 Li-ling Xu, “Taiwan Minjian Xinyang zhong de Buchunyun Yishi—Yi Beibu Zhengyipai Daoshi Suoxing de 

Fashi Yishi Weili”, 1992: 95-129. 
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ritual masters is the characteristic of the ritual. It is worth mentioning that there is one academic 

thesis which discusses the “Ritual of Offering and Resolution”. The thesis not only provides 

information from the perspective of insider, but also conducts interviews to the ritual applicants 

about the efficacy of the ritual.101  

Different from the “Ritual of Spring Luck Replenishing” which is performed around 

lunar’s New Year and does not last longer than two hours, Li-ling Xu discusses the “Ritual of 

Luck Replenishing” which is performed at any time in a year and lasts one or two days. 102 She 

claims that illness or affliction means that the patient and his or her family members are 

confronting disorder in their live. From the perspective of cultural-anthropological symbolism 

and psychoanalysis, she claims that there is a dichotomous relation between yin and yang, this 

world and the other world, and natural gods and dead spirits in the altar where the ritual is 

performed. The dichotomous relation also implies an exchanging action. The key factor that 

the “Ritual of Luck Replenishing” heals people is to reconfirm the exchanging action between 

supplicants and the gods/ spirits in the other world. Because of the identity of “auto-sacrificing” 

and “gathering crisis,” the ritual master who performs the ritual owns the ability to negotiate 

with the gods or spirits in the other world. In one ritual segment, the ritual master swallows the 

fire of yin (yinhuo送陰火), which represents that the ritual master bears the misfortune for the 

supplicants. Li-ling Xu claims that the dramatically dangerous scenario relieves supplicants’ 

suppressed emotion as well as their crisis in their life. Hsun Chang and Ying-fa Hong discuss 

the characteristics of exchanging, bribing, reconciliation and compensation in the “Ritual of 

Offering Money Replenishing Luck” in southern Taiwan.103 After the ritual master leads the 

supplicants to pass different passages, they burn money paper. On one hand, the ritual master 

and the supplicants bribe the officers who guard at the gates of the passages, in order to 

exchange life for supplicants. On the other hand, they imitate how the bureau works in the 

Empire.  Mei-zi Sun follows previous studies and conducts another two field cases both in 

northern and southern Taiwan.104 She points out that both the “Ritual of Luck Replenishing” 

 
101 Po-shang Wu, ‘Dongji yu Xiaoguo: Danshui Zuyougong Jijie Yishi zhi Yanjiu’ [Motivations and Effects: A 

Case Study of the Exorcism Ritual at Tamsui Fu Yo Temple], (New Taipei City: Thesis of Zhenli Daxue 

Zongjiao Wenhua yu Zixun Guanli Xuexi [Department of Religion and Organization Management, Aletheia 

University], 2020). 
102 Li-ling Xu, “Jibing yu Eyun de Zhuanyi: Taiwan Beibu Hongtou Fashi Dabuyun Yishi Fenxi”, 2003; Li-ling 

Xu, “Taiwan Beibu Hongtou Fashi Fachang Buyun Yishi”, 1997:67-136.   
103 Hsun Chang & Ying-fa Hong, “Jinqian Buhun Keyi Fenxi—Yi Tainan Anping Miaoshougong Xiaofatuan 

Weili”, in Daoxue Yanjiu, 19(2012):19-34. 
104 Mei-Zi Sun, ‘Xingdou zhi Ming—Cong Buyun Yishi Kan Beidou Chongbai zai Taiwan Hanren Shehui zhong 

de Liaoyu Xingge’ 2015; Mei-Zi Sun, “Taiwan Beibu Zhengyipai Hongtou Fashi Dabuyun Yishi Fenxi” [A 

Study on the Luck Replenishing Ritual as Performed by Red-Head Ritual Masters in Northern Taiwan], 
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and the “Ritual of Offering Money Replenishing Luck”, indeed, reveal the importance of 

astrological worship in Taiwan. Besides, killer ( sha 煞) refers to four disordered types of 

astrology: time, space, five phases and destiny, all of which cause people ill. Ru-fong Dai 

observes the same field study case as Li-ling Xu. However, she focuses on the mockery and 

mysterious features of two ritual dramas in the “Ritual of Luck Replenishing”: spinning 

bamboo and retrieving the hun (zhuanzhu shouhun 轉竹收魂), and beating the snares over the 

sky and the net below the ground (da tianluo diwang 打天羅地網).105 She collects a large 

number of manuscripts and depicts the details of the rituals. However, she focuses on the 

characteristics of them, instead of discussing the embedded meaning of the details of the rituals.  

The concept of hun po soul, the attitude toward fate, the idea of shen and sha (divine 

and killers), the cosmology of qi, the worship of astrology, family oriented instead of 

individualism, and the exchanging relation between supplicants and gods are the keys to 

understanding why these rituals heal people. In the performance of these rituals, there are 

abundant emblems employed. Some of the elements mentioned above become a part of ritual 

and are embedded in the ritual process. Some of them are the key concepts of the rituals. 

Anyhow, all of them are stored in the bank of Chinese cultural gene.106 Just like other rituals, 

the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” borrows some ideas from the bank of Chinese cultural gene. 

Undoubtedly, as the name implies, the concept of hun po soul plays the essential role. However, 

in the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, hun po soul is going to be concealed somewhere else, 

instead of keeping them in the host’s body. It means that in order to pursue keeping supplicant’s 

normal life, ritual masters have to leave supplicant’s hun po soul in an abnormal situation, even 

though hun po soul is under the protection of gods. Therefore, the “Ritual of Concealing the 

Soul” will be a good and special example of the model of “‘chang’ S ‘feichang’”. Moreover, 

as what Kristofer Schipper points out, these cultural elements which are stored in the bank of 

cultural gene make the cultural survival and revival possible.107 This can explain why the 

“Ritual of Concealing the Soul” has become popular and well-known after the function of the 

ritual shifted from mend to prevention. Therefore, this dissertation not only contributes to 

 
presented in “Dangdai Taiwan Daojiao Fazhan Xueshu Yantaohui” [Academic Conference for Contemporary 

Development of Daoist at Fu-Jen University]”, 2014.06.08. 
105  Ru-fong Dai, ‘Xinue yu Shenmi—Taiwan Beibu Zhengyipai Hongtou Fashi Shichang Shouhun Fashi’ 

[Mockery and Mystery ---A Study on Siu-hun Daoist Rituals(收魂法事) of the Zou-sai(做獅) Performed by 

Red-head Daoist Periests in Northern Taiwan], Jiayi County: Thesis of Nanhua Daxue Meixue yu Yishu Guanli 

Yanjiusuo, 2007. 
106 Kristofer Schipper (Shi Zhou-ren), Zhongguo Wenhua Jiyin Ku, (Beijing: Beijing Daxue Chubanshe, 2002). 
107 Kristofer Schipper (Shi Zhou-ren), Zhongguo Wenhua Jiyin Ku, 2002, p. 11. 
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understanding the religious healing system in Taiwan, but also looks for the possibility to 

preserve the dying cultural elements in the modern society.    

 

1-5 Situated Knowledge as the Methodology 

With no doubt, to conduct my research, there is no other methodology but field studies. 

The “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” is not found in Daoist Canon. 108  It is either being 

preserved in some ritual master families who manage individual private altars, or being created/ 

moderated by ritual masters. In some sense, though those performed rituals are titled as the 

“Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, the heterogeneity of ritual performance among ritual masters 

is significant. Therefore, on one hand, these ritual masters are agents as well as the authorities 

of the knowledge. On the other hand, they are the resources of the knowledge. On the contrary, 

they are the practitioners, or even producers of the knowledge. They not only interpret the 

function, the meaning and the usage of the ritual, but also change the way of performing the 

ritual in order to meet the needs of believers. Therefore, sometimes they act as the mediators 

between the gods and believers. Sometimes, they provide advice from religious aspect. In this 

research, ritual masters play the role of the object as well as the subject of the knowledge. 

Although the efficacy of the rituals influences the popularity of ritual masters in the 

comparative religious market in Taiwan, however, ritual masters are still the key to shaping 

the knowledge of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. Concern for the privacy of the applicants, 

and the one-to-one relationship between performer and supplicant bring difficulties to reach 

out to the supplicants. Therefore, this study focuses on the details of the ritual and the ritual 

performers, instead of supplicants. In addition, my observation, in some sense, also participate 

in the performance of the ritual, not mention that I also influence the outcome of the research 

due to my interview skill and the interaction with the ritual masters.  

 

Having considered the factors mentioned above, I have to abandon the objectivity 

which is claimed and required by so-called science and accept the concept, “there is no one 

truth out there to be uncovered and, as a result, all knowledge is partial and linked to the context 

 
108 In Daoist Canon, there are words about the occupational “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, which is served as 

a segment of rituals in ceremonies. Daoist priests conceal their souls in the Dipper of Ancestor Teachers 

(Zongshidou宗師斗) to keep themselves away from demonic forces when they perform rituals in ceremonies. 

I elaborate it in the second section of Chapter 2. 
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in which it is created.”109 As Donna Haraway argues that there is no simple and singular point 

of empirical knowledge-gathering, therefore, positioning, partiality, and situated knowledge110 

is the frame of my research. Therefore, before describing my whole research, I have to 

geographically position where the field cases are. 

 

Due to the limits of time and resources as well as the lack of cases, my field studies are 

scattered around Northern Taiwan. From 2014 to 2016, I have observed six field cases, 

including both the "concealing" and “discloseing" sections of the ritual. The locations of these 

cases vary: four are in villages, one is in a mid-sized city, and one is in Taipei. In addition, I 

also observed one such ritual in a remote village in Southern Taiwan. Moreover, to make up 

for the shortage of cases, I conducted interviews with several different ritual masters both 

southern and northern Taiwan. The Method (fa法) lineages of my cases include Lushanpai (閭

山派) and Zhang Fazhu (張法主), and the one which passed-down manuscripts and oral 

teachings among their families (Jiazhuan 家傳). The numbers of supplicants in each of these 

rituals vary from several thousands to single digits.  

 

Since there are no standard, objective or transcendent paradigm of the ritual details, all 

knowledge of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” is retrieved from field studies and ritual 

performers who inherit the secret skills among their family or create the ritual details 

themselves, instead of collective one. The inevitable partiality not only exists geographically, 

but also highly depends on the social and cultural context, which is preserved in Daoist priest 

or ritual master circle in Taiwan. This coincides another science that Haraway prefers: “the 

science and politics of interpretation, translation, stuttering and the partly understood.” 111 In 

addition, the partiality of this research comes up with my snowballing when I gather the case 

of my field studies. When starting to do my research, I encountered one issue. Except the major 

temple in northern Taiwan which is well known for its service of the “Ritual of Concealing the 

Soul” in Taipei, I had no idea who or which temple perform this ritual. Unfortunately, this 

major temple refused my observation and interview due to confidential concern. To snowball 

my cases, I started to observe as many rituals as I could in order to know more ritual masters. 

 
109 Andrea Nightingale, “A Feminist in the Forest: Situated Knowledges and Mixing Methods in Natural Resource 

Management,” in ACME: An International E-Journal for Critical Geographies, 2:1 (2003):77-90. 
110 Donna Haraway, “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial 

Perspective,” in Feminist Studies, 14:3 (1988): 575-599.  
111 Donna Haraway, “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial 

Perspective,” 1988, p. 589.  
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I asked every ritual master I met whether they performed the ritual in person or not. Then, I 

started to observe the ritual performed or conducted interviews with those who had performed 

the soul-concealing ritual before. Some ritual masters who performed the soul-concealing ritual 

also nicely shared information with me or introduced me other ritual masters who performed 

the ritual. Except appreciating all the help from those kind ritual masters, the partiality, which 

is based upon social connection and grouping among ritual master’s circle, is inevitable.  

 

Furthermore, it’s important to situate the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” in religious, 

cultural and conventional context. First of all, the unexpected and emergent features of this 

ritual needs to be taken into account. I have to wait until spontaneous cases happened. Even if 

there is a cased happened spontaneously, I may not observe the ritual since the time of 

performing the ritual doesn’t last long.  Secondly, nowadays, most ritual masters conceal 

supplicants’ souls at the beginning of the year of lunar calendar and disclose supplicants’ souls 

at the end of the year of lunar calendar. It brought me the issue that it is impossible to observe 

the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” performed in two different temples at the same time. 

Besides, due to the limited time period in a year, certain cultural conventions or taboos also 

stop my observation. For instance, the year when my grandmother happened to pass away, 

which conventionally prohibit any of my family members to step into any temples.  For the 

reason, I gave up observing the ritual that year. Third, hierarchy between Daoist rituals and fa 

rituals make my field studies more difficult. For this reason, I was looked down upon by some 

Daoist masters just because I would like ask him if he offered this religious service. The 

immediate response he gave me was what a “heterodoxy” the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” 

was. 

 

  Last but not least, the reason why I use feminist epistemological theory as the 

methodological approach for this research. It is because when I was doing this research, the 

issues of gender and social class kept popping into my mind. I could not stop noticing how 

gender and social class interfered my observation, the interview, even the ritual performance. 

For this reason, I have to put aside the lens of religious phenomenology. Instead of observing 

what is going on without any prejudice, I start to notice the power relation between knowledge 

producer and the object of knowledge,112 which Csordas TJ. remind us to consider when 

 
112 This is based on my advisor for my MA thesis, Jing-ling Wang, whose MA thesis and Dissertation discuss 

Mircea Eliade’s writing. (Jing-ling Wang, ‘Taiwan Miaoyu Jiangou Chutan—Yi Mircea Eliade Shensheng 

Jiangou de Guandian’ [The Construction Rituals of Taiwanese Temples--On Mircea Eliade''s Concept of the 
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discussing the process of constructing knowledge.113 Owning the dominant power over the 

space where rituals are performed, ritual masters have the right to refuse my request to observe 

the ritual or conduct the interview. The importance to build up social connection with ritual 

masters turn out to be the priority to complete this research. Therefore, spending time with 

ritual masters, observing them perform different rituals, and establishing friendship with them 

are important strategies. In addition, as a mid-aged female Ph.D. student, on one hand, I have 

to squeeze myself into the stereotype of a lady: non-smoker, being both tame and naive, two 

of which are in “subjugated position”.114 On the other hand, I need to meet their expectation of 

an omniscient scholar who can handle any challenges they propose at any time. The difference 

of social classes between ritual masters and I, in some sense, twist the interaction between us. 

As a straight woman, I also need to keep distance from ritual masters, who are dominated by 

men in Taiwan. At the same time, I have to maintain close relation with them to keep the 

research moving on. These are exactly what Donna Haraway claims: vision. Rational 

knowledge is not only being situated in certain social and cultural context, but also reveals the 

vision of both the researchers and the agents of knowledge. Furthermore, vision requires the 

instrument of vision, which mediates standpoints and claims there is no immediate vision. All 

visions are structured by gender, race, and social class.115 Even more, when Annemarie Mol 

positions herself while she makes the statement: I eat an apple, she shows us what one sees 

depends upon what context, based upon culture, convention, and cosmology, they are 

situated.116  

Donna Haraway claims the feminism science she is looking for is about objectivity as 

positioned rationality, whose images are “the joining of partial views and halting voices into a 

collective subject position that promises a vision of the means of ongoing finite embodiment, 

 
Construction of Sacred Space], New Taipei City: Thesis of Furen Daxue Zongjiao Xuexi [Department of 

Religious Studies at Fu-Jen Catholic University], 1990; Jing-ling Wang, ‘Shensheng de Xianxian: Chonggou 

Ailiangde Zongjiaoxue Fangfalun’ [The Manifestation of the Sacred: Reconstructing Mircea Eliade's 

Methodology of the Study of Religion, Taipei: Dissertation of Guoli Taiwan Daxue Zhexue [ Department of 

Philosophy, National Taiwan University, 2000.) 
113  Csordas TJ., Dole C, Tran A, Strickland M, & Storck MG, “Ways of Asking, Ways of  Telling: a 

Methodological Comparison of Ethnographic and Research Diagnostic Interviews,” in Cult Med Psychiatry, 

34:1(2010):29-55. 
114 Donna Haraway, “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial 

Perspective,” 1988, p584. 
115 Donna Haraway, “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial 

Perspective,” 1988, p586. 
116 Annemarie Mol, “I Eat an Apple. On Theorizing Subjectivities,” in Subjectivity, 22(2008):28-37. 
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of living within limits and contradictions of views from somewhere.”117 What she looks for is 

what my research is. 

 

1-6 The Taiwan Settings 

In this section, I shall draw a skeleton outline of Taiwan, which will situate my research 

into the social, cultural and political contexts of Taiwan. In chapter 5, I will elaborate the 

contexts of Taiwan.  

Taiwan is an island roughly one hundred and thirty kilometers off the mainland, across 

from the province of Fujien福建. The island is almost four hundred kilometers long and one 

hundred and forty-four kilometers broad at the widest point. It has thirty-five thousand nine 

hundred and sixty-one square kilometers.  

Before Han people settled in Taiwan, this island was inhabited by Taiwanese 

indigenous peoples. They are Austronesian peoples, with linguistic and genetic ties to other 

Austronesian peoples. After seventeenth century, Taiwan started to be settled by people from 

Fujien, who speak Hokkien, and by Hakka people, who came via Kwangtung and speak Hakka 

language since Ming Dynasty. It has been ruled by five different political sovereignties—the 

Dutch East Indian Company (VOC), Spanish Empire, Kingdom of Tungning, Qing, Japanese 

and Republic of China. It is regarded that Taiwan is as a part of China by the Nationalist 

Government, which started to rule the island since its “restoration” from Japan after World 

War II in 1945, and by People Republic of China, while there is a tendency for people on the 

island identifying themselves as Taiwanese, instead of Chinese. On one side of political 

spectrum, Chinese nationalists claim the undivided blood bound with China, while on the other 

side of the spectrum, there is an independence movement run from amount of support inside 

the island, which would like to see Taiwan come to an independent country. In 1986, the major 

opposition political party—Democratic Progress Party—was founded, while Koumintang 

(KMT), the major party then, had been ruling the island since 1945. In 1987, Martial Law in 

Taiwan, which had been practiced for thirty-eight years, was lifted. In 2000, there was the first 

party rotation and peaceful transition of power on the island. In 2008 and 2016, there were 

 
117 Donna Haraway, “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial 

Perspective,” 1988, p590. 
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another two peaceful transitions of power on the island. According to the poll conducted by 

the Election Study Center of National Cheng-chi University at the end of 2021, Taiwanese 

identity as Taiwanese has reach sixty-four percent, while Taiwanese identity as Chinese 

dropped to two points six percent. Compared with the poll conducted in 1992, Taiwanese 

identity as Taiwanese was seventeen percent, while Taiwanese identity as Chinese was twenty-

five percent.118   

In 2021, the island has population of twenty-three point five million:119 four point five 

million Hakka people and Hakka language speakers, eighteen million Hoklo people, five 

hundred seventy thousand indigenous people, and fifty hundred fifty thousand of new comers 

who immigrate to this island from the countries all around the world.120 Mainlander is not one 

of the ethnic groups on this island since mainlanders have already been integrated as a member 

of inhabitant on the island.121  

Taiwan was a colonial economic society, mainly relying on exporting agricultural 

products, under Japanese ruling and turned into a rapidly industrializing developing society 

with a modern economy engaging in foreign trade. Compulsive education has reached to nine-

tenths of the eighteen-year-old people on the island since 2014. Average per capita income was 

equivalent of $6,274 in 2020. Sanitation system which was built up by Japanese government 

lead the island to a modern realm. National Health Insurance, a compulsory social insurance 

plan, which had already covered almost 99 percent of the residents in 2018, has been practiced 

in Taiwan since 1995. Both factors have Taiwan pass through the epidemiological transition 

from infection diseases being the chief cause of death to malignant tumors, heart disease and 

lung cancer being the chief causes of death.122 The national health system is majorly serviced 

by Western style doctors. Chinese style doctors, licensed bone-setters, modern professional 

 
118 https://esc.nccu.edu.tw/PageDoc/Detail?fid=7804&id=6960, accessed on 2021, 2,2.  
119 https://pop-proj.ndc.gov.tw/dataSearch.aspx?r=2&uid=2104&pid=59, accessed on 2021, 2, 3.  
120  https://www.ey.gov.tw/state/99B2E89521FC31E1/2820610c-e97f-4d33-aa1e-e7b15222e45a, accessed on 

2021, 2, 3. 
121 Until 2011, the categories of four major ethnic groups—Holonese, Hakkanese, Mainlanders and indigenous 

people--were still seen on the government official report, 99 nian zhi 100 nian quanguo kejia renkou jichu ziliao 

diaochia yanjiu. There are many researches on discussing the relations between different ethnic groups, 

including Fu-chang Wang, “You Zhongguo Shengji dao Taiwan Zuqun—Hukou Pucha Jibie Zhuanbian zhi 

Fenxi”, in Taiwan Shehuixue [Taiwanese Sociology], 9 (2005): 59-117. Kuo-Hsien Su & Wei-hsin Yu, “Taiwan 

Zuqun Bupingdeng de Zaitantao—Jieshi Bensheng Waisheng Zuqun Chayi de Suojian”, in Taiwan Shehui 

Xuekan [Taiwanese Journal of Sociology] ,39 (2007): 1-63. Nai-The Wu, “Rentong Chongtu han Zhengzhi 

Xinren: Xianjieduan Taiwan Zuqun Zhengzhi de Hexin Nanti”, in Taiwan Shehuixue [Taiwanese Sociology], 

4(2002 ): 75-118. 
122 https://www.mohw.gov.tw/cp-16-54482-1.html, accessed on 2021, 2, 3.  
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nurses, midwife, and Western-style, licensed pharmacists are covered by National Health 

Insurance. 

  In the next chapter, I am going to describe six field cases of practicing the “Concealing 

the Soul Ritual.” In chapter 3, I am going to discuss the antecedents of the “Concealing the 

Soul Ritual,” which I learnt from a ritual master at the beginning of my research. Furthermore, 

I will discuss another two references which share the same pattern as the antecedent and figure 

out if there is any connection between them. Ritual details, including the objects which are 

used in the ritual and the deviation among ritual masters are the subject of chapter 4. In chapter 

5, to situate the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” in its own context, I am going to spend a lot 

of space focusing on the historical, social and cultural content of Taiwanese society. 

Furthermore, the perspective to hun and po (soul) and the perspective to fate are also the 

subjects of this chapter. In chapter 6, beyond all the factors which make the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul” popular in Taiwanese society, I am going to discuss how the perspective 

to happiness—the pursuance of happiness, safety, harmony and chang (normality 常) play the 

key role in people’s life.   
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Chapter 2 Preventative Types and Mending Types 

 

 Generally, in Taiwan, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” is conducted in two ways. 

The first method serves as an individual rite addressing the supplicants’ discomfort. It functions 

as a means of healing without prescribing any specific treatment procedures, but instead 

conceals the emblems of the hun and po souls in a porcelain cup. It is also called the “Ritual of 

Covering the Soul” (gaihun yishi蓋魂儀式), and the “Ritual of Hiding the Soul” (yanhun yishi

掩魂儀式). Both of these names mean that via this ritual, the supplicant’s hun soul can be 

protected from affliction. This concealing performance represents the symbolic death of the 

supplicant.1 The second method for conducting the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” serves as 

part of a series of rituals that protect Daoist priests while they are performing rites which might 

lead the performers into danger, 2 especially those rites which are related to yin.3 I will describe 

this type in the second section of this chapter. Therefore, I do not address it here. 

 

From 2014 to 2016, I have observed six field cases, including both the "concealing" 

and “disclosing” sections of the ritual. Among these six cases, I find out that the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul” contains two sides, a side which involves healing already existing 

diseases and a side which prevents future disease. Therefore, I have divided the ritual into two 

categories: the mending type and the preventive type. The mending type is that in which the 

supplicants are suffering from physical discomfort, physical danger, or mental disorder. These 

issues can be caused by accidents or other unknown factors, such as demonic affliction or other 

invisible forces. Nowadays in the case of serious illnesses or life-threatening injury, the ritual’s 

active healing role has been supplanted by the modern medical system. Instead, in these cases 

it plays a passive assistant role to help supplicants pass through the crisis. I refer to it as a 

mending type which parallels the modern medical system, instead of representing a medical 

cure in itself. Meanwhile, the preventive type is for the supplicants who have just met with or 

are going to meet a downturn in their lives. In this case, the supplicants get instructions from 

fortune-tellers or ritual masters through mantic techniques, or receive orders from other types 

of oracles, for instance spirit-mediums.  

 
1 Li-ling Xu, “Taiwan Minjian Xinyang zhong de Buchunyun Yishi—Yi Beibu Zhengyipai Daoshi Suoxing de 

Fashi Yishi Weili”, 1992: 95-129. 
2 John Lagerwey, translated by Kang-Qiang Shi “Zhongguo de Wenziyu Shenti”, in C.Malamong & J.P. Venant 

eds., Le Corps des dieax(Le femps do la reflexion V II), Paris: Gellimard: 275-286. 
3 In the interview of Daoist Z, conducted on 2015. 08.20. 
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2-1 Mending Type 

I called this case as mending type because the supplicant was physically in danger, and 

could not show up in person. For this reason, I was even not allowed to talk to his family who 

requested the ritual. The funder of the temple only revealed me few clues about the supplicant. 

Therefore, I figured out the picture from the dialogue between the funder and the deity when 

the funder cast the divination bricks, and the dialogue between the funder and me. The 

supplicant’s father was one of the sponsors of the charity which the funder was running. The 

supplicant got seriously injured in an accident and was still staying in the intensive care unit 

on the day when his soul was concealed. Since the supplicant hadn’t got rid of the dangerous 

situation, his father turned to the funder who suggested him request the “Ritual of Concealing 

the Soul.” After having obtained the permission of concealing the supplicant’s soul from the 

deities enshrined at the temple by casting divination blocks (zhixiao 擲筊),4  the funder also 

persuaded the supplicant’s father to held a  Worshipping Dipper Dharma Gathering Ceremony 

(lidou fahui 禮斗法會) to celebrate the birthday of Ji Gong (jigong濟公), one of the deities 

enshrined. Rhetorically, the funder claimed that simply applying the “Ritual of Concealing the 

Soul” was not helpful enough for the supplicants to get rid of affliction. It would be helpful if  

the supplicant’s family could held another ceremony to light up the supplicant’s gloomy 

“Primordial Spirit Palace” (yuanchen Gong元辰宮) and concealing his soul at the same time, 

which would replenish the supplicant’s downturn of his life. However, since the supplicant’s 

parents didn’t turn to the same page, the father asked one of his relatives (representative of the 

supplicant) to come to the temple secretly, even without bring the supplicant’ nails or hair but 

a piece of his clothes, which brought certain difficulties to  proceed with the ritual.  

 
4 Casting divination blocks (zhixiao 擲筊) is a typical way of Method (fa法) when they perform ritual master 

rituals. The divination seeker throws or drops two little wooden pieces on the floor and gets the divine answer 

by the positions of the pieces. If the two pieces of wooden pieces both face up, called laughing divination blocks 

(xiaobei笑杯), it means that the deities are laughing at their requests. If one piece face and the other face down, 

called permissive divination blocks (shengbei聖杯), it means that the deities permit their requests. If the two 

pieces both face down, called negative divination blocks (yingbei陰杯), it means that the deities are not happy 

and do not permit the requests.  
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The ritual was performed in Ziyun Si Wenbiyin 紫雲寺文筆印5 which is located in 

Kaoshuing City, the southmost of Taiwan by Daoist Ming-fu Wu6 who lives in Southern 

Taiwan. I knew Daoist Ming-fu Wu 7 when I observed a funeral held for a famous Daoist 

master in southern Taiwan. Daoist Ming-fu Wu  was a disciple of the famous Daoist master 

and in charge of many exorcist rituals while working with the famous Daoist master. Daoist 

Ming-fu Wu  speaks Taiwanese with a strong accent which is different from what I am familiar 

with and leads a communicating issue while doing my research. I visited the southmost temple 

many times, including the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul ” (kaihun 開魂)  on the August fourth 

of 2015, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” on the March tenth of 2016 and some other rituals.  

The temple is located in a remote site in southern Taiwan, where there is no public 

transportation. Therefore, I drove all the way down there from very early morning to catch up 

the eight o’clock rituals in the morning. The temple occupies a huge area, containing two big 

buildings, a pond, a big yard and a parking lot. Because the entrance is not right on the main 

road, the founder erects a huge red arch with its title on it at the gate, which reminds you not 

to miss it. After turning onto the drive way, you will see a small Kuan-yin statue inside an altar 

on the right and a small parking lot on the left. Behind the parking lot is a house made of sheet 

metal, where places some desks and chairs for believers while taking rests or dining. Next to 

the sheet metal house is the main hall. Across from the main hall is a two-floored concrete 

building housing some old people. Between these two buildings, there is a pond. There is a 

wooden panel showing the name of the pond, Wish-praying pond（qiyuanchi祈願池）. In 

the pond, there is another statue of Kuan-yin standing in the middle with several lotus flowers 

and leaves floating on the water, which brings the temple peace and tranquility. Around the 

 
5 Ziyun Si Wenbiyin 紫雲寺文筆印 was founded in Yongkang District永康區 of current Tainan City 台南市 in 

1987. It moved from Tainan to current location in 2001. The founder is a lady in her sixties. She raised money 

herself to build up this temple as well as a charity housing old people or those whose family refuse to live with 

them. The founder not only houses them but also takes care of them for free. When I did this research, there 

were around ten people living in the temple. It synthesizes both Buddhism and Daoism. ( http://www.zi-

yun.org/main.php?ptype=about 2016.03.31)  
6 I will use Daoist to name all the ritual maters in this dissertation. There are two reasons. First, Daoist usually 

have two identities: Daoist and ritual masters, which is mentioned above in chapter one.  Second, people in 

Taiwan generally consider that ritual masters owning lower social status and less respect. Therefore, people 

usually call ritual masters as Daoist master to show their respect.  
7 Daoist Ming-fu Wu was born in Tainan. He is famous for performing Method (fa) rites. Before being a Daoist 

priest and Method (fa) master, he managed a fish pond, which he inherited from his father. However, the business 

of fish pond did not succeed. He started his life being a Method (fa) master. When he was thirty years old, he 

learned performing Daoist rituals from the the most famous Daoist master in Tainan area. Daoist Ming-fu Wu  

is entitled as Shangqin Wulei Jinglu Jiutian Jinque Yanfa Daifu Zhang Nan Bei Dou Fu Zhuji Zhixie Yuanshi 上

清五雷經籙九天金闕演法大夫掌南北斗府注籍治邪院事. 
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pond, on the left to the main hall, there are two small shrines, enshrining General Black Tiger 

(heihu jiangjun黑虎將軍) and Upright Deity of Propitious Virtue (fude zhengshen福德正神). 

Between these two shrines, there is a huge banyan. On the bottom of its trunk is winded by a 

piece of red cloth. Above the read cloth, there is a red wooden board, written Grandfather of 

Tree king (shuwanggong樹王公). On the root of the banyan, there is a simple altar with an 

incense burner and two candle stands. 

Inside the main hall, there is a three-level altar within a spacious hall. The three-level 

altar is about ten meters wide and two-floor tall. The first level of the altar is above one meter 

from the ground. (See Appendix 1.) In front of the altar, there are three pieces of square wooden 

table. On the table in the middle is placed a statue of Maitreya (mile pusa彌勒菩薩), several 

porcelain vases with flowers in, and several plates containing offerings. On both sides of the 

table were another two wooden tables. There were several dippers and small oil lamps on both 

tables. Each dipper was stuck a piece of red paper written the name of each supplicant, which 

represents supplicant’s “primordial spirit” (yuanchen元辰). In front of the table in the middle, 

Daoist Ming-fu Wu  put his tools on the table. On the day I visited there, he placed a scripture, 

a Dharma Rope (fasuo法索) , a black flag (heiqi黑旗) , an Emperor Bell (dizhong帝鐘) , a 

Dragon Horn (longjiao龍角) , a Five-thunder Command Tablet ( wuleiling五雷令) , a Water 

Receptacle (shuiyu水盂) , a Handy Incense Burner (shoulu手爐) , and a Ritual Tablet (zouban

奏板 or hujian笏簡) on that table. In the middle of the table, there was a piece of clothes and 

three pieces of talisman on it. Next to the clothes, there were a pair of divination blocks (jiao 

筊). On the right of the table was a piece of soul-concealing dipper (conghundou藏魂斗). 

Inside the dipper, Daoist Ming-fu Wu  already put some rice, a human-shaped substitute 

figurine made of paper (tishen替身). On the paper substitute, he wrote down the supplicant’s 

eight-characters and address before the ritual started.  

On the left hand side of the hall, there was still a small altar. The wall in back of the 

altar was composed by tiny light bulbs shaped as oil lamps.8 On the altar, there was an incense 

burner, two vases with flowers in, and a stand holding five porcelain cups with rice wine in. 

On both sides of the altar stood two lamps. In the front of the altar hung a piece of yellow cloth, 

 
8 They used to be oil lamp lit with oil. Due to the security concerns, they are replaced by electric light bulbs 

nowadays. At the beginning of a year, believers come to temples to request this service, lighting worship candle 

(dien guangming deng點光明燈), which is also an important income for temples.  
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(Zhuowei 桌圍 ), which was embroidered “Buddhist light universally beaming” (foguang 

puzhao佛光普照) on the top and a lotus flower on the bottom.    

 

2-1-1 The “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” 

The Worshipping Dipper Dharma Gathering Celebration Ceremony started around nine 

o’clock in the morning. Before performing the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, Daoist Ming-

fu Wu  chanted a sutra to start the whole day ceremony. After the deities descended, Daoist 

Ming-fu Wu started to perform the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. At the beginning, Daoist 

Ming-fu Wu stood in front of the wooden table holding three sticks of incense.  At the same 

time, the representative of the supplicant was kneeing down on a small stool at the main 

entrance of the altar hall. The small stool is usually used for believers kneeing down when they 

participate ceremonies held by the temple or when they pray and cast divination blocks. Since 

this was a segment of the Worshipping Dipper Dharma Gathering Ceremony, near the gate sat 

two men and outside the gate sat other two men on the wheelchairs, all of whom resided in the 

temple. First, Daoist Ming-fu Wu  requested permission from the enshrined deities if he could 

conceal the supplicant’s soul. He cast twice and did not get any permissive divination blocks 

(shengbei聖杯). He suspected that this situation was resulted from that either the supplicant 

did not show up at the altar in person, or there weren’t any supplicant’s nails or hair, which 

could  represent the supplicant himself. To obtain the permission from the deities enshrined, 

he decided to summon the supplicant’s soul to the altar. Therefore, he chanted the “Spell of 

Summoning the Soul” (diaohun zhou調魂咒) to request ancient teachers, enshrined deities, 

enshrined generals and officials, Summoning Soul the Three Teachers the Three Lad 

(diaohun sanshi santongzi調魂三師三童子) and Summoning Soul Three Teachers the 

Lad Boy (diaohun sanshi tongzilang調魂三師童子郎) to descend onto the altar, assisting 

him to summon the supplicant’s soul.  

I humbly request my original teacher to summon the soul for me, 

I humbly request my ancestor teacher to summon the soul for me, 

And the celestial beings and jade lady on the altar to summon the soul for me.  

Summoning Soul Three Teachers Three Lad,  

Summoning Soul Three Teachers Lad Boy  to summon the soul for me. 

 Don’t summon other’s hun, 

 Don’t summon other’s po, 
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Quick, quick summon xxx’s three hun seven po to return to the human-shaped substitute figure 

made of paper. 

Spirit soldiers quick, as the Statutes and Ordinances command! 

Xxx who lives in xxx and was born in xx year, 

His three hun seven po descend to the altar soon. 9 

 

However, he still did not get any permissive divination blocks. Therefore, he started to 

explain the situation to the deities and cast the divination blocks again. Unluckily, he still failed 

to get the permissive divination blocks. Then, he held the paper substitute and three sticks of 

incense walking to the altar, hoping to enhance the power of his chanting. One minute later, he 

walked back to the concealing the soul dipper again. When keeping chanting the Summoning 

the Soul Spell, he started circling the three sticks of incense above the paper substitute. This 

move was to enhance the power of the spell. When chanting the spell, he asked supplicant’s 

representative to cast the divination blocks again. However, she still failed to get the permissive 

blocks. While walking back to the wooden table and waiting for getting permissive divination 

blocks, he scolded on the supplicant’s representative for the difficulties of getting the 

permissive divination blocks, which obstructed the procedure of the ritual. Obviously, Daoist 

Ming-fu Wu concluded that all these obstruction were caused by the absence of the supplicant’s 

soul, instead of the refusion from the enshrined deities. To defrost the impasse, the 

funder of the temple jo ined the activi ties of casting divination blocks. She repeated the 

name of Prime Marshal of the Middle Altar. Furthermore, she depicted many of the good deeds 

which the supplicant’s family had conducted to the deity. She flattered Prime Marshal of the 

Middle Altar by complimenting his sacred power, as well. Finally, supplicant’s representative 

got three permissive divination blocks, which meant that the soul of the supplicant had already 

arrived at the scene.  

Having obtained the permission to conceal the soul, Daoist Ming-fu Wu moved on to 

the next step. He placed the supplicant’s clothes and a paper substitute into the soul-concealing 

dipper (cang hun dou藏魂斗). First, he held three sticks of incense circling around inside the 

dipper. At the same time, he chanted the “Spell for Clarifying Heaven and Earth” (jing tiendi 

shenzhou淨天地呪).    

When heaven and earth are spontaneous,  

Foul energies disperse 

 
9 The original text is “拜請本師為我來調魂，拜請祖師為我來調魂，仙人玉女為我來調魂，本壇官將也為

我來調魂，調魂三師三童子，調魂三師三童郎為我來調魂，不調他人魂，不調他人魄，急急調尾 xxx，

三魂七魄歸替身，神兵火急如律令，住在 xxx巷 xx xxx，xxx年來出生，三魂七魄速速來降臨.” 
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In the dark emptiness of the cave, 

The great Nothingness is luminous. 

The mighty gods of the eight directions 

Enable me to become spontaneous. 

The symbol-orders of the Numinous Treasure 

Are announced throughout the Nine Heavens. 

Net of heaven, emptiness, 

The great mystery of cavernous space: 

Slay the demons, trap the wicked. 

Divine incantation in the mountain, 

Jade writings of the Primordial Beginning: 

Sung one time, 

It drives off ghosts and lengthens years. 

I make the rounds of the five mountains, 

The eight seas are all notified. 

The demon-kings bow their heads 
And stand in waiting by my side. 

Filth and danger are swept away,  

The energy of the Way endures forever.10 

 

While  wait ing for his assistant br ing a piece of red cloth for covering 

the top of the soul-concealing dipper , he started to chant another spell, the “Spell for 

Kuan-yin” (kuanyi zhou觀音呪), to ask for the protection from the mainly enshrined deity, 

Kuan-yin.  

 I humbly request Kuan-yin nestling in grand compassion, 

 Shancai and Longnü line two sides. 

 On her left hand hold sweet dew, 

 On her right hand hold willow stick 

 On her head wears the hat of Amitābha, 

 In her mouth reads Amitābha aloud. 

 She steps the lotus flower thousand hundred leaves, 

 She sits on the lotus flower around her round and full, 

 She wears bamboo leaf hundred scene clothes, 

 She seats on the round lotus cushion,  

 Thousand hands and thousand eyes are visualized,  

 The Eighteen Venerable turn toward Kuan-yin.  

 Someone chants the “Spell for Kuan-yin”, 

 Fire pits turns into white lotus pond. 

 Dharma gate pupils all humbly request, 

 Kuan-yin Buddhist ancestor descends. 

 Spirit soldiers quick, as the Statutes and Ordinances command!11 

 
10 There are different the “Spell for Clarifying Heaven and Earth” (Jing tiendi shenzhou淨天地呪) collected in 

Daoist Canon (Daozang道藏）DZ. 78, 3, 633. The paragraph was translated by John Lagerwey. In Taoist Ritual 

in Chinese Society and History, New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1987, pp. 112-113. The original 

text is “天地自然，穢氣分散，洞中玄虛，晃朗太元，八方威神使我自然，靈寶符命，普告九天，

乾羅怛那，洞罡太玄斬妖縛邪，度人萬千，中山神咒，元始玉文，持誦一遍卻病延年，按行五

嶽，八海知聞，魔王束首，侍衞我軒，凶穢消散，道炁常存。”   
11 This spell is not collected in Daoist Canon. According to the interview of Daoist Ming-fu Wu ’s pupil, this spell 

is the “Spell for Kuan-yin”. The reason Daoist Ming-fu Wu chanted it is that the main deity enshrined is Kuan-

yin. However, the title of this spell on Internet is the “Divine Spell for Inviting Kuan-yin Buddha Ancestor” 
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At the same time, Daoist Ming-fu Wu folded the clothes and attached the “Talisman of 

the South Dipper Spell” and the human-shaped substitute figurine made of paper on the clothes. 

Then, he put them inside the dipper. Inside the dipper, there was already some rice, which was 

served as food for the concealed soul, on the bottom. After placing everything mentioned above 

inside the dipper, he held the incense again and kept circling above the dipper. Meanwhile, he 

started to chant the “Divine Spell of Golden Light” (jinguang shenzhou 金光神咒) , 12which 

stabilized the hun soul in the soul-concealing dipper.  

Mysterious ancestor of heaven and earth, 

Root of the myriad energies. 

Widely practiced for eons: 

Guarantor of my spirit-communication. 

Within the Three Realms and without, 

I alone am the honored one: 

Its body gives off a golden light 

Neither visible to the eyes 

Nor audible to the ears, 

It contains heaven and earth 

And nourishes all life. 

Having sung this ten thousand times 

My body becomes luminous, 

The Three Realms wait upon me, 

The Five Emperors welcome me. 

The myriad gods pay homage before me; 

I put thunder and lightning to work: 

Demons and friends lose courage, 

Imps and sprites disappear. 

In it dwells the thunder, 

The thunder god who appears and disappear,  

Universal wisdom interpenetrating, 

The five energies soar on high. 

Golden light, appear quickly: 

Cover and protect the Perfect Man. 

Protect xxx xx-year-old soon, 

Allow his three hun and seven po to descend on him.13  

 
(Qing Kuanyin Fozu Shenzhou請觀音佛祖神咒). The original text is, “拜請觀音坐落大慈悲，善才良女排

兩邊，左手捧來甘露水，右手執來揚柳枝，頭載吾佛彌陀帽，口中念出阿彌陀，腳踏蓮花千佰葉，身

坐蓮花團團圓，身穿竹葉百景衣，坐落浦園一圍旗， 千手千眼化現身，十八尊者朝觀音，有人誦念觀

音咒，火坑化作白蓮池，法門弟子全拜請，觀音佛祖降臨來。神兵火急如律令。” 
12 Daoist Ming-fu Wu claimed the spell functioning as comforting the spirit. Therefore, he also called it “Spell for 

Comforting Spirit” (anshen zhou 安神咒). 
13 The “Divine Spell of Golden Radiance” is a widely practiced incantation. I use the one in “Divine Spell from 

the Most High Three Caverns (Taishang sanding shenzhou 太上三洞神咒), DZ, 78, 12, 35-55. The paragraph 

was translated by John Lagerwey. In Taoist Ritual in Chinese Society and History, pp86-87. The original text is 

“天地玄宗，萬炁本根，廣修億劫，證吾神通，三界內外惟道獨尊，體有金光，覆映吾身，視之不見，

聽之不聞，包羅天地，養育羣生，持誦萬遍 身有光明，三界侍衞，五帝司迎，萬神朝禮，役使雷霆，
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To enhance the magic power of the talismans on the clothes, Daoist Ming-fu Wu 

chanted the “Command for Spirit Talisman” (chilling fu勅靈符), which was to activate the 

talisman. 

I humbly request the origin goddess lady to activate the talisman command for me, 

Ancestor teacher and all the officials and generals on the altar to activate the talisman command 

for me,  

And Kuan-yin Buddhist, Prime Marshal of the Middle Altar to activate the talisman command 

for me.  

 Talisman command, talisman command,  

 Wearing Three Pure Ones on the head, 

 Feet step four (rightness), 

 Five thunder, five thunder, 

  Exorcising evil, suppressing baleful spirits. 

 Six Ding, Six Jia, 

 Exorcising evil, suppressing baleful spirits. 

 Five talismans are in the heaven,    

 Every god is on the earth. 

 Five talismans are here to conceal the soul, 

 Cover xxx who is xx years old, 

 Settle xxx’s the three hun seven po in the dipper. 

 Quick, quick, as the Statutes and Ordinances command! 14 

 

 

(Illustration 1: Daoist Min-fu Wu is chanting the “Command for  

Spirit Talisman” to activate the talisman.) 

 

 
鬼妖喪膽，精怪亡形，內有霹靂，雷神隱名，洞慧交徹，五炁騰騰，金光速現，覆護真人金光神咒，

速速護起某某人幾歲，可以讓他三魂七魄來降臨。” 
14The original text is, “拜請本師娘娘為我敕符令，祖師合壇官將為吾敕符令，觀音佛祖中壇元帥為我敕符

令，符令符令，頭戴三清，腳踏四正，五雷五雷，驅邪押煞，六丁六甲，驅邪押煞，五符在天，諸神

在地，五符在此來掩魂，掩起我們 xxx，三魂七魄安在本斗中，急急如律令。” 
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To make sure if he himself could conceal the soul into the dipper, Daoist Ming-fu Wu 

asked supplicant’s representative to cast the divination blocks again. Luckily, she got three 

straight permissive divination blocks this time. While waiting for the permission, he was 

chanting another incantation.15 

 

Perfect Pneuma descend in five directions, 

Ten thousand good fortune come with it at the same time. 

Living long and conquering hundred disasters. 

Both of them worship the seven stars. 

The body will be comfortable for their every life, 

The spirit will be ensured clear for their every generation. 

Goodness is like the shadow in the light, 

Efficacy is like the echo in the valley. 

The Three Primes will be co-protected by gods, 

Ten thousand saints eye the same brightness. 

There will be no calamities as well as obstructions, 

It will promise the tranquility of Dao heart.   

Quick, quick, as the Statutes and Ordinances command!16 

 

Then, Daoist Ming-fu Wu prepared to conceal the dipper. He asked his assistant to 

cover the soul-concealing dipper with a red cloth. While wrapping the red cloth over the dipper, 

Daoist Ming-fu Wu started to chant the “Spell for Concealing the Hun Soul” (canghun zhou 

藏魂咒) . 

Qian great and originating, penetrating, advantageous, correct and firm, 

Both sun and moon hold my body, 

Northern Dipper hold my body,  

And hundred grasses cover my figure. 

The way I walk like the grasses on the roadside, 

The way I sit like the dust on the roadside. 

Nobody that I encounter can see me, 

No ghost I encounter will be sacred by me. 

Living people will move toward the directions leading them longevity.  

Quick, quick Star Lords of the Northern Dipper, as the Statutes and Ordinances command!17 

 

After concealing the dipper, Daoist Ming-fu Wu asked supplicant’s representative to 

cast divination blocks again. It was to make sure if the soul had already been concealed in the 

 
15 Daoist Ming-fu Wu  claimed that the incantation he chanted here was  “Primordial Spirit Spell” (Yuanshen 

Zhou 元神咒). This incantation was to glorify supplicant’s primordial spirit (Yuanshen 元神). However, I 

couldn’t find the spell under the name of the “Spell of Primordial Spirit” both from Daoist Canon or Internet. 

However, in “Book of the Northern Dipper of Mysterious Power Lasting the Original Life Span” Taishang 

xuanling beidou benming yangsheng zehnjing太上玄靈北斗本命延命真經), I found a paragraph fit the spell.  
16 The original text is “五方降真氣，萬福自來并，長生超百難，皆由奉七星，生生身自在，世世保神

清，善似光中影，應如谷裡聲，三元神共護，萬聖眼同明，無災亦無障，永保道心寧，急急

如律令。” It is also in DZ. 622, 3, 341.  
17The original text is “乾元亨利貞，日月扶吾身，北斗扶吾體，百草掩吾形。行是路邊草，坐是路邊塵，

逢人人不見，逢鬼鬼不驚，生人長生向，急急北斗星君如令聽。” 
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soul-concealing dipper. After obtaining three permissive divination blocks, Daoist Ming-fu Wu 

attached one talisman on the top of the dipper and the other one on the side of the dipper. 

Again, he held incense sticks writing outside the dipper. This time, he chanted the “Divine 

Spell of Golden Light” silently to pacify the soul in the dipper. Soon after finishing chanting 

the incantation, Daoist Ming-fu Wu indicated the supplicant’s representative to ask the 

enshrined deity where and when to place the dipper on the altar by casting the divination blocks. 

While waiting for the answering from the deity, he was informed that the deity enshrined had 

already sent the oracle that the dipper was going to be placed under the statue of Kshitigarbha. 

Without stopping tapping the incense sticks on the edge of the dipper, he started to chant 

another incantation.  

 

Stepping on the seven stars and ascending step by step. 

In the heaven triple rare sun moon star.  

Knowing everything from the heaven to the earth gods and ghosts are amazed. 

The heaven is clear and the earth is efficacious. 

The fierce gods bow their head and worship to me when seeing me. 

The demonic forces keep moving without stopping when seeing me. 

The golden boy and the jade girl bless. 

Is there any gods refusing to follow? 

Quick, quick, as the Statutes and Ordinances command! 

Activate it!18 

 

After chanting the spell, he soon summoned twenty-eight constellations (ershiba su 二

十八宿) to protect the soul in the dipper by naming the “True Names of the Twenty-Eight 

Constellations” (ershiba su heihao 二十八宿諱號 ). As he chanted the names of the 

constellations, he also tapped incense on the edge of the dipper of the orientations.  

 

I humbly request Jiao, Kang, Di, Fang, Xin, Wei, Qi in the East, 

Dou, Niu, Nu, Xu, Wei, Zui, Shi, in the North, 

Can, Jing, Gui, Liu, Xing, Zhang, Yi, Zhen in the West, 

Bi, Kui, Lou, An, Bi in the South. 
Twenty-Eight Constellations will soon, soon come and descend, 

To protect xxx’s three hun seven po to be ease and comfortable. 

Quick, quick, as the Statutes and Ordinances command! 

Quick, quick, as the Statutes and Ordinances command!19 

 

 
18 The original text is “（腳踏七星步步升）天上三奇日月星，通天透地神鬼驚，天清清地靈靈，凶神見我

低頭拜，惡煞見我走無停，金童玉女賜福，何神不伏，急急如律令。敕。 
19 The original text is “謹請東方角、亢、氐、房、心、尾、箕、北方斗、牛、女、虛、危、觜、室，西方、

參、井、鬼、柳、星、張、翼、軫，南方、壁、奎、婁、昂、畢、二十八星宿速速將來臨，保護我們

xxx三魂七魄可以安魂自在，急急如律令。” 
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Daoist Ming-fu Wu asked supplicant’s representative to cast the divination blocks again 

in order to make sure if the soul had been safely concealed. Unluckily, the deity gave two 

laughing divination blocks (xiaobei 笑杯), instead of permissive divination blocks. Daoist 

Ming-fu Wu indicated supplicant’s representative to explained the reason why the supplicant 

did not show up in person to the deities. Surprisingly, then, supplicant’s representative got the 

permissive divination blocks. The assistant held the soul-concealing dipper to the altar. While 

waiting for moving the dipper up to the altar, Daoist Ming-fu Wu kept writing spells in the air 

around the soul-concealing dipper and tapping the incense sticks on the edge of the dipper. 

After the dipper was placed on the feet of the statue of Kshitigarbha, Daoist Ming-fu Wu  as 

well as his assistant started to chant the “Divine Spell for the Pacification of the Earth God” 

(an tudi shenzhou安土地神咒).   

Pacify and suppress the Primordial Beginning. 

Universally announce to ten thousand gods, 

The real officers of lofty mountains and rivers, 

The earth gods and spirits, 

The altars of left soil and right grains  

Absurdly frightening is not allowed, 

Head toward the correct way,  

Transparent clear inside and outside, 

Everyone stays in their own position, 

Guard the court of their altars. 

Most High has already given its command, 

Trace down and arrest devils and spirits. 

The king of Dharma protectors, 

Defend sutra chanting, 

Converting to the grand way. 

Great and originating, penetrating, advantageous, correct and firm.  

Quick, quick, as the Statutes and Ordinances command!20 

After the soul-concealing dipper had been ssettled in the place which the enshrined 

deity indicated, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” was done completely. The ritual lasted for 

fifteen minutes. After concealing the supplicant’s soul in the dipper, The Worshipping Dipper 

Dharma Gathering Ceremony kept moving on for the rest of the day. Everything in the 

ceremony turned normal.  

 
20 The original text is “元始安鎮，普告萬神，岳瀆真官，土地祇靈，左社右稷，不得妄驚，囘向正

道，內外澄淸，各安方位，備守壇庭，太有上命，搜捕邪精，護法神王，保衞誦經，皈依大道，

元亨利貞，急急如律令。”  
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(Illustration 2. The Vessel of Concealing the Soul is placed on the feed of the statue of Kshitigarbha) 

 

2-1-2 The “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul” 

For the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul”, I observed the ritual on August 4th in 2015 at 

the same temple. It was a segment of a Worshipping Dipper Dharma Gathering Ceremony, too. 

The supplicant was a lady and she could not come to the scene in person, as well. She had 

concealed her soul in the dipper for one year. Receiving the oracle by casting divination blocks, 

the funder decided to hold a Worshipping Dipper Dharma Gathering Ceremony for her. Daoist 

Ming-fu Wu claimed that although the supplicant’s soul was safe since it was concealed, the 

energy of the soul was so weak to be threatened by the demonic forces again. Therefore, it had 

better to replenish supplicant’s luck and lit up supplicant’s “Primordial Spirit Palace” while 

opening her soul-concealing dipper. That was why the funder hosted a Worshipping Dipper 

Dharma Gathering Ceremony. 

The ceremony started around nine o’clock. It was a hot sunny day. I would skipped the 

segment of inviting the deities descending unto the shrine because this research focuses on the 

“Ritual of Disclosing the Soul”. At the beginning of the ritual, the funder kneeled on a pat when 

Daoist Ming-fu Wu reported to the deities enshrined. He mentioned that it was going to disclose 

the dipper where the soul of the supplicant was concealed. In order to obtain the permission 

from the deities, he asked the funder of the temple to cast the divination blocks first. Since the 

funder kept obtaining smiling divination blocks, instead of the permissive divination blocks, 

Daoist Ming-fu Wu re-stated his request by explaining why the supplicant could not come to 
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the temple in person. However, the funder of the temple still obtained smiling divination blocks. 

Daoist Ming-fu Wu  told the deities that after the soul disclosing ritual had done, the supplicant 

would bring more offerings to thank the deities enshrined for their protection for the last year. 

Then, the funder of the temple obtained a permissive divination block. 

 After obtaining the permission from the deities, Daoist Ming-fu Wu was about to 

perform the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul”. Before performing the ritual, he asked if there was 

any supplicant’s used clothes. Since the supplicant didn’t show up in person, used clothes from 

the supplicant was usually used as a substitute as well as a container to have her soul attached. 

Not knowing well about this ritual, therefore, the funder of the temple didn’t ask supplicant for 

her used clothes. For the reason, Daoist Ming-fu Wu  decided to use the talisman which had 

already been attached outside the dipper as substitute. Therefore, when Daoist Ming-fu Wu  

tore the talisman out of the dipper, the funder of the temple started to beg for the forgiveness 

from the deities enshrined. She told the deities that how charitable and pious the supplicant and 

her family were. She also told the deities the supplicant would apologize for her offensive 

behavior to the deities in person. She showed her appreciation to the deities enshrined who 

would proceed the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul” smoothly.  

While Daoist Ming-fu Wu was putting the Measure of  Tianpeng on the soul-concealing 

dipper and taking away the red cloth which was covering the dipper, he started to chant the 

“Spell for Disclosing the Soul” (Kaihun zhou 開魂咒). 

Qian great and originating, penetrating, advantageous, correct and firm, 

Both sun and moon hold my body, 

Northern Dipper hold my body,  

And hundred grasses cover my figure. 

The way I walk like the grasses on the roadside, 

The way I sit like the dust on the roadside. 

Three hun seven po quick, quick, back to my body 

Quick, quick, Most High Lord Lao as the Statutes and Ordinances command!21 

After he made sure it was the dipper which concealed the supplicant’s soul, Daoist 

Ming-fu Wu  started to chant the “Spell for Retrieving Soul” (shouhun zhou收魂咒).  

I humbly request my ancestor teacher to retrieve the soul for me, 

My ancestor teacher to retrieve the soul for me, 

And all the celestial beings and jade lady on the altar to retrieve the very soul for me.  

 
21 The original text is “乾元亨利貞，日月扶吾身，北斗扶吾體，百草掩吾形。行是路邊草，坐是路邊塵，

三魂七魄速速還我身，太上老君神兵急急如律令。” 
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 Don’t retrieve any soul but the supplicant’s, 

 Xxx was born in xxx year and xxx time 

His three hun seven po return to my body soon.22 

 

Again, he asked the funder of the temple to cast the divination blocks. It was to make 

sure if the soul had already got back to the supplicant’s physical body. After obtaining the 

permission divination blocks, he rang the Emperor Bell, and held the soul-concealing dipper 

outside. Daoist Ming-fu Wu took out everything inside the dipper, including the piece of red 

cloth, the human-shaped substitute figurine made of paper, a lot of rice and supplicant’s clothes 

which was put inside the dipper when her soul was concealed, into the money paper burner. It 

is worth mentioning that all rice was broken. It seemed that it was bitten by something. All 

stuffs inside the dipper was burnt with money paper.  

After the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul” had been completely done, Daoist Ming-fu 

Wu continued to perform the rest segments of the Worshipping Dipper Dharma Gathering 

Ceremony. I stayed in the temple until the end of the day, when the whole ceremony was 

completed. Except the uncertainty come with the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul”, the ceremony 

proceeded smoothly. 

 

(Illustration 3. The concealed “Vessel of Concealing the Soul”) 

 
22The original text is “拜請本師為吾來收魂，祖師為吾來收魂，仙人玉女合壇為吾來收魂，不收他人魂，

不收他人魄，xxx人 xx年 xx時生，三魂七魄速速回復吾身。” 
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(Illustration 4. The disclosed “Vessel of Concealing the Soul”) 

 

2.2 Preventive Type—Occupational Concealing Method 

The specific ritual is widely applied in many sets of rituals, and serves to protect Daoist 

priests from danger while performing these rituals. This serves as part of a series of rituals and 

protects Daoist priests while they are performing rites which might lead the performers into 

danger,23 especially those rites which are related to yin.24 Zhi-wan Liu refers to this as the 

“occupational concealing method” (zhiye xing de cangshen fa 職業性的藏身法),25 in the sense 

that the soul is routinely concealed as a protection from occupational hazards. Though the 

specific ritual applied in other Daoist ritual manuals is different from the one this paper 

discusses, they both share the same idea that the soul can be separated from body and protected 

through particular processes by celestial spirits. 

 

It is worth mention that in the Daoist Canon, there are recorded for this type of the 

“Ritual of Concealing the Soul” compared to none for the type I am doing my research. They 

are the incantations of concealing the soul during certain rituals, which is used for the 

safekeeping of the souls of ritual specialists. This practice is related to the efficacy of the whole 

 
23  Lagerwey John, translated by Kang-Qiang Shi “Zhongguo de Wenziyushenti”(中國的文字與神體 ), in 

C.Malamong & J.P. Venant eds., Le Corps des dieax(Le femps do la reflexion V II), Paris: Gellimard: 275-286. 
24 In the interview of Daoist Zhu, Kuncan conducted on 2015. 08.20. 
25 Zhiwan Liu, “Lushan jiao zhi shou hun fa”, 1974, p314. The original text is “道士將行具有危險性的法事之

前，先拜宗師，唸變身咒而抽出自己的魂魄，寄存宗師，是為職業性之藏身法。” 
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set of rituals and the safety of the ritual experts. When Daoist priests perform particular types 

of rituals, evil spirits or demons can cause them to fail to transform themselves into deities. In 

this case, the performance will not be effective. As recorded in the “Wondrous Contracts of the 

Thunderclap Rites” (Leiting Miaoqi 雷霆妙契), if the Daoist does not conceal the hun soul, it 

is hard for him to transform himself into a deity.26 With respect to the latter type, Also seen in 

the “Method of Flying Finger Palm Five Dipper” (Zhizhang Fei Wudoufa指掌飛五斗法), 27 

while ritual masters or Daoist priests cure patients by catching patients’ hun souls and 

oppressing their po souls, ritual masters or Daoist priests have to place their own souls under 

the protection of the Five Dippers (Wudou五斗). 28 Moreover, in the “Spell of Arranging the 

Dipper and Concealing the Soul” (Budou Canghun Zhou 布斗藏魂咒) in Taishang Sanding 

Shenzhoujuan 太上三洞神咒卷 and “Spell of Concealing the Soul into the Dipper” (Canghun 

Rudou Zhou 藏魂入斗咒) in Shangqing Beiji Tianxinzhengfa 上清北極天心正法 , 29the 

incantations indicate that the Daoist priest or ritual master should protect his hun soul by 

placing it in the dipper.  

 

The ritual doesn’t last longer than one minute and is performed privately. The following 

is the record I took when junior Daoist L30 was going to perform the “Universal Salvation” 

ritual. First, he prayed to the tablet of ancestral teachers. Then he silently chanted the 

“Incantation of Transformational” (Bianshen Zhou 變神咒) to extract his own hun and po 

souls while he made some dharm gestures on behalf of concealing his soul. After these souls 

had been extracted, the priest left the hun and po souls in a dipper (dou 斗) or the tablet, which 

signifies that the hun and po souls were under the protection of Daoist Ming-jun Li31 ancestral 

teacher. When Daoist Ming-jun Li finished performing the rites, he went to the dipper or the 

tablet to retrieve his soul. He prayed to the tablet of ancestral teachers first. Then he did some 

dharm gestures on behalf of retrieving his soul back from the dipper or the tablet. At last, junior 

Daoist L prayed to the tablet again and the whole ritual had been performed completely.  

 

 
26 DZ 1220, 77.10. 
27 Zhizhang Fei Wudoufa指掌飛五斗法, in Taishang Zhuguo Jiumin Zongzhenmiyao太上助國救民總真祕要, 

DZ 1227, 8.8. 
28 Arranging Dipper Concealing the Soul Spell (Budou Canghun Zhou 布斗藏魂咒), in Taishang Sanding  

Shenzhoujuan太上三洞神咒, DZ 78, 11.130. 
29 DZ 567, 47.1a. 
30 Junior Daoist L is the son of Daoist Wu-ji Li.  
31 Daoist Ming-jun Li 李明駿 is the son of Daoist Wu-ji Li李戊己, who I will introduce in note 33. 
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Fong-mao Lee divides the “occupational concealing method” into two kinds. One is 

performed in the way of Daoist priest, and the other is performed in the way of Method (fa). 

For the former, Daoist priests transform themselves as Celestial Master by silently chanting 

the “Spell of Golden Light” (Jinguangzhou 金光咒) after concealing their the hun and po souls 

in a dipper (dou 斗) or the tablet of their ancestor teachers. This is what Daoist Ming-jun Li 

performed before he stepped on the stage to practice the ritual of “Universal Salvation”. For 

the latter, ritual masters silently chant colloquial incantations to conceal their souls. In addition, 

Fong-mao Lee finds out the variety of the incantations when ritual masters perform the 

“occupational concealing method.” Some ritual master requests his own ancestor teacher to 

conceal his soul. Some applies the “Method of Twenty-eight Constellations” ( Ershibaxiu fa

二十八宿法) to conceal their own soul up in the Thirty-three Heaven (Sanshisan Tian三十三

天). And some petitions to Celestial Master to save their life when chanting the “Spell of 

Concealing the Soul.32    

 

 

2-3 Preventive Type—Case of One to One Ritual Performance 

At the beginning of my research, when the snowball was still small, I couldn’t find any 

cases to observe. Therefore, I turned to Daoist Wu-ji Li33 who I had observed him perform the 

 
32 Fong-mao Lee, “Sha yu Chusha- Yige Yuzhouguan de Pohuai yu Chongjian”, in Minsu Xilie Jiangzuo民俗系, 

(Taipei：Guoli Zhongyiang Tushuguan Taiwan Fenguan,1993), pp. 257-336. 
33 Daoist Wu-ji Li李戊己 is the fifth-generation successor of Lei-cheng Tan雷成壇, a well-known private tan 

(altar 壇)—in Keelong 基隆, a mid-sized city in Northern Taiwan which has been founded for more than one-

hundred and fifty years. The tan is famous for its Daoism ritual performance as well as Method (fa) technic 

practice. Due to the policy of prohibiting Chinese-related religions under Japanese governing after 1930, Daoist 

ritual performing skills were almost vanished. On the other hand, because knowledge transmission of Method 

(fa) relies on the passing down of manuscripts or oral teachings, therefore, this tan preserved its own Method 

(fa) techniques from the religious oppression of Japanese government. For this reason, the first three successors 

were more master of applying talisman (fufa 符法) than performing Daoism rituals. Moreover, they made a 

living by practicing Method (fa) rituals, such as the “Ritual of Containing Fright”, the “Ritual of Offering and 

Resolution”, and the “Ritual of Luck Replenishing”. The second-generation successor realized that being a 

Daoist needed to understand the spirits of Daoism rituals but not perform them only. For this reason, he hired a 

Daoist to teach his son, the third-generation successor, the skills of performing Daoism ritual. Therefore, the 

third generation successor could perform the ritual of three offerings (sanxienli 三獻禮). At the same time, he 

was a master of luck replenishing. Due to growing up in a big family with sixteen siblings, the fourth-generation 

successor became the assistant of his father when he was nine. In addition, he also learned sacrifices of five 

audiences (wuzhao jiao五朝醮) from a another Daoist in another city. (Interview was conducted on July 28, 

2016.) Now, although Daoist Wu-ji Li heirs the private tan from his father, the fourth-generation successor, and 

takes charge of the private tan now, he and his father also service their followers every day. Both of them also 

participate public affair and in charge of major religious ceremonies in the city. Bearing the expectation and 

responsibility of the first grandson of the eldest son in a traditional Taiwanese family, Daoist Wu-ji Li started to 

learn Daoist skills from his father. He started to perform Daoist rituals on the stage when he was a little child. 
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“Ritual of Grant Luck Replenishing” (da buyun yishi 大補運儀式) at a temple in Taipei City. 

Due to the difficulty of reaching the supplicants and observing the ritual process, I requested 

Daoist Wu-ji Li to conceal my soul. Although Daoist Wu-ji Li would like to help me doing my 

research, he did not respond my request immediately until he checked that my eight characters 

(bazi)34 fit the conditions of applying the soul-concealing ritual via mantic techniques. All these 

concerns were accorded to the potential danger of this ritual. According to the theory of the 

twelve divine killers (shi’er shensha 十二神煞), Daoist Wu-ji Li concluded that I would 

encounter danger in the up-coming year. Therefore, I was allowed to conceal my soul. 

Therefore, Daoist Wu-ji Li picked a date which wouldn’t harm (chong沖) me to perform the 

ritual.  On the fourteenth of March in 2015, I attended the tan which Daoist Wu-ji Li managed 

to conceal my soul. The concealing ritual was held at the tan and lasted for about thirty minutes, 

including the preparation process. On the sixteenth of March in 2016, I attended the same tan 

to disclose my soul. The “Ritual of Disclosinging the Soul” only lasted three minutes. 

Lei-cheng Tan 雷成壇 is on the second floor of a townhouse in the downtown of 

Keelong 基隆, a mid-sized city in northern Taiwan. To show people where Lei-cheng Tan is, 

Daoist Wu-ji Li hangs a yellow signboard on the ceiling of the arcade. Walking up the narrow 

stairs, Lei-cheng Tan is on the left. Stepping inside the gate, you will see two tables just in front 

of you. Daoist Teng-long Li, Daoist Wu-ji Li’s father, usually sits at the table which directly 

faces the entrance to welcome their visitors and supplicants. Most of the time, he just sits there, 

making tea and chatting with his visitors, his friends and his relatives. Daoist Wu-ji Li usually 

works at the other table on the right, facing toward the table, where the old Daoist sits. There 

are four plaques hung on the top of the wall.35 All of them shows that the member of the tan 

are the celebrities in the city. It is worth mentioning that one plaque honors Daoist Wu-ji Li’s 

 
He was the heir to his father, Daoist Teng-long Li, the fourth-generation successor, when he was thirteen. It is 

worth noting that because the third-generation successor was very fond of his grandson, Daoist Wu-ji Li, he 

taught him every Method (fa) technique he had known. Daoist Wu-ji Li is master at Method (fa) and it was why 

I asked him to conceal my soul. 
34 Eight characters (bazi) contains eight characters, which are consisted of the date and time of lunar’s calendar 

which one was delivered to birth. Besides, the date and time are expressed by Celestial stem (tiengan) and earthly 

branches (dichi). 
35 On the right side is a plaque carved “excellent profound Daoism Method (fa)” (jingzhan daofa精湛道法). Next 

to it is a plaque carved the title of the tan. The third plaque is carved “propagating the spirits of art” (hungyang 

yicui 弘揚藝萃). The last plaque is carved written  “Method (fa) links up the heaven and the earth” (fatong tiendi

法通天地). 
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step mother, 36 who is a well-known performer of Luantanxi (亂彈戲).37 Under those plaques, 

there are various things hung on the wall, including a certificate of being the municipal 

consultant for the city, a glass frame putting couple pieces of newspaper inside, two pieces of 

white boards recording all the information for their work, such as the dates, ritual name, the 

name of some temples, or petition paper. Among those various items, several pieces of art 

crafts38 catch people’s eyes the most. They are made by Daoist Teng-long Li. On the opposite 

side of the room, there is a cabinet containing many pieces of Chinese music instruments, 

including huqin 胡琴. Both Daoist Wu-ji Li and Daoist Teng-long Li are master at playing 

these musical instruments. They perform them in Daoist rituals and many important occasions. 

Under the cabinet, there is a computer and a printer which are used to manage various petitions 

for various rituals on the table.  On the left wall to the entrance, there is a rope hanging many 

pieces of paper-cut-works. Those are to decorate the ceremony scenes. Next to these paper-

cut-works, many talismans were tugged in a paper bag. They are arranged by their different 

functions, such as the talisman of purification (jingfu淨符), the talisman of earth evil spirit 

(tusha fu土煞符), the talisman of pacifying embryo (antai fu 安胎符), and the talisman of 

green fright (qingjing fu青驚符). All of them are used in the fa Method rituals or directly 

applied on supplicants. On both sides of the the paper bag, there are another two couplets, 

“Three grandmother pacifies embryo and be able to cure diseases” (sannai antai neng zhibing,

三奶安胎能治病), and “Five thunder keeps evil spirit under control and assures lives. (wulei 

zhensha bao tuisheng五雷鎮煞保推生). Next to these talismans, there is the introduction to 

Lei-cheng Tan and its own history. There is a glass cabinet, which is tugged in the nook next 

to these talismans, looking like a small shrine. In the glass cabinet, there are twenty-five small 

oil-lamp-shaped lights on each of the eighteen layers. On the bottom of the cabinet are five to 

ten concealing soul vessels.     

 
36 Daoist Wu-ji Li ’s birth mother died after one day she delivered him. After two years, Daoist Wu-ji Li ’s father 

got married again and had another two children. Daoist Wu-ji Li ’s step sister married Daoist Dang-qi Jian who 

runs a private tan in Yilan County. Daoist Wu-ji Li ’s step brother is also a Daoist, working with Daoist Dang-

qi Jian and Daoist Wu-ji Li. (Interview of Daoist Wu-ji Li ’s father, conducted on April 16, 2016.  
37 It is belonged to Beiguan (北管), also allied zidixi (子弟戲). (http://nrch.culture.tw/twpedia.aspx?id=6852, 

accessed on 2020.03.01) 
38 They include a pair of couplets written “The thunder roars the land under the heaven driving out demonic forces, 

successful Daoist techniques are hidden in the sleeves” (lei zhen tienxia qu xiecui, chenggong daoyi cang xiunei

雷震天下驅邪祟，成功道藝藏袖內), four pieces of red paper written “Dao qi lasts forever” (daoqi changcun 

道焏長存) on, and some beautiful paper cutting work. 
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In the back of hall is the shrine. There are three layers of the statues of deities 

enshrined.39 (See Appendix 2.) In front of the shrine, there are two pieces of wooden tables. 

The one near the shrine places three statues of deities. In front of the statues, there are some 

offerings, including three to five bottles of red wine and several plates of fruit. On the other table, 

there places ritual tools which would be used in the up-coming ritual. 

 

2-3-1 The “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” 

On the afternoon of March fourteenth in 2015, I attended Lei-cheng Tan to conceal my 

soul with my video camera. Daoist Wu-ji Li concealed my soul individually. On one hand, I 

was anxious for not knowing how the ritual would proceeded. On the other hand, I had no idea 

what the consequence of this ritual would be. For the potential danger, I really had no clue.  

Soon after I arrived at the tan, Daoist Wu-ji Li cut a piece of pink paper into three pieces. At 

the same time, I was also asked to collect ten nail clippings of my fingers. It’s worth noting 

that three nail clippings were collected from my left hand, which represented “Left Three Spirit 

Souls” (Zuosanhun 左三魂 ), and seven nail clippings were from my right hand, which 

represented “Right Seven Material Souls”(Youchipo右七魄).  In addition, the nail clippings 

don’t have to be collected from different finger nails. Of course, they could be tiny if I need to 

collect more than one clipping from one finger nail.  When I was done for the nail thing, I was 

asked to collected several strands of my hair, which corresponded to my essence and qi (jingqi 

精氣). After all these processes were done,  Daoist Wu-ji Li wrapped them into two different 

bags and marked them by writing down “Left Three Spirit Souls” and “Right Seven Material 

Souls” on the bag. Then, he wrapped twelve grains of raw rice, called “Soul Rice” (Hunmi魂

米), with my hair in another folded paper bag. The twelve grains of rice not only represented 

the twelve months of a year, but also on behalf of the food of my concealed soul for the coming 

year. On the surface of this bag, he wrote down “Primordial Spirit” (Yuanchen元辰), which 

represents me. Daoist Wu-ji Li also wrote down my name and my lunar’s birth date on a piece 

of red cloth where he drew the “Talisman of Nine Palace Eight Trigram” (Jiugong bagua fu九

宮八卦符). It is consisted of Primordial Eight-Trigram (Xiantian Baqua 先天八卦), Later 

Heaven Eight-Trigram (Houtian Baqua 後天八卦), Taiji(太極), Six Ding Celestial Soldier 

 
39 All the details were shown in Illustration 2. 
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(Liuding Shenbing六丁神兵), and Six Jia Celestial General (Liujia Shenjiang六甲神將).40 

After all these preparation steps had done, he put the three bags on the table in front of the altar.  

  The “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” was about to start. At first, holding three sticks of 

incense, I stood in front of the altar. I prayed to the deities and told them that I had requested 

the ritual and was allowed to conceal my soul. Then, Daoist Wu-ji Li started to chant 

incantations of concealing the soul, which had been transmitted via manu-scripts and oral 

teachings among families.41 At the beginning of the incantation, he summoned every of the 

deity enshrined as well as all the teachers of Daoist Wu-ji Li’s linage to descend onto the altar. 

After summoning “Concealing the Soul Three Teachers Three Lad” (cangohun sanshi 

santongzi 藏魂三師三童子 ) and “Concealing the Soul Celestial Beings the Lad boy” 

(cangohun xienren tongzilang 藏魂仙人童子郎), Daoist Wu-ji Li started to invite Eight- 

Trigram Deity (Baquashen八卦神), who was in charge of the rite, to descend onto the altar. 

Then, he reported to the deities that I was the one about to request this service. He also 

mentioned that according to the outcome of calculating my eight-characters via mantic 

techniques, he predicted that some afflictions might occur to me in the coming year. And that 

was the reasons why I requested this service. Those afflictions included the violating（chong 

沖）, the offending （fan 犯）, the punishment （xing 刑）, and the overcome (ke 剋) to my 

eight-characters. In addition, I also confronted karpa (jie 劫) , killer (sha 煞), death talisman 

(sifu 死符), and void of course (kongwang 空亡),42 all of which would bring major disasters to 

my (the supplicant’s) life. For these reasons, Daoist Wu-ji Li petitioned to Grand Supreme 

Elderly Lord as well as all the gods to retrieve my (the supplicant’s) soul back to the palace. 

Afterwards, Daoist Wu-ji Li asked the gods to bless me (the supplicant) and keep me (the 

supplicant) auspicious, safe and peaceful for the coming year. Furthermore, he informed the 

gods that he would conceal my three spirits and seven material souls in the talisman of Eight-

Trigram. He continued to chant “Spirit soldiers urgent as the Statutes and Ordinances command. 

Quick, quick, as the Statutes and Ordinances command,” (shenbing  huoji ru lulling, jiji ru 

lulling 神兵火急如律令, 急急如律令), which was the spell to enhance the power of the 

 
40 Daoist Wu-ji Li claimed that Primordial Eight-Trigram timed Later Heaven Eight-Trigram equal to sixty-four 

symbols, which represented all the changes in the world, also brought a smooth-going luck when the soul was 

protected by the talisman. 
41 Since the incantation is only transmitted among family, I would avoid transcribing it word by word, but 

described the process only. 
42 Void of course refers to the two earthly branches left behind when match twelve earthly branches and ten 

heavenly stems. The two earthly branches refer to negative, vanish, and vain.  
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talisman of Eight-Trigram. Daoist Wu-ji Li also gave his promised to the gods that at the end 

of that year, the supplicant (I) would pick an auspicious day and time attending the altar to 

disclose the soul and have the soul got back to the supplicant’s body.      

After chanting the whole incantation, he tapped the bag which was written “primordial 

spirit (yuanshen 元神)” on my head. Later, he put the bag into a three-inch tall white porcelain 

cup. And then, he tapped my left arm with the bag written “left three hun souls”, and put it into 

the same porcelain cup. He also tapped my right arm with the bag written “right seven po souls” 

and put it into the same porcelain cup. Then, Daoist Wu-ji Li  chanted spells in order to request 

the protections from the deities. Then, he chanted the taboo names (huihao諱號) of the twenty-

eight constellations (ershiba xingxiu 二十八星宿). To seal the cup, he wrapped the red cloth 

which he had already drawn both the “Nine Palace Eight Trigram Spell Talisman” on and my 

eight characters by a red string. Then, Daoist Wu-ji Li held the porcelain cup above the incense 

burner in front of the altar, circled the cup above the burner for three times, and put it back to 

the table. After I bowed to the deities enshrined and stuck the three sticks of incense in the 

burner, the ritual had been completely done. The rite lasted for thirty minutes, including the 

preparation process. 

 

(Illustration 5. The vessel which is going to store my concealed soul.  

This picture is taken by Mei-zi Sun.) 
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2-3-2 The “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul” 

After one year, I again visited Lei-cheng Tan to attend the “Ritual of Disclosing the 

Soul”. This time, Daoist Wu-ji Li didn’t spend time making the talisman or drawing any 

“Talisman of Nine Palace Eight Trigram Spell”. The ritual process only included summoning 

the deities, disclosing the soul-concealing vessels, and letting the concealed soul back into my 

physical body. Therefore, the rite only lasted about five minutes. Before Daoist Wu-ji Li  

performed the ritual, he put the porcelain cup with my concealed soul inside at the altar. Then, 

I was asked to hold three sticks of incense, standing in front of the altar to report to the deities 

that I was there to disclose my concealed soul. After I kneed down, Daoist Wu-ji Li summoned 

the deities enshrined to descend onto the altar. He reported the purpose of the upcoming ritual 

to the gods by holding the “Measure of Tianpeng” (Tianpeng Chi 天篷尺). Next, he wrote 

some words in the air, above my head, then next to my right arm, my left arm, and my back 

while chanting the “Spell of Disclosing the Spirit Soul.” Then, he kept chanting the spell when 

he un-tied the string on the concealing soul vessel. After taking up the red cloth which was 

drawn the “Talisman of Nine Palace Eight-symbol Spell”, Daoist Wu-ji Li held the red cloth, 

tapping on my head for five seconds and chanting “one spirit soul in the head (tou zhong yi hun

頭中一魂)”. Then, he tapped the pink wrapped paper bag which was written “Primordial Spirit” 

on my head.  He put the one written “Left Three spirit Souls” on my left palm and the one 

written “Right Seven material Souls” on my right palm. Both steps were on behave of that my 

three spirit soul and seven material soul (sanhun chipo三魂七魄) had already been sent back 

to my physical body. Then, he tapped my head, my chest, my right wrist, my left wrist and my 

neck with the “Stamp of Grand Supreme Elderly Lord” with Six Din Six Chia and the 

Heavenly Soldiers. At the same time, he chanted the “Spell of Returning the Hun Soul” 

(huanghun zhou 還魂咒). This was on behalf of sending my three hun souls seven po souls 

into my body.  At last, Daoist Wu-ji Li  made a mutra (jeiyin 結印), paced the Northern Dipper, 

and put the mudra on my head. This final step was on behalf of getting my soul back to my 

physical body completely. This ritual lasted only for five minutes.  

As a supplicant, it is important to write my soul-concealed experience. Generally, I 

was safe and had a good time. However, during the whole year, it happened to me that from 

time to time, my emotion went up and down dramatically. Although the evidence was not 
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solid enough to link this phenomenon with the ritual, it is natural for a supplicant to lead it to 

the conclusion. No matter how, it must have been an abnormal year for me.  

 

(Illustration 6. The “Vessel of Concealing the Soul) 

 

 

(Illustration 7. The small shrine where the “Vessels of Concealing the Soul” are placed) 
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2-4 Preventive Type—Case in a Remote Temple  

This case was performed by Daoist Dang-qi Jian43 in Zhen-an Fu鎮安府,44 a remote 

temple in Da-xi Zhen大溪鎮 in Taoyuan桃園, a mid-size town in northern Taiwan. It was a 

chill rainy day when I first visited Daoist Dang-qi Jian. Driving along a narrow crooked road 

in the mountain for more than one hour made me nervous, not to mention the endless tall 

bamboo forest on both sides. Even with the help of Google Map, I still wondered if I was 

driving on the correct way. Although it was in the early afternoon, the thick clouds made 

everything dim and the drizzle made everything blurry. After getting rid of the crooked road, I 

almost missed the entrance of the temple because there was no sign at its entrance. Driving up 

the steep roadway, I saw a mid-sized one-floor house with tinplate roof. On the top of the gate, 

there hung a plaque carved the name of the temple.45 It was so silent and tranquil that I 

 
43 Daoist Dang-qi Jian簡當棋 started to learn Fa (Method) when he was in his elementary school. He learns not 

only Daoism but also Fa (Method) and inherited Fa (Method) from his father. His first teacher was his father, 

who is also a spirit medium. At first, his father served supplicants by following the instruction from god, Wu 

House Plague Gods.  When Daoist Dang-qi Jian was in elementary school, his father received an oracle from 

Wu House Plague Gods, the deity his father worshipped. The deity commanded Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s father to 

look for an ugly old man in a temple and learned Fa (Method) from him. Since then, Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s father 

inherited Fa (Method) from a guy whose appearance fit the oracle43 in a mid-sized city in middle Taiwan. Daoist 

Dang-qi Jian did not learn Fa (Method)  from the ugly guy until he turned twenty. Since the one-to-one heir 

principle, he had to visit the ugly guy after midnight to learn Fa (Method)  and he had to keep it in secrete. What 

he inherited  from the ugly guy was the technics of Talisman and Amulet Sect, which was one division of  Fazhu 

Gong Pai. Due to the one-to-one heir principle, Daoist Dang-qi Jian knew little about his linage. After he was 

familiar with the technics of Fa (Method), concerning the needs of performing Daoism rituals, his father asked 

him to learn performing Daoism rituals.  Therefore, Daoist Dang-qi Jian started to learn Zhengyi Chanhe Pai正

一禪和派43from Daoist Ming-fu Wu u Xiensi 吳賢司. It’s worth mentioning that at the age of twelve, he took 

refuge in Monk Guaqin 廣欽和尚43(1892-1986) in Chengtien Chansi承天禪寺. Daoist Dang-qi Jian claims that 

because taking refuge in Monk Guanchin, he stepped on his way of cultivation. Moreover, the family of Daoist 

Dang-qi Jian’s grandmother was also a Daoist family. What they inherited was Fongyang Fa 鳳陽法 . 

(interviewed on ?)  
44 Zhen-an Fu 鎮安府 is located in a remote mountain in remote district in northern Taiwan. It is hosted by Daoist 

Dang-qi Jian and his mother. It was funded by Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s father, in Xinzhuang新莊 in New Taipei 

City, another big city in northern Taiwan in 1982. At first, Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s father practiced Fa (Method) 

to help people solve their problems in their lives. Since there were too many people requesting his help, Daoist 

Dang-qi Jian’s father started to run a private altar. Since Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s parents owned a factory which 

made tailoring ready-made clothes, many of the employees also became the followers of the private altar. 

Therefore, when I conducted the interviews and observed the ritual performance in the temple, I always heard 

the believers calling Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s mother “Boss’s Wife (laoban niang老闆娘). Around 1997, Daoist 

Dang-qi Jian’s father passed away. Then, Daoist Dang-qi Jian quitted his job as an electronical engineer and 

became a Daoist master serving in the temple. In 2001, Daoist Dang-qi Jian bought the hill which covers more 

than 4300 ping 坪,44 and built up the temple at the current location. This purchase followed the oracle of the 

enshrined deity, Wu House Plague God. In 2009, Daoist Dang-qi Jian and his mother moved to new temple. At 

the same time, they shut down the factory and devoted themselves to manage the temple. Moving far away from 

its original place does not stop its followers to come to the temple. It’s worth mentioning that some of the 

followers even moved to the nearby towns. 
45 Outside the temple, in front of the gate stood a huge incense burner. On the left of the burner, there  erected the 

Black Commenting Flag (heilingqi 黑令旗). On the left of the burner, there stood three huge burners. One was 
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wondered again if I got the wrong place. As a black dog barked at me, Daoist Dang-qi Jian 

showed up and lead me into the temple.   

Inside the temple, there were three huge shrines at the end of the hall. （See Gragh On 

the middle Shrine, the statue of the founding deity, Wu House Plague God (Kaiji wufu qiensui 

開基吳府千歲), was placed on the top layer. Beneath it, it was the statue of Wu House Plague 

Gods, Erzu 二祖. On the third and fourth layers, there were the five siblings of Wu House 

Plague Gods, Five House Plague Gods (Wufu qiensui五府千歲)-- Li House Plague God (Lifu 

qiensui李府千歲), Chi House Plague God(Chifu qiensui池府千歲), Wu House Plague God 

(Wufu qiensui吳府千歲), Zhu House Plague God(Zhufu qiensui朱府千歲), and Fan House 

Plague God (Fanfu qiensui范府千歲).  In front of the middle shrine, there was an offering table. 

On the offering table was a huge incense burner with two black flags inside. On both sides of 

the incense burner,  there were two statues of Prime Marshal of the Middle Altar (taiziye or 

zhongtan yuanshui太子爺 or 中壇元帥). In front of the incense burner, there were two oil 

lights, a stack holding three procelain cups. Inside those cups, there was some rice wine. There 

were two big vases with flowers inside next to the stack. In front of the stack, there were several 

plates containing offerings from the believers. Under the offering table, on its left, there was a 

small shrine with Tiger Mster (Huyei 虎爺) enshrined. In front of the offering table, there was 

a cave table. It was used when Daoist Dang-qi Jian performed rituals (banshi 辦事).  

On the right shrine, there was another three-layered shrine. In front of the shrine, there 

was a small desk and a chair. It seemed like that deities was sitting at the desk reading the 

scrolls. On the desk, there was a pen rack. In the pen rack were two Five Thunder Commanders, 

 
used to burn the gold paper money for gods (jinzhi 金紙) , another was used to burn paper money for the “Ritual 

of Offering and Resolution” (jijie yishi祭解儀式), and the other was used to burn petition paper to the heaven, 

called Literature Burner (Wenchang lu 文昌爐).  Behind these three burners, under the eaves, there was a long 

wooden table and couple benches. On the table were couple tea cups and a tea pot. This was the place where 

Daoist Dang-qi Jian talked to the believer, guests and his pupils. This was also the place where I conducted my 

interviews. On the other side of the gate, there was a drinking fountain, a dining table, and a sink. Next to the 

sink, there was a small shrine with a golden tablet written “Mountain God Year Sprit (shanshen suiling山神歲

靈) and an incense burner. Next to this small shrine was a bigger shrine. On the wall of this shrine hung five 

Flags of Prime Marshal (shuaiqi帥旗). Daoist Dang-qi Jian told me that those flags had been erected at the 

entrance before he bought the land. When he built up the temple, he made an altar for them and worshipped 

them. In the middle of the shrine was a wooden plate of Wu House Plague God. To its right were five talismans 

within five bamboo sticks (zhufu竹符). These talismans represent celestial soldiers of five camps. To its left 

was the Command Plate of Celestial Troops (tienbing ling 天兵令). In front of the bamboo sticks was a horse 

statue, Master of Horse Messenger (mashiye 馬使爺). 
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a Seven-star Sword (Qixing jien 七星劍) or called Dharma Sword (Fa jien 法劍), a Spirit 

Summoning Flag (zhaohun qi招魂旗)，and  a Seven-star Flag (Qixing qi七星旗). In front of 

the pen rack was a small incense burner. Under the shrine, there were four sealed plastic boxes. 

Inside these boxes were placed about one hundred and thirty “Vessels of Concealing the Soul”.  In 

front of the right altar, on the wall to the right, there was a small altar with two statues on. They 

were Xinzhu City God of Walls and Moats (Xinzhu du chenhuang 新竹都城煌 ) and 

Kshitigarbha (Dicongwang  pusa 地藏王菩薩).46 On the left shrine, there are four layers of 

statues. (See Appendix 3.)   

Daoist Dang-qi Jian told me that the linage he inherited from was the Sect of Talisman 

and Amulet (Fulu pai符籙派) under the Sect of Chang Fazhu 張法主派 (also called the Sect 

of Fazhu Gong法主公派). The main deity enshrined was Wu House Plague God ( Wufu qiensui

吳府千歲). When asked of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, Daoist Dang-qi Jian only told me 

that every year, before lunar’s December, their believers who would like to request the service of 

the ritual had to obtain the permission from the main enshrined deity. Therefore, they had to come 

to the temple and cast the divination blocks in person. After getting the permissive blocks, the 

supplicants needed to register for the ritual and brought their clothes and strings of their hair to 

the temple before the ritual. On the day of performing the ritual, they needed to come to the 

temple in person, too. The next year, the supplicants had to come to the temple and asked if 

they were allowed to disclose their soul-concealing vessels by casting divination blocks as well. 

If they were allowed to disclose their “vessels of concealing the soul”, they had to bring their 

clothes to the temple by the day of performing the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul”. Moreover, 

the supplicants would bring fruits to the temple to thank the blessing from Wu House Plague 

God. 47 For the details of both rituals, Daoist Dang-qi Jian secretly smiled and asked me to 

observe them myself.  

 
46 When introducing the statue of Xinzhu City God of Walls and Moats, Daoist Dang-qi Jian told me the story of 

it. After having serviced in the temple for couple years, Xinzhu City God of Walls and Moats requested to have 

a virtual body (jinshen 金身) by being visualized in Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s dream. Daoist Dang-qi Jian also 

revealed me his ability to communicate with the spirits, which includes gods, ghosts and demonic forces. 

Therefore, he always confirmed those requests in his dream did come from the gods, instead of ghost or demonic 

forces. Therefore, he attended Xinzhu City God of Walls and MoatsTemple (Xinzhu Chenhuang Miao新竹城

隍廟) and cast divination blocks in person. After proving the message that he got was really from Xinzhu City 

God of Walls and Moats, he started to carve the statue. 
47 The interview was conducted on 2018.05.22.  
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2-4-1 The “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul” 

Therefore, I visited Daoist Dang-qi Jian on the ninth of February in 2018 (twenty-fourth 

of Lunar December) to observe the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul”  performed.48 The ritual started 

at eight thirty at Zhen-an Fu. That day was still a chill cloudy day with drizzle. When I arrived at 

Zhen-an Fu around seven forty, there had been ten assistants preparing for the ritual. Almost of 

them were women, except one. While these female assistants were preparing for the upcoming 

ritual, their husbands were sitting in the front court quietly. These assistants all wore yellow vests 

printed the name of the temple on. Daoist Dang-qi Jian wore a yellow cotton sports jacket with 

the name of the temple printed on,  instead of the vest. Some assistants were putting supplicants’ 

clothes in order, while some assistants were taking out the “vessels of concealing the soul” 

from the plastic boxes. They placed the vessels on a folded iron table on the right to the cave 

table. Those porcelain cups were placed in order by the number which was written on a label 

stuck outside the cups. There were about one hundred and twenty vessels which would be 

disclosed that year. Although there were ten more vessels which would not be disclosed that 

day, those vessels were still placed on the table. It was worth mentioning that calling anyone’s  

name was prohibited at the scene when the rituals were proceeded. Only could the assistant 

who was in charge of giving the descending deities supplicants’ information read the names of 

supplicants out loud.  

At eight thirty, the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul” started. First, to invite ancestor master 

to descend onto the altar (ching sheng 請聖), Daoist Dang-qi Jian held three sticks of incense, 

bowing toward outside. At the same time, assistants were assigned different missions for the up-

coming disclosing ritual, and then stayed at the position where they were assigned. After Daoist 

Dang-qi Jian muttered toward outside for thirty seconds, he turned back muttering to the deities 

enshrined and planted the sticks of incense into the pile of gold paper money (jinzhi 金紙). As 

mentioned above, he planted the three sticks of incense like an upside down triangle, which 

was his particular way to communicate with his ancestor masters, Zhang Fazhu.  

At eight thirty-four, to transform his body into a perfect’s body, Daoist Dang-qi Jian 

burnt another pile of gold paper money. This represented his body would be smelted by the 

 
48 According to my observation, Daoist priests who perform the rite with the preventive type yearly and conceal 

supplicants’ souls collectively usually disclose supplicants’ souls before they conceal the soul for the next year. It is 

after disclosing supplicants’ souls, Daoist priest can reuse the porcelain cups for economic concern. Therefore,    
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flame and lead his body to be transformed.  He held burning gold paper money with his two 

hands, muttering to the enshrined deities. Then, he held a pile of burning gold paper money to 

draw circles. He kept drawing circles in front of his face, then toward the ground he stood. He 

continued drawing circles in front of his chest and his back. He wrote the “True Name” (huihau

諱號) of the deities on his left hand and then his right hand. After drawing secrete formulas 

(jue訣) in front his chest, he wrote the “True Name” of the deities on his left hand again. Then, 

he held the burning gold paper money, muttering to Wu House Plague God. He handed the 

burning paper to an assistant and asked him to take it outside the altar. It was worth noting that 

Daoist Dang-qi Jian had already concealed his own soul, occupational concealing the soul, in 

a secrete place before he transformed himself into a god. He refused to reveal where he 

concealed his soul.  

After smelting himself by the burning gold paper money, Daoist Dang-qi Jian made 

Daoist fingers by his left hand in front of his chest and put his right hand on his back. He closed 

his eyes, muttering to Wu House Plague God again for thirty seconds. Next, he raised his hands 

up to his head, then down to his back head, his ears and then his belly for three times. It seemed 

he was putting on something over his body. After getting dressed, he made another Daoist 

fingers by using his thumb tapping on the tops of the other fingers. He muttered again. After 

carrying something invisible onto the incense burner with his both hands, he worshipped to 

Wu House Plague God with his two hands again.  

  At eight thirty-six, Daoist Dang-qi Jian started to issue an edict to Seven-star Sword. 

He burnt a pile of gold paper money first. Then, he tapped the top of the sword on the cave 

table, and used the other hand to keep the burning gold paper money moving up and down in 

front of the sword. After couple seconds, he raised the sword in front of him. Then, he wrote 

in the air in front of the sword with the burning gold paper money. After empowering the tools, 

he asked the assistants to take the burning gold paper money outside and put the sword back to 

the cave table.  

At eight thirty-seven, he burnt another pile of gold paper money. He wrote in the air 

with the pile of paper. After writing in the air, he asked an assistant to take it outside the altar 

as well.  

At eight thirty-eight, he started to purify the altar. First, Daoist Dang-qi Jian  held the 

water receptacle (shuiyu水盂) with his left hand and wrote in the air above it with his middle 
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finger and index finger of his right hand for one minute. After done that, he circled on the 

mouth of the water receptacle and pointed twice to it, which symbolically issued an edict to the 

water inside and made it powerful. Then he dipped his middle finger in the water, sprinkled 

the water around the altar.  

At eight thirty-nine, to invite troops of Thunder Division, Daoist Dang-qi Jian settled 

Five-Thunder Command Tablet first. Therefore, he held the tablet and bowed to both the deities 

enshrined and the celestial gods outside. Then, he wrote in the air by the tablet about thirty to 

forty seconds. He tapped four spots of the cave table. It represented four directions, which also 

represented “opening the gate of heaven” ( kei tienmen 開天門) in the northwest , “closing the 

door of earth” (bi dihu閉地戶) in the southeast, “leaving the gate of the man” (liu renimen留

人門) in the southwest,  and “stuffing the door of ghost” (sai guihu塞鬼戶) in the northeast.  

He put the Five-Thunder Command Tablet back to the cave table after using it to write in the 

air toward the ground on his right-hand side. 

At eight forty, Daoist Dang-qi Jian reported to the ancestor master what tools he was 

going to apply on the all-purpose talismans for the up-coming ritual. At first, he tapped a stick 

of cinnabar ink in the bowl of cinnabar ink-seal, circled it above the three sticks of incense, 

and then put the ink back. He repeated this move for three times. Then, he picked up a pile of 

all-purpose talismans and circled them on the three sticks of incense which were on the pile of 

money paper. For the Chinese writing brush, Daoist Dang-qi Jian burnt another pile of gold 

paper money bowing to the enshrined deities. After handing the paper to an assistant to take it 

outside the temple, he picked up his Chinese writing brush and raised it to his eyes. Then, he 

closed his eyes, then, muttering to Wu House Plague God. 

At eight forty-one, Daoist Dang-qi Jian prepared to make talismans which were going 

to be used in the ritual. Before making talismans, he clasped his two hands with the Chinese 

writing brush, muttering to Wu House Plague God. Before starting to draw the commands on 

the talismans, he closed his eyes and tapped the top of the Chinese writing brush on the cave 

table for almost one minute. Then, he communicated with the descending deities by writing on 

the cave table with the top of the Chinese writing brush again. To prevent the altar from 

interruption of demonic forces, he made many pieces of talismans to restrict the boundary of 

the altar (jiejie結界)  again.  He drew commands on the all-purpose talismans, stamped the 

cinnabar stick on them and tapped on the talismans three times by the top of the Chinese writing 
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brush. Finishing making one talisman, he handed it to his mother standing on his right-hand  

side and told her how to use the talisman. The first talisman was burnt and the ash was put in 

the water in a small bowl as talismanic water. The rest talismans were placed in every corner 

of the altar, including the small table where the clothes of supplicants were placed, and another 

small table where the “vessels of concealing the soul” were placed. One of the talismans was 

burnt and made into talismanic water, drunk by every assistant. While operating these details, 

everyone in the altar kept silent. The whole altar was surrounded by a tense atmosphere. 

At eight forty-five, Daoist Dang-qi Jian started to make the talismans for the disclosed 

souls. He drew commands on the all-purpose talismans first. After finishing drawing, he tapped 

on the talismans of its top, bottom and middle by the top of the Chinese writing brush. Then, 

he stamped the cinnabar stick on the talismans and handed it to his mother. His mother collected 

every talisman he had drawn. There were about sixty pieces of talismans. 

At eight fifty-four, Daoist Dang-qi Jian prepared to disclose the souls. He asked 

assistants to clean up the cave table. While waiting for assistants preparing for the upcoming 

ritual, he communicated with the descending deities by writing on the cave table with his finger. 

He picked up the Seven-star Sword again and wrote in the air above the sword. After issuing 

an edict on the sword, he tapped on the seven-star sword three times by the top of the Chinese 

writing brush. At the time, one assistant brought a bowl of talismanic water with a stick of 

Leguminosae (mocao 茉草) 49 inside.  

 

(Illustration 8. Daoist Dang-qi Jian was reporting to the gods enshrined.) 

 
49 The official name of Mocao is Desmodium capitatum. It is a bush. In Taiwan, people use it to get rid of demonic 

forces. 
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At eight fifty-five, Daoist Dang-qi Jian started to disclose those concealed souls. 

Considering the danger of the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul”, Daoist Dang-qi Jian and all 

assistants tried their best to shorten the time which whole ritual took.  Therefore, although the 

ritual followed the one-to-one principle, disclosing procedures of every supplicant overlapped 

with each other. The general procedure was that one assistant who stood on Daoist Dang-qi 

Jian’s left hand side read the names on a piece of yellow paper, the register list of the year 

before, out loud. At the same time, aother assistant who stood at the small table, where the 

“vessels of concealing the soul” were placed, picked out the supplicant’s “Vessel of Concealing 

the Soul” and placed it on the cave table. Then, Daoist Dang-qi Jian disclosed the vessel and 

put the soul back to the supplicant. 

Considering the amount of the vessels, I would put the disclosing process into three 

patterns and describe one case of each pattern instead of reporting every case. The first pattern 

was that supplicants came to the temple in person. The second pattern was that supplicants had 

brought their used clothes to the temple before the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul”. The third 

pattern was that the supplicants neither came to the temple in person, nor brought their used 

clothes to the temple. Since the ritual process of each pattern was repeating, in the following 

passages, I would report one soul-disclosing procedure for each pattern. 

For the first pattern, there were two supplicants coming to temple in person. Even 

though there were only two cases, Daoist Dang-qi Jian performed the ritual differently. For the 

first supplicant, she stood just on the right to Daoist Dang-qi Jian when her name was read 

aloud. At the same time, the “Vessel of Concealing the Soul” was placed on the cave table and 

the red cloth was taken away. Then, Daoist Dang-qi Jian wrote in the air in front of her face 

for couple seconds. Then, Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s mother put the vessel away. The supplicant’s 

soul had already been disclosed and put it back to her body. Meanwhile, at the cave table, 

assistants poured out everything from the “Vessel of Concealing the Soul” into a plastic bag, 

and put the empty porcelain cup in a basket on the ground. The soul of the supplicant had been 

disclosed completely. The disclosing procedure of the supplicants only took less than fifteen 

seconds. However, for the other supplicant, Daoist Dang-qi Jian wrote in the air above her 

“Vessel of Concealing the Soul”  first. Then, he used the Chinese writing brush pointing at the 

vessel and at the supplicant’s face, head, chest, belly and back. After the assistant put away her 

“Vessel of Concealing the Soul” and poured everything inside out, her concealed soul had been 

disclosed completely and put back to her. The disclosing procedure of the supplicants took 
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more than thirty seconds. When asked why these two supplicants’ souls were disclosed 

differently, Daoist Dang-qi Jian had no idea what exactly happened when the ritual was 

performed.   

 For the second pattern, Daoist Dang-qi Jian held three sticks of incense writing in the 

air above the clothes. When the “Vessels of Concealing the Soul” of supplicants were placed 

on the cave table, he continued writing in the air above the vessel and the clothes. After the 

assistant took away the red cloth over the vessel, Daoist Dang-qi Jian continued writing in the 

air above both the clothes and the vessel. At the same time, he placed a talisman on the clothes. 

After he finished writing in the air, one assistant put away the disclosed vessel, another assistant 

put away the supplicant’s clothes and Daoist Dang-qi Jian placed the talisman on his left hand 

side of the cave table. All the talismans would be burnt after the whole disclosing ritual had 

done. 

For the third pattern, the assistant used a pile of wrapped gold paper money instead.  To 

disclose the “Vessel of Concealing the Soul”, Daoist Dang-qi Jian held three sticks of incense 

on his right hand and wrote in the air above the “Vessel of Concealing the Soul”.  Meanwhile, 

his left hand held a piece of talisman and the empowered Seven-star Sword. After he wrote in 

the air above the vessel for couple seconds, he asked the assistant to take away the red cloth 

over the vessel. He continued writing in the air above the disclosed vessel for ten seconds. As 

soon as he indicated his mother to put away the “Vessel of Concealing the Soul”, he also asked 

another assistant to take the talisman and the pile of gold paper money outside the altar. The 

assistant burnt them in a burner. The talisman was to command the Five Thunder troops to send 

the soul back to the supplicant and the gold paper money was for troops when they executed 

the mission. The soul of the supplicants had been completely disclosed. 

At nine twenty-nine, all of the “Vessel of Concealing the Soul” had been completely 

disclosed. Daoist Dang-qi Jian asked one assistant to burn all of talismans, which he used for 

those supplicants who had brought their clothes to temple, as well as those stuffs which were 

poured out from the disclosed vessels in the small burner at the gate of the altar. Meanwhile, 

after assistants cleaned up the cave table, Daoist Dang-qi Jian drew commands on a piece of 

all-purpose talisman and asked his mother to burn it outside the altar. He closed his eyes again. 

After he opened his eyes, he started to write on the cave table with his finger to communicate 

with the descending deities, again. Later, he burnt another three sticks of incense and asked 

every assistant to align in a line in front of him. He purified these assistants one by one, holding 
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the incense, and writing in the air in the front and in the back of the assistant. At the same time, 

one of the assistants held a bowl of talismanic water and sprinkled the talismanic water on the 

assistant. At nine thirty-two, all assistants were purified by Daoist Dang-qi Jian.  

At nine thirty-two, after purifying every assistant, Daoist Dang-qi Jian turned back to 

the cave table, and wrote on the cave table with the top of the three sticks of incense. After 

receiving his command, Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s mother asked assistants to move the empty, used 

“Vessel of Concealing the Soul” to the ground outside the altar and put them in the rain. This 

move was to purify these used “Vessel of Concealing the Soul”. 50 After purified by the drizzle 

for couple hours, the used “Vessel of Concealing the Soul” could be used to conceal the souls 

of supplicants for the coming year.  

At nine thirty-three, it was about time to end the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul”. Daoist 

Dang-qi Jian received the commands from the descending deities and communicated with them 

by writing on the cave table with the head of the Chinese writing brush. To lift the restriction 

to the boundary and send the five thunder troops back, Daoist Dang-qi Jian drew commands 

on the all-purpose talismans again. After he had done a piece of talisman, he handed it to his 

mother and told her where to place it. His mother followed the instruction and asked assistants 

to put those talismans in every corner of the altar. 

At nine thirty-four, Daoist Dang-qi Jian picked up his Seven-star Sword again. After 

writing on the cave table with the head of his Chinese writing brush, he raised the Chinese 

writing brush to his eyebrows, muttering to Wu House Plague God. Then, he put down the 

Chinese writing brush, and picked up the Five Thunder Command Tablet, bowing toward 

outside. After taking away the three sticks of incense on the wrapped gold paper money, Daoist 

Dang-qi Jian asked an assistant to burn the incense and the gold paper money in the burner 

outside the altar. Then, he put his Seven-star Sword and the Five Thunder Command Tablet 

back to the main shrine. 

At nine thirty-five, the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul” had been completed. Soon after 

Daoist Dang-qi Jian announced the ritual had been done, supplicants and those assistants 

 
50 The water falling from sky, including falling rain or the dew, is used to clean the used “concealing the soul 

vessels.” Daoist Dang-qi Jian usually place those used vessels at night to wait for the dew. However, it was 

drizzling that day. The falling rain water could be used to purify the used vessels. Therefore, he asked assistants 

to put them right after the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul”.  
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started to talk and laugh. It was obvious that every of them had just gone through an abnormal 

time. They felt relieved from the tense situation and went back to their normality. 

 

(Illustration 9. The altar where to store the vessels.) 

 

2-4-2 The “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” 

Twenty days later, I visited Zhen-an Fu to observe the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”.51 

The ritual started around nine o’clock. When I arrived at the temple around eight o’clock, there 

were already about 10 people (including volunteers and supplicants) preparing for the ritual. Nine 

of them were females, including Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s mother. They checked everything, 

including the used clothes of the supplicants, the labels on the “Vessel of Concealing the Soul” 

and the stuffs they are going to put in every vessel. In the “Vessel of Concealing the Soul”,  there 

would be some hairs of the supplicants, a paper substitute, a piece of paper written their birth date, 

age and address, and a piece of talisman. In addition to these “visible” materials, Daoist Dang-qi 

Jian had previously stamped above on the bottom of the vessel. Besides, assistants also prepared 

couple piles of gold paper money. Each pile contained seven piece of paper money. While they 

were preparing for the up-coming ritual, their husbands or other supplicants sat in the yard in front 

of the temple chatting. There was an ease atmosphere, which was completely different from twenty 

days ago , when holding the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul”. 

At nine o’clock, Daoist Dang-qi Jian started the “Concealing the Soul Ritual.”  To invite 

enshrined deities to descend to the altar, he held a bunch of incense sticks worshipping to the 

shrine. Then, he planted a stick of incense in each of the incense burner around the temple.  

 
51 It was on the third of March in 2018 (seventeenth of Lunar January). 
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Around nine thirty, he started to transformed his body into a perfect’s body. Before he 

started to transform himself, he also concealed his soul in a secrete place, which was prohibited 

to let anyone aware of it. For transforming himself into a perfect’s body, at first, he purified 

his own body by holding a pile of burning gold paper money drawing circles. He kept drawing 

circles in front of his face, his body, his legs, his feet, then his left hand, and his right hand. 

After symbolicly smelting himself by the burning gold paper money, he erected his left index 

finger and little finger and bent the other fingers as Daoist fingers (daozhi 道指).52 He made a 

big circle with Daoist fingers and his right hand in front of his body. After holding another 

burning gold joss money to worship to the shrine, he handed the previous one to the assistant 

and had him to take it outside. He closed his eyes muttering to the main enshrined deity—Wu 

House Plague God for about thirty seconds. At the same time, he put his left hand on his chest 

gesturing Daoism fingers again and put his right hand behind his back. Then, he raised his 

hands up to his head, then down to his back head, his ears and his belly for three times. It 

seemed he was putting on something over himself. After getting dressed, he gestured another 

Daoism fingers by using his thumb tapping on other finger tops. He muttered again. After 

carrying something invisible onto the incense burner with his both hands, he worshipped to 

enshrined Wu House Plague God with his two hands again.53  

At nine thirty-four, he started to purify the altar. Daoist Dang-qi Jian kept the water 

receptacle on his left hand and wrote in the air above the Water Receptacle with the middle 

finger and index finger of his right hand for one minute. After writing, he circled on the mouth 

of the water receptacle and pointed twice to it, which symbolically issued an edict to the water 

inside and empower it. Then he dipped his middle finger in the water, sprinkled around the 

altar.  

After purifying the altar, Daoist Dang-qi Jian started to issue an edict to the instruments 

he was going to use in the up-coming ritual. First, he issued an edict to the necklace of beads 

and a tiger tooth.54 He burnt a pile of gold paper money first. Then, he held his necklace on one 

 
52 Daoist Dang-qi Jian erected his index finger and little finger by bending down his thumb, middle finger and 

ring finger. 
53 Daoist Dang-qi Jian explained that when he performed the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, he visualized the deities 

first, and then applied talismans.  He claimed that both steps were the characters Talisman and Amulet Sect. 

Moreover, when the ritual was performing, Daoist Dang-qi Jian just followed the instructions from the deities who 

descended that day. For the number of descending deities, he claimed that he was not sure the exact number. Usually, 

there were more than one deity descending. 
54 The necklace of beads and a tiger tooth was a gift of Daoist Dang-qi Jian from his Daoist master. Therefore, 

there is no particular name of the necklace. He is used to wear it when he performs rituals. 
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hand, and used the other hand to keep the burning gold paper money writing in the air in front 

of the necklace. Then, he moved the burning gold paper money up and down in front of the 

necklace. After empowering the tools, he asked the assistants to take the burning gold paper 

money outside and put on the necklace on his neck. Then, he repeated the same process to issue 

an edict to Seven Star Sword.   

At nine thirty seven, to invite Thunder Division (Leibu 雷部) to station at the temple, 

Daoist Dang-qi Jian settled Five-Thunder Command Tablet first. Therefore, he bowed to the 

deities enshrined and the celestial deities outside with holding the tablet. Then, he wrote in the 

air by the tablet and tapped for spots on the cave table. It represented four directions, which 

have been mentioned above. After tapping four spots on the cave table, he held Five-Thunder 

Command Tablet to write in the air toward his right, and then  put it back to the cave table. 

At nine thirty-seven, Daoist Dang-qi Jian prepared to invite ancestor master, Chang 

Fazhu (張法主). He held three sticks of incense bowing to the enshrined deities, and then 

turned around bowing toward outside. After muttering for couple seconds, he turned back and 

planted the three sticks of incense in the pile of gold paper money. He planted the three sticks 

of incense like an upside down triangle, which is his particular way to communicate with the 

ancestor master. Then, he picked up a pile of all-purpose talismans and circled them above the 

incense burner.  

At nine thirty-eight, to show his courtesy and respect to the enshrined deities, Wu House 

Plague God, Daoist Dang-qi Jian demonstrated as well as issued an edict on the equipment he 

was going to use for the up-coming ritual procedures. First, he tapped a stick of cinnabar ink 

in the bowl of cinnabar ink-seal, circled it above the three sticks of incense, and then put it 

back. He repeated this move three times. Then, he picked up one stick of cinnabar ink, dipped 

the cinnabar seal-ink, made a mudra by his left hand, and held the stick writing above the bowl 

of cinnabar ink-seal for about one minute to empower it.  He continued to empower the Chinese 

writing brush by circling it above the three sticks of incense. After finishing empowering 

procedures, Daoist Dang-qi Jian asked the assistant to clean the cave table, which represented 

that the messages between he and the enshrined deities was also wiped out.  

At nine forty-one, to show his courtesy and respect toward deities, Daoist Dang-qi Jian 

burnt another pile of gold paper money to invite deities again, including the executive deities, 

those who were going to assist the up-coming ritual on the way to the altar and those passing 
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by. After he held the burning gold paper money worshipping to enshrined deities and to deities 

outside the temple, the assistant took the burning gold paper money outside the altar. 

At nine forty-two, Daoist Dang-qi Jian picked up the Chinese writing brush again. He 

closed his eyes and held it to report to the enshrined deities. He tapped the top of the writing 

brush on the cave table to communicate with the deities. Then, he closed his eyes again. 

Suddenly, he opened his eyes and asked his mother to take the Black Command Flag on the 

right shrine. After putting the Black Command Flag on the cave table, he closed his eyes again. 

Suddenly, he opened his eyes and wrote on the cave table by the top of the Chinese writing 

brush. He wrote down the commands from the deities who were in charge of the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul” that day. Following the commands of descending deities, he started to 

restrict the boundary in the altar again. He drew on the all-purpose talismans by the Chinese 

writing brush, stamped on it by the cinnabar stick, and then handed it to the assistant, his mother. 

Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s mother handed the talismans to different assistants and asked them to 

put them in every nook of the altar. One of the assistants burnt the first talisman and put the 

ashes in a water bowl. Then he dipped the talismanic water by his ring finger, and sprinkled 

the water around the altar by snapping his ring finger and thumb. One of the talisman was burnt 

and the ashes was put in the water. Every assistant drank the talismanic water.  

At nine forty-five, to inspect the celestial troops, Daoist Dang-qi Jian wrote in the air 

above the black command flag. Finishing writing, he tapped the flag on the all-purpose 

talismans. Before starting to draw on the all-purpose talismans, he wrote down the commands 

from the descending deities on the cave table by his finger again.  After all these preparation 

procedures were done, Daoist Dang-qi Jian started to draw commands55 on the all-purpose 

talismans by the Chinese writing brush with cinnabar ink. After done the drawing, he gave the 

talismans to his mother, who would stamp the cinnabar ink stick on the talismans. They drew 

incantation on the talismans for about one hundred pieces.  

At nine fifty, Daoist Dang-qi Jian was about to deploy celestial troops of five thunder 

division. First, assistants wiped out the cave table without leaving any messages from the 

descending deities while they were making the talismans for the later ritual process. To deliver 

the commands from the descending deities, Daoist Dang-qi Jian wrote on the cave table with 

 
55 Daoist Dang-qi Jian claimed that all-purpose talismans are used under any condition in any occasion by all 

believers. However, if Daoist Dang-qi Jian needed to apply the talismans for certain rituals, the executive deities 

will have him make certain talismans by drawing additional commands on them. 
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the top of his Chinese writing brush again. After he delivered the command on the cave table, 

an assistant wiped the content of that order out immediately. They repeated this writing and 

wiping out for three times. Then, Daoist Dang-qi Jian asked an assistant to give him three sticks 

of incense while putting the Black Command Flag next to the incense burner on the cave table 

at the same time. Later, Daoist Dang-qi Jian held the three sticks of incense and wrote in the 

air above the Five-Thunder Command Tablet. After issuing an edict on it, he asked an assistant 

to plant the three sticks of incense in the incense burner. It seemed that the descending gods 

gave him new commands. Therefore, Daoist Dang-qi Jian picked up a small round mirror, and 

wrote on the cave table by his finger again. While Daoist Dang-qi Jian was waiting for the 

assistants, he put the pile of all-purpose talismans, which he just drew commands on, in the 

middle of the cave table. He used another three sticks of incense to write in the air above the 

talismans again. After finishing issuing an edict on the talisman, he asked an assistant to plant 

the three sticks of incense in the incense burner again.     

At nine fifty-five, Daoist Dang-qi Jian started to conceal supplicants’ souls. One of the 

assistant called the name of the first supplicant. The assistant asked the supplicant to come to 

the cave table. After the supplicant came to the cave table, Daoist Dang-qi Jian used his finger 

to write on the cave table to deliver the command from the descending deities. The descending 

deities asked the supplicant to leave the cave table and asked Daoist Dang-qi Jian to use the 

supplicant’s clothes instead.56 Soon the supplicant’s clothes was placed on the cave table. 

Around the collar, a small porcelain cup was placed. Inside the cup was the supplicant’s hair, 

a coin, and a piece of paper written with supplicant’s lunar birth date. Daoist Dang-qi Jian held 

the Black Command Flag and a piece of round mirror on his left hand, and the Chinese writing 

brush on his right hand. At first, he wrote in the air above the clothes on the cave table. When 

he finishing writing in the air, his hand stopped in the air. Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s mother 

indicated the assistant standing on the other side of the cave table to give Daoist Dang-qi Jian 

a piece of round mirror. Daoist Dang-qi Jian stopped the assistant to give him a mirror and kept 

writing in the air above the clothes. After writing for another fifteen seconds, he covered the 

mirror on his left hand on the cup quickly and kept writing in the air above the cup again. 

Meanwhile, Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s mother held a piece of red cloth with a piece of talisman 

waiting aside. When he pressed the piece of mirror by the top of the Chinse writing brush, his 

 
56 It seemed a little chaotic at the beginning of the ritual. In the interview to Daoist Dang-qi Jian, he explained 

that it was because the ritual is held once a year and all the assistants needed time to be familiar with the ritual 

process. The interview was conducted on 2018. 05.22. 
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mother soon covered the cup by a piece of  red cloth and a talisman, wrapped it with a red 

string, and put the cup away. At the same time, the assistant who was standing next to Daoist 

Dang-qi Jian’s mother folded the supplicant’s clothes and put it away. Another assistant put 

another “Vessel of Concealing the Soul” on the table where  the supplicant’s clothes had 

already been placed by another assistant. At this moment, the soul of the first supplicants had 

been concealed completely. 

At nine fifty-eight, Daoist Dang-qi Jian started to conceal the soul of second supplicant. 

He wrote in the air above the round mirror first. Meanwhile, the assistant standing between 

him and his mother had already put the clothes of the second supplicant on the cave table. 

However, Daoist Dang-qi Jian stopped concealing that supplicant’s soul. He started to write on 

the cave table to deliver the commands from the descending gods. Since all the assistants did 

not understand the commands, he kept writing on the cave table till the assistants understood 

them. Finally, Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s mother realized the commands and asked another assistant 

to bring her the register book which recorded all information of the supplicants of that year. 

Then, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” continued to process.  

For the rest part of the ritual, Daoist Dang-qi Jian, his mother and assistants repeated 

the  procedures and concealed the souls of supplicants one by one. First, Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s 

mother read the supplicant’s name, address, birth year, and age out loud. Then, assistants found 

the supplicant’s clothes and placed it on the cave table. The assistant on the other side of cave 

table placed the new concealed porcelain cup. Inside the cup, there already contained a coin, 

supplicant’s hair and a piece of paper written supplicant’s name and lunar date of birth. Daoist 

Dang-qi Jian wrote in the air above the clothes and the cup with the Chinese writing brush on 

his right hand. He covered the cup by a piece of round mirror which he kept on his left hand. 

Then, Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s mother covered the cup by a piece of red cloth and a talisman, and 

wrapped the cup with a red string.  

There was a worth-noting incident during the ritual. Around ten twelve, one assistant 

called another assistant by her name. As soon as the assistant called the name, she understood 

that she had made a mistake. She smacked her face immediately and covered her mouth by her 

hand. Everyone on the site was also astonished when hearing the name. To make up the mistake, 

one assistant soon picked the bowl with talismanic water, dipped his middle finger in the water, 

sprinkled around the altars again.  
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At ten thirty, all of the souls were concealed in the vessels. On that day, Daoist Dang-

qi Jian concealed one hundred and eight supplicants’ souls. After completing the concealing 

process, he asked one assistant to clean up the cave table. Then, he asked all the assistants to 

wash their hands and then stood around the cave table.  Moreover, he asked assistants to prepare 

one hundred and twenty-eight sticks of incense. While he was waiting for the incense, he kept 

writing or tapping on the cave table by his finger. 

At ten thirty-two, Daoist Dang-qi Jian held the one hundred and thirty-two sticks of 

incense writing in the air above those “Vessel of Concealing the Soul”. After he had done this, 

assistants started to plant a stick of incense on each “Vessel of Concealing the Soul”. While 

waiting for planting the incense stick on the vessel, Daoist Dang-qi Jian wrote on the cave table 

with his finger again. He was communicating with the descending deities, instead of  delivering 

the commands from them. After communicating with the descending deities, he put the Black 

Command Flag in the incense burner, picked up a pile of all-purpose talismans, and drew on 

them. Once he completed one talisman, he handed it to his mother who stood next to him. 

Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s mother handed the talisman to different assistant and instructed them 

where to put the talisman and what to do with the talisman. Some talisman was put in every 

nook of the altar, while others were made into talismanic water. Besides, after Daoist Dang-qi 

Jian drew on another ten more all-purpose talismans, he communicated with the descending 

deities by writing on the cave table with his Chinese writing brush again. After that, he bowed 

to the main altar with his two hands. Then, to express his appreciation to five thunder troops, 

he picked up the Five Thunder Command Tablet, bowing to the main altar and outside the 

temple. To express his appreciation to the ancestor teacher who descended onto the shrine to 

execute the whole ritual, he burnt a pile of gold paper money and bowed to the altar. After an 

assistant took the burning gold paper money outside the gate, he took off his necklace, putting 

it back on the cave table with the Black Command Flag. 

At ten forty, after all assistants drank the talismanic water, they started to talk to each 

other. Assistants kept planting a stick of incense on the “Vessel of Concealing the Soul”. At 

the same time, they also put a pair of scissors on the top of those vessels in order to suppress 

the demonic forces ( yasha 壓煞).  

At ten forty-five, Daoist Dang-qi Jian struck the standing bell (ching 罄), saying 

auspicious words to express his appreciation to all deities who had made the “Ritual of 
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Concealing the Soul” completely successful. Meanwhile, Daoist Dang-qi Jian also asked every 

assistant and supplicant on site to hold a stick of incense, kneeling down on the ground. After 

Daoist Dang-qi Jian expressed the appreciation to all deities, he struck the standing bell three 

times. Then everyone on site bowed to the shrine together for three times. After everyone stood 

up, they bowed to the shrine for three times again. Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s mother collected all 

the sticks of incense and planted them in the incense burner on the cave table. Daoist Dang-qi 

Jian struck the standing bell for three time again and everyone on site bowed to the shrine for 

three times, too. After they expressed their appreciation completely, they applauded. 

At eleven o-five, every stick of incense in the “Vessel of Concealing the Soul” was 

burnt completely. Assistants placed these “Vessel of Concealing the Soul” inside the three 

plastic boxes which were twenty-centimeter wide and thirty-centimeter long. On the top of  

each vessel, they covered a pair of scissors. When the boxes were full of vessels, they covered 

the boxes and sealed them by all-purpose talismans. Daoist Dang-qi Jian put these boxes under 

the shrine on the right. The supplicants’ souls had been safely concealed.  

Till the whole rite had been performed, I fully understood the reason why Daoist Dang-

qi Jian asked me to observe the rite in person. Supplicants and assistants would gain their 

normality and well-being for the coming next year after they had gone through the abnormal 

moment of performing the ritual.  

 

(Illustration 10. The concealed souls.) 
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2-5 Preventive Type—Case in a Remote Town near the Coastline 

 This case was the outcome of my getting bigger field-case-searching snowball. Daoist 

Jun-Zong Xu57 was mentioned by a kind ritual master, whom I observed perform the “Ritual 

of Concealing the Soul”. Daoist Jun-Zong Xu, the ritual performer, is the successor of Ying-

yuan Tan 應遠壇, an old private tan in Jin-Shan District 金山區 in New Taipei City, a mid-

sized town in northern Taiwan. In some sense, this is the most difficult one to be observed. 

There are couple reasons why I claim it at the beginning of this section. First, Daoist Jun-Zong 

Xu still keeps one-to-one relation on his religious service, including the “Ritual of Concealing 

the Soul” and the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul”. However, if you considering there are up to 

three thousand souls concealed by Daoist Jun-Zong Xu every year, how busy he would be is 

beyond my words. Therefore, it is hard to obtain the chance to do the interview or get into 

Ying-yuan Tan observing the ritual performance, especially during the lunar’s new year. 

Second, due to the size of the town, Daoist Jun-Zong Xu and his believers build up a close 

connection between each other, which means that they are particularly sensitive to an out-

comer, or a stranger.  

Ying-yuan Tan is located on a busy narrow street in Jin-Shan District 金山區, a mid-

sized town, a popular tourist spot, where is crowded with street vendors and people in northern 

Taiwan. On the left of the front gate of Ying-yuan Tan, there is a big burner outside the veranda, 

and a folded desk displaying different kinds of gold paper money (paper money), crackers and 

cookies inside the veranda. Walking through the sliding glass doors, there are two desks facing 

toward outside on both sides. Daoist Jun-Zong Xu always sits at the right desk and his wife sits 

at the left one. In front of the right desk, there is a long bench for waiting believers. There is a 

stool just next to the desk on its right. It is for supplicants when they come to ask for religious 

service. Behind the desk on the right, there is a huge wooden case with many layers of drawers 

 
57 Daoist Jun-Zong Xu is the fifth successor of the private tan. This one-hundred-and-thirty-year-old private tan 

was funded by Daoist Jun-Zong Xu’s great grandfather who used to be a Daoist priest in Mainland China. 

Method (fa) of Lady Chen (sannei furen 三奶夫人) is passed down of manuscripts in Daoist Jun-Zong Xu’s 

family, particular for only one male member of each generation. Therefore, although Daoist Jun-Zong Xu has 

two brothers, he is the only son that inherited to Method (fa) and mantic techniques from his father. In addition 

to learning Method (fa) from his father, Daoist Jun-Zong Xu also leant performing Daoist rituals from his father, 

who leant from a Daoist in northern Taiwan. It was because his great grandfather, the funder, only mastered at 

Method (fa). Daoist Jun-Zong Xu started his religious service since he was young. Ying-yuan Tan opens from 

seven to five every day. The believers are not only limited in the mid-sized town in northern Taiwan. Most of 

them grew up in the town. They keep coming back to Ying-yuan Tan when they encounter troubles, even moving 

overseas.    
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from the ceiling to the ground. Outside each drawer, there is a piece of paper showing different 

numbers, which indicates the number of the “Vessels of Concealing the Soul”. In the middle 

of this case, there is a small shrine, titled Pavilion of Eight-Trigram (baqua ting八卦亭) . In 

the shrine, there are five statues of deities. The statue of the Founder of Eight Trigrams (baqua 

zushi八卦祖師) is situated in the middle. On its left, they are the statues of Lord Guan (or 

Guangong) and the statue of Prime Marshal of the Middle Altar. On its right, they are the statues 

of Lady Chen and the statue of Saint Lord of Founder of Zhangzhou (kaizheng shengwang開漳

聖王). In front of these statues of deities, there is an incense burner on the table. On the desk 

where Daoist Jun-Zong Xu’s wife sits, there is a computer which helps her manage all the 

information of the believers, including the numbers of concealing- the-soul-vessels. Behind the 

desk on the left, there is a huge set of wooden shelf, titled Pavilion of Taisui (taisui ting太歲

亭). Next to it, there is a built-in wooden case with many layers of drawers. Outside each 

drawer, there is a card indicating the numbers of vessels. In the middle of the shelf, there is an 

incense burner. At the end of the hall, there is a four-layered shrine. There are about forty 

statues of deities placed on the shrine. (Please see Illustration 4) In front of the shrine, there is 

a sacrifice table placed a big incense burner in the middle, two tall oil lamps on both sides of 

the burner, and many pieces of tools for Daoist Jun-Zong Xu. (See Appendix 4.)     

Daoist Jun-Zong Xu’s great grandfather established Ying-yuan Tan just at that spot 

when he came to Taiwan one hundred and thirty years ago. It has been expanded and renovated 

for many times. Although Ying-yuan Tan has its own long history, however, it is well-

organized in a modernized way by Daoist Jun-Zong Xu and his wife. Whenever the supplicants 

step into the hall requesting religious service, Daoist Jun-Zong Xu’s wife can always dig out 

their personal information from the computer, including their birth dates, their eight characters, 

and the coincided twelve divine killers (shi’er shensha 十二神煞) with the very year in thirty 

seconds, not to mention that she also can pick out Vessel of Concealing the Soul from more 

than three thousand porcelain cups, in thirty seconds. Like a doctor, Daoist Jun-Zong Xu 

diagnoses supplicants’ conditions based upon supplicants’ narration, their personal information 

mentioned above, and facial readings. Then, he solves the problems that supplicants bring up 

either by issuing talismans or by performing certain rituals aiming at the symptoms. The 

believers of Ying-yuan Tan are not only from every corner around the island, but also from 

other countries. Some of the are introduced by the believers of Ying-yuan Tan, while some 

have been the believers of this tan since they were infants.  
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When talking about the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, Daoist Jun-Zong Xu claimed 

it had been performed when his father managed Ying-yuan Tan. However, he also declared 

proudly that he reformed it around forty years ago, which hugely increased the number of the 

concealed souls. At first, Daoist Jun-Zong Xu went to supplicant’s house to perform the ritual 

with his father when supplicants requested the rituals or when the lunar’s new year came. 

During the whole year, supplicants worshipped the deities on their family altar who protected 

the concealed soul both in the morning and in the evening. When the end of the lunar’s new 

year came, Daoist Jun-Zong Xu and his father went to supplicants’ house to disclose the 

concealed soul again. Due to the inconvenient transportation, forty years ago or even earlier, 

the number of concealed souls was limited. After Daoist Jun-Zong Xu decided to perform the 

ritual at Ying-yuan Tan, the number went up even up to three thousand more. To conceal more 

souls for the believers, he offered comprehensive services for supplicants, including burning 

incense to the deities who protect the concealed souls both in the morning and in the evening, 

offering the unified porcelain cups as the “Vessels of Concealing the Soul”, and customizing 

the huge wooden cases to store those concealed souls.  At the end of the lunar’s new year, 

Daoist Jun-Zong Xu and his wife sent out letters to remind the supplicants back to the tan to 

disclose their souls. Almost all of the supplicant come to the tan to disclose their souls in person. 

When they came to disclose their souls, they asked Daoist Jun-Zong Xu to calculate their 

fortune for the coming year by checking their eight characters and the twelve divines and killers 

as well. If the outcome was sinister, they left their soul vessels concealed in the big wooden 

case for another year. Some of them even didn’t disclose their vessels for years, either for the 

continuous sinister fortune or for the continuous auspicious and smooth life. The bond between 

Daoist Jun-Zong Xu and his believers was pretty strong.  

The day I observed the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” and the “Disclosing the Soul 

Ritual” at Ying-yuan Tan was a cloudy Saturday. Daoist Jun-Zong Xu started the religious 

service from seven in the morning. I tried my best to step into Ying-yuan Tan before supplicants 

came. Due to the numerous supplicants, Daoist Jun-Zong Xu’s son and a disciple of Daoist 

Jun-Zong Xu were in charge of performing rituals that day. Whenever a supplicant came, the 

one who was available would perform the ritual for the supplicant immediately. Therefore, 

most of the time different rituals were overlappingly performed. This did bring me huge 

difficulties to understand what they were chanting. Meanwhile, Daoist Jun-Zong Xu sat at his 

desk near the front door checking supplicant’s personal information and told them not only the 

fortune of the supplicants for the coming lunar’s year, but also what religious service the 
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supplicants needed to take in order to avoid the bad luck in the coming lunar’s year. Usually, 

the supplicants are the elder females in the family. They either brought clothes of other family 

members to the tan or came back to the tan again with their family member who are required 

to conceal their soul. Only the supplicants who were going to confront the worst luck in the 

coming year were required to conceal their soul. Those who owned worse fortune would be 

applied with either the “Ritual of Offering and Resolution” (jijie yishi), or the “Ritual of Luck 

Replenishing” (buyun yishi). However, there were only three thousand places available for the 

Vessels of Concealing the Soul in the tan. Therefore, if there were no more vessels, even the 

supplicants were going to confront affliction for the coming lunar’s year, they still could not 

have their soul concealed. Daoist Jun-Zong Xu’s wife handled all these details via computer at 

the other desk. She provided not only Daoist Jun-Zong Xu everything he requested, but also 

supplicants all the details they needed to know, including the fee of religious service, and what 

offering supplicants were supposed to offer when the ritual was performed. In addition, Daoist 

Jun-Zong Xu’s daughter and his daughter-in-law also played the role as assistants in charge of 

all the chores while the rituals were performing.  

 

2-5-1 The “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” 

For the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, after knowing his or her soul was going to be 

concealed, supplicants walked out the front gate and picked a pile of gold paper and two 

packages of snacks as offerings from the folding iron desk and put them on the sacrifice table. 

At the same time, Daoist Jun-Zong Xu’s wife and the assistants put a red envelope which 

contained several pieces of nails and some hair of the supplicants, a porcelain cup which had 

black beans, an iron nail, some grains and a coin inside, a piece of red cloth printed Eight 

Trigram Talisman (baqua fu) on and six sticks of incense on the sacrifice table. In addition, 

Daoist Jun-Zong Xu’s wife printed out the supplicant’s name, address, and birthdate on a piece 

of pink paper and red paper. After everything was done, the ritual master asked the supplicant 

to hold three incense sticks, and then bowed to the statues of deities. After the supplicant 

planted the incense sticks into each incense burner, the ritual master handed the supplicant 

another three sticks of incense and asked them to stand behind him. He started to invite the 

enshrined deities, the Founder of Eight Trigrams (baqua zushi) and the Most High Lord Lao 
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(taishang laojun), to descend onto the shrine by chanting incantations58 and ring the Dharma 

Bell. After the deities descended onto the shrine, the ritual master picked the Commander of 

Five Thunder. Patting it on the table, then he put it back on the table. Soon, he started to read 

the name, address, and birthdate which were printed on the pink paper out loud. He, then, 

reported to the deities why the supplicant would like to conceal their souls in the coming year, 

which included all of the danger caused by vehicles, fire, backstabbers, or disease, etc. 

Therefore, the ritual master asked the protection from the deities to keep the supplicants safe 

and bring him or her longevity. Then, the ritual master took a bow to the deity, picked the 

Commander of Five Thunder, patted it on the table, and put down the Dharma Bell. As soon 

as the ritual master picked up the Stamp of the Most High Lord Lao (laojun yin) by making a 

hand gesture, he started to chant the “Spell for Concealing the Hun Soul” (canhun zhou).59 In 

the incantation, he requested the “Concealing the Soul Three Teachers Three Lad” (sangohun 

sanshi santongzi) and “Concealing the Soul Celestial Beings the Lad boy” (cangohun xienren 

tongzilang) to conceal the supplicant’s soul. Furthermore, in the incantation, it also asked the 

deities not to conceal other’s soul but the supplicant’s. While asking the deity hurriedly to 

conceal supplicant’s soul, the ritual master paced the Five Phases Pace (wuxing bu五行步) as 

well as stamped the Stamp of Most High Lord Lao (laojun yin) on the Eight Trigram Talisman 

(baqua fu) and on the Vessel of Concealing the Soul. Putting down the stamp, the ritual master 

made a hand gesture as if he put something invisible, which implied the supplicant’s soul, into 

the vessel. Then, he started to fold the piece of red paper which had the supplicant’s name, 

address and lunar’s birth date on it.  After placing the folded red paper into the porcelain cup, 

the ritual master grasped something invisible from the small incense burner on the sacrifice 

table to his palm twice and started to write the name of the supplicant on his palm. At the same 

time, he also silently chanted the Spell of Eight Trigram (baqua zhou) and read the name and 

birth date of the supplicant.  Again, the ritual master picked up another red paper which was 

printed the Eight Trigram Talisman (baqua fu) on. After circling the talisman above the incense 

burner twice, he covered the porcelain cup with the talisman as well as continued chanting the 

“Spell for Concealing the Hun Soul” (canhun zhou). It described that the supplicant would 

walk like the grasses on the roadside, and sit like the dust on the roadside after their soul was 

concealed. As soon as he pressed the Eight Trigram Talisman (baqua fu) over the mouth of the 

 
58 Daoist Jun-Zong Xu claimed that the incantations were secrete and were handed down only among his linage. 

For this reason, I had no clue what the incantations were. The function of the incantation was to purify his own 

body, mouth and mind.  
59 Since Daoist Jun-Zong Xu asked me not to put the spell into words, I would only brief the meaning of the 

incantation, instead of translation word by word.   
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porcelain cup by the Stamp of Most High Lord Lao (laojun yin), he chanted the left three hun 

soul and right seven po soul were concealed. Then, while the ritual master tied the porcelain 

cup by a rubber band, he chanted “Quick, quick, as the Statutes and Ordinances command!” 

After all these steps were done, he used a piece of red string to tightly wrap around the mouth 

of the “Vessel of Concealing the Soul” and took away the rubber band. Then, he quickly made 

another hand gesture and paced the Five Phases Pace (wuxing bu) again. At the same time, the 

ritual master also silently chanted a secret incantation not only to ask the Founder of Eight 

Trigrams (baqua zushi) to protect the soul inside the porcelain but also to enhance the power 

of the talisman. The Daoist picked the three sticks of incense from the supplicant standing 

behind him and writing in the air above the porcelain by the incense sticks. Since the deity was 

still on the shrine, the ritual had not completed. The ritual had been completed until the Daoist 

rang the dharma bell, chanted and put the “Vessel of Concealing the Soul” away. The whole 

ritual lasted around eight minutes. 

 

2-5-2 The “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul” 

For the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul”, it is similar with the “Ritual of Concealing the 

Soul”. Since both rituals need the deities enshrine to execute the ritual, therefore, both required 

to invite the deities to descend on to the shrine, not to mention that preparation work included 

setting up the Vessels of Concealing the Soul and the offerings to the deities. However, there 

were still some other differences between them. First, the supplicants sometimes did not show 

up in person. Instead, their family brought their used clothes which represented the supplicants 

to the tan. I call their family as the representative of the supplicant. Second, the context of 

petition was different. The ritual master reported to the deities that the supplicants were safe 

for the past year and came to disclose their soul. In addition, the ritual master also delivered 

the appreciation from the supplicant to the deities. Third, the order of ritual performance was 

a little bit reversed. After briefing to the deities the reason why invited them descending onto 

the shrine and read the detailed information of the supplicant out loud, the ritual master asked 

the deities to make all the three hun soul and seven po soul back to the very person and the 

very place in the body, including the first hun in the head, the second hun on the hand and the 

third hun on the feet. And then, the ritual master made hand gesture, paced the Five Phases 

Pace (wuxing bu), then stamped the Stamp of Most High Lord Lao (laojun yin) on the clothes 
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of the supplicant before they disclosed the soul, all of which were to protect the soul of the 

supplicant from demonic forces. At the same time, the ritual master chanted the “Spell for 

Disclosing the Hun Soul” (fanghun zhou) to ask the help from the “Releaseing the Soul Three 

Teachers Three Lad” (fangohun sanshi santongzi放魂三師三童子) and “Releaseing the Soul 

Celestial Beings the Lad boy” (fangohun xienren tongzilang 放魂仙師童子郎 ). In the 

incantation, it repeatedly asked the deities to disclose the very soul of the supplicant. After all 

the procedures were done, the ritual master placed the stamp on the top of the porcelain cup, 

and patted the supplicant’s clothes with both his hand. Then, the ritual master led the soul of 

the supplicant to his clothes after he untied the red string wrapping around the Eight Trigram 

Talisman (baqua fu) and the cup. Later, he leaned the porcelain cup toward supplicant’s clothes. 

Until then, the talisman over the mouth of the cup and the stamp still covered the porcelain cup. 

The ritual master made a hand gesture and stamped the gesture above the clothes. It indicated 

to invite the Founder of Eight Trigrams (baqua zushi) to the clothes and tug the soul of the 

supplicant into his or her clothes. After the soul of the supplicant had been tugged into the 

clothes, the ritual master used the incense sticks to draw another talisman in the air above the 

clothes to enhance the magic power of the talisman. Then, the ritual master rang the Dharma 

Bell and bowed to the deities enshrined. When the representative of the supplicant planted the 

incense sticks into the incense burner, the ritual master poured out everything, except the coin, 

in the porcelain cup onto the red cloth where the Eight Trigram Talisman (baqua fu) was 

printed. He wrapped the red cloth by the red string which tied around the porcelain cup and 

handed all stuffs, including the offerings, the gold paper money and the clothes to the supplicant. 

The assistant guided the representative of the supplicant to burn the gold paper money and the 

red cloth in the huge burner outside the gate. Then, the assistant reminded the representative of 

the supplicant to bring the clothes home and ask the supplicant to wear it. In addition, the 

assistant told the representative of the supplicant to share those offerings with his or her whole 

family. The “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul” was performed completely.  

All that morning, the stream of the believers never stopped. Some of them left the 

concealed soul in the big drawer, while some of them disclosed the soul from the Vessels of 

Concealing the Soul. Meanwhile, all of them obtained the supervision about how to maintain 

their normality in the coming year from Daoist Jun-Zong Xu. Daoist Jun-Zong Xu found out a 

way to serve more than three thousand believers under one-to-one relation as well as 

established a tight bond between he and his believers.   
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(Illustration 11. The ritual master on the right is performing the “Ritual of Concealing the 

Soul”, while the one on the left is disclosing the soul.)   

 

2-6 Preventive Type—Transformed Case in Big City 

This was the case which inspired me to do this research. This was also the case I spent 

the most time observing the rite performance and doing the research. One of the reason was 

that Taipei Prefecture’s Temple of City God of Walls and Moats 台北府城隍廟 60 was located 

in Taipei City, which was easy to access, not only for me but also for the supplicants. Another 

reason was that the performer, Daoist You-kun Li,61 divided the whole rite into several parts. 

Therefore, to observe the whole rite consumes me much time. Last but not least, how Daoist 

You-kun Li made so much progress with the number of requesters compared to when he started 

 
60 Taipei Prefecture’s Temple of City God of Walls and Moats台北府城隍廟 is located in the eastern part of a 

metropolitan in northern Taiwan. It was built in 1920s.   
61 Daoist You-kun Li is the host of Guang-yuan Tan廣遠壇--a well-known private tan in Keelung, a mid-sized 

city in northern Taiwan. Guang-yuan Tan was founded by Daoist You-kun Li’ father, a well-known Daoist 

master, in 1984. Daoist You-kun Li was born in 1950’s, and gained his bachelor’s degree at the end of 1970s. 

At first, Daoist You-kun Li ran his own business. However, after he failed his business, he started to learn Daoist 

skill from his father at the age of 31. Daoist You-kun Li ’s family features the Zhengyi 正一 daofa ermenTwofold 

Gate of Dao and Methods (Daofa ermen 道法二門)in northern Taiwan heirs both Daoism and Method (Fa法). 

For Method (Fa), his family heritages secret tradition owned by themselves. According to the name list which 

is recorded in the Method field (Fachang法場) ritual books, the Method (Fa) linage of Daoist You-kun Li’s 

family can be traced back for more than fourteen generations.( There are two major Daoist groups, Lincuopai 

(Lin House Linage林厝派) and Liucuopai  (Liu House Linage劉厝派). There have already been a bunch of 

researches about the intricate history of these two groups. I would not focus on it.)  For Daoism, Daoist You-

kun Li’s learned Daoist skills from Lin House Linage林厝派 in Taipei. Around In 1977, Daoist You-kun Li 

established a new private tan in the mid-sized city in northern Taiwan to promote Daoism and save the world. 

(You-kun Li, ‘Taiwan Jilong Guangyuantan de Chuancheng yu Yanbian Yanjiu’ [Studies on the Inheritance 

And the Development of Guangyuan Tan in Jilong in Taiwan], New Taipei City: Thesis of Furen daxue Zongjiao 

Xuexi [Department of Religious Studies at Fu-Jen Catholic University], 2011.) 
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to offer this religious service interests me the most, not to mention that he has promoted the 

“Ritual of Concealing the Soul” in the such a big temple in metropolitan area for more than ten 

years.   

As mentioned above, Taipei Prefecture’s Temple of City God of Walls and Moats is 

located on a busy road in Taipei, the biggest city in Taiwan. The main hall is in the main 

building, which is a two-floored building surrounded by numerous modern tall buildings. Next 

to the main building, it’s another two-floored building where the Daoist You-kun Li’s office 

and a smaller shrine are. Next to his office is a one-floored building with an attic on it. It is the 

activity center of the temple as well as the office of the board of the temple. Since the temple 

is a well-known temple with long history, therefore, it has its own board. The board hires not 

only Daoist You-kun Li to station in the temple, but also a Buddhist chanting sutra choir 

(sonjingtuan 誦經團) to chant sutra twice a month in the main hall. Therefore, the routine 

religious services can be performed in the smaller shrine when the choir chants the sutra in the 

main hall.   

In front of the main hall, there are several short walls which are composed by carved 

bricks, like the screen to separate the sacred space from the profane world. Behind these walls, 

there are three gates distinguishing the main hall into two. Between the short walls and the 

gates, it is a spacious hall and usually used for performing routine religious services. There are 

five wooden tables putting together as a long sacrificing table. In the middle of the table, there 

are piles of offerings from believers. They bring offerings with them when coming to the 

temple. After worshipping, they will bring the offerings home and share them with their family, 

which means the whole family obtains the blessing from the deities. On the right of this long 

table, there are two baskets. One contains many human-shaped paper substitutes, called Five 

Ghosts (wugui 五鬼). The other one contains human-shaped paper substitutes with supplicants’ 

names on. That is because Daoist You-kun Li and his team perform the “Ritual of Offering and 

Resolution” (jijie)  here. Therefore, there are always some sets of stuffs on the table, including 

a paper shaped as a gate, and paper art of five ghost, and a plate containing a duck egg, a piece 

of raw pork and a piece of dried bean curd. On the left to the long table, there are two paper 

money burners on both side of a wall.62 On the wall between the two burners, there is a poster 

announcing the details of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” this year. There is a huge incense 

 
62 One is for the golden money paper, which is for gods. The other is for silver money paper, which is for ancestors. 
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burner standing between the sacrifice table and one of the gates. Daoist You-kun Li and his 

team perform the “Ritual of Releasing Souls from Purgatory” (超度儀式) in this area. On the 

right to the long table, it is the receptionist area. Believers can obtain information about the 

oncoming ceremonies or religious services either from the Daoist priests63 sitting at the desks, 

or from small flyers which are put on the information board near the gate. In the corner around 

this area, there is a cupboard which is placed piles of gold paper money. Believers can take 

money paper and toss as much money as they want into the box as the money for the incense 

and oil (Xiangyouqen Xiang香油錢箱) themselves. Behind these tables, there is a window 

where believers pay for the religious service they request. On the wall of the cashier window, 

there are also many posters hung on the wall to announce the oncoming ritual services and 

ceremonies. 

Inside the gates, it is another spacious hall. It is also the ground floor of a patio. There 

are three huge shrines standing at the end of the hall. (See Appendix 5.) In the middle of the 

patio, there is a big sacrifice table. On both sides of the patio, there are many statues64 placed 

in the glass cabinets. The middle shrine enshrines three huge statues of God of Walls and Moats 

(chenghuang 城隍). The left shrine enshrines Lu Dongbin (Lu Dongbin呂洞賓), also called Fuyiu 

Dijun (Fuyiu Dijun孚佑帝君). In the middle of the left shrine, it is a huge statue of Lu Dongbin, 

accompanying the other two small statues of Lu Dongbin. In front of them are couple small 

statues of God of Walls and Moats. On the right of this shrine puts a dipper, Lamp for 

(luzhudong爐主燈). There is a huge wooden closet leaning against the left wall. Numerous 

bottles of concealing the soul65 quietly stand in the closet one by one.  On the slide door of the 

closet, there is a paper recording the numbers of the bottles of concealing the soul. The right 

 
63 Daoist You-kun Li trains his team strictly. He asks they answer every question proposed by the believers who 

come to their desks. Even more, he asks them to greet to those who do not come to their desks, figure out why 

those people come to the temple and meet their needs immediately. Daoist You-kun Li claims that working at 

the temple is not merely doing a religious job, but helping people solving their problems.  
64 There are four statues and a mask of Prime Marsha on each side of wall. The eight statues are Eight Officials 

(Basi 八司) (also called Eighth Master ). On the left wall, there are Official  of Yin and Yang (Yinyang si 陰陽司), 

Official Who Reports Fast (Subao si速報司), Official Who Punishes Evil (Fae si罰惡司) , Official Who Expand 

longevity (Yanshou si延壽司). All of these four statues are human-shaped and sit on the chairs. In front of them is 

the mask of Xie Prime Marsha (Xie Jiangjun謝將軍) ( also called Eighth Master) in a tall glass closet. On the 

right wall, there are another four human-shaped statues, Official of the Earth (tidi si土地司 ), Official Who 

keeps things in Order (糾察司), Official Who Rewards Goodness (奨善司), and Official Who Increases 

Prosperity (增祿司). There are another two masks in two tall glass closets, Fan Prime Marsha (Fan Jiangjun范

將軍) (also called Seventh Master) and Zhong Kui (鍾馗 ) 
65 Daoist You-kun Li and his team use plastic bottles to store the concealed souls, instead of porcelain cups. That 

is the reason I call them the bottles of concealing the soul, instead of vessels.   
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shrine enshrines Madam of Walls and Moats (chenghuang furen 城隍夫人). In front of the 

statue of Madam of Walls and Moats, there are statues of Prime Marshal of Five Camp ( wuying 

yuanshai五營元帥). There is also a huge wooden closet leaning against on the right wall. 

Inside the closet, there are also numerous plastic bottles containing numerous concealed souls. 

On the slide door of the closet, there is also a paper recording the numbers of bottles of 

concealing the soul. Between the first and second floor, there are three plaques66 hung on the 

beam.  

There is a yellow board hung over the cupboard where believers take incense sticks 

before they worship around the temple.  On the board, it says that there are five incense burners 

in Taipei Prefecture’s Temple of City God of Walls and Moats, which also indicates the route 

of worshipping for believers. The first burner is in front of the main shrine. The second burner 

is in front of the Shrine for God of Literature (Wenchangdian 文昌殿), 67 in the mezzanine on 

the left side between the first and second floor. The third burner is on the terrace of second 

floor, across from the three shrines: the “Shrine for Three Treasure Buddhism” (Sanbafo dian

三寶佛殿) 68in the middle, the “Shrine for Bodhisattva Guanyin” (Kuanyin dian觀音殿)69 on 

the left and the “Shrine for Kshitigarbha” (Dicong dian 地藏殿) on the right.70 The fourth 

burner is in front of the Shrine for Taisui (Taisuidian太歲殿),71 in the mezzanine on the right 

side between the first and second floor. The last burner is in front of the shrine outside the 

 
66 The plaque directly above the main shrine is carved “You Have Come” (Er lai le 爾來了). Another plaque next 

to it is carved “The most impartial and Impersonal” (Zhigong wusi至公無私). Across from these two plaques, 

there is another plaque which is carved “Its Power Can Reverse the Heaven” (Lineng huitien 力能回天). 
67 In the Shrine for God of Literature, the statue of God of Literature (wenchang dijun文昌帝君) is placed in the 

middle. Statues of Jinjia  (jinjia金甲) and Zhuyi (zhuyi朱一) stand on his both sides. In front of statue of God 

of Literature, there is another statue of God of Literature. However, the two statues on both sides are the statue 

of Mute of Earth (diya地啞)and Heavenly Deaf-Man (tienlong天聾) instead.  
68 In this altar, there are three statues: Shakyamuni Buddha (Shijiamouni釋迦牟尼), Bhaiṣajyaguru (Yiaoshifo藥

師佛), and Amitābha (Amituofo阿彌陀佛).  
69 In this altar, the statue of Bodhisattva (Guanyin) is enshrined. It is worth mentioning that there are two wooden 

tablets behind the statue of Guanyin. The tablets are carved  Fuchenghuang furenma xinnuhui zhu luxia 

changsheng府城隍夫人媽信女會諸爐下長生) and Longanshe Fuchenghuang monghui luxia xienxien隆安社

府城隍盟會爐下先賢. The Daoist priest told me they had not noticed them before. They guess they are 

properties of the temple.   
70 In this altar, the statue of Kshitigarbha is enshrined. There are also two wooden tables which are carved the 

same words placed behind the statue.   
71 In the Shrine for Taisui (Taisuidian太歲殿), the statue of Mother of the Dipper (doumu斗姆) is situated in the 

middle. On its both sides, they are the statues of Liu Ding (liuding 六丁) and Liu Jia (liujia六甲). 
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temple, where there is a statue of the Upright Deity of Propitious Virtue (Fude zhengshen福德

正神) enshrined. 72  

   Next to the information counter, there is an aisle leading to the “Shrine for Universal 

Transformation” ( Puhua Dian普化殿)73 It does not only serve as an altar, but also as an office 

of Daoist You-kun Li  and his team. They perform religious ritual in the altar when the main 

hall is occupied. They also execute some processes of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” in 

the altar.   

 

Namely, Daoist You-kun Li stations in Taipei Prefecture’s Temple of City God of Walls 

and Moats and provides all the religious services, including the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” 

himself. However, the rite is performed by a team of Daoist priests (ritual masters) who are 

trained by Daoist You-kun Li. Only when there is a big sacrifice ceremony, Daoist You-kun 

Li performs the rituals himself.74 There are around five to six Daoist priests taking turns to do 

religious service or being receptionists at the temple from nine-thirty to five every day. They 

work for Daoist You-kun Li, instead of the board of Taipei Prefecture’s Temple of City God of 

 
72 The altar is located on the street, along the left wall of the main building. The statue of the Upright Deity of Propitious 

Virtue sits in the middle. On his left-hand side are another smaller statue of Upright Deity of Propitious Virtue and 

Madam of Upright Deity of Propitious Virtue. In front of these statues are two square sacrificing tables. On the table 

near the altar is an incense burner in the middle with two candle sticks and two lamps on its two sides. There are also 

five plates of fruits and two big vases with flowers in. Besides, there is also a box for the money for the incense and 

oil, a pair of divination blocks and a bamboo tube containing divination sticks (qientong 籤筒).  Inside the 

bamboo tube, there are couple divination sticks marked different numbers. All of above are offerings from the 

temple. On the other table are the offerings from the believers. Next to the altar stands a wooden cupboard. It 

marks different numbers on the drawers, which coincide the numbers on the divination sticks. After casting the 

divination blocks to make sure the believers get the right divination sticks, believers take away the oracle slips 

with the same number on the divination sticks. 
73 In the back of the “Shrine for Universal Transformation”, in the middle, hangs three scroll of  Heavenly Worthy 

of Virtue (Daode Tianzun 道德天尊 ). On its left hangs the scroll of Heavenly Worthy of Universal 

Transformation (Puhua Tianzun普化天尊). On its right hangs the scroll of Celestial Worthy Who Relieves 

Suffering (Jiuku Tianzun救苦天尊). In front of three scrolls, on the very left, stands the “Altar for Daoist Priest’s 

Ancestral Teacher” (Zongshitan宗師壇). There is a small wooden tablet, carved “Zhengyi faofa ermen lidai 

koujiao zuben zongshi xianzuo正一 Twofold Gate of Dao and Methods (Daofa ermen 道法二門)歷代口教祖

本宗師香座. In front of the tablet stands couple “Five Thunder Commanders (Wuleiling 五雷令) and Measure 

of Tianpeng (Tianpeng Chi 天篷尺). There are also two candle stands, two incense burners, two lamps, and a 

pair divination blocks. Next to the “Altar for Daoist Priest’s Ancestral Teacher” stands the statue of the Wong 

Tai Sin (Huang Da-xien黃大仙), the statue of the Old Man under the Moon (Yuexia laoren月下老人), the 

statue of the Upper Thearch of the Mysterious Heaven (Xuantien shangdi玄天上帝), the statue of the Military God 

of Wealth (Zhaogongming趙公明), and the other two statues of the Upper Thearch of the Mysterious Heaven. In 

front of these statues, there is a small table placing couple oil lamps, called “Primordial Spirit Lamp” (Yuanchen 

Dong元辰燈) on. Behind these lamps, there also stand many cards written supplicants’ names and addresses 

on. In front of these oil lamps, it is another big table where Daoist Ming-fu Wu orks. 
74 When the occasion occurs, Daoist You-kun Li invites some Daoist priests who used to work for him to handle 

big sacrifice ceremonies. These years, the big sacrifice ceremonies are performed by his son.  
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Walls and Moats. Although there is no significant hierarchy between Daoist priests, senior 

Daoist priests handle the routine religious services, while  junior ones sit at the reception desks 

receive the believers. Daoist You-kun Li not only teaches his team how to perform the rituals, 

but also encourages them to promote Daoism. Usually, Daoist You-kun Li shows up at the 

temple in the morning. Sometimes, he sits at his table next to the main hall of the temple. 

Sometimes, he shows up at the main hall, answering believers’ questions by applying mantic 

techniques.  

The religious services Daoist You-kun Li and his team offer include the “Ritual of 

Containing Fright” (shoujing yishi), the “Ritual of Luck Replenishing” (buyun yishi), the 

“Ritual of Offering and Resolution” (jijie yishi), and the “Ritual of Releasing Souls from 

Purgatory” (超度儀式)75. Except regularly performing the “Ritual of Offering and Resolution” 

(jijie yishi) eight times a day, Daoist You-kun Li and his team perform the religious rituals 

whenever the supplicants request. Besides, they perform the “Ritual of Releasing Souls from 

Purgatory” and the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” after they accumulate enough cases. 

However, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” is the major religious service requested by 

believers during the lunar’s new year.  

 

(Illustration 12. The poster hung on the wall above the receptionist counter) 

 
75  On its own Website, the temple lists the daily religious service, including the “Ritual of Offering and 

Resolution”, the “Ritual of Luck Replenishing” (buyun yishi), the “Ritual of Containing Fright” and the “Ritual 

of Concealing the Soul”, “Cutting of Peach Blossom” (zhan taohua斬桃花),  “Cutting the Arrow of General” 

(zhan jiangjun jien斬將軍箭), and “Offering the Barrier of Vehicle” (ji treguan祭車關). I have observed the 

first four of them. Not many believers request the rest services. In addition, Daoist You-kun Li and his team also 

offer the “Ritual of Releasing Souls from Purgatory” from time to time. Usually, they perform the ritual after 

they accumulate enough number of the supplicants. Supplicants can release different souls, including ancestor’s 

spirits, the spirits of babies who die very early, the spirits of animals, the spirits who once have bad relationship 

with the supplicants and the spirits of the land.   
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Around the eleventh to twelfth months of lunar’s new year, Daoist You-kun Li and his 

team hang new posters on the wall to announce which Chinese zodiac affiliations (shengxiao 

生肖) are considered to be in particular danger the next year. The posters also suggests that 

believers whose birth dates fell into these affiliations should request the “Ritual of Concealing 

the Soul”. When the believers come to the temple to pray for good luck for their family for the 

coming year, they either check the posters on the wall or seek the advice from the Daoist priests. 

In addition, around the middle of the first month of the Lunar New Year, Daoist You-kun Li  

erects huge canvas tents in the square across from the temple. He posts advertising posters for 

different religious services. The “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” is one of these. Believers 

requested different services base on their own personal needs. The price of different rituals is 

fixed and listed on the posters. 

 

(Illustration 13. The poster hung in the big tent in front of the temple) 

Due to the numerous supplicants, Daoist You-kun Li divides the “Ritual of Concealing 

the Soul” into several different steps. At first, supplicants leave their names, addresses, eight 

characters (bazi 八字), ten pieces of finger nails and toe nails, and several pieces of hair when 

they request the service. Some of them have already prepared those items when they come to 

the temple. It is because they either have requested the ritual before, or they follow the 

instruction on the advertising flyer. If they lack of one of the items, usually they register for 

the ritual first and then bring them to the temple some other time. Then, Daoist You-kun Li  

and his team put nails and several pieces of hair into a red envelop. On the red envelop, Daoist 
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You-kun Li and his team write down the supplicant’s name in the middle, supplicant’s address 

on the right and supplicant’s birth date of lunar calendar on the left. Usually, Daoist You-kun 

Li and his team complete this step at the reception desk. If there are too many cases, they will 

complete the step when they have time. After Daoist You-kun Li and his team receive enough 

cases, they move on to the next step. Usually, they process the step in the office. When 

attaching a piece of yellow talisman on the middle top of the red envelop, Daoist You-kun Li  

and his team silently chant the “Spell for Concealing the Hun Soul” (canghun zhou 藏魂咒) as 

well. 

Concealing Soul Three Teachers Three Lad 

Concealing Soul Three Teachers Lad Boy 

Respectfully invite ancestor teacher to conceal the soul 

Original teacher come to conceal the soul  

Only for XXX 

Left three hun right seven po 

Twenty-eight constellation original spirit the handle of Northern Dipper 

Conceal XXX’s soul 

Left three hun right seven po 

Go straight up to thirty-three heaven, the highest heaven 

Most High Lord Lao conceal the soul in the palace 

Conceal the soul in the Eight Trigram 

The sun and the moon invisible my body 

The deity of the stem of Eight Trigram protect my body 

Ten thousand gods help shaping my figure 

The way I walk like the grasses on the roadside, 

The way I sit like the dust on the roadside. 

Fierce demonic cannot see me, 

Malevolent ghost cannot notice me  

Hatred and resentment cut off its roots  

I am resigned by Most High Lord Lao 

Quick, quick, as the Statutes and Ordinances command!76 
 

the “Spell for Preserving Fate and Extending Life” (baoming changsheng zhou保命長生咒)77, 

Heaven spirit correspond 
May stay in longevity 

One of the primer mysterious  

Remain its body figure 

Divinity of five viscera 

All stay in safe and tranquility 

Quick, quick, as the Statutes and Ordinances command! 

 
76 The original text is “藏魂三師三弟子,藏魂三師童子郎,奉請祖師來藏魂,本師來藏魂,單單有的子某某,左

三魂右七魄,二八宿本靈罡,藏魂弟子 xxx 左三魂右七魄,直透三十三天,大羅天,太上老君宮內去藏魂,藏魂

藏在八卦中,日月隱我身,（八卦）干神戶吾體,萬神助吾形,行是路邊草,坐是路邊藤（塵）,凶神不見,惡

鬼不知,愁愁結結斷根源,吾奉太上老君急急如律令.保命長生咒：天靈節應,願保長生,太玄之（三）一,守

其身形,五臟神君,個保安寧.魁,急急如律令.” 
77 The original text is “天靈節應,願保長生,太玄之（三）一,守其身形,五臟神君,個保安寧.魁 急急如律令.” 
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and the “Divine Spell of Golden Radiance” (jinguang shenzhou )78at the same time. Again, 

after Daoist You-kun Li and his team collect certain amount of red envelopes, they put them 

into the concealing soul bottles collectively. On the cap of the bottle, they seal the bottle with 

a piece of the “Eight Trigram Talisman” (bagua fu 八卦符).  When Daoist You-kun Li and his 

team manage these steps, they chant the another “Spell for Concealing the Hun Soul”, which 

is different for the one they chant when they stick the yellow talisman on the red envelopes. 

They also proceed this step in the off ice, the “Shrine for Universal Transformation”.   

After all of the preparation steps are done, to store all these bottles of concealing the 

soul into the closets, Daoist You-kun Li and his team perform another ritual at the main hall. 

Theoretically, supplicants’ souls have already concealed in the bottles. However, Daoist You-

kun Li claims that the concealed souls would be stored safely without being disturbed. The less 

interrupted, the better protected. Therefore, at the end of lunar calendar year, after 

accumulating certain amount of bottles of concealing the soul, Daoist You-kun Li and his team 

pick an auspicious day to place the concealed souls into closets collectively (with only the 

chanting of scriptures). 

 I have observed this ritual two times in five years. In the first year, the ritual was 

performed by five Daoist priests and lasted for thirty minutes. The second and third years, I 

missed them for some personal reasons. The fourth year, the ritual was performed by Daoist 

You-kun Li himself. Unluckily, I missed it because it only lasted less than five minutes. The 

fifth year, the ritual was performed by Daoist You-kun Li ’s son. It lasted less than five minutes, 

too. The variation of time duration shows that there is no certain rule of performing the ritual. 

Basically, this part of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” mainly focuses on pacifying the 

bottles of concealing the soul before and after they are stored in the closets in the shrines. For 

this reason, Daoist You-kun Li and his son performed the ritual for less five minutes. They just 

purified the shrines and the closets where the bottles are stored, and enhanced the magic power 

of the talisman on the top of the soul-concealing bottles. The ritual lasted more than thirty 

minutes for two reasons. First, there were five Daoist priests performing the ritual. Therefore, 

Daoist You-kun Li  and his team added many segments into the ritual, including chanting sutras, 

applying talisman, pacing the Handle of Northern Dipper (bugang 步罡), and sending out 

petitions to deities. Second, Daoist You-kun Li shortened the ritual when he or his son 

 
78 The incantation is the same as the one translated in 2-1.  
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performed the ritual because there was no observer then. In other words, the ritual could be 

very performative if there are observers.   

Daoist You-kun Li and his team perform the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul” on the 

twenty-fourth of the twelfth month of lunar calendar. Daoist You-kun Li claims it is because, 

conventionally, on that day, people send the deities who are enshrined home back to the heaven 

and clean up their residence. So do Daoist You-kun Li and his team. For this reason, people 

are too busy to disclose their concealed souls in person, therefore, Daoist You-kun Li and his 

team collectively disclose the concealed soul themselves. On the other hand, considering the 

numerous supplicants, it is difficult to disclose the concealed soul one to one. For these reasons, 

Daoist You-kun Li and his team do not require the supplicants to show up in person. Meanwhile, 

since there are no supplicants watching them perform the ritual, Daoist You-kun Li and his 

team shorten the length of the  “Disclosing the Soul Ritual” (kai hun yishi開魂儀式).  

 

(Illustration 14. Daoist You-kun Li’s team was storing the vessels.)  

On December 24, 2017, I observed Daoist Li Li,79 son of Daoist You-kun Li, perform 

the “Disclosing the Soul Ritual”. At first, Daoist priests moved all the bottles of concealing the 

soul out of the closets and placed them on the sacrifice table in the main hall. They placed six 

bottles, on behalf of all, in the middle of the sacrifice table, just in front of. Then, by holding 

incense sticks, Daoist Li Li reported to the enshrined deities that the souls were about to be 

disclosed. Later, to purify the altar, Daoist Li Li walked around the sacrifice table, quietly 

 
79 Daoist Li Li 李離 is the son of Daoist You-kun Li. 
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chanted secrete incantation, paced the Northern Dipper at five directions of the table, and 

sprinkled enchanted water over all the concealing the soul bottles. Daoist You-kun Li claimed 

that to make the altar purified before disclosing the bottles was to eliminate all the fierce 

demonic forces. Then, considering that the supplicants are not at the scene, chanting the secrete 

incantations was to safely send all the souls back to their “Primordial Spirit” (Yuanchen元辰).  

After done with the purifying procedure, Daoist Li Li unties the red string wrapping around 

the cap of the bottles in front of him on behalf of all soul disclosed. The “Ritual of Disclosing 

the Soul” has been completed. The rest of the bottles are disclosed by part-time workers. 

 To survive in the comparative religious market, Daoist You-kun Li picks the “Ritual of 

Concealing the  Soul” as the main religious service for the temple he stations. To fit the ritual 

into the life style in the metropolitan area, he changes the procedure of ritual performance. 

After promoting the ritual for more than ten years, the number of the supplicants makes a huge 

progress and reach to five thousand every year.  

 

(Illustration 15. Daoist Li Li was performing the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul”.)  

 

2-7 Conclusion 

The rite for Concealing the Soul works on two aspects: it involves healing of an already 

existing disease and it also helps to prevent future ailments. Therefore, I have classified it in 

two categories: mending and preventive. Mending happens when supplicants are suffering 

from physical discomfort, bodily danger, or mental disorders. These issues can be due to 
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accidents or various factors, such as demonic afflictions or the impact of other invisible forces. 

Nowadays, in cases of serious disease or life-threatening injury, people turn to the modern 

medical system rather the ritual’s active healing. Here religious efforts play a supporting role 

to help supplicants pass through the crisis. I refer to this as “mending,” that is, the ritual healing 

parallels and supports modern medical intervention rather than representing a cure in itself.  

Prevention occurs when supplicants have met with or are fearing a downturn in their 

lives. In this case, they receive instructions from fortune-tellers, ritual masters, or Daoist priests 

through mantic techniques. They may also get orders from other oracles, such as child-

mediums. Most cases I saw during my field work in northern Taiwan fell into the preventive 

group, people asking for divination or mantic predictions. In contrast, in southern Taiwan most 

rites were undertaking for mending. However, ritual masters are not limited to performing only 

one of these; they can do either one, depending on the needs and requests of their supplicant.   

I list the details of the cases I observe in the table below. I also list another two cases 

which I do not write in this dissertation. One is held in Hsing Tian Gong (行天宮), one of 

Taipei’s largest and most patronized temples. The other is held by Daoist Yu-tang Li, who runs 

Sheng-yuan Tan 盛元壇 in Tou-cheng 頭城, a mid-size town in I-lan County 宜蘭縣. For the 

former, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” has been performed here for a long time and 

already been a well-known ritual around Taipei City. Unluckily, due to numerous supplicants 

coming for the various religious services provided by Hsing Tian Gong, I neither obtained any 

chances to observe the ritual closely, nor interviewed anyone who worked there. The only 

information I collected from the temple was its manual for its believers, Hsingtian Gong 

Xinzhong Shouce: Yanjiao Shuofa Du Qunsheng  行天宮信眾手冊: 演教說法度群生.80 From 

the manual, I learned that only those in their 5, 14, 23, 32, 41etc. could request this ritual.81 

The only thing they prepared was a piece of rice cake and their personal information, such as 

their birth date on lunar calendar, sex and address. After one year, the supplicants needed to 

attend Hsing Tian Gong to disclose their soul in person. For the latter, Daoist Yu-tang Li82 

 
80 Hsingtian Gong Xinzhong Shouce: Yanjiao Shuofa Du Qunsheng, Taipei: Hsingtian Gong Wenjiao Fazhan 

Jijinhui, 2011. 
81 Hsingtian Gong Xinzhong Shouce: Yanjiao Shuofa Du Qunsheng, 2011, pp. 172-173. 
82 Daoist Yu-tang Li 李裕堂 learned Daoist skills from his uncle and his grandfather from his mother’s side. He 

is the heir fourth generation of Sheng-yuan Tan盛元壇, the major altar in I-lan宜蘭 county and hosts major 

religious ceremonies and activities for years.. His grandfather from his mother’s side, Zan-cheng Lin林讚成, 

was a well-known performer of puppet drama, especially marionette. Daoist Yu-tang Li and Daoist Wu-ji Li 

are in-laws. Therefore, they assist each other when hosting major religious ceremonies and activities. 
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performs the “Ritual of Concealing the Punishment” (cangxin yishi 藏刑儀式). He conceals 

those supplicants’ soul whose Eight Characters have certain combinations with the Heavenly 

Stems and the Earthly Branches. For example, Zi子 meets Mao卯. Even though the “Ritual 

of Concealing the Punishment” and the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” share the same concept 

and the way performing the ritual, considering the title, I did not depict the details of ritual 

performance.  

Table 1 

(Details of the rituals, including mending type and preventive type) 

 Name  Linage The way 

performing 

the ritual  

The 

stuffs in 

the 

vessels  

Initiation 

of applying 

the ritual   

Length 

of 

concealin

g the 

soul 

Numbers of 

supplicants 

In the 

ritual 

A 

year 

Mending 

Type 

Daoist 

Ming-fu 

Wu 

secret secret Paper 

substitute  

By oracles 

(casting 

divination 

blocks) 

 

By 

oracles 

 

1 2-3 

Hair or 

nail clips 

Used 

clothes 

Several 

rice 

Preventive 

Type 

Occupatio

nal 

Concealing 

the Soul 

Zheng-yi 

(Branch of 

Orthodox 

Unity) 

Daoist 

priest 

none The rule of 

performing 

dangerous 

rituals 

A few 

hours or 

minutes 

1  

Daoist 

Wu-ji Li 

Lady Chen Manuscrip

-ts passed 

down in 

the family 

Hair Offending 

dangerous 

Killers 

(calculate-

ing by 

mantic 

techniques

) 

One year 1 10-20 

Nail clips 

Twelve 

pieces of 

rice 

Daoist 

Dang-qi 

Jian 

Zhang 

Fazhu 

Oracles Hair By oracles 

(casting 

divination 

blocks) 

One year 1 120-

130 Mirror 

Paper 

substitute 
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Talisman  

Daoist 

Rong-zong 

Xu 

Lady Chen Manuscrip

-ts passed 

down in 

the family 

Nail clips Offending 

dangerous 

Killers 

(calculate-

ing by 

mantic 

techniques

) 

One year 

or more 

1 3,000 

Hair 

Black 

beans 

An iron 

nail 

Grains 

A coin 

Daoist 

You-kun 

Li 

Lady Chen Inspiration 

of 

manuscript

s passed 

down in 

the family 

and 

combina-

tion with 

records 

from 

Daoist 

Canon 

Hair Offending 

dangerous 

Killers 

One year Num-

erous 

5,000 

Nail clips 

Paper 

substitute 

 

 Hsing Tian 

Gong行天

宮 

Unknown 

 

Unknown 

 

none Ones who 

are aged 5, 

14, 23, 32, 

41, 50…)83 

One year Num-

erous 

Num-

erous 

 Daoist Yu-

tang Li 

Lady Chen Manuscript

s passed 

down in 

the family 

Hair Offending 

dangerous 

Killers 

(calculate-

ing by 

mantic 

One year 1 200 

Nail clips 

Black 

beans  

Black  

sesames 

 
83 The manual of Hsing Tian Kong claims that one will get on the path of luck (上運) at age five. After five, one 

should conceal their hun soul every nine years (14, 23, 32, etc.) to make not only calm one’s heart and hun soul, 

but also safeguard the individual’s life.  Regarding the luck path (上運), Hsing Tian Kong’s assumptions differs 

from the way that Ziping Eight Characters (Ziping bazi子平八字) operates. Ziping Eight Characters is a popular 

fortune telling theory in Taiwan. According to the latter, each person’s luck path may begin at different times, 

thus there is no rigid formula for times of misfortune. In addition, Ziping Eight Characters practices describe 

five-year cycles of luck, instead of nine years. Hsing Tian Kong does not explain in their handbook the basis for 

the nine-year cycle and the need for this ritual based on this.  
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Rice 

spike 

techniques

) 

Iron nail 

Coins 

 

Although each ritual master performs the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” differently, 

there is still a common pattern between them. In the following chapters, I would like to discuss 

the details of the common pattern and its social context. 
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Chapter 3 Antecedents of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” 

3-1 Ziya Jiang Saves Wu Ji 

Daoist You-kun Li is the first Daoist priest who allows me to observe him perform the 

ritual. When I visit him to learn more about the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, the first thing 

he mentions is the episode in which Ziya Jiang1 saves Wu Ji2 by performing a certain ritual in 

Canonization of the Gods (Feng Shen Yanyi 封神演義)3. He explains that to survive in the 

highly competitive religious market in northern Taiwan, he has to create a new ritual as the 

major religious service in his temple. For the reason, Daoist You-kun Li connects the episode 

in Canonization of the Gods and the name of the ritual, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, 

which is kept in the secret manuscript passed down from his father. He asks his Daoist team to 

look up relative information in Daoist Canon and creates his own version of the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul”. In some sense, this episode is not the antecedent of the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul” but for Daoist You-kun Li. However, it is worth taking a look at how 

Ziya Jiang saves Ji Wu by performing a ritual. 

In this episode, Ji Wu runs into Ziya Jiang who is fishing by the river. While Ji Wu 

mocks Ziya Jiang for his fishing rod without any hooks or baits, Ziya Jiang predicts that Ji Wu 

will encounter great trouble in the near future. Ziya Jiang makes his prediction by reading the 

colors on Wu Ji’s face: green left eye and red right eye. Ji Wu does not believe him, but later 

he is arrested for manslaughter. The accident happens when King Wen of Zhou (Zhou Wen 

Wang 周文王) rushes to divine in Lingtai靈臺. Therefore, King Wen of Zhou prisons Ji Wu 

in a circle which is drawn on the ground just right on the street. The simple prison only 

functions in Xiqi西岐. People dare not escape from any kinds of prisons because they know 

their king is good at divination. King Wen of Zhou knows everything by the divination. Ji Wu 

 
1  See Mark R E. Meulenbeld, Demonic Warfare: Daoism, Territorial Networks, and the History of Ming Novel, 

Ch3, (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2015). Ziya Jiang was an ancient Chinese military strategist who 

helped King Wen and King Wu of Zhou overthrow Shang dynasty. After King Wu established the Zhou 

dynasty, Ziya Jiang was at Qi, which later developed into a powerful state in the Spring and Autum and Warring 

States periods. As the founder of the state of Qi, his posthumous title is Duke Tai of Qi(齊太公 ). 

( http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiang_Ziya 2014.11.07) 
2 (Ming Dynasty) Zhonglin Xu, Fengshen Yanyi (封神演義), (Taipei: Wu-Nan Book Inc.,) 2005, pp. 215-222. 
3 It is also named as Fengshen Bang, The Apotheosis of Heroes or The Investiture of the Gods. About the author, 

it is said Zhonglin Xu in Ming Dynasty (died 1560), but it is also said Sisin Lu in Ming Dynasty (1520~1606.) 

This paper uses the version of (Ming) Xixin Lu, (Taipei: Sanmin Shuju) 2014, pp. 215-222.  
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is temporarily released from prison to visit his mother. Learning the conversation between Ji 

Wu and Ziya Jiang, Wu Ji’s mother asks him to visit Ziya Jiang again for help.  

Ziya Jiang promises to help Ji Wu after Ji Wu is apprenticed to him. He orders Ji Wu 

to lie in a hole after he goes home that evening. Meanwhile, when Ji Wu is lying in the hole in 

his house, his mother has to light oil lamps around both his head and his feet. Moreover, his 

mother has to cast some rice and straws on Wu Ji’s body. After staying in that hole over that 

night, Ji Wu can go back to his normal life. At the same time, at the very late night, Ziya Jiang 

performs rituals for Wu Ji, including “untying his hair and holding his sword” (pifa zhangjien 

披髮仗劍), “treading on the guideline and pacing the Dipper” (tagang budou踏罡步斗), and 

making mudrās (niejue jieyin 掐決結印), all of which represent ritual processes to get rid of 

affliction.  

After half a year, King Wen of Zhou wishes to find Ji Wu by divination. However, he 

is unable to discover the location of his soul (hun 魂), and concludes that Ji Wu is dead. In this 

way Ji Wu escapes his fate.  

Briefly, we can see that this episode and the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” have 

several points in common. First, the coming affliction is foreseen through the calculation of 

mantic techniques. Ziya Jiang forecasts the coming bad luck occurs on Wu Ji. Second, it is the 

space where the soul or the supplicant can hide. In Fengshen Yanyi, it is a hole on the ground 

while nowadays, ritual masters use a container, such as a porcelain cup, a dipper or even a 

plastic can. Third, it is the object which is used to represent the soul of the supplicants. In the 

novel, Ziya Jiang does not specifically require any object but Ji Wu himself. Meanwhile, in the 

“Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, ritual masters use pieces of nail, several pieces of hair or 

supplicant’s birth date on lunar calendar to represent the supplicants. Third, food for the soul 

or the supplicant is required. In the novel, Ziya Jiang asks Ji Wu’s mother to cast cooked rice 

or raw ones while people today either use raw rice or several objects which represent five 

phases. Last, for the part that ritual master performs the rituals, different from what Ziya Jiang 

performs in Fengshen Yanyi, ritual masters chant the incarnations, instead of untying his hair 

and holding his sword, treading on the guideline and pacing the Dipper, of making mudrās. 

Regardless these differences, it is clear that the ritual details of the “Ritual of Concealing the 

Soul” which ritual masters perform today are close to the descriptions we read in the episode 

of Ziya Jiang saving Ji Wu. 
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3-2 “Gonggai Fa” 㔶盖法 

In other words, what Ziya Jiang does is performing a ritual to protect his supplicant by 

hiding the supplicant in a container. It is close to the idea of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” 

that ritual masters hide something which is taken from the supplicant’s body, as well as 

represent the supplicant in a vessel, to make the supplicant avoid from affliction. I found that 

“Gonggai Fa” 㔶盖法 in the Wushang Xuanyuan Santian Yutang Dafa, 無上玄元三天玉堂

大法,4 which can be traced back to Northern Song, shares the similar idea we discuss in the 

“Ritual of Concealing the Soul”.  Moreover, in the Compendium of Daoist Ritual Systems 

(Daofa huiyuan道法會元), I also find that there are two texts mentioning “ Gonggai ” 㔶盖, 

instead of “Gonggai Fa” 㔶盖法. One is in the Qingwei Jiee Wenjian清微解厄文檢5 and the 

other one is in the Yushuai Cunjin Gonggaipin 玉帥寸金㔶盖品 .6 In these texts, although 

there are several differences between one another, briefly, ritual masters put emblems which 

represent the supplicants into a bottle and bury the bottle into the ground for one year. After 

one year, the supplicants need to held sacrifices to thank for the protection from deities, which 

is close to the idea of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”.  

According to Shuowen Jiezi 說文解字, “gong” 㔶 refers to a small cup. Therefore, 

literally, “Gonggai Fa” refers to a magic about placing something into a small cup, covering 

its cover, and then put the container in a secure place. In the Wushang Xuanyuan Santian 

Yutang Dafa, it claims that this magic is very powerful. Therefore, to perform this magic, there 

are several restrictions on supplicants. First, the supplicants must live in a restless residence, 

confront troubles for many years, have sick babies or continuous death among their family 

members, have lawsuits, be imprisoned, or their residents are caught on fire or broken in.7 In 

addition, the supplicants have to go through investigation to make sure that they are generous 

enough to accumulate their virtue.8 Moreover, the supplicants must have not conducted any 

major crimes. Second, the ritual master or the supplicant has to prepares several objects: a 

metal stick, a clean bottle, and a piece of  one feet and two inches long yellow silk cloth as the 

 
4 DT. 220, 24.7. 
5 DZ. 1220, 27. 
6 DZ. 1220, 198. 23. 
7 DT. 220, 24.7. The original text is “師曰：凡人家宅不寧，連歲災病嬰，仍官事刑獄，口舌聞訟，死

亡相繼，火盜頻併 .”  
8 DT. 220, 24.7. The original text is “又須審度其人 ,好善積德 ,無諸大過,乃可受狀與下㔶盖 .”  
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certificate which will be sent to the God of Walls and Moats (Chenghuang城隍). For the stick, 

it has to be one foot and two inches long with two-point-four inches long circumference. The 

material of the stick is optional, including gold, silver, cooper or iron. It depends on the 

financial situation of the supplicants. The length of the stick represents twelve months in a year. 

On the surface of the stick is divided into seven sections which represent seven palaces of 

Northern Dipper. The clean bottle is going to be buried one-foot-two-inch deep down in the 

ground in the direction of kan坎 . Inside the bottle, there are several pieces of incantations 

placed on the bottom. On the lid of the small cup (the gong) is carved numbers from one to 

four, each of which respectively corresponds with the four directions. The north corresponds 

with zi子, the south corresponds with wu午, the east corresponds with mao卯, and the west 

corresponds with you酉. The silk cloth functions as the certificate. On the silk cloth, the ritual 

master writes the names of the supplicants, their detailed address, and the reason why they 

request the ritual. At the end of the petition paper, it also notes the destination, the Palace of 

Seven King of Northern Dipper, where the petition paper is delivered. Further, in the petition 

paper, the ritual master asks gods in Northern Dippers to send officers and local earth gods to 

guard the residence for one year. It also mentions that when the time comes to open the small 

vessel one year later, the supplicants will hold sacrifice ceremonies to express their 

appreciation to the deities who guard them for the past whole year.  

There are more than five steps placing the gong in the ground. First, when burying the 

vessel in the ground, not only does ritual master place the metal stick in the center of vessel, 

but also the supplicants cast coins which are stringed by a thread of scarlet silk. Each coin 

represents one supplicant in the family. Second, on the bottom of the vessel, ritual master also 

needs to place a piece of iron cup. Moreover, it needs to place a metal stick in the iron cup 

where there already have been three pieces of amulets. Third, ritual master sticks a piece of 

iron which is two inches wide and seven inches long on the mouth of the vessel. Besides, 

the iron piece has already been issued three platform, northern dipper, and amulets. Finally, 

ritual master places the gong with the metal stick and iron amulet into a two-foot-

and-four-inch tall, two-foot-and-four-inch wide, new gold-painting bucket. After 

covering clean dirt over the mouth of the bucket, ritual master covers a big table 

over the bucket. On the table, ritual master places the statues of the guiding deities. 

Since then, every morning and evening, supplicants have to pray to guiding deities  
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by burning incenses. If there is no top covering over the table, supplicants have to 

build up a shed.  

After finishing the preparation procedure, “Gonggai Fa” also contains two stages. One 

is to ask for the protection from gods. And the other one is to disclose the gong after one year. 

Both steps are the same as the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. First, the day before burying 

the gong, ritual master has to displays the “Tablets of the Saints” ( shengwei 聖

位)on the table. The next day, ritual master lights on the “Lamps of Prolonging 

Life with Issued Words”(chizi yanshengdeng敕字延生燈). Then, on the day of 

burying the gong, ritual master burns the incense, transforms himself into a deity, 

walks the dipper, holds the rhymed formula of dipper, and walks to the direction 

of north (kan 坎).  The ritual master presents to the Teacher of the Thearch (Dishi 帝師) 

first, then notifies to Northern Dipper, Palace of Seven Stars  (Qixing gong七星

宮), Donghua Fu東華府, and Nanchang Gong南昌宮. The next step is to entrust 

supplicant’s soul in the palaces of Northern Dipper, according to the time when 

the supplicants were born. Then, ritual master chants the incantation.  

The heaven covers for me, 

The earth carries for me, 

Northern Dipper pending Stars dress me.  

I conceal my name in the Palace of Seven King,  

In the center of flying fire, 

Live long and last life. 

Life for one hundred years old with health and peaceful,  

The branches cannot be invaded, 

The stem cannot be harmed, 

If it works for me, it will be forever yang, 

If it does not work for me, it will be destroyed and die.  

Quick, quick as the Statutes and Ordinances command,  

Activate it!9 

After everything is done, ritual master buries the gong. He ties the lid of the gong with 

an amulet. Then, he burns the incense again, and chants the incantation of grant deities to order 

them guard the gong from then till the ritual master disclose the gong. Meanwhile, ritual master 

provides deities of guarding the gong liquor, fruit, money and horses as offerings.   

 
9 DT. 220, 24.7. The original text is “天為我盖，地為我載，北斗懸星為我衣裳，我藏名於七王宮內，流火

之央，長生度命，百有康寧，支不能侵，干不能傷，為我者太陽，不為我者滅亡，急急如上帝，敕。“  
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One year later, ritual master performs the same ritual at the shed where the gong is 

placed and chants the incantation of disclosing the gong. 

Northern Dipper Seven Stars,  

The pivot of Prime Thearch (shangdi 上帝), 

Keep the alive and protect life, 

Blessing and celebration is increased and abundant, 

The stars navigate one round 

Disasters are eliminated 

Open this gong 

Up petition purified metropolitan 

Deities and spirits who guard and protect the gong 
Individually return back to their own dwellings 

Quick, quick as the Statutes and Ordinances command,  
Activate it! 

On the day that the term is completed, 

Disclose the gong and hold sacrifice ceremonies to thank for the grace.10 

After chanting the incantation, the ritual master opens the gong, burns the talisman and the 

silk. However, he still pre-petitions to request to send back the guarding troops.   

It is obvious that “Gonggai Fa” as well as the episode of Ziya Jiang saving Ji Wu shares 

the same idea of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”.  They both conceal certain things which 

represent their own supplicants into a container, perform rituals to request protection from 

deities, and then store the container in a safe place. Then, they disclose the vessel after certain 

time. Although “Gonggai Fa” has much more complicated ritual steps, including examining 

supplicant’s virtue, building up sheds to protect the gong and the tablets of deities, or placing the 

gong and the metal stick into another bucket when burying the gong in the ground, it is reasonable 

to assume that “Gonggai Fa” or “Gonggai” is a popular magic in Northern Song.  

The term, “Gonggai”, is mentioned in other scriptures in different Daoist traditions. For 

example, in the Lingbao Wuliang Duren Shangjing Dafa 靈寳無量度人上經大法 ,11  it 

mentions that if supplicants build up an altar to protect them from the affliction, they can use 

“Gonggai” to empower themselves. Moreover, in the Wushang Jiuxiao Yuqing Dafan Ziwei 

Xuandu Leiting Yujing無上九霄玉清大梵紫微玄都雷霆玉經, it also claims that if the whole 

society becomes chaotic and dangerous, ritual masters either build up an altar or stay at any 

 
10 It’s original text is ,” 北斗七星，上帝之樞，保生護命，福慶增餘，星紀一週，災患消除，開此一

㔶，上奏清都，守護神靈，各還其居，急急如上帝，敕。滿限之日，開㔶修醮謝恩 .”  
11 DZ. 1, 33.1. 
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religious space. They present to deities and chant sutras to perform “Gonggai”, which is the 

way to beg for concealing their own souls in the Jade Palace.12 

In addition, in the Qingwei Jiee Wenjian,13 Gonggai refers to the vessel where the soul 

is contained. There is no description about the ritual process but the petition which ritual 

masters send to Original Commencement Single Pneuma Ten-thousand God Thunder Office 

(Yuanshi Yiqi Wanshen Leisi元始一炁萬神雷司). In the petition, ritual masters request the 

office to send deities to guard the souls in the vessel.   

In the Yushuai Cunjin Gonggaipin in the Shenxiao Jinhuo Tiandong Dafa神霄金火天

丁大法,14 it mentions  that to request the ritual, supplicants have to have confronted affliction 

in their lives.15 However, supplicants can request to perform Gonggai without examining their 

virtues. Before performing Gonggai, including stepping dipper, inviting saints, and summon 

generals, ritual masters have to present to Shenxiao 神霄 and Northern Dipper first. Then, 

the ritual master puts the money into the gong. The money represents each 

supplicant and it is called yearly-destiny money (suinianqian 隨年錢). If the supplicants 

don’t put the yearly-destiny money (suinianqian), they can put three-hun-and-seven-po-money 

(sanhun qipo qian 三魂七魄錢) instead. At this time, the ritual master chants following 

incantation. 

The first po goes into Dubhe (Tanlang 貪狼) zi (子), 

The second po conceals in Merak (Jumen巨門) yin (寅), 

The third po is in Phecda （Lucun祿存) mao (卯),  

The fourth po takes Megrez (Wenqu文曲) as its home town shen (申), 

The fifth po stays in Alioth（Lianzhen廉貞) chen (辰), 

The sixth po works as Mizar (Wuqu武曲) li(離), 

The seven po positions at Alkaid (Pojun破軍) wu (午), 

The direction of beautiful lid in Three platform.16 

 
12 DZ 15, 8, 8b. 
13 DZ 1220, 27. 
14 DZ 1220, 198. 23. 
15 DZ 1220, 198. 23. The original text is “凡人家多生災害，破財，失喪，合行㔶蓋，可保一年平善，

永無災害，仍要誦經，安奉本命，先奏神霄北斗，申本命牒，天丁，及帖城隍社令，選日建之，

不用五死空亡日。”  
16 DZ. 1220, 198. 23. The original text is, “一魄入貪狼子/二魄巨門藏寅/三魄祿存中卯/四魄文曲鄉申/

五魄廉貞內辰/六魄武曲當離/七魄破軍位午/三台華蓋方斗訣 . 
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Then, it describes the four steps which ritual master visualizes and imagines 

themselves.17 First, the ritual master carries the vessel, visualizes and imagines himself as fire 

bells and fire cloud. Then, after reaching Shenxiao, the ritual master visualizes the altar as the 

palace. And then, the ritual master imagines the Three Platform in Northern Dipper. After 

visualizing fire cloud and thunder fire which burn their residence, the ritual master imagines 

himself as Troop of Thunder, Mother of Light or Lad of Fire-bell. Even the six domestic 

animals have been concealed in the vessel after they are visualized as fire-lions, fire-elephants, 

fire dragons, and fire-phoenix.  

It is worth mentioning that there are another four differences between the 

Shenxiao Jinhuo Tiandong Dafa  and the Wushang Xuanyuan Santian Yutang Dafa. First, 

for the size of the gong, the former is three inches and six fen分 tall, while the latter is one feet 

and two feet tall. Second, for the color of the silk cloth, the former is red, while the latter is 

yellow. Third, for the material of the talisman, the former uses tin, while the latter uses iron. 

Fourth, for the numbers of coins placed in the gong, the former includes yearly-destiny money 

and three-hun-and-seven-po-money, while the latter just put one coin for one supplicant.    

Table 2 

Wushang Xuanyuan Santian Yutang Dafa and Yushuai Cunjin Gonggaipin 

 Wushang Xuanyuan Santian 

Yutang Dafa 

Yushuai Cunjin Gonggaipin 

the size of the iron stick one feet and two feet tall three inches and six fen 分 

tall 

color of the silken clothe yellow yellow clothe for 

supplicant’s yearly destiny 

red clothe for the talisman 

material of the talisman iron tin 

The name of the money in 

the “gong” 

one coin for one supplicant three-hun-and-seven-po-

money (sanhun qipo qian) 

 
17 DZ. 1220, 198. 23. The original text is “法官捧瓶，左手斗印，呵炁一口，想火鈴火雲，一派豁落，

結蓋上接神霄，頓在巽方，想壇為金階寶地，玉殿瓊宮，次用蓋辰文擲入又卯中中兌名曰三台

訣也，想北斗三台，蓋覆瓶口，再飛陰陽二斗，卻發雷局火訣，想火雲雷火，焚燒屋宅，次想

為雷洞，男為雷兵，女為電母，孩童為火鈴童子，婦人為火鈴女兵，六畜盡化為火獅，火象，

火龍，火鳳，藏瓶中。”  
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yearly-destiny money 

(suinianqian) 

  

These differences between different texts explain the popularity of “Gonggai Fa.” 

Moreover, in different Daoist traditions, ritual masters perform the magic differently.  

 Apparently, “Gonggai Fa” is quite similar with the “Concealing the Soul Ritual.” In 

“Gonggai Fa,” supplicants place certain objects representing themselves in a bottle for one 

year, ritual masters present to deities and require deities to guard the vessels, and ritual masters 

open the bottle a year later, all of which are the same as what people do when performing the 

“Ritual of Concealing the Soul”.  In addition to these same ritual details, “Gonggai Fa” as well 

as the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” share the same concept that hide something representing 

the supplicants in order to avoid the coming affliction which is foreseen via the calculation of 

mantic techniques. There is no doubt that “Gonggai Fa” is the antecedent of the “Concealing 

the Soul Ritual.” 

In other words, except “Gonggai Fa,” in Daoist Canon, there are texts of “Xia Gonggai 

Fa”. In the next section, I am going to discuss “Xia Gonggai Fa”. Moreover, I am going to 

compare “Xia Gonggai Fa” and “Gonggai Fa,” and figure out if they both refer to the same 

magic.  

 

3-3 “Xia Gonggai Fa” 下㔶盖法 

“Xia Gonggai Fa” has been mentioned in several texts. One is in the Taishang Zhuguo 

Jiumin Zongzhen Miyao太上助國救民總真秘要,18 and the other is in the Shanqing Tianpeng 

Fumo Dafa 上清天篷伏魔大法 19 in the Daofa Huiyuan. In addition, in the Taishang 

Sandong Shenzhou 太上三洞神咒, I also find “Xia Gonggai Zhou” 下㔶盖咒.20 

 
18 DZ 1227, 9. 20. 
19 DZ 1220, 165. 
20 DZ 78, 9. 
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In the Taishang Zhuguo Jiumin Zongzhen Miyao, ritual masters have to prepare the 

petition paper before they present to Prime Thearch (Shangdi 上帝). Meanwhile, ritual 

masters also need to notify Seven kings of Northern Dipper and Mount Tai 

(Taishan泰山). This is to beg deities to direct God of Walls and Moats to send celestial 

troops to guard the gong for the coming year. In the Taishang Zhuguo Jiumin Zongzhen Miyao, 

ritual masters also bury a bottle which contains one seven-inch-long and two-inch-wide iron 

talisman inside in the ground.  At the same time, ritual masters transform themselves, walk 

along the Guideline of Seven Stars (bu qixing gang 步七星綱), apply the instruction of 

Tianding（天丁訣）and chant the following incantation.  

Northern Dipper is numinous  

The handle of the dipper the front star  

The Greedy Wolf (Tanlang 貪狼) manipulates viciousness,  

Ghost Eater (Shiqui食鬼) swallow spirits, 

Big Gate (Jumen巨門) becomes prestigious, illuminate brightness 

Abundance Star (Lucun祿存) rushes fog,  

Govern the troops of talisman, 

Rosy cloud in the sunset sky rushes to Intellect Star (Wenchang 文昌), 

Light goes through The Judge (Lianzhen 廉貞) 

Powerful numinous The Finance Minister (Wuqu 武曲) 

Immortal and the auxiliary stars, 

The skeleton of heaven and the great saint  

Quick, quick as the Statutes and Ordinances command,  

Activate it!21 

While placing the coins and talisman into the gong and putting the gong in the ground, 

ritual masters chant the following incantations.   

The heaven covers for me, 

The earth carries for me, 

Northern Dipper pending Stars dress me.  

I conceal my name in the Palace of Seven King,  

In the center of flying fire, 

Live long and last life. 

Life for one hundred years old with health and peaceful,  

The branches cannot be invaded, 

The stem cannot be harmed, 

If it works for me, it will be forever yang, 

If it does not work for me, it will be destroyed and die.  

Quick, quick as the Statutes and Ordinances command,  

 
21 DZ 1227, 9. 20. The original text is “北斗靈靈，斗柄前星，貪狼操惡，食鬼吞精，巨門烜赫，照耀

光明，祿存奔霧，統攝符兵，霞衝文曲光徹廉貞，威靈武曲，真人輔星，天綱大聖，急急如律令。” 
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Activate it!22 

When burying the gong in the ground, ritual masters place the iron talisman in front of 

the gong and the iron stick in back of it. This action indicates that ritual masters keep the gong 

safely in four gates of the heaven (四天門) as well as “the king garrisons the four corner (王

鎮四角 ). At the end of that year, ritual masters as well as supplicants hold sacrificial 

ceremonies and disclose the gong.  

In the Shanqing Tianpeng Fumo Dafa,23 it claims that whoever requests to perform the 

ritual in order to keep themselves away from illness, ritual master will leave supplicant’s year-

destiny（nianming年命）in the palace of dipper, present to Celestial Emperor (Tiandi 天帝) 

and Palace of Dipper(dougong斗宮), notify the certificate and worship to Mount of Tai. Then, 

the ritual master requests deities to direct local God of Walls and Moats to send Earth Gods of 

the local communities to guard the gong. It either keeps supplicants concealed in the gong safe 

for the coming year, or has supplicants recover from their illness immediately. Then, the ritual 

master puts a talisman, rice of yearly emolument (nianlumi 年祿米), natal-destiny money 

(benmingqian本命錢) and the talisman which is drawn on a piece of yellow silk cloth into a 

small bottle. In the center of the bottle, the ritual master sticks a one-foot-two-inch-long iron 

stick which is carved seven sections to represent the Palace of Seven Kings in Northern Dipper 

Star in the center. After assigning tasks to the local deities, the ritual master places the bottle 

in a bucket and attaches green paper on the bucket. Outside the bucket, the ritual master places 

another seven-inch-long and three-inch-wide piece of iron, which is drawn the Talisman of 

Three Light (Sanguang Fu三光符) to pacify the bucket.   

Briefly, there are several differences between these two “Xia Gonggai Fas”, including 

the god the ritual master presents to, the way ritual masters bury the vessel, and the incantation. 

Regarding the differences, these two “Xia Gonggai Fas” still share the same concept: keeping 

the supplicants from affliction by concealing their souls in a container and protected by deities, 

which is also the main concept of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” and “Gonggai Fa.” In 

 
22 DZ 1227, 9. 20. The original text is, “天為我盖，地為我載，北斗懸星為我衣裳，我藏名於七王宮內，流

火之央，長生度命，百有康寧，支不能侵，干不能傷，為我者太陽，不為我者滅亡，急急如上帝，敕。

“ It is the same as the footnote 7.  
23 DZ 1220, 165. 
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the next section, I am going to discuss the differences between “Gonggai Fa” and “Xia 

Gonggai Fa,” and see if they refer to the same ritual.  

 

3-4 “Gonggai Fa” And “Xia Gonggai Fa”  

In this section, I am going to discuss the differences between “Xia Gonggai Fa” and 

“Gonggai Fa.” Further, I will also discuss if these two rituals are identical. Briefly, the 

differences between “Xia Gonggai Fa” and “Gonggai Fa” include the different deities that 

ritual masters petition to, the different incantations which ritual masters chant, the way ritual 

masters stick the iron talisman, and the color of the silk where ritual masters draw the talisman.  

For the first difference, to perform “Xia Gonggai Fa,” although in the Taishang Zhuguo 

Jiumin Zongzhen Miyao,24 and in the Shanqing Tianpeng Fumo Dafa, the ritual master presents 

to different deities, and notifies different deities, however, both of texts request the ritual master 

to worship Mount Tai (Taishan泰山) and sends certificate to the God of Walls and 

Moats to guard the vessel. (Table 2) Meanwhile, to perform “Gonggai Fa,” the Wushang 

Xuanyuan Santien Yutang Dafa requests ritual master to present to the Teacher of the 

Thearch, while the Yushuai Cunjin Gonggaipin requests ritual master presents to Shenxiao 

and Northern Dipper . Meanwhile, the Qingwei Jiee Wenjian does not mention any deities to 

present to. Then, only the Wushang Xuanyuan Santien Yutang Dafa requests the ritual 

master notifies to the deities. It is  worth noting that in Wushang Xuanyuan Santien 

Yutang Dafa, the ritual master notifies to a space, such  as Palace of Seven Stars ,  

Donghua Fu, and Nanchang Gong, instead of a god. Also, “Gonggai Fa” does not 

request the ritual master to worship to Mount of Tai . Only the Qingwei Jiee Wenjian requests 

deities to send certificate to Original Commencement Single Pneuma Ten-thousand God 

Thunder Office, instead of the God of Walls and Moats. From Table 1, we can conclude that 

for the deities the ritual master presents to, notifies and sends certificate, the “Gonggai Fa” in 

the Wushang Xuanyuan Santien Yutang Dafa is close to the “Xia Gonggai Fa” in the Taishang 

Zhuguo Jiumin Zongzhen Miyao and the Shanqing Tianpeng Fumo Dafa. 

 
24 DZ 1227, 9. 20. 
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For incantations, there are three incantations for concealing the gong and one for 

disclosing the gong in these texts. The following one has been seen in the Wushang Xuanyuan 

Santien Yutang Dafa, in the Taishang Zhuguo Jiumin Zongzhen Miyao and in the Taishang 

Sandong Shenzhou太上三洞神咒.25  

The heaven covers for me, 

The earth carries for me, 

Northern Dipper pending Stars dress me.  

I conceal my name in the Palace of Seven King,  

In the center of flying fire/ In the hometown of flying fire/ In the court of flying fire 

(Live long and last life.) 
Life for one hundred years old with health and peaceful, 

The branches cannot be invaded, 
The stem cannot be harmed, 

If it works for me, it will be forever yong, 

If it does not work for me, it will be destroyed and die.  

Quick, quick as the Statutes and Ordinances command,  

Activate it! 

Among these texts, there are several tiny differences in the incantation. For instance, 

in the Wushang Xuanyuan Santian Yutang Dafa and in the Taishang Zhuguo Jiumin Zongzhen 

Miyao, both texts use “pending stars” (xuanxing 懸星), while in the Taishang Sandong 

Shenzhou, it becomes “mysterious stars” (xuanxing玄星). Moreover, in the Taishang Zhuguo 

Jiumin Zongzhen Miyao, it mentions “In the court of flying fire,” and in the Taishang 

Sandong Shenzhou, it becomes, “In the hometown of flying fire,” while in Wushang 

Xuanyuan Santian Yutang Dafa, it is written, “In the center of flying fire/ Live long 

and last life.” In addition, the texts in the Taishang Sandong Shenzhou and in the 

Taishang Zhuguo Jiumin Zongzhen Miyao both miss the next sentence: “Live long and last 

life”. It is reasonable to assume that the incantations in these texts are the same. The 

differences are flaws when ritual masters transcribe them.  

However, it is worth mentioning that the incantation is titles as “Placing 

Gonggai Incantation” (Xia Gonggai Zhou 下㔶盖咒) in Taishang Sandong Shenzhou, 

while it does not have any titles in the other two texts. On the other hand, if the 

incantation which is titled as Xia Gonggai Zhou is seen in “Gonggai Fa”, it is reasonable 

to assume that “Xia Gonggai Fa” and “Gonggai Fa” refer to the same magic.  

 
25 DZ 78, 9. 
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Ritual masters perform differently when burying the gong in the ground in “Xia 

Gonggai Fa.” They place the iron talisman in front of the gong and the iron stick in back of it. 

This action indicates that ritual masters keep the gong safely in four gates of the heaven (四天

門) as well as “the king garrisons the four corner (王鎮四角).  It is different from what ritual 

master perform in “Gonggai Fa,” in which ritual masters attach the iron talisman on the mouth 

of the gong and place the iron stick on a small cup which is placed on the bottom of the gong. 

Interestingly, in the Wushang Xuanyuan Santian Yutang Dafa (“Gonggai Fa”), the ritual 

master places the gong in a big bucket, which is the same as what the ritual master does in the 

Shanqing Tianpeng Fumo Dafa (“Xia Gonggai Fa”). In addition, in “Xia Gonggai Fa,” there 

is neither a table over the top of the gong, nor a shed over the table. Furthermore, in “Xia 

Gonggai Fa,” after the gong is buried, supplicants do not burn incense to worship the guarding 

deities every day. 

As mentioned in the section of “Gonggai Fa,” there are several differences between 

different traditions, while there also exists some differences between “Xia Gonggai Fa” in 

different texts. However, if the tiny differences are unavoidable in the same magic among 

different traditions, it is reasonable to assume that these differences between “Xia Gonggai Fa” 

and “Gonggai Fa” should be taken as the differences between the magics themselves. 

Therefore, I list all the factors which are mentioned in these texts in Table 2 to figure out if 

these differences could be taken as the difference between different tradition. From the table, 

it is obvious that all these texts share the same structure of the ritual as well as its particular 

concept—concealing the soul to avoid the affliction. 

Table 3 

Gonggai Fa and Xia Gonggai Fa 

 Gonggai Fa Xia Gonggai Fa 

 Wushang 

Xuanyuan 

Santian Yutang 

dafa 

Qingwei Jiee 

Wenjian 

Yushuai Cunjin 

Gonggaipin 

Taishang 

Zhuguo 

Jjiumin 

Zongzhen 

Miyao 

Shanqing 

Tianpeng 

Fumo Dafa 

The deities 

that ritual 

The Teacher of 

the Thearch 

(Dishi) 

 Shenxiao  Prime Thearch 

(Shangdi ) 

Celestial 

Emperor 

(Tiandi )  
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master 

presents to 

  Northern 

Dipper 

  

The deities 

that ritual 

master 

notifies  

Northern 

Dipper 

  Seven kings 

of Northern 

Dipper 

Palace of  

Dipper 

Palace of 

Seven Stars  

    

Donghua Fu     

Nanchang 

Gong 

    

The place 

where ritual 

master 

worships to 

   Mount of Tai  Mount of Tai  

The god who 

is sent 

certificate to 

The God of Walls 

and Moats 

Original 

Commencement 

Single Pneuma 

Ten-thousand 

God Thunder 

Office 

The God of 

Walls and 

Moats 

The God of 

Walls and 

Moats 

The God of 

Walls and 

Moats 

The size of the 

iron stick 

one feet and two 

feet tall 

  one feet and 

two feet tall 

one feet and 

two feet tall 

The color of 

the silken 

clothe 

yellow clothe for 

the talisman 

 yellow clothe 

for supplicant’s 

yearly destiny 

yellow clothe 

for the 

talisman 

yellow clothe 

for the 

talisman 

red clothe for 

the talisman 

The material of 

the talisman 

iron  tin iron iron 

Size of the 

talisman 

Seven inches long  no three inches 

and six fen 分 

long 

Seven inches 

long  

Seven inches 

long  

two inches wide two inches 

wide 

three inches 

wide 

the name of the 

money in the 

“gong” 

one coin for one 

supplicant 

no three-hun-and-

seven-po-

money  

yearly-destiny 

money  

Natal-destiny 

money  

yearly-destiny 

money  
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offering Burning incense 

every day 

no no no rice of yearly 

emolument 

a bucket yes no no no yes 

A table over 

the top of the 

“gong 

one no no no no 

A shed over the 

table 

yes no no no no 

 

If we can conclude that both “Xia Gonggai Fa” and “Gonggai Fa” refer to one ritual, 

why do they own different names? The key to the question what “xia” refers to. Generally, 

“xia” refers to the thing on the bottom when it works as an adject. In Shuowen Jiezi, there is 

no “xia” recorded only when it talks the bottom. However, if we take “xia” as an adjective, 

then the small cup with its lid on the bottom does not make any sense. If we take “xia” as a 

verb which means to place some object in some place, then “Xia Gonggai Fa” indicates that 

it’s a magic to place a small cup with its lid in a certain place. This is exactly what “Gonggai 

Fa” refers to. It also can explain why the “Placing Gonggai Incantation” (Xia Gonggai Zhou” 

is written in “Gonggai Fa” in Wushang Xuanyuan Santian Yutang Dafa. 

As mentioned in the previous section, not only for the ritual details but also for the 

concepts embedded both in the texts and in the ritual, “Gonggai Fa” (or “Xia Gonggai Fa”) in 

Northern Song Dynasty, and the episode of Ziya Jiang saving Ji Wu in the novel of Ming 

Dynasty share the same pattern as the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”—concealing people’s 

souls or something representing the supplicant can protect people away from affliction. Both 

of them can be seen as the antecedents of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. In next section, 

I am going to discuss another way which people in Han Dynasty take to get rid of affliction.   

 

3-5 The “Method of Evading the Illness”  (bi ji fa避疾法)26 

 
26 I borrow the terms from Fu-Shih Lin’s paper, “Shilun Handai de Wushu Yiliaofa ji qi Guannian Jichu--‘Handai 

Jibing Yanjiu’ Zhiyi”.  In this paper, he introduces three methods that people in Han took to heal themselves. 

They are the “Method of Evading Illness” (bi ji fa避疾法), the “method of worshiping to lift up the illness” 

(dao jie fa禱解法) and the “method of averting from the illness” (rang chu fa禳除法.) The “method of averting 
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Except the disguising way, evading illness is another option for people to confront 

illness. In the biography of She (涉) in “The Biography of Wandering Swordsman” (You xia 

zhuan游俠傳) in Han Shu, once She visits a village in Nanyang (南陽) where his father had 

governed before.  

People tend to set up wine and treat She. She enters the gate of the village. People tell She that 

someone’s mother is sick and evades illness in the village house. She goes visiting his mother 

after he knows it. She knocks the door. The family of the sick villager cry. For this reason, She 

walks into the house to express his condolence as well as the funeral.27 

This is a description about how people in Han evade the illness in a village, but fail.   

In “Collected Biography of Zhuo, Lu, Wei, and Liu” (Zhuo lu wei liu lie zhuan 卓魯魏

劉列傳) in the Book of the Later Han（Hou Hanshu 後漢書）, it mentions that when   “King 

of Zhao Shang intends to evade illness and moves to Xueguan (學官) immediately,” 28 the 

Prime Minister Pi丕 tries to stop King of Zhao Shang趙王商 to move to another city. He 

writes to King of Zhao Shang that what he has learnt from Li 禮 is that the rulers of Ancient 

Chinese States pass away in the main hall of their palace. Moreover, senior officials die in their 

own room. Therefore, life and death are preordained by the destiny. There has never been a 

model of evading before.29 Apparently, what King of Zhao Shang does is to evade the illness 

by moving away.  

 
from the illness” is the way by applying certain things which ghosts are afraid of, such as talisman, chanting 

spells, or performing rites. By applying the objects or performing rites to scare off ghosts or to deter them shows 

that people own power over demonic forces or ghosts. There are three ways to avert the illnesss away from 

people: the “method of commanding and eliminating” (zhuchufa 祝除法 ), the “method of expelling and 

eliminating” (zhuchufa逐除法), and the “method of preventing and eliminating” (pichufa辟除法).  The “method 

of worshiping to lift up the illness” (dao jie fa禱解法) is the way by worshiping the ghosts or gods by 

offerings. The“method of evading illness method” is the way that leave away the residence where the patients 

or applicants live. (Fu-Shih Lin, “Shilun Handai de Wushu Yiliaofa ji qi Guannian Jichu-Handai Jibing Yanjiu’ 

Zhiyi”, in Shi Yuan, 16 (Taipei, 1987): 29-53. Lichien Hung, “ “Exorcism” (“Jie Chu” 解除) in Lunheng論衡”, 

presented in the annual meeting of the Southwest Conference on Asian Studies, Texas, USA.  2017, Nov.) 
27 (Ease Han) Gu Ban, Book of Han (Han shu 漢書), “The biography of wandering swordsman” (You xia zhuan

游俠傳), Wuying dien ershisishi ben武英殿二十四史本. The original text is “人嘗置酒請涉，涉入里門，客

有道涉所知母病避疾在里宅者. 涉即往候，叩門。家哭，涉因入弔，問以喪事 .” 
28  (Lui Song dynasty) Ye Fan, and (Qing) Hao Chen , “Zhuo Lu Wei Liu Liezhuan” (Collected Biography 

of Zhuo, Lu, Wei, and Liu 卓魯魏劉列傳), in the Book of the Later Han（Hou Hanshu 後漢書）, Vol 25, Qin 

ding si ku quan shu ben. The original text is “趙王商嘗欲避疾, 便時移住學官 .” 
29  (Lui  Song dynasty) Ye Fan, and (Qing) Hao Chen, “Collected Biography of Zhuo, Lu, Wei, and Liu” 

(Zhuo lu wei liu lie zhuan divshiwu 卓魯魏劉列傳第十五,” in the Book of the Later Han（Hou Hanshu ）. 

The original text is “臣聞禮，諸侯薨於路寢，大夫卒於嫡室，死生有命，未有逃避之典也。”  
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The “Method of Evading the Illness” refers to that people can leave their own 

residences to get rid of the threats, when they are under the threat of the illness.30 From the two 

examples listed above, we learn that both folk people and noble men take the way to get healed. 

Moreover, in Qianzulun潛夫論, when Wang Fu criticizes how superstitious people are, he 

mentions the term, the “Method of Evading the Illness”, too.   

Nowadays, women do not stay home and cook. They abandon weaving and raising silkworms. 

Instead, they learn how Wu 巫 and Zhu祝 play drums and dance in order to serve gods. 

They do this to deceive ordinary people and bewilder commoners. Women are 

weak. The family with sick member embraces worries and get stunned. All of 

them are easily frightened. For this reason, they rush away at any time and leave 

the residence where they live. However, on their way, the roads are rugged and 

lean on one side. The roof of the  new house they stay leak and the ground is wet. 

The members of the family are harmed by the wind and coldness. Cunny and 

treacherous guys get interests from them. Thieves and robbers target them. They 

encounter so many scourges that there are countless se rious patients. Some of 

them abandon medicine and serve gods even more, which lead them to death. They 

do not aware that they are deceived by Wu. Instead, they feel regretful that they should 

have served Wu earlier. This is the most case that bewilder ordinary people.31  

  Apparently, it is one of the popular ways to heal people from illness. The “Method of 

Evading the Illness” functions because people in Han dynasty believe that there is connection 

between their illness and residence. In Chong Wang’s “Jieshu”詰術 in Lunheng 論衡, he 

introduces the connections between them. 

The theory of drawing plans of houses (Tu Zhai Shu圖宅術) teaches us that there are eight 

schemes, and that houses are numbered and classed according to the names of the cycle of the 

six chia(甲). Their position having been fixed, and their names being established, gong（宮）

and shang（商） and the other sounds manifest their difference. Houses have the Five Sounds, 

as the surnames (of the owners) arc provided with the Five Tones. When the houses do not 

 
30 Fu-Shih Lin, “Shilun Handai de Wushu Yiliaofa ji qi Guannian Jichu—‘Handai Jibing Yanjiu Zhiyi”, in Shi 

Yuan, 16 (Taipei, 1987): 29-53. 
31 (East Han) Fu Wang, Qianfu Lunjian Jiaozheng, Vol 3, “Exaggeration and extravagant” (Fuchi 浮侈). The 

original text is “今多不修中饋, 休其蠶織, 而起學巫祝，鼓舞事神，以欺誣細民，熒惑百姓。婦女羸弱。

疾病之家，懷憂憒憒，皆易恐懼，至使奔走便時，去離正宅。崎嶇路側，上漏下濕，風寒所傷，姦人

所利，賊盜所中，益禍益祟，以致重者不可勝數。或棄醫藥，更往事神，故至於死亡，不自知為巫所

欺誤，乃反恨事巫之晚，此熒惑細民之甚者也。” 
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accord with the surnames, and the latter disagree with the houses, people contract virulent 

illnesss and expire, or pay the penalty of some crime and meet with adversity.32 

Illness, crime, penalty and adversity come with the discordance between the surname 

and the house is due to the discordance of five phases.  

The theory of drawing plans of houses enjoins that the doors of a house of a family with a  

Shang（商）family should not be advisable to face the south, and that the doors of a house 

belonging to a family with of zhi （徵）surname should not be advisable to face the north. For 

shang corresponds to metal (jin金), and the south, to fire; zhi is categorized into fire (huo 火), 

and the north, to water. Water conquers fire, and fire injures metal. The fluids of the Five 

Elements may be hostile, wherefore, in the dwellings of families with the five classes of 

surnames, the doors should have their own appropriate bearings. If the bearings of the door is 

correct, wealth and happiness, auspiciousness and prosperity are the consequences, whereas 

inappropriate bearings of the door are fraught with poverty and ignominy, disgrace and ruin. 33 

Therefore, living in the house which does not fit the surname of the residents will bring 

the residents poverty and ignominy, disgrace and ruin. Moving away from the improper house 

is the way to evade the illness.  

As the appropriate combinations of bearings of the door and surnames become 

conventions to guide people’s life, conventions become prohibitions, even taboos, which 

people have to obey in their daily life in order to keep themselves safe. 

People believe disaster is haunted. They consider that the illness and death falling onto people, 

and being replaced by others, being sentenced, being humiliated, being ridiculed, all of the 

above are led by offending the deities. If people build up houses, move to another places, do 

sacrifice, have funerals, work, take an official position, and have a wedding without picking 

auspicious days, or without avoiding certain years and months, they touch the ghosts, encounter 

the gods, and get hurt by the prohibitive time of a day, therefore, they are attacked by the illness, 

 
32 (East Han) Chong Wang, “Jieshu”, in Lunheng Jiaozhu, Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 2013, p. 495. 

The original text is, “宅有八術，以六甲之名，數而第之，第定名立，宮商殊別。宅有五音，姓有五聲。

宅不宜其姓，姓與宅相賊，則疾病死亡，犯罪遇禍。” 
33 East Han) Chong Wang, “Jieshu”, in Lunheng Jiaozhu, 2013, p. 498. The original text is “圖宅術曰：「商家

門不宜南向，徵家門不宜北向。」則商金，南方火也；徵火，北方水也。水勝火，火賊金，五行之氣

不相得，故五姓之宅，門有宜嚮。嚮得其宜，富貴吉昌；嚮失其宜，貧賤衰耗。” 
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lead to ominousness, violate the laws, be sentenced, even lead to die, utmost family and clan 

are eliminated. All of the above are due to violate the prohibition by indiscretion.34 

At the end of this session, Chong Wang argues that even if one can follow all the 

rules and avoid those taboos and prohibitions, one dies eventually. When the situations happen, 

diviners definitely attribute the death to their not evading the misfortune and affliction. 35 

Apparently, the “Method of Evading the Illness” is common in Han. People move away from 

their owned houses to escape from the attack of the misfortune, illness or even death. This 

perspective is close to the idea of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”.    

In addition, disturbing the Earth God by building up a house or palace also causes 

people ill. In “Collected Biography of King Wang Denglai” in the Book of the Later Han, there 

is a record about being ill by disturbing the Earth God.  

…once the crown prince has got the “illness of frightening”（jingbing驚病）and is disturbed, 

he evades to the residence of the wet nurse of Emperor An. However, both the wet nurse of the 

crown prince, Wang Nan, and the head of cook, Bing Ji, insist that the crown prince should not 

stay long in the residence of the wet nurse of Emperor An. They claim that the house violates 

the prohibition of earth because it just finishes renovation.36   

This story reveals two things. First, the “Method of Evading the Illness” is common in 

Han Dynasty. Even noble family takes the way. For this reason, the crown prince moves out 

from his own house to evade the illness. Second, except the bearings of the doors, there are 

another two factors causing people ill. One is that the activities which disturb the Earth God 

also causes people sick. Therefore, the crown prince has to move out from the new place 

 
34 (East Han) Chong Wang, “Bian Sui”, in Luheng Jiaozhu, 2013, p. 485. The original text is “世俗信禍祟，以

為人之疾病死亡，及更患被罪，戮辱懽笑，皆有所犯。起功、移徙、祭祀、喪葬、行作、入官、嫁娶

不擇吉日，不避歲、月，觸鬼逢神，忌時相害。故發病生禍，絓法入罪，至于死亡，殫家滅門，皆不

重慎，犯觸忌諱之所致也。” 
35 (East Han) Chong Wang, “Bian Sui,” in Lunheng Jiaozhu, 2013, pp. 488-489. The original text is “祠祀嫁娶，

皆擇吉日，從春至冬，不犯忌諱，則夫十人比至百年，能不死乎？占射事者必將復曰：宅有盛

衰，若歲破、直符，不知避也。」夫如是，令數問工伎之家，宅盛即留，衰則避之，及歲破、

直符、輙舉家移，比至百年，能不死乎？”  
36  (Lui Song Dynasty) Ye Fan, and (Qing) Hao Chen , “Collected Biography of King Wang Denglai” 

“Liwang denglai liezhuan 李王鄧來列傳)  in the Book of the Later Han（Hou Hanshu ）, Qin ding si ku quan 

shu ben. The original text is “時皇太子驚病不安，避幸安帝乳母野王君王聖舍。太子乳母王男、廚

監邴吉等以為聖舍新繕修，犯土禁，不可久御。“ 
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because the Earth God is disturbed by the renovation work. The other one is the term of  the 

“Illness of Being Frightened（jingbing）”.  

For the disturbance to the Earth God, in “Jie chu” in Lunheng, Chong Wang explains 

how the disturbance causes people ill. 

The sacrificial rites and the methods of exorcism are very numerous. We will prove that these 

rites are useless by one example. For from a small sacrifice, one may draw a conclusion to the 

great ones, and from one ghost, one may divine hundred gods. When people have finished 

building or renovation of a house or a cottage, excavated the ground, or dug up the earth, they 

propitiate the Earth Gods showing their appreciation, after the whole work has been completed. 

They call this propitiating the earth (jietu解土). They make an earthen figure to resemble a 

ghost. The Wus chant their prayers to reconcile the Earth Gods. When the sacrifice is over, the 

Earth Gods become happy and cheerful, and pretend that the ghosts and spirits have been 

propitiated, and misfortunes and disasters removed.37 

This exorcist ritual is still practiced widely in Taiwan nowadays, while people do not 

use the “Method of Evading the Illness” to heal the illness resulted from the disturbance to the 

Earth God. Instead, people nowadays use the “Method of Worshiping to Lift up the Illness” 

(daojie fa禱解法) to confront the illness or affliction which is caused by disturbing the Earth 

God.  The title of the ritual people perform nowadays is the “Ritual of Thanking the Earth” 

(xietu yishi謝土儀式). Whenever the constructions have be built, people either set up offerings 

or hold sacrificial ceremonies to propitiate the Earth Gods. This reveals the attitude people hold 

toward the environment that the Earth is an organism, not an object. For this reason, people 

would like to send their confession to the God of the Earth by performing the ceremonies.38  

In the story of the crown prince Emperor An, the “Illness of Being Frightened”

（jingbing）is the main reason why he moves to the residence of Emperor An’s wet nurse. In 

 
37 (East Han) Wang Chung, “Jiechu”, in Lunheng Jiaozhu, 2013, p502. The original text is “祭祀之禮，解除之

法，眾多非一，且以一事效其非也。夫小祀足以況大祭，一鬼足以卜百神。世間繕治宅舍，鑿地掘土，

功成作畢，解謝土神，名曰：“解土”。為土偶人，以像鬼形，令巫祝延，以解土神。已祭之後，心快

意喜，謂鬼神解謝，殃禍除去。” 
38 Chin-ming Hsiao, “Lianjie Genyuan, Chongjian Zhixu ji duiyu Tudi de Chanxie: Taiwan Daojiao ‘Diantu’ 

Yishi de ‘Tudiguan’ ji qi Xiandai Ｙihan” [Connecting Source, Reconstructing Order and Expressing 

Confession and Gratitude to Earth: The Notion of Earth of Taiwanese Taoism Earth-sacrificing Rituals], in 

Zhenli Daxue Renwen Xuebao, 5(2007):1-29, and Fong-mao Lee, “Jisha yu Anzhen: Daojiao Xietu Anlong de 

Fuhe Yishi” [Daoist Combined Rituals of Thanking Earth and Retaining the Dragon]. In Florian Reiter ed., 

Foundations of Daoist Ritual: A Berlin Symposium, (Germany: Harrassowitz Verlag. 2009,) pp. 47-70. 
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the text, neither does it mention why the crown prince has got the illness, nor does it describe 

any symptoms of the illness. In “Wuwu Zizhuan di Sanshisan” 武五子傳第三十三, it writes 

that in the fourteenth year of Emperor Zhou, a series of inauspicious things have happened in 

the palace. They included that rainbow goes down to the palace, the water in the well dried up, 

a herd of swine rush out the bathroom in the palace and destroy the stove, magpies fight with 

each other and die, mice run helter-skelter around the main gate, the doors on the hall 

automatically shut and cannot be opened, wild fire burns the gate of the fortress, wind damages 

the palace, and meteors fall down.  For these reasons, not only are queens and imperial 

concubines all panic, but also the emperor gets the “illness of frightening.” 39  Except the 

description of the “illness of frightening” around Han era, there are not any words about it, 

even in medical books.  

However, in Daoist Canon, there is an incantation titled the “Spell of Curing Illness of 

Frightening” (zhi jingbing zhou 治驚病咒)  in Taishang Sandong Shenzhou 40 and a text 

mentioning the method to cure the “illness of frightening” in Zhengyi Fawen Jingzhang 

Guanpin正一法文經章官品.41 Both of them imply that ghosts bring people the “illness of 

frightening.” Although both of them are written later than Han, it is still reasonable to conclude 

that ghosts are also one of the factors bringing people illness.  

Let’s go further and ask what ghosts make people sick in the house. Except the Earth 

God mentioned above, according to depiction in “Jiechu”, there are many killers and deities 

co-exist in the house and all of them bring residents illness.  

Besides, what it expels is the quest ghosts in the residence. There are twelve major gods in the 

residence. Green dragon and white tiger are made into twelfth place of the list. Dragon, tiger 

are severe gods, which are the identical ghosts in the heaven. Flying corpses and floating 

ominousness dare not gathering absurdly.” 42 

 
39 (Ease Han) Ban Gu, Book of Han (Hanshu 漢書), “Wuwu Zizhuan Di Sanshisan” 武五子傳第三十三 , 

“Collective Biography,” in Hanshu. The original text is “是時天雨，虹下屬宮中 飲井水，（水泉）〔井水〕

竭。 廁中豕羣出，壞大官竈，烏鵲鬬死。鼠舞殿端門中，殿上戶自閉，不可開。天火燒城門。大風壞

宮城樓，折拔樹木。流星下墯。后姬以下皆恐。王驚病，使人祠葭水、台水。”  
40 DZ 78,3. The original text is “冥冥冥冥，風雨奔傾，驚邪等鬼，知汝姓名，風驚名頂，熱驚名辛，

急驚慢驚，恃壘之精，元皇正炁，速降吾身，掃蕩邪鬼，速得安寧，急急如元降律令 .”  
41 DZ 1218, 2. The original text is “太陰君一人官將一百二十人治蘭室主治男女驚病之鬼 .”  
42 (East Han) Chong Wang, “Jie Chu,” in Lunheng Jiaozhu, 2013, p. 501. The original text is “且夫所除，宅

中客鬼也。宅中主神有十二焉，青龍、白虎列十二位。龍、虎猛神，天之正鬼也，飛尸流凶，

安敢妄集。”   
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Due to the Divine and Killers co-exist (shen sha bingcun神煞並存) in the residence, 

therefore,  people have sacrifice as well as perform nuo 儺43 at the end of a year.  

Therefore, at the end of a year when everything is done, people expel the pestilence ghosts. For 

the reason, people send the old things away, welcome the new things, and bring auspiciousness 

to everyone in the residence. People learn the way from each other. Therefore, it comes 

“Exorcism”44 

However, there are certain ghosts which make the kids sick. The most famous ones are 

mentioned by Chong Wang in “Jiechu”. They were sons of Zhuan Xu Shi顓頊氏. They are 

also the best example of the fiercest and the most frightened ghosts which are formed by violent 

death. They are also good examples, especially for the story of crown prince who is still a 

young kid. 

In ancient time, Zhuan Xu Shi45 had three sons, who died when they had not grown up. One 

who lived in Jiang shui江水46 became the “ghost of malaria” (nue gui虐鬼).47 Another one 

 
43 According to the depiction in Hou Han Shu, “Nuo” is performed by official titled Fang Xiang Shi (方相士). In 

the ceremony, Fang Xiang Shi with one hundred and twenty child Wu chant incantation, holding torches to expel 

the pestilences out the palace. This also implies that the pestilences have been expelled out the state. The 

depictions are recorded in Rite of Chou (Chou li周禮), Hou han shu. Fang xiang shi has four golden eyes, covers 

by bear fur, wear black clothes red skirt and holds a dagger-ax and shield. The original text is ““先臘一日，大

儺，謂之逐疫。其儀：選中黃門子弟年十歲以上，十二以下，百二十人為侲子。皆赤幘皁製，執大浅。

方相氏黃金四目，蒙熊皮，玄衣朱裳，執戈揚盾。十二獸有衣毛角。中黃門行之，冗從僕射將之，以

逐惡鬼于禁中。夜漏上水，朝臣會，侍中、尚書、御史、謁者、虎賁、羽林郎將執事，皆赤幘陛衛。

乘輿御前殿。黃門令奏曰：「侲子備，請逐疫。」於是中黃門倡，振子和，曰：「甲作食杂，胇胃食

虎，雄伯食魅，騰簡食不祥，攬諸食咎，伯奇食夢，強梁、祖明共食磔死寄生，委隨食觀，錯斷食巨，

窮奇、騰根共食蠱。凡使十二神追惡凶，赫女軀，拉女幹，節解女肉，抽女肺腸。女不急去，後者為

糧！」因作方相與十二獸觯。嚾呼，周遍前後省三過，持炬火，送疫出端門；門外騶騎傳炬出宮，司

馬闕門門外五營騎士傳火棄雒水中。百官官府各以木面獸能為儺人師訖，設桃梗、鬱櫑、葦茭畢，執

事陛者罷。葦戟、桃杖以賜公、卿、將軍、特侯、諸侯云。” ((Lui Song) Fan Ye, (Qing) Chen Hao. 

Hou Han Shu (後漢書), Qin ding si ku quan shu ben欽定四庫全書本.) 
44  (East Han) Chong Wang, “Jie Chu,” in Lunheng Jiaozhu, 2013, p. 502. The original text is “故歲終事畢，驅

逐疫鬼，因以送陳、迎新、內吉也。世相倣效，故有解除。” 
45 In “Annals of the Five Thearchs” (Wu di ben ji五帝本紀) in The historic Records (Shi ji史記), Zhuan Xu Shi 

is the son of Yellow Thearch (Huang di黃帝), one of Five Thearchs (Wu di五帝). In his depiction, Zhuan Xu 

Shi is associated with ghosts and deities, even sacrifice. The text is “靜淵以有謀，疏通而知事；養材以任地，

載時以象天，依鬼神以制義，治氣以教化，絜誠以祭祀。” Also, in “Biography of Duke Chu,” he is the 

ancestor of Chu楚, The text is, “The first ancestor of Chu comes from Thearch Zhuan Xu Gao yang.”(楚之先

祖出自帝顓頊高陽.) (たきがわ すけのぶ, “Annals of the Five Thearchs” (Wu di ben ji), in  Shi ji hui chu kao 

zheng, (Taipei: Tangshan Chubanshe, 2007), p 23. たきがわ すけのぶ, “Biography of Duke Chu” (Chu shi jia

楚世家), in Shiji Huichu Kaozheng史記會注考證, p 630.) 
46 According to the studies by Xing-zhun Fan, Jiang shui mentioned here is Yangtze (Chang Jiang長江). (Xing-

zhun Fan, Zhongguo Bingshi Xinyi, (Beijing: Zhongguo Guji Chubanshe, 1989), pp. 305-307.) 
47 There are two depictions about the “ghost of malaria” One is tiger. In Hanguan jiuyi (漢官舊儀), “One lives in 

Jiang shui. He is a tiger.” (一居江水是為虎.)The other depiction is that he is a kid ghost since he dies when he 
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who lives in Ruo shui若水48 became “the spirit of tree and stone” (wang liang 魍魎)49, and the 

other one who lives in the damp and wet corner of the house arbitrarily makes people attacked 

by pestilence.”50 51  

Among the three sons of Zhuan Xu Shi, Wang Chong mentions the one who lives in the 

damp and wet corner of the house arbitrarily makes people attacked by pestilence is “being 

 
is a child, and can only make children sick. In Jie chu, Chong Wang does not mention that Nue gui is a kid or 

“be good at scaring at people’s little kids.” Chong Wang describes it as the child ghost in “Ding gui” instead. 

However, if we take other depictions about Nue gui, it is more reasonable to consider that Nue gui is the kid 

ghost instead of the one “living in the corner of the house makes people sick.” Moreover, he “be good at scaring 

at people’s little kids” (善驚人小兒 ). In “Jin dan zhuan”(景丹傳), in Dong guan han ji東觀漢記, “( I ) have 

heard strong men do not be attacked by Malaria, but right now the Han superior general is attacked by malaria?” 

(聞壯士不病瘧，今漢大將軍反病瘧邪？)All the depictions reveal that “malaria ghost” is active around 

Yangtze (Chang Jiang長江) area and only threatens kids. For the second son, wang liang is depicted as “the 

monster of tree and stone”. The text is “木石之怪曰夔、魍魎 .” ((Han) Hong Wei, Han guan jiu yi, 

https://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&chapter=882816#p154 accessed on 2021.07.04. (Song) Wei-zong Fan, “Zhi, Li 

yi” (志, 禮儀), in Hou Han Shu (後漢書), Chizaotang Siku Quanshu Huiyao. (Wu) Zha-xie Wei, “Lu yu” (魯

語), in Guo Yu (國語), Sibu Congkan Chubian《四部叢刊初編》, Vol. 251-254, Shanghai: Jinghangzhou 

Yieshi cang Ming Jiajin fan Songben景杭州葉氏藏明嘉靖翻宋本, 1936. (East Han) Jen Lui, “Jin dan zhuan” 

(景丹傳), in Dong Guan Hhan Ji東觀漢記, in Qinding Siku Quanshu欽定四庫全書. Jia-wei Fan, “Hantang 

shiqi nuebing yu nuegui”, in Fu-shi Lin ed., Jibing de Lishi, (Taipei: Taipei: Lienjing Chubanshe [Linking 

Publishing], 2011,) pp. 206-207.)  
48 According to “Annals of the Five Thearchs” Ruo shui is the place where Zhuan Xu Shi is born. The text is, “五

帝本紀, 黃帝居于軒轅之丘，而娶于西陵之女，是為嫘祖為黃帝正妃，生二子，其後皆有天下：其一曰

玄囂，是為青陽，青陽降居江水；其二曰昌意，降居若水。昌意娶蜀山氏女，曰昌仆，生高陽，高陽

有聖德焉。黃帝崩，葬橋山。其孫昌意之子高陽立，是為帝顓頊也。” (たきがわ すけのぶ, “Annals of 

the Five Thearchs” (Wu di ben ji) , in  Shiji Huichu Kaozheng, p 22.) In addition, according to The Commentary 

on the Water Classic (Shui Jing Zhu水經注疏), Ruo shui starts from Si Chuan四川 to Shan Xi山西, “若水出

蜀郡旄牛徼外，東南至故關，為若水也。” ((Northern Wei) Dao-yuan Li, The Commentary on the Water 

Classic (Shui Jing Zhu), in Sibu Congkan Chubian, Vol. 289-300, Shanghai: Jingshanghai hanfenlou cang 

wuyingdian ju zhen banben, 1936.)  
49 In Hou Han Shu, it is also depicted as the spirit of mountain and is fond of mimicking human voice. (罔兩，

山精，好學人聲。 )(  (Song) Wei-zong Fan, “Zhi, Li yi” (志, 禮儀), in Hou Han Shu (後漢書), Chizaotang 

siku quanshu huiyao (摛藻堂四庫全書薈要.)).  Also, in Shuowen Jiezi[Explaining Graphs and Analyzing 

Characters], wanliang is considered as the spirit object of mountains and rivers. Its shape is like a three-year-old 

toddler, with red-black skin, red eyes, long ears and pretty hair. ((East Han) Shen Xu, Shuowen Jiezi [Explaining 

Graphs and Analyzing Characters], Vol.14. The text is “山川之精物也。淮南王說：蛧蜽，狀如三歲小兒，

赤黑色，赤目，長耳，美髮。” (Shao-yuan Jiang, Zhongguo Gudai luxing zhi Yanjiu—Cezhong qi Fashu de 

Hanzongjiao de Fangmian”, Zhong A Wenhua Jiaohuan Chuban Weiyuanhui ed., Taipei: Shangwu 

Yingshuguan, 1935, p. 7.) Both “the monster of tree and stone” and “the spirit of mountain” indicate that wang 

liang stays in the remote foreign places and harms people in the mountain or forests. (Fu-shi Lin, “Shi ‘Mei’—

Yi Xianqin zhi Liuchao Shiqi de Wenxian Zilaio Weizhu de Kaocha”, in Poo Mu-chou ed. Guimei Shenmo—

Zhongguo Tongsu Wenhua Cexie, Taipei: Maitien Chuban, 2005, pp.118-119.)  Furthermore, because Ruo shui 

flows from Si Chuan四川 to Shan xi山西, wang liang is active around this area as well. 
50 The last son of Zhuan Xu Shi lives in the corner of the house. If considering the depiction in “Biography of 

Duke Chu,” that “(Zhuan Xu Shi) is the ancestor of Chu楚,” the area under the attack of pestilences covers from 

southern China to central China, and from the remote mountain to dwellings where people reside. In addition, 

the myth Chong Wang quotes here pictures the popularity of pestilences, including children and adults. The text 

is, “楚之先祖出自帝顓頊高陽.” ( たきがわ すけのぶ（瀧川 龜太郎）,“Biography of Duke Chu” (Chu 

shijia), in Shiji Huichu Kaozheng , Taipei: Tangsgan Chubanshe, 2007,) p. 630.) 
51(East Han) Chung Wang, “Jiechu”, in Lun-heng Jiaozhu, p. 501. The original text is “昔顓頊氏有子三人，生

而皆亡，⼀居江水為虐鬼， ⼀居若水為魍魎， ⼀居歐隅之間，主疫病人。” 
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good at scaring at little kids” in the session of “Ding Gui” (訂鬼).52 In some sense, it is 

reasonable to assume that the crowned prince is frightened by ghosts which are mentioned by 

Wang Chong. However, there are still some other ghosts in Lun Heng who might scare the 

crowned prince. For example, in “Jie Chu,” there are “Guest ghosts,” (ke gui客鬼) “flying 

corpses” (fei shi飛尸)  53 and “floating ominousness” (liu xong流凶).54   

Besides, what it expels is the quest ghosts in the residence. There are twelve major gods 

in the residence. Green dragon and white tiger are made into twelfth place of the list. Dragon, 

tiger are severe gods, which are the identical ghosts in the heaven. Flying corpses and floating 

ominousness dare not gathering absurdly.55  

In addition, in “Ding Gui” (訂鬼), Chong Wang also lists “old object spirit” (lao wu 

jing老物精), “object” (wu 物), “human fairy” (ren zhi yao人之妖), “the deceased” (ben sheng 

yu ren本生於人), “the qi when people get sick” (ren suojien de bing zhi qi人所見得病之氣), 

and “the deities of jia and yi” (jia yi zhi shen甲乙之神) as shosts (gui鬼).56 All the ghosts and 

demonic forces listed above have the possibility to scare the crowned prince.  

Conclusively, the “Method of Evading Illness” is applied under some conditions. For 

example, there are already some illnesss spreading in certain area. Or the resident has been 

frightened by unknown ghosts, including the disturbed Earth God, the ghosts hidden 

somewhere in the house or the three ghosts who died violently. Anyway, different from the 

episode of Ziya Jiang saving Ji Wu and “Gonggai Fa,” the “Method of Evading Illness” does 

not have as many ritual details as the “Concealing the Soul Ritual.” However, the “Method of 

 
52 (East Han) Chung Wang, “Ding Gui”, in Lun-heng Jiaozhu, 2013, p. 405. The original text is, “顓頊氏有三

子，生而亡去為疫鬼：一居江水，是為虐鬼；一居若水，是為魍魎鬼；一居人宮室區隅漚庫，善驚人

小兒。” 
53 “Flying corpses” (fei shi 飛尸) is not seen in pre-Han text. In Han text, it is seen in Qianfulun 潛夫論 by Fu 

Wang, and Jinkui Yiaolue金匱要略. However, there is no depiction of what it is. Its complete depiction of 

“flying corpses” is seen in Gujin Yitong Daquan. The text is “‘flying corpses’ is the something which wanders 

under skin, penetrates viscera. Whenever it breaks out, the patient feels prickle. It changes without regularities. 

(飛尸者，游走皮膚，穿髒腑，每發刺痛，變作無常。” (Ming) Chun-fu Xu, Gujin yitong daquan. 

https://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&chapter=529779.  Accessed on 2021.07.04.  
54 The earliest text recording “floating ominousness” (liu xong流凶) is Lunheng .  
55 There is no record about “Guest ghosts.” (ke gui客鬼) It seems that Chong Wang uses this term to contrast 

with “the identical ghost in the heaven (天之正鬼) which are represented by “green dragon” (青龍) and “white 

tiger” (白虎). The original text is “且夫所除，宅中客鬼也。宅中主神有十二焉，青龍、白虎列十二位。

龍、虎猛神，天之正鬼也，飛尸流凶，安敢妄集。” ((East Han) Wang Chung, “Jiechu”, in Lun-heng 

Jiaozhu, 2013, p. 501. 
56 (East Han) Chong Wang, “Ding Gui”, in Lunheng Jiaozhu, 2013, pp. 448-454.  
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Evading Illness” and the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” share one concept-- protecting the 

supplicants by hiding the supplicants from misfortunes, illness or even death.  

 

3-6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I discuss the antecedents of the ritual. Among the antecedents discussed 

in this chapter, the episode of Ziya Jiang saving Ji Wu, the “Method of Evading Illness”, 

“Gonggai Fa” and the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” all share a concept-- protecting the 

supplicants by hiding the supplicants from misfortunes, illness or even death. In other words, 

although the protection from deities which supplicants worship functions well, these three 

method disguise supplicants by symbolic death or a vacant house. Meanwhile, this way turns 

supplicants into an abnormal condition, like concealing their souls somewhere instead of in 

their bodies, lying in a hole in the ground, burying something representing the supplicants in a 

bottle in the ground, or moving out from their own houses. However, the abnormal situations 

lead people back to their normal life. Nonetheless, when people seek the way leading to their 

normal life, they are shaping the imagine of happiness as well.  Apparently, avoiding from the 

affliction by hiding supplicants themselves has been a motif in Chinese culture and has been 

widely used in various contexts, including medical treatment, literature, or religious rituals, 

since Han Dynasty till now. 

I am going to discuss the details of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” in next chapter. 

Through the details, it is helpful for us to figure out the essence of this ritual.  
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Chapter 4 Ritual Process 

In chapter 2, I depict the six cases I observed in my field work. All of the six cases are 

almost located around northern Taiwan since 2014, including the “concealing” sections and 

“disclosing” sections. The locations of these cases vary: four were in villages, one was in a 

mid-sized city, and one was in Taipei City. In addition, I also observed one ritual in a remote 

village in southern Taiwan. Moreover, to make up for the shortage of cases, I conducted 

interviews with several ritual masters from difference lineages of methods, including Lushan 

Pai and Zhang Fazhu Pai, as well as passed-down manuscripts and oral teachings among 

families (Jiazhuan 家傳). The numbers of supplicants in each of these rituals vary from several 

thousands to single digits. 

Based on the field case studies I have conducted, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” 

consists of two main parts, with specific details of individual steps differing among the various 

ritual masters. The first part serves to conceal the soul (canghun 藏魂), while the second serves 

to uncover the “Concealing the Soul Vessel” (kaihun 開魂). The concealing part includes two 

steps. The first step is preparation work and the second step is to place the soul into the vessel, 

conceal the vessel and have it protected by gods. Meanwhile, the uncovering part has only one 

step. The ritual master uncovers the container where the soul has been concealed and have the 

soul return back to its own body.  

In this chapter, I am going to list all of the details from my field study cases and 

deliberate the reason why they are applied in the ritual as well as the meaning embeded, 

including the steps of ritual performance, the tools, and the emblems. Moreover, I am going to 

discuss some disputations, such as the length of concealing the soul, and the presence of the 

supplicants.  

 

4-1 Preparation Stage  

To conceal supplicant’s soul, the supplicant needs to provide some objects which have 

certain connection with them, including small parts from their body, or something meaningful 

to represent themselves on the preparation stage.  According to the training and linages of ritual 
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masters, these objects vary from supplicants’ hair, their nails, to a piece of worn clothes. 

Besides, ritual masters also requires some supplicant’s personal information to write down on 

a human-shaped substitute figurine made of paper (tishen 替身), including address, age, birth 

date, or the Eight Characters, which is the conventional way to represent a person by dating 

supplicants’ birth dates presented by heavenly stems and earthly branches. Sometimes, it is 

only written on a piece of paper, instead of the human-shaped substitute figurine made of paper. 

No matter where the personal information is written, all the ritual master wants to do is to 

connect the supplicant, the ritual and every item applied in the ritual. In addition, on the 

preparation stage, ritual master also needs to have the talisman done. All of these objects, for 

sure, have to be settled before the ritual starts. 

For those emblems representing the supplicants, including hair, nails and personal 

information, I am going to discuss them in another section. In the following part of this section, 

I am going to discuss those items, which ritual masters have prepared for the preparation stage 

and which are varied among ritual masters according to their trainings and linages. 

 

4-1-1 Vessels 

In the cases I observed in my field studies, ritual masters provide different kinds of 

vessel to contain the soul. Typically, ritual masters use porcelain cups but, due to easier 

availability, one Daoist uses porcelain dippers, while another uses plastic cans.  

The materials of the vessel as well as the forms of the vessel do not matter so much. 

Both Daoist Ming-fu Wu and Daoist Ang-han Zhong 1  mention that they sometimes use 

different instruments to summon the scattered hun soul, such as the Flag of the Celestial 

 
1 I have conducted interviews with Daoist Ang-han Zhong for many times, but I have not observed him perform 

the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. Daoist Ang-han Zhong is the seventh-generation inheritor of Shanhua 

Daotan 善化道壇, a private altar in Shanhua 善化, a mid-sized town in Tainan. When he was a kid, he started 

to learn Daoist skills from his father who is the sixth-generation inheritor. He is entitled Taishang chengyi 

mongwei jinglu shangqing tianshuyuan fumo zhanxie xianguan zhiguab hantian shuyuan  yushi 太上正一盟威

經籙上清天樞院伏魔斬邪仙官知管翰天書院宜事. He officially became a Daoist master in 2000 when he 

accomplished climbing up the knife ladder in a town in southern Taiwan. Then, Daoist Ang-han Zhong  went to 

Jiangxi County and was entitled Taishang chengyi mongwei jinglu shangqing tianshuyuan fumo zhanxie 

xianqing jian yufu neiyuan tongxia zhusi zhengchangshi 太上正一盟威經籙上清天樞院伏魔斬邪仙卿間理玉

府內院統轄諸司正常事. (See Yingfa Hong, Changzheng Ling, Tainan Zhuantong Daotan Yanjiu, Tainan: 

Tainan Shizhengfu Wenhuaju [Cultural Affair Bureau Tainan City Government], 2013, pp. 206-207.) 
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Soldiers (Tianbing Qi 天兵旗) or the Measure of Tianpeng (Tianpeng Chi 天篷尺). The reason 

why they use different kinds of containers to contain the soul is to consider the emergent 

situation they are confronting. For this reason, whatever type of vessel he can reach at hand 

will be taken as the container for the scattered soul. Moreover, Daoist Yong-zhi Zhong2 claims 

that whatever kinds of containers, even a coffin, can be used as the Vessel of Concealing the 

Soul. It is worth mentioning that Daoist Kun-can Zhu3 mentions the usage of coffin in another 

ritual, the “Ritual of Covering the Trigram”(Yangua Yishi 掩卦儀式), which manipulates 

symbolic death as well. It is realized when ritual masters are dealing with emergent accidents. 

He claims that ritual masters place a coffin under the supplicant’s bed. Therefore, when "Black 

and White Impermanence" （Heibai Wuchang, 黑白無常）, come to escort the supplicant’s 

spirit to the underworld, they will be deceived by the coffin and leave because they believe the 

death of the supplicant. However, in the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, due to the concealed 

supplicant’s soul, Black and White Impermanence" can’t reach the soul, which functions as 

symbolic death as well. Conventionally, people do not distinguish the “Ritual of Concealing 

the Soul” from the “Ritual of Covering the Trigram”. 

Different locations to settle the Vessels of Concealing the Soul also brought the changes 

to the forms of the vessels. Daoist Jun-Zong Xu explains that when he was a kid, he went to 

supplicants’ houses to conceal supplicants’ souls with his father. He claims that around 1950s, 

people used to perform the ritual at supplicant’s home and place the Vessels of Concealing the 

Soul on the altar at supplicant’s residence. It is worth noting that around 1950s, ritual masters 

usually concealed the souls for every member of supplicant’s family. Considering the 

increasing supplicants, in order to save the cost of commuting among supplicants’ houses, 

sometimes in different villages, Daoist Jun-Zong Xu decided to perform the ritual at his own 

altar. Since then, because of reducing the time cost, Daoist Jun-Zong Xu served more 

supplicants and the number of the Vessels of Concealing the Soul grew fast. To manage the 

 
2 Daoist Yong-zhi Zhong is the father of Daoist Ang-han Zhong. He is the sixth-generation inheritor of Shanhua 

Daotan 善化道壇. (See Yingfa Hong, Changzheng Ling, Tainan Zhuantong Daotan Yanjiu, Tainan: Tainan 

Shizhengfu Wenhuaju [Cultural Affair Bureau Tainan City Government], 2013, pp. 206-207.) 
3 In the interview conducted on 2015. 08.20, Daoist Kun-can Zhu compared the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” 

with the “Ritual of Covering the Trigram”(Yangua 掩卦). Daoist Kun-can Zh is a well-known Daoist priest in 

northern Taiwan. He is raised in a Daoist family, which moved to Taiwan since early Qing. Daoist Z learns 

Daoist skills from a well-known Daoist priest in a mid-sized city in northern Taiwan in his twenty-five. He is an 

experienced Daoist priest who have been in charge sacrifice ceremonies and patronizes many famous Daoist 

priests around northern Taiwan. (Xiu-juan Yang, Daojiao Zhengyipei Pudufashi Jiqi Changqiang Yanjiu—Yi 

Zhu Kun-can Daozhang wei Duixiang” [A study of Taoism Cheng-yi Sect Salvation of Rite And Music: Major 

in the Taoism Master Ju, Kun-Tsan]. Taipei: Thesis of Taipei Yishu Dazue Chuantong Yishu Yanjiusuo 

[Graduate School of Traditional Art, Taipei National University of the Art], 2015. pp. 7-9. 
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numerous the Vessels of Concealing the Soul, he not only customized the cabinets with drawers 

to store more vessels, but also provided supplicants their single style vessels.  

The plastic cans which Daoist You-kun Li uses become a controversial issue. 

Considering the issue of storing the numerous vessels, it is safe and convenient for Daoist You-

kun Li to pick plastic bottles as the Vessels of Concealing the Soul. It might be not a 

comfortable space for a soul, which represents a living person, to stay inside for one year. 

However, for the sake of convenience, the new style and material of the vessels should be 

accepted. 

 

4-1-2 Other Objects  

Besides the emblems which represent the supplicants whose souls are concealed in the 

vessels, ritual masters put various objects according to their training and linages. Most priests 

place several pieces of rice or grains into the vessel to serve as food for the concealed soul. 

Some also put a coin or two, but others leave it empty save for the paper substitute representing 

the supplicant and the matter from his or her body.   

Except different trainings among ritual masters, Daoist Kun-can Zhu claims that there 

are two similar ways assisting people to avoid the affliction. One is to conceal supplicant’s soul 

and the other one is to conceal supplicant’s destiny (cangyun 藏運). The former requires the 

nail, hair as well as some pieces of rice which serve as food for the supplicants, while the latter 

requires nothing but the personal information of the supplicants. The former conceals 

supplicant’s soul, while the latter conceals supplicant’s natal destiny and birth star (benming 

xingchen 本命星辰). 4 

Meanwhile, ritual masters also have various explanations of usages of the rice. Daoist 

Ming-fu Wu and Daoist Wu-ji Li claims those rice serves as food. However, Daoist Ming-fu 

Wu places plenty rice on the bottom of the dipper, while Daoist Wu-ji Li places just twelve 

pieces of rice, one for each month. Meanwhile, Daoist Ang-han Zhong claims that the rice 

represents those numerous stars in the sky as well as supplicant’s soul hidden among them. 

This can make supplicants avoid the affliction. This way is close to conceal supplicant’s destiny 

 
4 In the interview of Daoist Z, conducted on 2015. 08.20.  
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(cangyun). Daoist Jun-Zong Xu places one black bean, an iron nail, a coin and some grains, 

which not only serves food for the concealed souls, but also corresponds with five phases. 

Similarly, as mentioned in Chapter 2, Daoist Yu-tang Li  places spikes of rice, black sesames, 

black beans, a nail, and two different coins with different colors. Spikes of rice represent the 

growth of creatures, while black sesames and black beans can be transformed into soldiers to 

protect the supplicants. Instead of serving food for concealed soul, Daoist Dang-qi Jian places 

a small piece of mirror and Daoist You-kun Li puts nothing but the paper substitutes and the 

bodily materials representing the supplicants.   

It is obviously that ritual masters put different stuffs into the Vessels of Concealing the 

Soul according to what they learn from their tradition.  

 

4-1-3 Covers 

In the field cases I observed that the cover on the Vessels of Concealing the Soul differs 

according to the officiant’s particular training and lineage. Some may attach a talisman drawn 

in ink, such as the Spell of the Eight Trigrams (bagua fu 八卦符) or the Talisman of the 

Northern Dipper (beidou fu 北斗符). Some just use a piece of red cloth. 

 

4-2 The Stage of Concealing the Soul  

After the preparation have done, the ritual itself comes in three steps. First, the officiant 

summons the celestials to descend onto the sacred space, the shrine or the altar. Second, he 

chants incantations to ask the celestials to protect the paper substitute or transform himself into 

a god. Finally, he seals the vessel with an amulet or a string and has the vessel protected by 

gods.  

However, ritual masters vary according to their linage. Generally, ritual masters conceal 

supplicant’s soul one to one, while Daoist You-kun Li conceals the souls collectively. For this 

reason, he breaks not only one-to-one healing rule but also the procedure mentioned above to 

conceal supplicants’ souls. Instead, he effectively manages the procedure and completes every 
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step separately. Therefore, technically, Daoist You-kun Li does not summon the celestials to 

descend onto the altar before he chants incantations and puts each emblem and personal 

information into every Vessel of Concealing the Soul. In addition, when he tend to store those 

vessels collectively, he performs anther ritual to purify the space where he is going to store 

them.  

Ritual masters use different combinations of incantations to seal the vessels, including 

the “True Names of the Twenty-Eight Constellations,” (Ershiba Su Heihao 二十八宿諱號), 

the “Spell for Concealing the Soul”, the “Spell for Preserving Fate and Extending Life” 

(Baoming Changsheng Zhou 保命長生咒), the “Divine Spell of Golden Radiance” (Jinguang 

Shen Zhou 金光神咒), the “Spell of the Eight Trigrams,” and the “Southern Dipper Spell” 

(Nandou Zhou 南斗咒). Also, their combinations change according to different situations.  

The spells vary a great deal, not so much among different lineages in Taiwan but more 

significantly between Taiwan and Fujian.5 Within Taiwan, there are mainly the Twofold Gate 

of Dao and Methods (Daofa ermen 道法二門) in the north, and the Lu Mountain lineage found 

all across the island, the latter including the Lineage of the Three Grandmothers (Sannai pai 三

奶派) and Zhang Fazhu. Their incantations, although combined differently, all mention the 

Three Teachers and Three Lads (Sanshi santongzi 三師三童子) and the Three Teachers Lad 

(Sanshi tongzilang 三師童子郎) as executors of the spells. These figures commonly appear in 

texts of methods transmitted locally and orally. Incantations used in Fujian typically mention 

the Iron Bull (tieniu 鐵牛) and the Highest Lord Lao (Taishang Laojun 太上老君) as magical 

executors.  

Different collections of such incantations exist. 6 Those of the different lineages of 

Taiwan, for instance the Double Gate of Dao and Methods (Daofa Ermen 道法二門) in 

northern Taiwan, and the Lu Mountain Sect (Lushan Pai 閭山派), or the Three Grandmother 

Sect (Sannai Pai 三奶派) found all across the island, differ little from each other. The 

 
5 I have consulted three major collections: one from Jianyang 建陽, Fujian (Lagerwey and Ye 2007); one from 

the Daotan Zuofa (Taipei: Emei Jushi 2012); and one from performers in Taiwan. 
6 I compare three versions of incantations. One is collected in Jianyang City 建陽市 in Fujian Province 福建, (in 

John Lagerwey & Mingsheng Ye eds., Collection of Traditional Chinese Ritual Texts, Vol. 10, Taipei: 

Xinwenfeng Chuban Congsi., 2007, p. 294.) Another is from Daotan Zuofa (Emei Jushi, Daotan Zuofa, 

Zhanghua: Yiqun Shuju) And the other one is from performers in Taiwan. 
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differences between the spell collections of Taiwan and Fujian Province, however, are 

significant. The incantations which are used in Taiwan, though combined with each other 

differently, all mention the Three Teachers and Three Boys (Sanshi Santongzi 三師三童子) 

and the Three Teachers Boy (Sanshi Tongzilang 三師童子郎) as executors of the spell. These 

figures are widely seen in the texts of the Method (fa 法) school. Meanwhile, the incantations 

which are used in Fujian mention the Iron Bull (Tieniu 鐵牛) and The Most High Lord Lao 

(Taishang Laojun 太上老君) as the magical executors instead. 

 

4-3 The Stage of Disclosing the Soul 

The ritual procedure of uncovering is relatively simple. Besides summoning the deities 

descending on the altar, it only requires one step, that is, to uncover the vessel containing the 

soul and delivering it back to the supplicant. However, there are three issues to be discussed. 

First, there is a great deal of variation with regard to the need of the supplicant to be present 

for the return delivery, and whether the concealed soul gets back collectively or individually.  

Second, in general, when officiants disclose the vessel, they chant different versions of 

the Spell for Disclosing the Soul (Kaihun zhou 開魂咒), depending on their training and lineage. 

However, in one case, instead of chanting incantations out loud, the ritual master mutters it to 

the deities.  

Third, after the vessel is opened, there are various ways of returning the soul to the 

supplicant’s body. Some masters would tap the supplicant’s head and shoulders with burning 

incense, indicating that his soul is already back in the body. Some would chant the incantation 

and then cast divination blocks to make sure that the supplicant’s soul had arrived. One Daoist 

chants incantations since he has so many supplicants.  

 

4-4 Emblems 

Nail, hair, Eight Characters or the dates of birth on lunar calendar, supplicant’s address, 

worn clothing, and a human-shaped substitute figurine made of paper (tishen 替身) are the 
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emblems that ritual masters use in the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. Some represent the 

supplicant in order to be concealed in the vessel. Some marks the soul owner to distinguish 

from other supplicants. Some suffer the pain for the soul owner.   

Generally, supplicants have to provide several strands of hair. Nails are used sometimes, 

depending on the officiant. Some require either ten pieces of finger or toe nails to represent the 

three spirit and seven material souls, while others demand just a few pieces of nails, and yet 

others work without nails but use worn clothing. In addition, some places a human-shaped 

substitute figurine made of paper. Some of them only place a piece of paper written on 

supplicant’s personal information. On the human-shaped substitute figurine made of paper 

(tishen 替身), some of them put supplicant’s Eight Characters or the dates of birth on lunar 

calendar. Daoist Ming-fu Wu uses worn clothing because the supplicant’s family could not 

gather supplicant’s nails or hair.  Although it is expedient, the connection between worn 

clothing and its owner make it represent the supplicant. Each of the emblems has various ways 

to connect with the supplicants. 

 

4-4-1 Hair and Nails 

Ritual masters have various ways to explain the connections. Daoist Wu-ji Li explains 

that it is because nails and hair correspond to their essence and qi (jingqi 精氣). For this reason, 

he requires three pieces of nails from left hand and seven pieces from right hand, which 

corresponds to left three soul hun and right seven soul po (左三魂右七魄). Daoist Dang-qi 

Jian requires only several strands of hair, which is derived from the oracle of the god enshrined. 

In addition, in the oracle, the god refuses any nails of the supplicants, especially for toe nails 

which are not fully purified. Daoist Jun-Zong Xu requires one piece of nail from supplicant’s 

left hand and some strands of hair. 

 Apparently, ritual masters consider nails and hair are the main emblems representing 

the supplicants in the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul.” However, they do not clarify the reason 

why nails and hair represent their owners. Is it because hair and nails are a part of their owners? 

For this reason, ritual masters take them to represent their owners? Or is it because there are 

some connections between hair, nails and their owners’ souls?  Meanwhile, there are many 

texts and researches discussing the importance of hair and nails. Shao-yuan Jiang points out 
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that people in pre-science time period notice several characters of hair. First, hair as well as 

beard grow depending on the vitality of the owners. In Inner Scripture of the Yellow Emperor 

黃帝靈樞經, it lists the look of the hair, according to the body conditions of the owner, which 

is based on the assumption that hair and beard are the remainder of blood (xieyu 血餘).7 

Besides, both hair and nails are not discomposed when their owner’s flesh have already been 

vanished. Furthermore, hair and nails still keep growing, even though the owner’s body has 

already stopped functioning.8 Except those physical characters, Confucianist teachings also 

add social-cultural meanings on hair, which enhances the significance of hair. The most famous 

teaching is that people’s hair as well as their skin is considered as precious gift inheriting from 

their own parents.9  

Furthermore, there are many records in the religious canons which add mysterious 

meanings on hair. In Seven Lots from the Bookbag of the Clouds（Yunji Qiqian 雲笈七籤）, 

there is a section about combing hair. In the scripture, it mentions that combing hair as well as 

chanting incantations will keep the devil away from people. 10  Moreover, it quotes from 

Sandong Fengdaoke (三洞奉道科) that washing one’s hands and faces before they combing 

hair and avoiding others watching combing hair can make people live much longer. 11  In 

addition, hair is considered to be able to cure illness. Shao-yuan Jiang lists the names of the 

illness which use hair as cure in his studies, including child fever, bleeding blood for women, 

bloody stool, and constipation etc.12 Shao-yuan Jiang, then, points out that if hair has medical 

functions, it also implies that hair can make people sick when it is manipulated by sorcerers. 

This coincides with the sorcery scare spreading cases we are going to discuss in the following 

paragraph.  

Nonetheless, while mentioning hair, it always goes with claws, which refer to nails. In 

Book of Transformation （Huashuc 化書）, there is a section particularly discussing hair and 

nails. For their characters, both nails and hair do not bring any hurt or pain when they are cut 

 
7 “Yinyang ershiwu ren” 陰陽二十五人” in Lingshujing 靈樞經, in Qinding Sifu Quanshu 欽定四庫全書. 
8 Shao-yuan Jiang, “Introduction”(daoyan 導言), in Fa Shu Zhua—Guanyu Tamen de Mixin, Beijing: Zhonghua 

Shuju, 2007, pp. 21-27.  
9 “The Scope and Meaning of the Treatise “(Kaizong Mingyi 開宗明義), in The Classic of Filial Piety 

(Xiaojing 孝經), accessed from https://ctext.org/xiao-jing/zh?en=on, on 2021. 08.19.  
10 DZ 1032, 47, 
11 DZ 1032, 47, 
12 Shao-yuan Jiang, Fa Shu Zhua—Guanyu Tamen de Mixin, 2007, p. 31. 
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off.13 In the same section of Seven Lots from the Bookbag of the Clouds, it reminds people not 

throwing away hair and nails in case others will hurt the owner’s soul through the hair and 

nails.14 Therefore, there are some prohibitions of treating nail wastes. In the “Ritual of Settling 

Residence and Thanking for Range” (Anzhai xiezao yi 安宅謝灶儀), it mentions it is forbidden 

to burn hair or nails on the kitchen range.15 Furthermore, in Tianhuang zhidao Taiqing yuce 天

皇至道太清玉冊, it mentions the necessity of possessing a bag for keeping nails. Regarding 

the scriptures and texts, nails cannot be cut without any reasons. It is because of the 

various usages of nails. They can be used as medicine. In addition, if the ghosts 

get people’s hair and nails, they can control the owner’s soul. 16 For the reasons 

mentioned above, a bag for keeping nails is necessary to protect people from afflictions.   

From the texts and scriptures, the essential role that hair and nails play is significant. 

However, those texts do not indicate the connections between hair, nails and their owners. 

When ritual masters place either several strands of hair, or three or seven pieces of nails in the 

Vessel of Concealing the Soul, they only claim that it is because both hair and nails correspond 

to essence and qi (jingqi 精氣) of the owners. Nonetheless, their explanations do not answer 

the question--whether the hair and the nails represent the owners or not. However, there is a 

long history of using hair and nails to represent their owners.  

In “Choulugong Shijia” 周魯公世家, there is another text recording how Duke of Chou 

used his nails to save the life of King Wen of Chou. Once King Wen of Chou was badly ill, 

Duke of Chou cut his nails and sank them as offerings in the river. King Wen of Chou was 

healed after that.17  In the ninth volume of Master Lü's Spring and Autumn Annals (Lushi 

chunqiu 呂氏春秋), King of Shang dynasty Tang used his own body praying in the forest for 

the drought which had been lasting for five years. Then, he cut his hair and nails as sacrifice to 

 
13 DZ 1044, 1. The original text is “髮爪者，我之形何。爪可割而無害，髮可截而無痛，蓋榮衛所不

至也，則是我本無害，而筋骨為之害，我本無痛，而血肉為之痛，所以知喜怒非我作，哀樂非

我動，我為形所昧，形為我所愛，達此理者，可以出生死之外。”  
14 DZ 1032, 47, 
15 DZ 1225, 44. 

16 DZ 1483, 6, The original text is “爪袋 上清經所戒，不得 除爪髮  。博物志云，梟夜收人爪，

置目中，知金吉凶。千金方亦曰，甲入腹成病，治之不愈。按靈書經十，敗不許燒  爪髮  。或

言鬼得人  爪髮，則繫三魂，多魘魅。以此詳之，故爪袋不可不設。”  
17 (West Han) Qian Sima, “Choulugong Shijia”, in Records of the Grand Historian (Shiji),  The original text is 

“成王少時，病，周公乃自揃其蚤沈之河，以祝於神曰：「王少未有識，奸神命者乃旦也。」亦藏其策

於府。成王病有瘳.” 
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ask gods to bless his people. After his sacrifice, it started to rain.18 Furthermore, in the chapter 

titled “Jinteng” 金滕 in the Book of Document (Shang shu 尚書), Duke of Chou 周公 prayed 

to the god when King Wu of Chou 周武王 was being terribly ill. Duke of Chou persuaded gods 

to take his life to substitute King Wu of Chou’s. After dealing with gods by offering the life of 

Duke of Chou, King Wu of Chou was healed. The petition paper was locked in a box and was 

not found until King Wu of Chou died several years later. Apparently, both King of Shang 

dynasty Tang and Duke of Chou kept alive after they prayed to gods. Then, what did they 

referred to when they mentioned taking themselves as the substitutes?19  Shao-yuan Jiang 

claims that Duke of Chou did not really die, but cut his hair and nails as symbolic death of 

himself.20 Symbolic death of Duke of Chou is based on the belief that hair and nails of Duke 

of Chou could represent Duke of Chou himself. 

The significance of hair is more than representing its owners. Indeed, hair also connects 

to the soul of its owner. For the reason, the significant figures use their hair and nails to execute 

their symbolic death. In addition, before Han dynasty, there was a punishment called “kun” 髡 

which cuts of offender’s hair. Compared with the five extreme physical punishments, 21 

Mo (墨),22 Yi (劓),23 Yue (刖),24 Gong (宮)25 and Da Pi (大辟),26 cutting offender’s hair does 

not bring the offender huge pain. However, the crime of Nei (耐罪) which makes offender 

 
18 Bu-wei, Lu edited, Volume 9, in Master Lü's Spring and Autumn Annals (Lushi Chunqiu). The original text is 

“昔者湯克夏而正天下, 天大旱五年不收, 湯乃以身禱於桑林,曰余一人有罪無及萬夫萬夫有罪在余一人

無以一人之不敏,使上帝鬼神傷民之命,于是剪其髮,其手以身為犧牲用祈福於上帝.” 
19 Wan-li Qu, Shangshu Jishi, Taipei: Lianjing chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 1983, p128. The original text is 

“your great descendant, is suffering from a severe and violent disease; if you three kings have in heaven the 

charge of (watching over) him, (Heaven's) great son, let me Dan be a substitute for his person. (惟爾元孫某，

遘厲虐疾。若爾三王是有丕子之責于天，以旦代某之身。 )(English translation is accessed from 

https://ctext.org/shang-shu/metal-bound-coffer/zh?en=on in 2020.10.24.) 
20 Shao-yuan Jiang, Fa Shu Zhua—Guanyu Tamen de Mixin, 2007, pp. 20. 
21  (Yuan dynasty), Duanlin Ma, Comprehensive Examination of Literature (Wenxian Tongkao ), Vol. 162,  

(http://hanchi.ihp.sinica.edu.tw.autorpa.lib.nccu.edu.tw/ihpc/hanji?@10^1511038675^807^^^7020600400220

00100010004^237@@1507555540#top, accessed on 2020.11.08)  
22 It is also known as qíng (黥). This punishment refers to tattooing on the face or forehead of the offenders with 

indelible ink. 
23 This punishment refers to cutting off the offender’s nose. It is done without applying any anaesthetic. 
24 It is also known as bìn (臏). This punishment refers to amputation of the offender’s left or right foot or both. 
25 It is also known as yínxíng (淫刑). Gong for men was applied to the same crime as Gongxing for women, 

namely adultery, "" or "promiscuous" activity. This punishment refers to removal of the reproductive organs of 

offenders. The penis is removed and testicles are cut off. Ladies are locked in the dwellings for the rest of her 

life.    
26 The punishment refers to death sentence.  
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sentenced the punishment of “kun” is as serious as the five extreme physical punishments.27 

According on the explanation of Shao-yuan Jiang, the punishment of “kun” is no lighter than 

the other five physical punishments because being cut off all hair does not only bring the mental 

suffering, but also brings the damage to its owner’s soul.28  

The concept that keeping one’s hair refers to controlling his soul roots deeply in 

Chinese culture. Philip A Kuhn demonstrates how public scary was instigated by manipulating 

an imaginary story that people were controlled because someone stole their hair in his book, 

Soulstealers: The Chinese Sorcery Scare of 1768. The main target of the whole book is to draw 

the outline of how the bureaucracy functions in Qing dynasty.29 The whole story started from 

several soul-stealing incidents arousing public fear. More and more peasants’ queues were cut 

secretly. At the same time, those peasants also lost their souls and consciousness. People 

believed the incident was caused by someone who had practiced sorcery over them through 

peasants’ queues, which had connections with owners’ souls.30 For this reason, government 

officials started to arrest monks or strangers who carried scissors, or anyone who had some 

strands of hair as well as talismans with them. The emperor, on one hand, considered the 

sorcery scare spreading cases as a rebellion, which he had to eliminate. On the other hand, he 

took the chance to reorganize the bureaucracy in which officials shielded each other in order 

to keep their own positions. Therefore, the emperor urged mayors of provinces to conduct 

investigations on the sorcery scare spreading cases, especially the one in 1768. The 

complicated political analysis is not the focus my research would like to address. Indeed, those 

soul-stealing cases reveal us how important and mysterious the hair is.  

These stories do not only demonstrate the connection between nails, hair and their 

owners, but also reveal how hair and nails represent their owners. Meanwhile, these stories 

also tell us that in the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul,” the hair and nails, as emblems of the 

supplicant, do not simply indicate a part of supplicant’s body. They also connect to supplicant’s 

souls.  

 
27  (Yuan dynasty), Duanlin Ma, Comprehensive Examination of Literature (Wenxian Tongkao ), Vol. 163,  

(http://hanchi.ihp.sinica.edu.tw.autorpa.lib.nccu.edu.tw/ihpc/hanji?@150^2001164130^807^^^702060040022

000200010001^8@@525343917#top, accesed on 2020.11.08) 
28 Shao-yuan Jiang, Fa Shu Zhua—Guanyu Tamen de Mixin, 2007, pp. 78-100. 
29 Philip A Kuhn, “Soulstealers: The Chinese Sorcery Scare of 1768,” (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University 

Press, 2009.) 
30 In the history of Qing, there are three sorceries scare spreading cases happening in 1768, 1810, and 1876.  

 However, only the one happening in 1768 was investigated and caused widely panic. (Philip A Kuhn, 

“Soulstealers: The Chinese Sorcery Scare of 1768,” p. 223.) 
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4-4-2 Human-shaped Substitute Figurine Made of Paper 

 The human-shaped substitute figurine made of paper is widely used in religious rituals 

in Taiwan. The human-shaped substitute figurine made of paper which is used in the “Ritual 

of Concealing the Soul” represents the supplicant whose soul is concealed in the vessel. They 

are like paper dolls, about twenty centimeters long and seven centimeters wide. Different from 

the substitutes in literature, the human-shaped substitute figurines made of paper in the “Ritual 

of Concealing the Soul” do not have exactly the same appearance as the people they represent. 

In addition, the human-shaped substitute figurine made of paper does not have their own 

personalities as well. Therefore, their existence neither reflects the struggles in the mind of the 

supplicants, nor owns the opposite personalities to the supplicants.31 There doesn’t exist any 

conversation or interaction between the supplicant and the substitute. It is just a piece of paper 

which is printed a human shape on it. Factories make thousands of the substitutes with the same 

look a day. For this reason, in the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul,” ritual masters have to write 

down supplicants’ names, addresses and birth dates on the substitutes to identify the owner of 

the concealed soul. Under the protection of the gods enshrined, this human-shaped substitute 

figurine made of paper as well as supplicant’s hair and nails are going to be safely kept in the 

Vessel of Concealing the Soul until the vessel is disclosed. Therefore, identifying the identity 

of the substitute does not expose the soul or the supplicant in the threaten of the affliction. On 

the contrary, proclaiming the identity of the substitute is good for the substitute to obtain the 

protection from the gods enshrined. In some cases, ritual masters use scarecrows as substitutes 

as well.  

 In Daoist Canon, there are some paragraphs depicting the details of using the substitutes. 

The depictions which are recorded in Daoist Canon are similar with the way we use substitutes 

in the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. Substitutes have the same appearance as the supplicants, 

even the same size. Ritual masters also carve supplicant’s name on the substitute. To build up 

the connection between the substitute and the supplicant, the supplicant also needs to exhale 

onto the substitute. Namely, the substitute becomes another supplicant. In Taishang Sanpi 

 
31 There have been plenty researches on how the substitute function in literature in Taiwan. Joyce C.H. Liu 

concludes that there are two kinds of substitutes from A Psychoanalytical Study of Double in Literature by 

Robert Rogers: manifest double and latent double. The former refers to two individual characters created by 

writers with similar appearances, but completely different life stories or social status. The latter one refers to two 

individual characters with different appearances, but similar destinies or status. (Joyce C.H. Liu, “Nuxing de 

Fuzhi: Nanxing Zuojia Bixia Eryuanhua de Xiangzheng Fuhao”, in Chungwai Wenxue 中外文學[Chung Wai 

Literary Quarterly], 18:1(1989): 116-136.)  
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Wujie Mifa 太上三辟五解密法, religious specialist claims that on certain time of the certain 

day, he carves supplicant’s image on a select wood. After he chants incantations for seven 

times, he asks the supplicant to inhale the air from north for three time, and then exhale on the 

wood substitute. Moreover, the supplicant also needs to envision his own image and project 

his own image on the wood substitute. Afterwards, the wood substitute will substitute the 

supplicant when the supplicant confronts afflictions.32 In Guiguzi Tiansui Lingwen 鬼谷子天

髓靈文, ritual masters use pillows to make substitutes. Supplicant has to visualize himself 

when lying on the pillow at the dawn. After applying talismans for forty-nine days, the pillow 

will transform itself into the supplicant.33 

However, not all the human-shaped substitute figurines made of paper function the 

same way in the ritual. For instance, Li-ling Xu points out that the human-shaped substitute 

figurine made of paper plays the essential role in the “Ritual of Offering and Resolution”.34 In 

the “Ritual of Offering and Resolution”, the supplicant is going to confront the affliction which 

also refers to the yin side of supplicant’s natal destiny (benming 本命) due to the time changing. 

Therefore, the human-shaped substitute figurine made of paper indeed represents the yin side 

of supplicant himself. In addition, according to the incantation which Li-ling Xu recorded in 

her field study, the human-shaped substitute figurine made of paper also owns anonymous 

feature. In the incantation, ritual master gives the substitute a common and ordinary surname, 

Kang（康）for men and Su（蘇） for women. Then, ritual master also reads some unprecise 

addresses in the incantation. Obviously, ritual master tries to fool the demonic forces by 

 
32 DZ 583, 18, 1b. The original text is 先於五月五日午時，用五姓，失火人家燒着木柴頭一段，三寸

面北，以酒脯各五分祭之。祝曰：吾今以吉日正時，取木中之精，火中之星，雕刻身貌同狀吾

形，綵衣絳囊酒脯，將誠仗汝之靈，代吾之名，超生度死，共保長生，急急如太上三官五帝令。

敕年，紀歲，再念前呪七徧，吸北炁三口，吹之木人身上其木，以手把定，搖動之却便仍前，

收絳囊之中，凡常日夜，想自己形骸言語，去就在木人身上，凡三箇本命日，如前呪行持，則

木人自然通靈，便能使得出入往來如神，若遇大限死至之日，則木人代替身死也。”  
33 DZ 867, 9, 1a.The original text is “右符用檀香心，煎湯吞之，更用自己身，持用雷驚棗木，作一神

枕。枕頭作時，須用方圓七寸二分，高二寸五分，曉時但存想形體，似在枕中方假。服符呪持

四十九日，神枕化為自己，身形質相似，更持百日斷，斷法成志心，不退千日神，枕大出遊，

方惟留下神枕，在房內便是自己，身體若在家中，有人葬埋去，如自己身。欲來時，人盡驚怪，

都言道死去如何，在來至時，猶人說似破開墳，惟見棺內只是一神枕，此法乃是替身自己死一

迴去，如是其時，別造一枕，延年十二月，此符望東方日未出時，取氣吹在筆上，卓十二下，

然後書符記之。”  
34 Li-ling Xu, “Taiwan Minjian Xinyang zhong de Buchunyun Yishi—Yi Beibu Zhengyipai Daoshi Suoxing de 

Fashu Yishi Weili,” in Minzuxue Yanjiusuo Ziliao Huibian [Taiwan Journal of Anthropology], 13, (1992): 95-

129. 
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providing ambiguous information of the supplicant and blurring the identity of the substitute.35 

Furthermore, substitute bears the affliction by disguising itself. Therefore, the “Substitute is 

substitute. It buys the fakeness, instead of the trueness.”36 In another incantation, the human-

shaped substitute figurine made of paper does not only share the same identity as the supplicant, 

but also bears all the calamities and both mental and physical pain for the supplicant. 

Substitute is substitute. 

It has substituted for thousand people good and ten thousand people light. 

Long time ago Jiang Taigong made scarecrow 

Bear Wu ju his hundred-day trouble. 

Later, Three Ladies, Chen, Lin, and Li taught people pasting paper to make substitute, 

The substitute dresses the same as XXX 
It was born on the same year, the same month, the same day, and the same hour as  

  XXX 

It bore the calamities for XXX outside 

It retreated the calamities in XXX’s head and made the head good. 

Something bothering one’s mind will be eliminated. 

If both hands are confronting calamities, both hands will turn good. 

The calamities occurring on both feet will be eliminated.37  

To figure out what role these human-shaped paper substitute plays in these religious 

rituals. Hsun Chang points out four functions of human-shaped paper substitute from the 

perspective of cultural psychology when she observes the performance of the “Ritual of 

Offering and Resolution”. First, the paper-substitute imitates the appearance of the supplicant. 

Therefore, when the human-shaped substitute figurine suffers from the affliction for the 

supplicant, the supplicant will not feel guilty for what has happened on the human-shaped 

substitute figurine. Meanwhile, the supplicant will confront the mistakes they have made and 

will not make the same mistakes anymore. Meanwhile, the yin side of supplicant’s natal destiny 

(benming) will be revealed. Then, the human-shaped paper substitute makes the supplicant 

confess their lacking of abilities to control their own world. Therefore, the supplicant will start 

to recognize the existence of the ghosts, demonic forces, and their own eight characters. The 

last function of the human-shaped paper substitute is that when the supplicant witnesses the 

 
35 Li-ling Xu, “Taiwan Minjian Xinyang zhong de Buchunyun Yishi—Yi Beibu Zhengyipai Daoshi Suoxing de 

Fashu Yishi Weili,” 1992:108. 
36 Li-ling Xu, “Taiwan Minjian Xinyang zhong de Buchunyun Yishi—Yi Beibu Zhengyipai Daoshi Suoxing de 

Fashu Yishi Weili”, 1992:108.  
37 Li-ling Xu, “Taiwan Minjian Xinyang zhong de Buchunyun Yishi—Yi Beibu Zhengyipai Daoshi Suoxing de 

Fashu Yishi Weili”, 1992:109. The original text is “替身是替身，替得千人好萬人輕，自早姜太公作草人，

替武吉百日難，後來陳林李三奶教人糊紙做替身，替身穿衣和某某平常平開，和某某人同年同月同日

同時生，擔起某某災厄出外方。退脫某某頭中有災頭中好，心腹艱難心頭消，雙手有災雙手好，雙腳

災厄退消除，一身三百六十骨節七十二部位，急急退，急急消，莫留災厄過明朝，大命堅固，身體平

安。” 
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paper-substitute is willing to suffer all the affliction or physical pain for supplicant, the 

supplicant themselves will accept all of the afflictions, the causes of their illness, and take the 

treatment.38  

Apparently, the human-shaped substitute figurine made of paper in the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul” has a different feature from the ones used in the “Ritual of Offering and 

Resolution”. The substitute in the former ritual highlights the identity of the supplicant it 

represents, while the substitute in the latter ritual has to disguise itself. Beyond this difference, 

these substitutes share a mutual feature: bearing punishments, tortures, afflictions, illness, sins, 

or even death for others. In another words, in Chinese culture, it is common to use an unharmful 

object or an irrelevant other as the substitute to avoid all of the afflictions which will fall or are 

falling on the supplicant. Furthermore, all these punishments, tortures, afflictions, illness, sins, 

or even death are transferable. Therefore, both people and objects are used as substitutes to 

bear responsibilities for others.     

In Chinese history, there are records that significant figures used their own lives as well 

as their own bodies as offerings in the sacrifice. Besides cutting hair and nails of those 

significant figures to indicates the symbolic death of the owner, torturing the bodies of 

significant figures or using living lives as offerings is another way to express people’s 

confession to gods as well as beg the pardons from Heaven. What those significant figures have 

conducted is to bear the sins, punishments and afflictions for the people they govern.  

At the end of “Jinteng”, it mentions that in one autumn, the grain was destroyed by 

thunder and lightning sent by Heaven before it was reaped. King Wen of Chou felt regretted 

for his suspicion on Duke of Chou after reading the petition paper in the box, which Duke of 

Chou reported to the Heaven. Therefore, King Wen of Chou decided to sacrifice to Heaven in 

the suburban. After sacrifice, it started to rain and people harvest the grain.39 Although in the 

 
38 Hsun Chang, “Daojiao Jijie Yishi zhong Chanhui yu Tishen: Yige Wenhua Xinlixue de Tantao” [Confession 

and Substitution in Taoist Exorcism: A Cultural Psychological Analysis], in An-Bang Yu ed., Bentu Xinli yu 

Wenhua Liaoyu—Lunlihua de Keneng Tanwen [Indigenous Psychology and Cultural Healing: Inquiries into a 

New Role for Ethics], (Taipei: Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo [Institute of Ethnology, Academia 

Sinica], 2008), p. 409. 
39 Wanli Qu, Shangshu Jishi, 1983, p132. The original text is “秋，大熟，未獲，天大雷電以風，禾盡偃，大

木斯拔，邦人大恐。王與大夫盡弁以啟金滕之書，乃得周公所自以為功代武王之說…王執書以泣，曰：

「其勿穆卜！昔公勤勞王家，惟予沖人弗及知。今天動威以彰周公之德，惟朕小子其新逆，我國家禮

亦宜之。」王出郊，天乃雨，反風，禾則盡起。二公命邦人凡大木所偃，盡起而築之。歲則大

熟。”( In the autumn, when the grain was abundant and ripe, but before it was reaped, Heaven sent a great storm 

of thunder and lightning, along with wind, by which the grain was all broken down, and great trees torn up. The 

people were greatly terrified; and the king and great officers, all in their caps of state, proceeded to open the 
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text, it does not mention if King Wen of Chou tortured himself while sacrificing, it is still 

reasonable to assume that he did it. It is because when praying to the Heaven to ask for bless, 

it is inevitable to offer certain benefits or sacrifice certain things. Therefore, Duke of Chou 

offered his own life to substitute the life of King Wu of Chou. In the chapter of “Jian Dawang 

Bohan”柬大王泊旱 in the bamboo slips in Shanghai Museum, King of Chu State sacrificed in 

the sun to pray for the rain at first. He thought the drought had been caused by the spirit of 

River of Xia (xiashui 夏水), which was not the main river of Chu State. He divined for the 

answer. The result of divination coincided his thought. Therefore, King of Chu State would 

like to sacrifice to the spirit of River of Xia (xiashui 夏水), which violated the regulation of the 

rituals. After debating with several of his ministers, he understood what misbehave he had 

conducted. To make up his misbehave and show his sincerity, King of Chu State decided to 

expose himself in the sun when sacrificing to eliminate the drought (bahan 跋旱). After his 

confession, it started to rain.40 Moreover, as mentioned above, King of Shang dynasty Tang 

used his own body praying in the forest for the drought lasting for five years. After his sacrifice, 

it started to rain.41 

In these texts, significant figures tortured themselves and bore physical pains in order 

to take the responsibility for people who were suffering from the punishment of Heaven. In 

some degree, these significant figures play the role of substitute for the people they rule. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to connect the human-shaped paper figurines made of paper used in 

the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” with those significant figures in these stories. Furthermore, 

the idea of bearing the sin through suffering physical pain for others has been remained both 

in the Daoist Canon and exorcist rituals performed nowadays. However, the idea has been 

 
metal-bound coffer and examine the writings in it, where they found the words of the duke when he took on 

himself the business of being a substitute for king Wu… The king held the writing in his hand, and wept, saying, 

'We need not (now) go on reverently to divine. Formerly the duke was thus earnest for the royal House, but I, 

being a child, did not know it. Now the Heaven has moved its terrors to display his virtue. That I, the little child, 

(now) go with my new views and feelings to meet him, is what the rules of propriety of our kingdom require.' 

The king then went out to the borders (to meet the duke), when Heaven sent down rain, and, by virtue of a 

contrary wind, the grain all rose up. The two (great) dukes gave orders to the people to take up the trees that had 

fallen and replace them. The year then turned out very fruitful. )(English translation is accessed from 

https://ctext.org/shang-shu/metal-bound-coffer/zh?en=on in 2020.10.24.) 
40 Fong-wu Chou, “Shang Bosi ‘Jian Dawang Bohan’ Chongtan”, in Pengzhai Xueshu Wenji—Zhanguo Zhushu 

juan, (Taipei: Taida Chuban Chongxin, 2016), pp.311-335. Ji-ling Zhang, ‘Jian Dawang Bohan Yishi,’ in 

Shanghai Bowuguan cang Zhanguo chu Zhushu (si) “Duben, written by Siting Chen, Jiling Zhang, Youren Gao 

and Silin Zhu, edited by Xusheng Ji, (Taipei: Wanjuan lou, 2007), pp. 73-102.  
41 Bu-wei Lu edited, Volume 9, in Master Lü's Spring and Autumn Annals (Lushi chunqiu). The original text is 

“昔者湯克夏而正天下, 天大旱五年不收, 湯乃以身禱於桑林,曰余一人有罪無及萬夫萬夫有罪在余一人

無以一人之不敏,使上帝鬼神傷民之命,于是剪其髮,其手以身為犧牲用祈福於上帝.” 
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shaped differently. The substitute that bears the sin for others becomes an object, instead of the 

significant figures. In Daoist Canon, ritual masters use wooden human-shaped substitutes,42 or 

a pillow43 as the substitute to bear the affliction, even the death for the supplicants. In Taiwan, 

when performing exorcist rituals (fachang 法場  or shichang 獅場 ), ritual masters use 

scarecrows or human-shaped substitute figurine made of paper to bear the afflictions which the 

supplicants are confronting or are going to confront.44  

 

4-5 The Illness the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” Heals 

 When asked what illness the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” heals, every ritual master 

has their own story about the ritual. One helped his son survive a cancer when his son was in 

his ten. One performed this ritual to extend another two years for his friend who died of cancer 

as well as his assistant cured a believer who suddenly lost his mind shouting when he was 

worshipping at their temple. One concealed a juvenile’s soul to end the endless arguments 

between the juvenile and his (her) parents. One concealed the supplicant soul when he stayed 

in the Intensive Care Unit and disclosed his soul until his doctors figured out what diseases he 

caught.     

 Daoist Teng-long Li claims that ritual masters perform various healing rituals according 

to the symptoms that supplicants have. Generally, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” aims at 

the emergent situation between life and death or the symptoms without any clues.  Daoist Jun-

zong Xu points out that concealing supplicant’s soul is have the enshrined god, Founder of 

Eight Trigrams (Bagua Zushi 八卦祖師), as supplicant’s benefactor (guiren 貴人). The 

benefactor will protect the supplicant, and assist him/ her to reach right doctors.45 In other 

words, there is no specific symptoms or illness that the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” heals, 

but keeping the patient safe and waiting for the crisis gone. In addition, to sooth the disturbance 

of mental disorder which is usually considered as obsessed demonic forces or spirits, 

concealing the patient’s soul will be the fast way.  

 
42 DZ 583, 18, 1b.  
43 DZ 867, 31, 10. 
44 Hsun Chang, “Daojiao Jijie Yishi zhong Chanhui yu Tishen: Yige Wenhua Xinlixue de Tantao”, 2008, pp. 375-

417. 
45 In the interview which is conducted on 2018.02.09. 
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4-6 The Length of Concealing the Soul  

 The length of concealing the soul varies according to the type of concealing the soul. 

Theoretically, the length of mending type is no longer than ninety days. Daoist Kun-can Zhu 

points out that the function of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” mainly focuses on helping 

supplicants go through emergent situation between life and death, which is considered as a 

threshold (guanxian 關限) in life in Taiwanese culture. Normally, the life crisis would not last 

longer than a season, ninety days, so-called hundred days (bairi 百日). For this reason, ritual 

master would not like to conceal supplicant’s soul longer than ninety days.46 In other words, 

hun soul is not supposed to leave its owner’s body too long. The longer the hun soul leave the 

body, the weaker the owner will be. However, in the case of mending type, two of the 

supplicants concealed their soul in the temple longer than two years. Daoist Ming-fu Wu 

explained both cases followed the oracles. Considering the protection from the gods, the 

ninety-day rule could be ignored.  

 When this issue comes to the preventive type, the length of concealing the soul becomes 

flexible. In most cases, supplicant’s soul is concealed around lunar new year and disclosed at 

the end of that lunar year. In some special cases, according to the oracle, supplicant’s soul 

keeps being concealed until the supplicant has gone through all of the afflictions.  

 However, there is a fundamentally theoretical contradiction between the preventive 

type and the mending type while discussing how long the soul could be concealed. For this 

part, ritual masters have various explanations according to their training. Daoist Dang-qi Jian 

claims that he does not literally conceal the supplicant’s soul. On the contrary, he just makes 

the soul invisible by practicing the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. After that, due to its 

invisibility, the demonic forces and affliction cannot harm the soul as well as its owner.47 

Daoist You-kun Li claims what he had done with the soul is to pacify supplicant’s soul in their 

“Primordial Spirit Palace” (yuanchen Gong 元辰宮) under the protection of Founder of Eight 

Trigrams.48 In the other words, some ritual masters realize that they only perform a ritual 

 
46 In the interview which is conducted on 2015.08.22. 
47 In the interview which is conducted on 2018.05.22. 
48 In the interview which is conducted on 2013.11. 
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requesting the protection from the deities enshrined, instead of literally concealing supplicants’ 

souls.  

 In some cases, supplicants do not sustain their life till the end of the year. Therefore, 

their family come to the altar and request to disclose the Vessel of Concealing the Soul, before 

the supplicant pass away. Both Daoist Jun-zong Xu and Daoist Yu-tang Li disclose the Vessel 

of Concealing the Soul for the supplicants, while Daoist You-kun Li doesn’t disclose the Vessel 

of Concealing the Soul individually. In some cases, supplicants conceal their souls for more 

than one year. There are three situations that supplicants do so. First, some supplicants forget 

that their souls are concealed. In these cases, ritual masters leave the vessels in the same place 

without disturbing them. Considering the danger that those souls might encounter after they 

are disclosed from the vessels, ritual masters dare not disclose those vessels. Second, the 

enshrined deities do not permit to disclose the supplicant’s soul. Daoist Jun-zong Xu suggest 

his believers keep their soul concealed via mantic techniques, while Daoist Dang-qi Jian 

requires every supplicant obtains permission from the god by casting divination blocks before 

he performs the “Ritual of Disclosing the Soul”. Last, some supplicants request to conceal their 

souls for another year because they are satisfied with the lives when their souls are concealed. 

Daoist Jun-zong Xu calls this service as Entrusting the Soul (Jihun 寄魂).    

 

4-7 Supplicant’s Presence 

The issue of presence of supplicant brings a big controversy among ritual masters who 

perform the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. Ritual masters have various explanations on it.  

Theoretically, everyone’s soul is supposed to stay in their own physical body. Normally, 

at the moment when ritual masters conceal the soul, the soul is supposed to stay in supplicant’s 

body. For this reason, supplicants do not only participate the ritual performance, but also build 

up a connection with the ritual by experiencing how their souls are concealed. This is also most 

of the cases I observe in this research. In addition, supplicants not only participate the ritual 

performance. More than that, supplicants also go to the temple or the private altar before the 

ritual starts. To obtain the permission to conceal their souls, they have to obtain the oracle from 

gods or talk to the ritual masters before the ritual is performed. With no doubt, supplicants 
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show up at the scene when the ritual is performed. Supplicants involve with all these moves, 

establish connection with the ritual, and, therefore, enhance the efficacy of this ritual.   

If the supplicants cannot show up and present at the scene, there are supposed to be 

someone who represents the supplicant to attend the ritual. Those representatives will carry 

certain objects or some personal information to represent the supplicants with them, like 

supplicants’ Eight Characters, their addresses, their nails, or their hair. In that case, the 

supplicants needn’t be present at the scene. However, if there are not any emblems, Daoist 

Ming-fu Wu claims that the supplicants must be present at the scene in person, because he 

needs to make sure if the supplicant’s soul is concealed completely and safely. He declares that 

there are several possible resolutions if the supplicant cannot attend the ritual in person. The 

common one is to bring supplicant’s clothes, or anything he or she has used before. One is to 

summon the supplicant’s soul via the gods enshrined in the temple. This is commonly applied 

in the case of accidents, because the supplicant’s hun soul is originally separated from the body.  

When it comes to the disclosing the soul stage, the presence of supplicants becomes a 

controversial issue. For most ritual masters, supplicants participate the “Ritual of Concealing 

the Soul” in person. Daoist Dang-qi Jian strictly prohibits all people at the scene making any 

conversations due to the severely dangerous situation. If the supplicants cannot attend the scene, 

Daoist Dang-qi Jian folds the disclosed soul into the paper money. He sends the souls back to 

their owners when burning the paper money as well as assigning ghost soldiers coming with 

those supplicants’ souls. Meanwhile, there is always a long line for supplicants who wait for 

gaining their souls back to their own bodies because Daoist Jun-Zong Xu insists performing 

the ritual one to one.  

However, the way Daoist You-kun Li performs the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” and 

the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” arouses many disputes. In Daoist You-kun Li’s temple, 

supplicants leave their personal information and emblems which represent themselves in the 

temple at the beginning of the year. Meanwhile, considering the difficulties of disclosing the 

numerous souls back to their owner one to one, Daoist You-kun Li does not require supplicants 

to participate the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. Instead, he performs the ritual alone and 

completes the ritual less in ten minutes--purifying the altar, chanting secret incantations to 

guard the souls back to their owners, and then disclosing the Vessels of Concealing the Souls 

collectively. That is, the supplicants do not know when their souls are concealed, as well as 

have no idea when their souls go back to their bodies.  They are required neither to participate 
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their souls concealed, nor to visit the temple again to participate the “Ritual of Disclosing the 

Soul” at the end of the year. Daoist You-kun Li claims that the souls themselves will get back 

to their owners because of the secrete incantations. This explanation leaves some disputable 

spaces among some ritual masters who perform the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”.  

 

4-8 Conclusion 

While observing this ritual performed in the field, I find out there is a pattern between 

different ritual masters although they claim they are belonged to different Daoist traditions. As 

we know, the ritual details of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” are not written in Daoist 

Canon. Therefore, the ritual details are preserved in the manuscripts or oral teachings which 

are secretly passed down inside the family of ritual masters. For this reason, differences are 

inevitable among their ritual performances. However, although every ritual master does not 

perform the ritual exactly the same, they still share a pattern. 

On the other hand, there exists a logical contradiction. How can it be possible that an 

individual ritual is secretly preserved in different private altars which are owned by different 

ritual masters’ families as well as shares a pattern among these different families. As I 

mentioned in the methodology in Chapter 1, this research is not looking for a universal and 

objective truth. Instead, I situate this ritual in the social and historical context of Taiwan. 

Therefore, I focus on the cases I found in Taiwan. At the same time, I also searched for if there 

is any record that the ritual is practiced in China. Unfortunately, I did not find any records or 

any researches on this ritual.49 This can be one of the reasons why I only discuss the case in 

Taiwan.  

Next chapter, I am going to discuss what the historical, social, and cultural contexts are. 

The idea sounds like a common sense and need not address it particularly. However, those 

intertwined historical, social, and cultural contexts is not simply a common sense on the island. 

 
49 Before I complete my dissertation writing, Neng-chang Wu just published his new book: Yishi, Shenming yu 

Difang Shehui: Ｍinxi Lingyingtang fashi Chuantong Yanjiu (Daojiao Yishi Congshu zhi si). In his study, he 

conducts the research on the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” in China. I have watched the film he recorded 

and his presentation on line. The details of performing the ritual are different from those in Taiwan. For this 

reason, I did not discuss it in my dissertation. (Neng-chang Wu just published his new book: Yishi, Shenming 

yu Difang Shehui: Ｍinxi Lingyingtang fashi Chuantong Yanjiu (Daojiao Yishi Congshu zhi si), Taipei: 

Xinwenfong Chuban Gongsi, 2019.)  
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They have gone through changes of regimes. Therefore, I am going to comb the history of the 

island from the perspective of residence on the island, instead of the perspective of Chinese 

orthodox culture. I would not deny that the perspective I take lacks of scientifically 

objectiveness. However, as what I claimed in the methodology, there is no absolutely objective 

perspective. For this reason, before situating the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” in the contexts 

of Taiwan society, it is necessary to declare the point of view I keep.     
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Chapter 5 The Historical, Social and Cultural Context 

I would like to use this story to start this section. It explains the importance of the cultural 

context where the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” is situated. Once in a conversation with a friend 

who is literally American, who grew up in America, and was schooled in America, I shared him 

my research on the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. After learning the context of the ritual, he was 

excited to propose an idea of opening a bank of souls. In his description about the bank, people 

would be interested in having different souls. It was because people were going to have different 

personalities after they had installed different souls. It was a new and cool idea for him. It was also 

the first time he learnt that soul was separable from its owner as well as be storable. Apparently, 

the soul he was talking about referred to the soul we learned from Faust. After the conversation, I 

tried my best to explain the meaning of soul in the context of Taiwanese culture to him, and he 

kept persuading me how good a business it was to run a bank like that. No matter how hard I 

explained to him that the soul which was concealed in the ritual represented the vigor of a person 

without referring morality, I still could not stop him proposing his idea of running a soul bank. I 

also could not stop him to visualize the scene that the still bottles or tiny porcelain tea cups lying 

in the dark cupboards in the shrines. However, this story also reminds me what the Daoist priests 

reacted to me when they heard the title of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. On their faces, they 

clearly showed me that the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” was a heterodox ritual. On the other 

hand, those immediate response reveals the cultural frame which the Daoist priests and I shared.  

Based upon the shared cultural frame, it was easy for people to figure out what the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul” was pursuing.  

 Briefly, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” is the fruit of Taiwanese multi-layered 

historical context. As mentioned above, to survive in the competitive religious market leads the 

type shifting from mending to preventive proves. Therefore, some invent the ritual by the 

inspiration of an allusion in a popular literature. Some perform the ritual by the manuscript which 

is handed down for generations. Some follows the oracle of the enshrined deities to perform the 

rituals. What factors made the religious healing prosperous? What lead these ritual masters to make 

these changes? Besides, not only one ritual master mentioned that exorcist rituals (fachang 法場), 

including the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” were popular around 1950s to 1960s. What factors 
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made the religious healing prosperous then? And what factors made the market of religious healing 

shrunk? This chapter is going to answer these questions. 

More than that, multiple medical systems are the fruit of multi-layered historical 

development. One of my field study cases reveals me the feature. The believers of the private altar 

have visited there since their childhood. They come to the altar whenever they feel physical 

uncomfortable or encounter any troubles, even if they have already moved out from the remote 

town. Around the lunar new year, these believers attend the private altar to request different kinds 

of rituals which are able to keep themselves well and safe for the coming year. Migration do not 

influence the relation between supplicants and the ritual masters. Another field case demonstrates 

sticker relation between supplicants and the ritual masters. The believers of the private altar moved 

with the ritual masters from a city to a remote suburban area. Most cases share the strong 

connection between the believers and the ritual masters due to the comprehensive religious 

services, while some supplicants request to perform the ritual just because of the fame of the temple. 

In the second section, I am going to discuss the social and cultural background of the multiple 

medical systems. In the last section, I am going to discuss the embedded features--the perspective 

on soul and the perspective on destiny. Both cultural elements make the type shifting—from 

mending type to preventive type--possible.  

 

5-1 Historical Context 

According to Donna Haraway’s criticism of the objectivity of knowledge, there is no 

simple or singular point of empirical knowledge-gathering. Knowledge must be situated in context, 

based upon culture, convention, and cosmology.1 Since there is no passive and stable object of 

inquiry, the process of constructing knowledge should consider the power relation between 

knowledge producer and the object of knowledge.2 We also need to consider who dominates the 

 
1 Donna Haraway, “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Perspective,” 

in Feminist Studies, 14:3 (1988): 575-599; Mol, Annemarie.  “I Eat an Apple. On Theorizing Subjectivities.” In 

Subjectivity, 22(2008):28-37. 
2 TJ. Csordas, Dole C, Tran A, Strickland M, Storck MG. “Ways of Asking, Ways of Telling: a Methodological 

Comparison of Ethnographic and Research Diagnostic Interviews.” In Cult Med Psychiatry, 34:1(2010):29-55. 
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interpretation of knowledge. For these reasons, to understand how the “Ritual of Concealing the 

Soul” heals, it is necessary to situate the ritual in the cultural context of Taiwan. To situate the 

ritual in the cultural context of Taiwan, it is unavoidable to untie the intertwined relation between 

mainland China and Taiwan as well as the historical development of Taiwanese cultural identity.     

Due to the disputes between different nationalist identities, the context of Taiwanese 

culture refers to different historical approaches and ethnic identities. Han people is the major ethnic 

group in Taiwan and Han culture is the dominant culture on the island. However, as Han people 

have inhabited on the island for hundreds of years, and been governed and colonized by several 

political authorities and empires, long-time separation has already shaped unique Taiwanese 

culture. In addition, while discussing current Taiwanese culture on the island, it is inevitable to 

take into account the political wrestling between Taiwanese nationalism and Chinese nationalism, 

and the worldwide political situation. 3  Therefore, it is necessary to situate the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul” in the context of historical, cultural, political and social of Taiwanese society. 

The success of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” type shifting should be seen as the product of 

historical, cultural, political and social development. 

Considering the intertwined factors which shaped the context of Taiwanese culture, 

scholars use different models to analyze this unique phenomenon in Taiwan. The model of 

multilayers explains how the cultural debris which was left by the five different political authorities 

forms the culture and the society in Taiwan.4 Furthermore, the feature of multilayer reveals the 

characters of new religions in Taiwan.5 The model of changed collective memories6 helps us 

 
3 わかばやし まさひろ, translated by Yu-ru Hung, Pei-fong Chen etc., Zhanhou Taiwan zhengzhishiz--Zhonghua 

minguo taiwanhua de licheng, (Taipei: Taida chuban zhongxin, 2014). 
4 Rwei-ren Wu, “Chongceng  Tuzhuhua xia de Lishi Yishi: Rzhi Houqi Huang Deshi yu Daotian Jiner de Wenxueshi 

Junshu zhi Chubu Fenxi” [Historical Consciousnesses of Multilayered Indigenization: A Preliminary Comparative 

Analysis of the Literary History Discourses of Huang Te-shih and Shimada Kinji], in Taiwanshi Yanjiu [Taiwan 

Historical Research], 16:3(2009): 133-163; わかばやし  まさひろ  若林  正丈  & Mi-cha Wu eds., Taiwan 

Chongceng Jindai Huajun Wenji, (Taipei: Xin Ziran Zhuyi, 2000). 
5 Jen-chieh Ting, “Taiwan Lishi Chongcenghua Guochengzhong de Jiben Zongjiao Xingdong Leixing Chutan, Jianlun 

Dangdai Taiwan de Xinxing Zongjiao Yanjiu”, in Taiwan Lishi Xuehui ed., Maixiang 21 Shiji de Taiwan Lishixue, 

(Taipei: Daoxiang Chubanshe), pp. 39-129. 
6 A-Chin Hsiau, Chonggou Taiwan: Dangdai Minzu Zhuyi de Wenhua Zhengzhi, 2012 ; A-Chin Hsiau, “Kangri Jiti 

Jiyi de Minzuhua: Taiwan 1970 Niandai de Zhanhou Shidai yu Riju Shiqi Taiwan Xinwenxue”, in Taiwanshi Yanjiu

究 [Taiwan Historical Research], 9:1(2002), pp.181-239; A-Chin Hsiau, “Minzu Zhuyi yu Taiwan 1970 Niandai de 

‘Xiangtu Wenxue’: Yige Wenhua (Jiti) Jiyi Bianqian de Tantao” in Taiwanshi Yanjiu [Taiwan Historical Research], 

6:2(2000), pp. 77-138. 
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understand how different political authorities narrate different histories of this island to consolidate 

their rulings on this island, how people’s collective memories of this island were shaped differently 

as different political authorities rotated and why historical figures even have different reputations 

and personalities.7 The model from the point of view of people who live on the island and reginal 

history, instead of the perspective view of Han people or Chinese culture, avoids the disputes 

between different political ideotypes.8 The former claims that Taiwanese history has lasted for four 

hundred years. Meanwhile, the perspective neglects the history of the indigent people who had 

already inhabited on the island when Han people started to settled on the island. The latter intends 

to consolidate the culture-bound between Taiwan and China as well as the orthodox Chinese 

cultural. At the same time, this perspective neglects the subjectivity of inhabitants and the unique 

history of this island. In addition, the history of Taiwan should be situated in the contexts of the 

reginal development and the economic and political situations of the whole world, instead of the 

orthodox Chinese cultural. 

In this section, I am going to focus on the history of Taiwan, which is different from the 

approach focusing on the development of the Nationalist Government. The latter ignores the 

history of the island under Japanese rule. Instead, it homogenizes the Daoist practice in China.  

 

5-1-1 16th Century to 19TH Century  

Taiwan is an island roughly one hundred and thirty kilometers off the mainland, across 

from the province of Fujienz福建. The island is almost four hundred kilometers long and one 

hundred and forty-four kilometers broad at the widest point. It has thirty-five thousand nine 

hundred and sixty-one square kilometers.  

The island was not noticed its existence by people around the world until the end of 

sixteenth century, when European and Japanese extended their territories due to the rising needs 

 
7 Fang-ming Chen, “Zheng Chenggong yu Shilang—Taiwan Lishi Rnwu Pingjia de Fansi”, in Hongtu Chen ed., 

Kegang Zhong de Taiwan Shi—Genzhe  Zhuanjia Xueshe Tansuo Lishixin Shiyie, (Taipei: Taiwan Shangwu, 2020）, 

pp10-32. 
8 Yong-he Cao, “Taiwanshi Yanjiu de Ling Yige Tujing—‘Taiwan Daoshi” Gainian”, in Taiwan Zaochi Lishi Yanjiu 

Xuji, (Taipei: Lienjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2000), pp445-449. 
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of trade. European, especial Spanish, Portuguese, and Dutch, as well as Japanese needed a base 

for transporting goods between south-east Asian and Europe. Furthermore, the sea ban policies of 

Ming dynasty, which restricted private maritime trading and coastal settlement, enhanced the need 

of a base for transporting goods to mainland China and south-east Asia. Except for the need of 

trading with Ming Dynasty, endemic piracy, smugglings which mostly consisted of Chinese who 

had been dispossessed by the policy, expensive tribute missions and limited China’s foreign trade 

enhanced the significance of Taiwan.9 For these reasons, Taiwan was under colonial control by 

the Dutch Republic from 1624 to 1662 and by Spanish Empire from 1626 to 1642.10 The former 

occupied the southern Taiwan, while the latter occupied the northern Taiwan. Even this, Spanish, 

Portuguese, and Dutch still did not know Taiwan well. Until seventeenth century, Taiwan started 

to be drawn as a big island, instead of three separated islands, Lequeio minor (小琉球), I. Fermosa 

and I. do Ress Magos.11 At the end of the Dutch Republic rule, there were about one hundred 

thousand Han people inhabiting on the island, while there were about sixty-eight thousand 

Taiwanese indigenous people on the island.12   

Taiwan was not under Qing rule until 1684, the second year of Kangxi Emperor.13 Before 

then, for the restlessness brought up by political and economic reasons, Han people came to 

Taiwan for hunting or fishing for short period, instead of  settling down on the island. Around late 

 
9 Yong-he Cao, Taiwan Zaochi Lishi Yanjiu, (Taipei: Lienjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 1979), and Taiwan 

Zaochi Lishi Yanjiu Xuji, (Taipei: Lienjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2000). Wan-yao Chou, Haiyang yu 

Zhimindi Taiwan Lunji, (Taipei: Lienjing chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2012). 
10 Yong-he Cao, “Heju Shiqi Taiwan Kaifashi Lue”, in Taiwan Zaochi Lishi Yanjiu, (Taipei: Lienjing Chubanshe 

[Linking Publishing], 1979), p66. 
11 Yong-he Cao, “Ouzhou Gu Ditu shang zhi Taiwan”, in Taiwan Zaochi Lishi Yanjiu, (Taipei: Lienjing Chubanshe 

[Linking Publishing], 1979), pp. 295-368. 
12 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, (Taipei: Caituan Faren Ducongming Poshi Jiangxue Jijinhui, 1959), p. 490. 
13 There are disputes among scholars while tracing back the first historical document mentioning Taiwan. Some claim 

that it could be traced back to second century, Three Kingdoms periods.  In the Records of the Three Kingdom 

(Sanguozhi 三國志), Sun Quan sent Wen Wei 衛溫, Xhi Xhuge 諸葛直 and thousnads of soldiers to look for  

Yizhou(夷洲) Tanzhou (亶洲). However, Wen Wei and Xhi Xhuge failed to find the people who were sent 

to by Qin Shi Huang (First Emperor of Qin'秦始皇)( 259 BC–210 BC), but returned from Yizhou. (Book of Wu II 

(wushu 吳書), in Records of the Three Kingdom,  ) Scholars claimed Yizhou was Taiwan, while some scholars 

disagreed. Those who claimed Yizhou was Taiwan would like to prove the tight connection between mainland China 

and Taiwan. Therefore, they argued that historically, Taiwan has been a part of China. However, even if Yizhou was 

Taiwan, Taiwan was not under Chnia’s ruling until 1683. There is no doubt that this clue is not solid enough to 

support the argument that Taiwan is a part of China. (In Xuxiu taiwanfu zhi, Vol.20, (1762),  

https://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&chapter=598729, accessed on 2021.04.09; Yonghe Cao, “Zhonghua Minzu de 

Kuozhan yu Taiwan de Kaifa”, in Taiwan Zaochi Lishi Yanjiu, (Taipei: Lienjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 

1979), pp 1-24; Yenjie Yang, , in Taiwan Zaochi Lishi Yanjiu, p. 1; Wanyao Zhou, “Shan zai Yaobo Bilang zhong”, 

in Haiyang yu Zhimindi Taiwan Lunji, (Taipei: Lienjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2012), pp. 3-64. )  
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sixteenth century, Taiwan became the base of pirates and international trade.14 The interaction 

between people from Fujien and the indigent people on the island was increasing. In order to 

manage the trading and fishing activities, Ming dynasty issued licenses, (chuanyin 船引) to those 

fishermen.15 After the Dutch Republic occupied southern Taiwan, not only did Han people start to 

settled on the island, but also Dutch encouraged Han people to immigrate to Taiwan. At the end 

of the colonial rule of the Dutch Republic, there were one hundred million Han people, while there 

were about sixty-eight thousand indigenous people inhabiting in Taiwan.16 There was a colonial 

zone around Tainan with more than twenty-five thousand male workers working there. 17  

Meanwhile, Han people from southern Fujien settled on Penghu islands first. They established 

fishing communities around nineth century and started to station there since 1171, Southern Song. 

They reclaimed Penghu islands earlier than Taiwan.18  

On February 1st in 1662, Zheng Chenggong defeated the troops of the Dutch Republic and 

forced them to open the gate of Fort Zeelandia and surrendered.19 In order to feed his troops, Zheng 

Chenggong started the reclamation work on the island. From 1662 to 1683, according to Inō 

Kanori’s research, the land which was cultivated by Zheng family included Fengshan 鳳山, 

Hengchuan 恆春, Tainan 臺南, Jiayi 嘉義, Yunlin 雲林, Zhanghua 彰化, Miaoli 苗栗, Xinzhu, 

Tamsui淡水, Keelong基隆.20 Most land which Zheng family cultivated scattered around Tainan 

where the Dutch Republic stationed. According to the Gazetteer of Taiwan (Taiwanfu Zhi台灣府

誌 ), Zheng family cultivated two or three tenth land of Taiwan. 21  According to the survey 

conducted by Albert Wirth, at the end of Zheng family rule, the population in Taiwan reached two 

 
14 Yong-he Cao, “Ming Zheng Shiqi Yiqien zhi Taiwan”, in Taiwan Zaochi Lishi Yanjiu Xuji, (Taipei: Lienjing 

Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2000), pp 37-112. 
15 Yong-he Cao, “Zaoqi Taiwan de Kaifa yu Jingying”, in Taiwan Zaochi Lishi Yanjiu, (Taipei: Lienjing Chubanshe 

[Linking Publishing], 1979), pp 145 and “Mingdai Taiwan Yuyie Zhilue”, in Taiwan Zaochi Lishi Yanjiu, (Taipei: 

Lienjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 1979), pp 157-174. 
16 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, pp. 489-490. 
17 Yong-he Cao, “Heju Shiqi Taiwan Kaifashi Lue”, 1979, pp 45-70 and Tsung-ming, Tu Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 

(Taipei: Caituan Faren Ducongming Poshi Jiangxue Jijinhui, 1959), pp. 490. 
18 Yong-he Cao, “Zhonghua Minzu de Kuozhan yu Taiwan de Kaifa”, in Taiwan Zaochi Lishi Yanjiu, (Taipei: Lienjing 

Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 1979), 1979, p. 6. 
19 Yong-he Cao, “Ming Zheng Shiqi Yiqien zhi Taiwan”, p. 94. 
20 Inō Kanori, translated and edited by Kuoshiguan Taiwan Wenxianguan, Taiwan Wenhuazhi, Vol. 1, (Taipei: Dajia 

Chubanshe, 2017), p. 210 and Yong-he Cao, “Zhengshi Shidai zhi Taiwan Kenzhi”, in Taiwan Zaochi Lishi Yanjiu, 

(Taipei: Lienjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 1979), pp 255-294. 
21 Yong-he Cao, “Zhengshi Shidai zhi Taiwan Kenzhi”, 1979, p. 282. 
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hundred thousand.22 As Han people settled on the island, they brought their religion in their 

hometown with them to the island. They built up the temples for Guandi 關帝,23 Zhenwu真武,24 

Baosheng Dadi 保生大帝,25 Revered Lord of Widespread Beneficence 廣澤尊王,26Lords of the 

Three Mountains 三山國王,27 Mazu媽祖 and Guanyin觀音.28 After Zheng Chenggong died, Han 

people started to worship him as well as built up the Temples of Zheng Chenggong.29 Meanwhile, 

Daoist masters as well as ritual masters moved to Taiwan.30 

 In the summer of 1683, Zheng authority surrendered to Qing. Kangxi Emperor decided to 

make Taiwan a Qing territory after considering the petition, Chen Taiwan Qiliu Lihai Shu (陳台

灣棄留利害疏), from Shilang(施琅) who defeated Zheng family. In the petition, Shilang pointed 

out the importance of Taiwan. First, he argued that Taiwan had been established as a well-

developed island where was welcome to live. Second, he pointed out that Taiwan would have 

become the base of foreigners, pirates and rebels if it had not been a Qing territory. Third, he 

pointed out the strategic significance of Taiwan, which guarded Penghu islands, Kingmen 金門, 

and Xiamen廈門. Last, he reminded that Zheng rebels might gather in Taiwan to plan the next 

rebellion. Therefore, on May 27 in 1684, Qing set up Taiwan Fu 府 and three counties—Taiwan, 

 
22 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, p490. 
23 Inō Kanori, translated and edited by Kuoshiguan Taiwan Wenxianguan, “Wumiao Guandi zhi Sidian”, in Taiwan 

Wenhuazhi, Vol.2, (Taipei: Dajia Chubanshe, 2017), pp. 318-321. 
24 Inō Kanori, translated and edited by Kuoshiguan Taiwan Wenxianguan, “Tianfei ji Qita Haishen zhi Xinyang”, in 

Taiwan Wenhuazhi, Vol.2, (Taipei: Dajia Chubanshe, 2017), p. 330; Zhi-cheng Zhong, “Qingdai Jianan Diqu 

Xuantian Shangdi Xinyang Fazhan”, Guoli Zhongzheng Daxue Lishisuo Shuoshi Lunwen, 2006. 
25 Inō Kanori, translated and edited by Kuoshiguan Taiwan Wenxianguan, “Zheng Guoxin zhi Chongsi ji Shilang zhi 

Miaosi”, in Taiwan Wenhuazhi, Vol.2, (Taipei: Dajia Chubanshe, 2017), p. 334. In Taiwanfu Zhi, Baosheng Dadi is 

also called Dadaogong (大道公）.  
26 Inō Kanori, translated and edited by Kuoshiguan Taiwan Wenxianguan, 2017, p. 334. 
27 Inō Kanori, translated and edited by Kuoshiguan Taiwan Wenxianguan, 2017, p. 334. 
28  (Qing) Gong-qian Gao, Taiwanfu zhi, 1764. ( https://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&chapter=797045 accessed on 

2021.05.09) 
29 Inō Kanori, translated and edited by Kuoshiguan Taiwan Wenxianguan, in Taiwan Wenhuazhi, Vol.2, 2017, pp. 

334-344. 
30 Inō Kanori, translated and edited by Kuoshiguan Taiwan Wenxianguan, in Taiwan Wenhuazhi, Vol.2, 2017, p. 360. 
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Fengshan鳳山 and Zhuluo 諸羅—along the west coast of Taiwan island.31 Since then, Taiwan 

started to become a part of territory of Qing.32  

However, even Taiwan was under Qing’s ruling, the island did not attract too many 

attentions from the center of the empire. At first, Qing restricted the number of emigrants. The 

restriction was loosened until the 25th year of Emperor Qian-long (1760). Until 1811, the 

population of Han people reached two million.33 Indeed, Qing only ruled the island along the coast 

line, while the rest part of Taiwan was inhabited by the indigenous people, who were called as 

barbarians (fan 番). For this reason, Qing drew different lines—red line in 1750,  blue line in 1758, 

tuniujie (土牛界) in 1758, and purple line in 1784-- to separate Han people from the indigenous 

people.34 At the mountain passes, Qing officers erected rocks as landmark to mark up the borders 

of Qing’s ruling. Qing claimed that the function of these lines was to protect Han people. Indeed, 

Qing didn’t govern the indigenous people and the land they inhabited at the beginning of Qing’s 

ruling. Some Han people paid tax to the indigenous people, instead of Qing.35 From the gazetteers, 

we learnt that Qing government put many efforts figuring out the culture and conventions of 

indigenous people and offered benefits to make the indigenous people become Qing people.36 As 

more and more lands had been cultivated as farm fields, the lines mentioned above had been 

removed in 1875.37 However, the relationship between Han people and the indigenous people, in 

 
31  Ting-yiao Yang, Taiwanfu Zhi, Vol.1, 1694, (https://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&chapter=837420, access on 

2021.04.09) 
32 Yong-he Cao, “Huan Zhongguo Haiyu Jiaoliushi shang de Taiwan han Riben”, in Taiwan Zaochi Lishi Yanjiu Xuji, 

(Taipei: Lienjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2000), pp 1-36. 
33 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi  Yixue shilue, 1959, p. 491. 
34 Chih-ming Ka, “Qingdai Taiwan Sancengshi Zuqun Kongjian Tizhi de Xingou yu Zhuanhua: Zixianjie Qianhou de 

Bijiao ”, in Taiwanshi Yanjiu [Taiwan Historical Research], 22:2(2015): 45-110.  
35 Wan-yao Chou, “Cong Liuqiuren Chuannan Shouhai dao Mudanshe Shijian: ‘Xin’ Cailiao yu Duoyuan Quanshi de 

Keneng”, in Hongtu Chen ed., Kegang zhong de Taiwanshi—Genzhe  Zhuanjia Xueshe Tansuo Lishi Xin Shiyie, 

（Taipei: Taiwan Shangwu [The Commercial Press], 2020）, p. 74. 
36 There are many texts recording the details of the indigenous people. There are Dongfanji東番記 by Chen, Di in 

1603, Pihai Jiyou裨海紀遊 by Yu, Yong-he in Qing, Fansu Liukao 番俗六考 in Taihai Shichalu台海使槎錄 by 

Huang Shujing in 1722. In addition, there are more words recorded in gazetteers, including Taiwanfu Zhi台灣府志 

conducted in the thirty-third year of Kangxi Emperor (1694), Chongxiu Taiwanfu Zhi 重修台灣府誌 conducted in 

the fifty-first year of Kangxi Emperor (1712), Taiwanxian Zhi 台灣縣志 conducted in the fifty-ninth year of Kangxi 

Emperor (1720), Chongxiu Fujian Taiwanfu Zhi 重修福建台灣府志 conducted in the seventh year of Qianlong 

Emperor (1742), and Xuxiu Taiwanfu Zhi續修台灣府志 conducted in the twenty-seventh year of Qianlong Emperor 

(1762).  
37 Inō Kanori, translated and edited by Kuoshiguan Taiwan Wenxianguan, “Kaishan Fufan zhi Shiqi”, Chapter 3, in 

Tuozhi Yange, in Taiwan Wenhuazhi, Vol.3, (Taipei: Dajia Chubanshe [Common Master Press], 2017), p. 272. 
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general, was still full of tense. Except trading and headhunting (chucao 出草), there was no clue 

left in the gazetteers about the cultural interacting between Han people and the indigenous 

people.38   

During Qing period, the significance of Taiwan shifted from exporting the products of deer 

to exporting sugar to Japan. Meanwhile, Taiwan drew attention from the world because of a series 

of shipwrecks near the island and several Europeans murdered by indigent people on the island.39 

The latter incident drew attention from Japan the most.40 In addition, the economic value of Taiwan, 

including the deposit of coal mine, sugar, tea leaves, and camphor, enhanced the significance of 

Taiwan. After the First Sino-Japanese War (25 July 1894 – 17 April 1895), according to the Treaty 

of Shimonoseki, Qing ceded Taiwan to Japan.   

 

5-1-2 Japanese Ruling 

From 1895 to 1945, Taiwan was under the ruling of Japan. Meanwhile, Taiwan became 

the first colony of Japan in the map of its Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, 

an imperialist concept developed in the Empire of Japan. Japanese government would like to take 

Taiwan as its base for the southward expansion as well as the model colony. For this reason, 

Taiwan became a modernized realm after Japanese ruling.41  

In order to establish the model colony, the Government-General of Taiwan improved the 

sanitation on the island first. It was mainly to lower the mortality rate of Japanese soldiers and 

Japanese people who immigrated and had the issues of acclimatzing to the Taiwan island.42 

 
38 Inō Kanori, translated and edited by Kuoshiguan Taiwan Wenxianguan, “Hanfan Jiaoshe yuzhi”, Chapter 3, in 

Fanzheng Yange, in Taiwan Wenhuazhi, Vol.3, (Taipei: Dajia Chubanshe [Common Master Press], 2017), pp. 656-

698. 
39 Yong-he Cao, “Huan Zhongguo Haiyu Jiaoliushi shang de Taiwan han Riben” , 2000, p. 32. 
40 Wan-yao Chou, “Cong Liuqiuren Chuannan Shouhai dao Mudanshe Shijian: ‘Xin’ Cailiao yu Duoyuan Quanshi de 

Keneng”,  2020, pp. 33-95. 
41 The description of Taiwan under Japanese ruling has been a controversial issue in Taiwan. It reveals the narrator’s 

political preference.  
42 Yen-Chiou Fann, “Yixue yu Zhimin Kuozhang—Yi Rishi Shiqi Taiwan Nueji Yanjiu Weili”, in Xin Shixue [New 

History], 7:3(1996): 133-173; Yen-Chiou Fann, “Redai Fengtu Xunhua, Riben Diguo Yixue yu Zhimindi 

Renzhonglun” [Tropical Acclimatization、Japanese Imperial Medicine and Racial Discourses in Colony], in Taiwan 

Shehui Yanjiu Jikan (Taiwan: A Radical Quarterly in Social Studies), 57(2005): 87-138; 42 Yen-Chiou Fann, “Xin 
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Cholera, malaria, and plague were three major diseases causing emigrant’s Japanese death.43 To 

protect emigrant’s Japanese health, Gotō Shinpei (後藤 新平), the head of civilian affairs in the 

Government-General of Taiwan, conducted medical researches to eliminate the “tropical diseases.” 

44  Therefore, In 1899, deans of the hospital and principals of the medical schools set up a 

committee, “Taiwan Defangbing ji Chuanranbing Diaochia Weiyuanhui” 臺灣地方病及傳染病

調查委員會,  to investigate the endemic and contagious diseases they found on the island.      

Second, for the reason mentioned above, the Government-General of Taiwan introduced 

Western medical treatment to the people on the island, including building up hospitals, opening 

Western medical schools and establishing medical research institutes.45 Japanese government had 

introduced western medical system to Japan since the Meiji Restoration (めいじいしん Meiji 

Ishin 明治維新) in 1868. When Japanese government started to build up the first model colony, 

they introduced the western style medical system to the island as well as eliminated the healing 

system which Han people had been practicing on the island. The former was to make a modern 

colonial realm, while the latter was to uproot the connections with Han People’s homeland. I will 

deliberate this part when I discuss the context of multiple medical systems in Taiwan. Conclusively, 

by the end of Japanese ruling, there had already been a complete modern medical system on the 

island.      

Third, to reduce endemic diseases, in 1896, the Government-General of Taiwan recruited 

a Scottish engineer, William Kinninmond Burton, to develop an infrastructure for drinking water 

and sewage disposal.46 In addition, the Government-General of Taiwan adjusted the designs of 

 
Yixue zai Taiwan de Shijian (1898-1906)—Cong Houteng Xinping ‘Huojia Weisheng Yuanli’ Tanqi” [The Practice 

of Modern Medicine in Colonial Taiwan(1898-1906)—From Gotou Shinpei’s Theory of State Hygiene], in Xin 

Shixue [New History]，9:3 (1998): 49- 86. 
43 In Japanese invasion Taiwan from May to October of 1895, 164 Japanese officers and men were killed, and 515 

wounded. 4624 soldiers died of disease and 26,094 soldiers had been hospitalised. (Yen-Chiou Fann, “Redai Fengtu 

Xunhua, Riben Diguo Yixue yu Zhimindi Renzhonglun” (2005): 90.) Even Prince Kitashirakawa Yoshihisa (北白

川宮能久親王 Kitashirakawa-no-miya Yoshihisa-shinnō) also died of disease on October 28, 1895 in Taiwan. 
44 Yen-Chiou Fann, “Redai Fengtu Xunhua, Riben Diguo Yixue yu Zhimindi Renzhonglun”, (2005):95. 
45 Xiu-rong, Zhang ed., Rizhi Taiwan Yiliao Gongwei Wushinian, (Taipei: Taida Chuban Zhongxin [National Taiwan 

University Press], 2015;  Toshiro Oda, translated by Youxi Hong, Taiwan Yixue Wushinian, (Taipei: Qianwei 

Chubanshe), 1995.   
46 Yen-Chiou Fann, “Redai Fengtu Xunhua, Riben Diguo Yixue yu Zhimindi Renzhonglun”, (2005): 95. 
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building, and eradicated everything that caused the diseases.47  Furthermore, since Japan had 

become a modern state after Meiji Restoration in 1867, Japanese government also ruled the island 

as a rational modern state. It conducted thoroughly land survey all over the island in order to 

dominate the island as a rational modern state as well as a colony.48  

Opium addiction was another endemic issue when the Government-General of Taiwan 

started to rule the island.  With financial concern, Japanese government took a policy of the gradual 

prohibition of opium recommended by Gotou Shinpei. Under this scheme, opium could only be 

purchased from licensed retailers. The opium sales licenses (apian texu jianzha 阿片吸食特許鑑

札) were issued to those who were diagnosed addicted by doctors. Moreover, the Government-

General of Taiwan charged high tax from opium addicts and used the money to support the finance 

of the Government-General of Taiwan, which make the Government-General of Taiwan 

financially independent in 1905.49 As a result of the strict enforcement, the number of addicts 

dropped from around165,000 in 1897 to fewer than 8,00 by 1942, none of whom was younger than 

30.50  

The population of Han people in Taiwan was about two million and five hundred in 1896, 

while it was about five million and eighty-seven hundred in 1940. Meanwhile, the population of 

indigenous peoples was about one hundred thousand in 1906. The population reached to one 

hundred and sixty thousand in 1942.   

 
47 Shi-yung Liu, “ ‘Qingjie’, ‘Weisheng’ yu ‘Baojian’—Rizhi Shiqi Taiwan Shehei Gonggong Weisheng Guannian 

zhi Zhuanbian”, in Taiwanshi Yanjiu [Taiwan Historical Research], 8:1 (Taipei: Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Taiwanshi 

Yanjiusuo Choubeichu): 47-88. 
48 Hongtu Chen, “Taiwan Jindai Tongzhi Lixing di Xinggou: Wanqing Liu Mingchuan yu Rishi Chuqi Houteng 

Xinping Tudi Gaige de Bijiao”, in Hongtu Chen ed., Kegang Zhong de Taiwan Shi—Genzhe  Zhuanjia Xueshe 

Tansuo Lishi Xin Shiyie, （Taipei: Taiwan Shangwu, 2020）, pp. 270-324. 
49 Yen-Chiou Fann, “Tashang Zhangli zhi Dao—Rizhi Chuqi Chuanranbing Fangzhi”, https://tme.ncl.edu.tw/tw/醫

療衛生歷史篇#鴉片漸禁政策與總督府財政獨立, accessed on 2021.04.12. Shi-qing Wang, “Riju Chuqi Taiwan 

zhi Jiangbihui yu Jieyan Yundong”, in Taiwan Wenxian Jikan, 37:4 (1986): 111-152. 
50 The number is obtained from the statistic book conducted by the Government-General of Taiwan. The number of 

1897 is recorded on http://tcsd.lib.ntu.edu.tw/record.php?DataId=S0000154&Access_Num=63, accessed on 

2021.04.21. The number of 1942 is recorded on 

http://tcsd.lib.ntu.edu.tw/record.php?DataId=S0022904&Access_Num=60, accessed on 2021.04.12. The numbers 

are also seen n the website of “Taiwan Memory exhibition” by National Central library. Yen-Chiou Fann, “Tashang 

Zhangli zhi Dao—Rizhi Chuqi Chuanranbing Fangzhi”, https://tme.ncl.edu.tw/tw/醫療衛生歷史篇#鴉片漸禁政

策與總督府財政獨立, accessed on 2021.04.12. 
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While building up a modernized Taiwan, the Government-General of Taiwan pushed its 

Japanization works--assimilation of Japanese culture51 and De-Sinicization as well. Due to the 

unending anti-Japanese incidents at the beginning of its ruling, the Government-General of Taiwan 

eradicated the cultural connection with Han people’s homeland as well as cultivated Taiwanese 

people as Japanese citizens. Therefore, at the beginning of its ruling, the Government-General of 

Taiwan not only trained Taiwanese people speaking Japanese, but also promoted Japanese spirit 

education (dejiao 德教). Moreover, it promoted compulsive education to Han people as well as 

indigenous people, which was to cultivate the residents on the island as Japanese. Chinese was 

included in the curriculum in 1903. However, it was not the core course and was officially removed 

from the curriculum after 1937.52 Meanwhile, physical education, moral education, and learning 

Japanese were the major curriculum of primary school, which revealed its colonial characters.53 In 

addition, the Government-General of Taiwan established  the Provisional Council for the 

Investigation of Old Habits of Taiwan and conducted surveys about conventions on the island.54 

To further eradicate the cultural connection with China, the Government-General of Taiwan forced 

Han people who inhabited on the island to change their appearance, including cutting off their 

Manchu queues, prohibiting foot-binding, and taking off Qing style outfits.55 

 
51 This was a complicated issue. Assimilating Taiwanese as Japanese involved the essential assumption—whether 

colonial people should be treated as the colonizers. However, the assimilation policies of the Government-General 

of Taiwan changed. At the beginning, the Government-General of Taiwan adopted Gotou Shinpei’s “biological 

principles.” Since 1919, the Government-General of Taiwan proposed “inland territorial expansionism” (ないちえ

んちょうしゅぎ  內地延長主義） . When the Pacific War broke out, the Government-General of Taiwan 

aggressively promoted its assimilation policies, in order to convince Taiwanese to fight for Japanese.   (Chin-tang 

Tsai, “Riben Zhitai Shiqi Suowei ‘Tonghua Zhengce’ de Shixiang yu Xuxiang Chutan” [The Study on the Policy of 

Assimilation in Taiwan under Japanese Rule],  in Danjiang Shixue, 13 (2002):  181-192.) 
52 Wan-yao Chou ＆ Pei-hsien Hsu, “Taiwan Gongxuexiao Zhidu, Jiaoke han Jiaokeshu de Fenxi”, in Taiwan Fengwu, 

53:4 (2003):134; Wan-yao Chou, “Shixue Jiaoyu, Xiangtuai yu Guojia Renting—Rizhi Shiqi Taiwan Gongxueshiao 

Disanqi ‘Guoyu’ Jiaokeshu de Fenxi”, in Taiwanshi Yanjiu [Taiwan Historical Research], 4:2 (1997): 7-55; Chin-

tang Tsai, “Riben Zhitai Shiqi Suowei ‘Tonghua Zhengce’ de Shixiang yu Xuxiang Chutan”,  (2002):181-192. 
53 Wan-yao Chou ＆ Pei-hsien Hsu, “Taiwan Gongxuexiao Zhidu, Jiaoke han Jiaokeshu de Fenxi”, (2003): 119-145; 

Wan-yao Chou, “Shixue Jiaoyu, Xiangtuai yu Guojia Renting—Rishi Shiqi Taiwan Gongxueshiao Disanqi ‘Guoyu’ 

Jiaokeshu de Fenxi”, in Haixingxi de Niandai: Riben Zhimin Tongzhi Moqi Taiwanshi Lunji, (Taipei: Yunchen 

Wenhua, 2003), pp. 215-294. 
54 こばやし みちひこ (小林道彥), translated by Wen-liang Li, “Houteng Xinping yu Zhimindi Jingying—Riben 

Zhimin Zhengce de Xingxheng yu Guonei Zhengzhi””,  in Taiwan Wenxian, 48:3 (Nantou, 1997): 101-121; Hongtu 

Chen, “Taiwan Jindai Tongzhi Lixing di Xinggou: Wanqing Liu Mingchuan yu Rishi Chuqi Houteng Xinping Tudi 

Gaige de Bijiao”, pp. 270-324. 
55 Mei-E Huang, “Chayi/ Jiaohun, Duihua/ Duiyi—Rizhi Shiqi Taiwan Chuantong Wenren de Shenti Jingyian yu Xin 

Guomin Xiangxiang” (1895-1937) [Difference/Hybridity, Dialogic/Translation: Taiwan Traditional Writers' Body 

Experience and Imagination of the New Citizen during the Japanese Colonial Period], in Zhonguo Wenzhe Yangjiu 

Jikan, [Bulletin of the Institute of Chinese Literature and Philosophy], 28 (2006 ):81-119. 
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After the Pacific War broke out in 1930, the Government-General of Taiwan speeded up 

its assimilation work, the Kōminka movement (皇民化運動 ). In general, it included three 

approaches: enhancing the status of Japanese gods and Emperor of Japan, popularizing Japanese, 

and making people daily life Japanalized.56 To enhancing the status of Japanese gods and Emperor 

of Japan, the Government-General of Taiwan not only built up Shinto altar (かみだな 神棚) in 

the public space, but also required people to sing Japanese national anthem and bow toward Shinto 

shrines every day. In 1934, the Government-General of Taiwan promoted the policy of “one 

jiezhuang, one Shinto shrine” (yi jiezhuang yi she 一街庄一社). In 1936, the Government-General 

of Taiwan even promoted “the movement of improving the main hall in Taiwanese residence” 

(Taiwan renjia zhengting gaishan yundong 台灣人家正廳改善運動). This movement intended to 

replace the worshipping-ancestor altar which had been a deeply-rooted convention in Taiwanese 

society by installing shrine amulets (Jingu taima 神宮大麻 ) in the living room of every 

residence.57 To popularized Japanese, the Government-General of Taiwan prohibited people to 

speak any other language but Japanese, banned Taiwanese Hokkien in press, and abolished 

Taiwanese Hokkien lessons in school. Furthermore, in 1940, the Government-General of Taiwan 

promoted the "name changing program" (改姓名, kaiseimei) which replaced Taiwanese's Chinese 

names with Japanese names.58 

Among these approaches, the most aggressive and controversial policies were the religious 

policies. Different from its non-interference policy on religon from 1895 to 1915 and its suveying 

and pre-consolidation policy on religion from 1915 to 1930, the Government-General of Taiwan 

promoted Shinto. Meanwhile, it controlled, gonverned and eliminated different religions, 

whichever were related to China,59 especially Daoism.60 It practiced several policies on religion, 

 
56 Jin-tang Tsai, “Riben Zhitai Shiqi Suowei ‘Tonghua Zhengce’ de Shixiang yu Xuxiang Chutan”,  (2002): 181-192. 
57 Jin-tang Tsai, “Riben zhitai shiqi suowei ‘tonghua zhengce’ de shixiang yu xuxiang chutan” (2002): 187. 
58 Jin-tang Tsai, “Riben zhitai shiqi suowei ‘tonghua zhengce’ de shixiang yu xuxiang chutan” (2002): 187. 
59 For the different time period of religon policies, different scholars keep different points of view. Chen Ling-rong 

claims that from 1895-1911, the Government-General of Taiwan practiced liberal policy on religion, from 1912 to 

1925 it practiced cooptation policy on religion, and from 1925-1945, it practiced gradually eliminating religions 

policy. (Ling-rong Chen, Riju Shiqi Shendao Tongzhixa de Taiwan Zongjiao Zhengce, (Taipei: Zili Wanbao, 1992), 

pp. 84-99). Jin-tang Tsai, “Riben Zhitai Shiqi de Shendaojiao yu Shenshe Jianzao”, in Yilan Wenxian Zazhi 50 

(2001):9. 
60 Although the Government-General of Taiwan did not restrict the development of Daoism at the beginning of its 

ruling, it treated Daoism as superstition and downgraded the social status of Daoist, ritual masters. (fashi 法

師) .(Zheng-zong Kan, “Sigong yu Jitong—Riben ‘Huangminhua Yundong’ xia de Fojiaohua” [Taoist Priests and 
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including “the movement of re-organizing temples” (simiao zhengli yundong 寺廟整理運動), 

“one jiezhuang, one Shinto shrine” (yi jiezhuang yi she 一街庄一社) and “the movement of 

improving main hall in Taiwanese residence” (Taiwan renjia zhengting gaishan yundong 台灣人

家正廳改善運動).61 The Government-General of Taiwan not only required people to remove all 

the statues enshrined in Daoist temples and popular religion temples, but also closed up temples 

which were listed on the surveys of convention, which made most of temples shut down or 

converted to another religon which was permitted by Japanese government. This policy did not, as 

the Government-General of Taiwan wish, uproot those popular religion and Daoism from 

Taiwanese daily life, not to mention converting them to Shinto. Instead, it encouraged the growth 

of Christinity, Buddhism, and Sect Shinto.62 In addition, to convert Taiwanese to Shinto, the 

Government-General of Taiwan asked Taiwanese to burn the statues of deities in the temples of 

Chinese Popular Religion as well as their ancestral tablets, and replace the ancestral tablet with 

Japanese style ancestral tablet. Furthermore, the Government-General of Taiwan asked Taiwanese 

to worship Jingu Taima （神宮大麻）in their home altar, instead the statues of deities of Chinese 

Popular Religion.63    

The Government-General of Taiwan did not convert Taiwanese to Shinto successfully. 

Since after the Nationalist Government took over Taiwan, those eliminated temples revived 

immediately. When the Government-General of Taiwan executed the “movement of re-organizing 

temples,” Taiwanese used many ways to avoid their own religious beliefs to be destroyed. Some 

temples claimed they were Buddhist temples. Some temples shifted their right of management to 

 
Exorcists: Under the Japanese Rule with its "Imperial Population Assimilation Campaign," Taoist Priests were 

Converted to Buddhism), in Xuanzang Foxue Yanjiu, 11(2009):87-109.)  
61 Chin-tang Tsai, ”Riju Moqi Taiwanren Zongjiao Xinyang zhi Bianxian—Yi ‘Jiating Zhengting Gaishan Yundong’ 

wei Zhongxin,” in Si yu Yan [Thought and Words: Journal of the Humanities and Social Science],29:4 (1991): 65-

83; Jin-tang Tsai, “Zailun Riben Zhitai Moqi Shenshe yu Zongjiao Jieshe Zhu Wenti—Yi Simiao Zhengli Zhihou 

de Tainanzhou Weili,” in Shida Taiwanshi Xuebao [Bulletin of Taiwan Historical Research, NTNU], 4(2011):67-

93;  Chin-tang Tsai, “Riben Zhitai Shiqi de Shendaojiao yu Shenshe Jianzao”, (2001): 3-92; Chin-tang Tsai, “Rizhi 

Shiqi Riben Shendaojiao zai Taiwan de Chuanbo yu Juxian,” in Dongjiang Xuekan, 21:4 (2004):27-34. 
62 Jin-tang Tsai, “Zailun Riben Zhitai Moqi Shenshe yu Zongjiao Jieshe Zhu Wenti—Yi Simiao Zhengli Zhihou de 

Tainanzhou Weili,”(2001): 88. 
63 Hsiang-shui Chen in his “’Gongmapai’ de Jisi—Jicheng Caifu yu Zuxian Diwei zhi Queding” discussed three types 

of ancestral tablets. One of them was popular when japanese ruled Taiwan. Its shape is like an altar. On its front side, 

it was writen the family name of that ancestral tablet. On it back, there is a box containing many wooden pieces. On 

each piece was written ancestor’s name, birth date and death date. (Hsiang-shui Chen, “’Gongmapai’ de Jisi—

Jicheng Caifu yu Zuxian Diwei zhi Queding”, in Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Lishi Yuyan Yanjiusuo Jikan [History-

Philology-Institute Bulletin, SINICA], 36 (1973): 144.) 
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city mayor to avoid their temples being reorganized.64 Daoist priests, ritual masters and child 

mediums joined Buddhist associations, trained themselves to be Buddhist monks, or performed 

Buddhist rituals.65  It was obvious that the power of states could not convert people from popular 

religion to Shinto. 

 

5-1-3 Ruling of Republic of China  

Soon after the assimilation of Japanese stopped in 1945 when Japanese government 

surrendered, Republic of China which was under the control of Kuomintang(KMT 中國國民黨) 

took over the island and Taiwanese people confronted the shifting of their nationality again in fifty 

years. Meanwhile, Taiwanese people also experienced another assimilation—becoming “Chinese”, 

the citizens of Republic of China. Although there was some controversy about who would take 

over Taiwan, the island was taken over by Nationalist Government, which was led by Chiang Kia-

shek, and claimed to represent Republic of China. Since the Theory of the Undetermined Status of 

Taiwan (Taiwan diwei weidinglun臺灣地位未定論) 66 is not the major issue of my research, and 

there are many studies discussing the legal status of Taiwan, I am not going to deliberate this issue 

 
64 Jin-tang Tsai, “Zailun Riben Zhitai Moqi Shenshe yu Zongjiao Jieshe Zhu Wenti—Yi Simiao Zhengli Zhihou de 

Tainanzhou Weili,”(2001): 82-85. 
65 Zheng-zong Kan, “Sigong yu Jitong—Riben ‘Huangminhua Yundong’ xia de Fojiaohua” [Taoist Priests and 

Exorcists: Under the Japanese rule with its "Imperial Population Assimilation Campaign," Taoist priests were 

converted to Buddhism], (2009):100-107. 
66 The Theory of the Undetermined Status of Taiwan (Taiwan diwei weidinglun臺灣地位未定論) mainly refers to 

the legal view taken by the US government in June of 1950 in regard to the legal status of Taiwan after Would War 

II. “The crux of the issue lay in the Cairo Declaration, which, although holding that Taiwan would be returned to the 

Republic of China (ROC) at the end of World War Ⅱ, did not create a legal procedure for passing Taiwan's 

sovereignty from Japan to the ROC. The determination of Taiwan's sovereignty could not be completed without a 

legal procedure involving Japan's formal relinquishment of sovereignty and its acceptance by a successor state.” 

(Tzu-Chin Huang, “Zhanhou Taiwan Zhuquan Zhengyi yu ‘Zhongri Heping Tiaoyue” [Disputes over Taiwan's 

Sovereignty and the Sino-Japanese Peace Treaty since World War Ⅱ], in Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Jindaishi Yanjiusuo 

Jikan, 54 (2006): 59-104.) However, according toわかばやし まさひろ 若林 正丈’s research, before the end of 

World War II, President of the United States Franklin Roosevelt managed to re-construct the world order with China, 

the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union. For this reason, Rooselvelt supported Chiang, Kia-shek’s intention to 

take over Taiwan. Therefore, Taiwan had been decided to be ruled by Republic of China in Cario Declairation in 

1943, attended by President of the United States Franklin Roosevelt, Prime minister of the United Kingdom Winston 

Churchill, and Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek of the Republic of China. However, Chiang, Kia-shek lost mainland 

China and withdrew to Taiwan in 1949, which means that what President of the United States Franklin Roosevelt 

managed for the new world order had been in vain. (わかばやし まさひろ 若林 正丈, translated by Yu-ru Hung, 

Pei-fong Chen etc., Zhanhou Taiwan Zhengzhishi—Zhonghua Minguo Taiwanhua de Licheng, (Taipei: Taida 

Chuban Zhongxin, 2014), pp, 79-80.) 
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here. To discuss the feature of the history after 1945, scholars crowned Republic of China or 

Chiang family regime as a settler state,67 a colonizer,68 or a diaspora.69 Each of them revealed 

different aspects of Chiang family regime over the island.  

 
67 I borrow this concept from what わかばやし まさひろ used in his book, Zhanhou Taiwan Zhengzhishi—Zhonghua 

Minguo Taiwanhua de Lichen. He borrowed the concept from Ronald Weitzer. In page 101, わかばやし まさひろ 

give the term definition. “Settler societies are founded by migrant groups who assume a superordinate position vis-

à-vis native inhabitants and build self-sustaining states that are de jure or de facto independent from the mother 

country and organized around the settlers' political domination over the indigenous population.” (p.24) Ronald 

Weitzer points there are various situations of settler states, including economic interests, or maintaining a specific 

religious or cultural order, a refuge or homeland. Taiwan is the example of the latter one. Ronald Weitzer elaborates 

that “to constitute a settler state, the descendants of settlers must remain politically dominant over natives, who 

present at least a latent threat to the settlers' supremacy. The period during which the foundations of settler 

domination were laid is therefore not the distinguishing feature.” (p. 25) “Settlers considered the territory their 

permanent home; this paramount interest shaped all social, economic, and political relations with the indigenous 

population. Compared to the minimalist coercive apparatus of the classic colonial state, a settler state is institutionally 

strong: the security core of the state has at its disposal substantial resources (finances, personnel, weaponry), and the 

exercise of repression is determined by settlers' assessments of security, not metropolitan approval. Independent 

control over state coercion empowers settler regimes to resist domestic threats and foreign machinations; thus 

attempts to transform them have been more problematic than those to decolonize conventional colonies.” Ronald 

Weitzer claims that to maintain the stable settler rule, there are three essential factors: (1) to achieve autonomy from 

the metropole in the exercise of political authority and coercive power; (2) to consolidate control over the indigenous 

population; (3) to maintain the settlers' caste solidarity and the state's cohesion. (pp. 26-28) (Ronald Weitzer, 

Transforming Settler States: Communal Conflict and Internal Security in Northern Ireland and Zimbabwe, 

University of California Press, 1990.  
68 Chih-huei Huang uses what Su Beng claimed in his book, Taiwan's 400 Year History: The Origins and Continuing 

Development of the Taiwanese Society and People, as example to distinguish from settler while discussing KMT’s 

rule over Taiwan. There are three reasons that Su Beng claimed KMT was a colonizer. First, Chiang Kai-shek 

distinguished Taiwanese from Chinese who follow Chiang Kai-shek as ruled and ruler, which formed a two-layer 

colonial society. Second, mainlanders occupied all upper positions in every political, economic and cultural institute 

to maintain superior status of colonizer. Third, Chiang Kai-shek shielded himself via six hundred thousand troops. 

Fourth, Chiang Kai-shek fictionalized two terms--Republic of China and Retaking the Chinese mainland (fangong 

dalu反攻大陸) to suppress and deprive Taiwanese and fool the world. Chihhuei Huang acknowledges the argument 

Su Beng made because it was based upon personal experience as a colonized subject, which does not need any 

sociological theory to prove. (Chihhuei Huang, “Zhonghua Minguo zai Taiwan (1945-1987)—‘Zhimin Tongzhi’ yu 

‘Qianzhanzhe Guojia’ Shuo zhi Tantao”, in Taiwan Jiaoshou Xiehui [Taiwan Association of University Professors] 

ed., Zhonghua Minguo Liuwang Taiwan 60 Nian ji Zhanhou Taiwan Guoji Chujing, (Taipei: Qianwei Chuban she, 

2010), pp.61-192. Su Beng, Taiwan's 400 Year History: The Origins and Continuing Development of the Taiwanese 

Society and People, (Taipei: Qianwei Chubanshe [Taiwanese Cultural Grassroots Association], 1986. The first 

version was published in Japan in 1962. 台湾人四百年史 : 秘められた植民地解放の一断面. (Japan: Otowa 

Shobō, 1962).   
69 There are few researches focusing on the aspect of diaspora while discussing Chiang Kai-shek’s rule. It was 

officially mentioned by Ying-wen Tsai, who is the current president of Taiwan, in a press conference of book release 

in 2010. (https://www.upmedia.mg/news_info.php?SerialNo=80105 accessed on 2021.04.20) Antonia Chao argues 

that scholars would like to apply dichotomous patterns to analyze the history of Taiwan. In her research, she calls 

mainlanders as diaspora and points out diversity of diaspora from China. (Antonia Chao, “Jiaguo Yuyan de Gongkai 

Mimi: Shilun xia Jieceng Zhongguo Liuwangzhe Ziwo Xushi de Wuzhixing” [Nationalistic Language as an Open 

Secret: Diaspora, Cultural Citizenship, and the Materiality of Mainlanders' Self-Narratives], in Taiwan Shehui Yanjiu 

Jikan [Taiwan: A Radical Quarterly in Social Studies], 46(2002): 45-85.) 
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The history of Taiwan could be separated into two parts: from 1945 to 1987 and from 1987 

till now. 1987 was the year when the martial law was lifted.  

 

5-1-3-1 From 1945 To 1987 

When War World II was ended in 1945, due to the interference of America—a new colonial 

emperor without expanding its virtual territory, Taiwan became a part of territory of Republic of 

China. However, it did not go smoothly after the Nationalist Government took over the island. 

February 28 Massacre was an essential tragedy while discussing the ruling of Nationalist 

Government. It formed the sense of being Taiwanese as well as Taiwanese nationalism. Meanwhile, 

it was the key for Kia-shek Chiang regime to imposing martial law on the island. Although it is 

not the theme I am going to discuss in my research and there are numerous studies discussing 

February 28 Massacre,70 however, considering its importance and the impact it brought to the 

island, I am not going to deliberate but brief it here. After Taiwan was in charged by Chinese 

troops for two years, the disappointment to Chinese ruling—including arbitrary seizure of private 

property, economic mismanagement and exclusion from political participation--intensified the 

conflicts between Taiwanese and Chinese triggered the tragedy, February 28 Massacre. The 

tragedy broke out when a widow who was suspected as a cigarette smuggler was killed by a 

reconnaissance officer in Taipei, which irritated bystanders and brought demonstration the next 

day. When soldiers fired demonstrators, the anger spread all over the island. Numbers of 

mainlanders (Waishengren 外省人) 71 who emigrated to Taiwan after World War II were killed 

 
70 There are many scholars dealing with the 228 Incident issue from different perspectives. For example, the scholars 

who participated “February 28 Incident Research Group” coordinated by Executive Yuan, including Chen Chung-

Kuang, Yeh Ming-hsun, Li Yunhan, Chih Ching-Teh, Chang Yu-fa, Marvin Ho, Chen San-ching, Lai Jeh-hang, 

Huang Fu-san, Wu Wenxing, Huang Xiuzheng, and Hsu Hsueh-chi.  
71 Mainlanders (Waishengren 外省人) refer to those whose ancestral home in mainland China and those those whose 

parents were born in mainland China. Therefore, in Taiwan, there were two “ethnic groups”: Waishengren and 

Taiwanese. At the beginning of Nationalist Government rule, it adopted the Taiwan household register 

institutionalization system which was built by the Government-General of Taiwan in 1905. Considering that Han 

people society was family oriented, to control the first Japan colony, the Government-General of Taiwan built up the 

system. (Ying-jie Liao, “Riji Shiqi Huji Dangji Dangan zhi Jianli yu Yingyong—Yi Yilan Diqu Kejia Yiminhu 

Yanjiu Weili” [The Establishment and Application of Household Registration Archives during Japanese Colonial 

Period: A Case of Yilan County ‘s Hakka Household Registers], in Dangan Jukan, 9:1 (2010):40-53.) However, the 

provincial identity (省籍認同) led too many social problems between “Waishengren” and Taiwanese. Besides, as 

the second and third generations of “Waishengren” were born, the boundary between these two ethnic groups became 
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by Taiwanese. The uprising was violently put down by National Revolutionary Army. Thousands 

of Taiwanese people were killed by the troops, especially the elites. This tragedy triggered 

Taiwanese who were born on the island and grew up on the island to question themselves if China 

was their homeland.72 The island was imposed martial law for the following thirty-eight years, 

from 20 May 1949 to 14 July 1987.73  

In 1949, as KMT authorities lost its sovereignty over mainland China and retreated to 

Taiwan, thousands of troops and Chinese moved to Taiwan as well.74 Taiwan started to be ruled 

by Nationalist Government, also called Republic of China. It means that the island, which was 

separated from mainland China and had been ruled by Japanese since 1895, started to represent 

China, including the Mainland China. To consolidate its ruling over Taiwan, Kia-shek Chiang had 

to obtain the support from the United States. For this reason, Kia-shek Chiang claimed Republic 

of China (led by KMT) inherited the orthodox of Chinese culture. Furthermore, considering its 

failure of ruling mainland China and the lesson from February 28 Massacre, Kia-shek Chiang and 

 
blurry. Therefore, in 1992, the law of household registration was amended. Citizen’s household registration accords 

to the place where the citizen was born, instead of the place where their parents were born.   
72 The numbers of people who were killed in the tragedy were various. Even the report conducted by Executive Yuan 

(Xingzheng yuan行政院), Research Report on the February 28 Incident ( Ererba Shibian Yanjiu Baogao『二二八

事件』研究報告), did not definitely conclude the numbers, but listed them all numbers in the report. Nai-The Wu 

analyzed that the various numbers of the victims in different reports revealed the perspective of the reporters. For 

the authority of the power, the governors lowered the number, while the dissents claimed higher numbers. For the 

number, around 18,000, which was proposed by Kuan-Jeng Chen and was cited the most, Nai-The Wu also 

questioned its correctness because the number did not take into account the migration movement. (Lai, Ze-han, Fu-

san Huang, Xiu-zheng Huang, Wen-xing Wu & Hsueh-chi Hsu, Research Report on the February 28 Incident  

(‘Ererba shijian’ yanjiu baogao), (Taipei: Shibao Wenhua Chuban Qiyie Gufen Youxian Gongsi, 1994. Nai-The Wu, 

“Lishi Jiyi Zhong de Mohu yu Weizhi: Ererba Sinan Renshu de Zhengjun”, in Sixiang, 21(1992): 179-194. Kuan-

Jeng Chen, “‘Ererba Shijian’ Siwang Eenshu de Eenkouxue Teiji’, in ‘Ererba Shijian’ Yanjiu Baogao, conducted by 

February 28 Incident Research Group of Executive Yuan (Xingzheng Yuan Yanjiu ‘Ererba Shijian’ Xiaozu), 

Appendix 5 (Taipei: Xingzheng Yuan 行政院  [Executive Yuan], 1992. Also see the report in this website: 

https://www.228.org.tw/228_overview.php?sn=76, accessed on 2021.04.17.) 
73 There are numbers of researches on February 28 Massacre. I use the official data which is conducted by the 

government. https://www.228.org.tw/228_overview.php?PID=7 (accessed on 2021.01.30.)  
74 For the number of immigrant mainlanders, some claimed there were around two million, while some claimed there 

were one point two million. Tong-fa Lin points out there were around one point two million mainlanders moved to 

Taiwan around 1949. (Tong-fa Lin, “Zhanhou Chuqi dao 1950 Niandai Taiwan Renkou Yichu yu Yiru, 

https://www.ntl.edu.tw/public/Attachment/811615572091.pdf  accessed on 2021.04.18) According to the census 

data conducted by the Government-General of Taiwan in 1943, the population in Taiwan was 6,585,841. 

( http://tcsd.lib.ntu.edu.tw/record.php?DataId=S0085370&Access_Num=4 accessed on 2021.04.18) On 

Taiwansheng Huji Tongji Yiaolan 1945-1958—Minguo Sanshiwu Nian dao Sishiqi Nian Guji Tongji Nianbao, 1959) 

pp. 68-83), there were seven point five million (7,555,558) people living on the island at the end of 1950. Apparently, 

there were around one million people moving from 1943-1950. The number Tong-fa Lin claimed is reasonable. 
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his son, Chiang Ching-kuo, executed White Terror75 in order to eradicate all of the dissents or 

communists until the Betrayers Punishment Act (Chengzhi Panluan Tiaoli懲治叛亂條例) was lifted 

in 1992. Being afraid of the prosecution as betrayers, Taiwanese people stopped criticizing politics 

as well as stayed away from politics. Meanwhile, to win the support from the United States, who 

wanted to stop the expansion of communism, Kia-shek Chiang claimed to realize democratic 

system over the island. For this reason, on the one hand, he opened the reginal elections instead of 

nationwide ones. On the other hand, due to the Temporary Provisions Effective During the Period 

of National Mobilization for Suppression of the Communist Rebellion (Dongyuan Kanluan Shiqi 

Linshi Taiokuan動員戡亂時期臨時條款), his presidency was exempted from the two-term office 

limit. With the aid of the United States, the authoritarian rule of Chiang family and the one-party 

state system made the economic miracle on the island. Around 1960 to 1990, Taiwan was crowned 

one of Four Asian Dragons.76 Nonetheless, the social, economic and political structures of favoring 

mainlanders had already accumulated massive popular discontent. Considering the rare possibility 

of retaking the Chinese mainland again (fangong dalu反攻大陸)77 and realizing the importance 

of Taiwanization (bentuhua 本土化 ), on 14 July 1987, Chiang Ching-kuo, the president of 

Republic of China then, announced to lift the martial law, which had executed on the island for 

thirty-eight years.   

Except the authoritarian rule, to consolidate the Chiang family regime over the island, Kia-

shek Chiang executed assimilation work over the whole island. Indeed, the Nationalist 

Government realized both de-Japanification and re-Sinicization just after it took over Taiwan. The 

re-Sinicization work--learning to be Chinese--was promoted harsher after KMT retreated to the 

island. The first and most important step of learning to be Chinese was systematically promoting 

 
75 The term "White Terror" in its broadest meaning refers to the entire period from 20 May 1949 to 18 May 1992. 

Around 140,000 Taiwanese were imprisoned during this period, of whom from about 3,000 to 4,000 were executed 

for their real or perceived opposition to the Kuomintang (KMT, Chinese Nationalist Party) government led by 

Chiang Kai-shek. Most actual prosecutions, though, took place in 1950–1953. 
76 The rest three are Singapore, Hong Kong and South Korea. However, the rise of Taiwan mainly relied on the aid of 

the United of States. Besides, the cheap labor made Taiwan competitive. Domestic factory is the key for Taiwan to 

be competitive. Meanwhile, the term also reveals the feature of exploitation.   
77 Since the international situation didn’t stand by the side of Chiang Kai-shek regime, Republic of China was losing 

its legitimacy of representing mainland China around 1970s. First, in 1971, due to the United Nations General 

Assembly Resolution 2758 which was passed in response to the United Nations General Assembly Resolution 1668, 

People’s Republic of China was recognized as "the only legitimate representative of China to the United Nations." 

The resolution also removed the collective representatives of Kai-shek Chiang from the United Nations. Second, in 

1979, the United States transferred diplomatic recognition from Taipei to Beijing.   
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Mandarin as well as prohibiting Taiwanese Hokkien, Hakka and Japanese. Students would be fined 

and punished if they spoke their mother tongues, instead of Mandarin at school.78 Moreover, KMT 

also unified the textbooks which were written and edited by the official publisher, The National 

Institute for Compilation and Translation (NICT Guoli Bianyi Guan 國立編譯館 .) In the 

textbooks, KMT wiped out every historical and geographical details which were irrelevant to 

mainland China, Chinese culture and the history of KMT. Furthermore, in the text book, KMT 

claimed it itself as the inheritor of orthodox Chinese culture which had lasted for five thousand 

years.79 There was a tiny part discussing the history and geography of Taiwan, not to mention 

February 28 Massacre.80 After all, through those policies mentioned above, KMT successfully re-

constructed a new version of Chinese history and culture.   

For the de-Japanification work, KMT prohibited Taiwanese people to use Japanese. At the 

end of Japanese ruling, the popularity of Japanese had already reached fifty percent.81 Therefore, 

abandoning using Japanese barred the well-educated Taiwanese to work, especially for the 

positions in the government. Meanwhile, KMT also claimed that through fifty-year ruling by 

Japanese, Taiwanese people had already been enslaved (nuhua 奴化) by Japanese. The statement 

not only discriminated Taiwanese, but also stigmatized them. Meanwhile, the statement 

legitimized the favoring-mainlander structure as well as reshaped people’s collective memory. 

However, according to the description of Taiwan from Arthur Kleinman in 1970’s, “Japanese 

culture left its imprint on the population. Many people in Taiwan maintain close relations with 

 
78  A-chin Hsiau, ‘Dizao Minzu Yuyan’, in Chonggo Taiwan: Dangdai Minzu Zhuyi de Wenhua Zhengzhi 

[Reconstructing Taiwan-Ｔhe Cultural Politics of Contemporary Nationalism], ch.5, (Taipei: Lianjing chubanshe 

[Linking Publishing], 2012), pp. 231-270. 
79 わかばやし まさひろ Zhanhou Taiwan Zhengzhishi—Zhonghua Minguo Taiwanhua de Licheng, 2014, pp. 99-

101. 
80 February 28 Massacre was a taboo for the everyone who were born before 1987 in Taiwan. When I was in my 

second year of senior high school, when the martial law was just lifted by Chinag Ching-kuo. The school club I 

organized planned to invite a speaker to give us a talk about February 28 Massacre. One junior member wrote this 

information on her dairy. The military instructor got the information when she monitored every student’s dairy. The 

military instructor reported this event to the director of student affairs. The director of student affairs informed me 

and the president of the club that she would organize the speech herself. That meant that she could control everything, 

including the speaker. The speech became a big event at school. Although the incident had been ended in a good 

way and the school showed students its openness toward the taboo issue, the story still revealed the authoritarian 

feature of KMT.     
81 Wan-yao Chou, “Taiwanren Diyici de ‘Guoyu’ Jingyan—Xilun Rishi Moqi de Riyu Yundong Jiqi Wenti”, in Xin 

Shixue [New History], 6:12(1995):121. 
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people and activities inside Japan.”82 Apparently, no matter how much hard KMT executed de-

Japanification work, the imprint Japanese culture inscribed on the island for fifty years was hard 

to be eliminated.  

The assimilation work did not expand to “mainlanders” (Waishengren). “Waishengren” 

refers to those who or whose parents were not born in Taiwan. In other words, a person’s birth 

place became the standard to classify himself/ herself and decided what social status he/ she was 

situated. Those Chinese who immigrate from different provinces of China were unified into one 

group to contrast with Taiwanese. The diversity of “Waishengren” not only was ignored,83 but also 

became an ethnic term. Instead of eliminating the differences between “Waishengren”, KMT 

segregated them from Taiwanese, especial the veterans. To accommodate the veterans, KMT built 

up military villages (juancun 眷村). Most “Waishengren” live in big cities, especial in northern 

Taiwan, only few in eastern Taiwan.84 Most of them chose to work for the government, including 

teachers, officers, police officers, and fire fighters, who enjoyed the benefits.85 Except the benefits 

KMT offered the soldiers, officers and teachers (jun gong jiao軍公教), KMT structurally favored 

“Waishengren.” Only “Waishengren” could get high positions in the government and institutes. 

This structure caused the complex of provincial identities ( sheng-ji qingjie省籍情結) and led to 

huge conflicts of provincial identities in Taiwan society.  

 
82 Arthur Kleinman, “Orientations 1: The Problem, the Setting, and the Approach,” in Patients and Healers in the 

Context of Culture—An Exploration of Borderland between Anthropology, Medicine, and Psychiatry, (University of 

California Press, 1980), p10. 
83 According to Antonia Chao ‘s and Ke-hsien Huang’s researched, except those immigrating with Chiang Kai-shek, 

“Waishengren” included those moved here after 1945, those who were in charge of taking over Taiwan from 

Japanese, the officers who had serviced in the Nationalist Government, the tourists who were travelling to Taiwan, 

the investors who were attracted by modern tropical charm of the island or about to expand its own overseas markets, 

those who were forced to service the troops of the Nationalist Government, and anti-communists. (Antonia Chao, 

“Guozu Xiangxiang de Quanli Loji—Shilun Wuling Niangdai Liuwang Zhuti, Gonglingyu, yu Xiandaixing  Zhijian 

de Keneng Guanxi” [The Logic of Power Imagining the Nation-State: Diaspora, Public Sphere, and Modernity in 

Fifties Taiwan], in Taiwan Shehui Yanjiu Jikan [Taiwan: A Radical Quarterly in Social Studies], 36 (1999): 37-83 

and Ke-hsien Huang, ‘Yuanxiang, Judi yu Tiandi: Waisheng Diyidai de Liuwang Jingyan yu Gaizong Licheng’ 

[Homeland, Host Country and Heaven: the Diaspora Experience and Conversion Prcocess of the first-generation 

mainlanders], Taipei: thesis of Taiwan Daxue Shehui Yanjiusou [Department of Sociology at National Taiwan 

University], 2005.)  
84 わかばやし まさひろ, ‘Zhanhuo Taiwan Guiojia yu Douching Zuqun Shehui zhi Chongzu’, in Zhanhou Taiwan 

Zhengzhishi—Zhonghua Minguo Taiwanhua de Licheng, ch. 2, 2014, p. 115. 
85 わかばやし まさひろ, ‘Zhanhuo Taiwan Guiojia yu Douching Zuqun Shehui zhi Chongzu’, in Zhanhou Taiwan 

Zhengzhishi—Zhonghua Minguo Taiwanhua de Licheng, ch. 2, 2014, p. 114. 
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Due to the martial law, the freedom of assembly and association was restricted. Legally, 

the supreme commander was permitted to ban all of the religious activities. According to 

“Feichang Shiqi Renmin Tuanti Zuzhifa” 非常時期人民團體組織法, which was enacted in 1947, 

the regulation eight provided that if there were two or more than two organizations with the similar 

characters in one district, it would violated the regulation itself.86 Furthermore, based on regulation 

11 of the martial law, the supreme commander was empowered to restrict or ban every kind of 

religious activities if those activities would endanger the law and the order of the very area.87 

Therefore, before by 1989, when the “Dongyuan Kanluan Shiqi Renmin Tuantifa” 動員戡亂時期

人民團體法 was enacted, there were only eleven religions recognized by KMT, while there were 

only nine by 1970.88 In addition, the leaders of these religious groups needed to be proved by KMT. 

Therefore, for certain religious groups, cooperation with proved ones was the only way to 

survive.89 Around 1949, there were many religious leaders moving to Taiwan with Chiang Kai-

shek. In addition, new religions were introduced to Taiwan as well. 90 Due to the regulations 

mentioned above, these religious groups which were recognized by Kai-shek Chiang became the 

only legal religions. For this reason, local temples or private altars turned to them to seek for help. 

On one hand, those major religious groups were controlled by “Waishengren.” On the other hand, 

certain proportion of “Waishengren” claimed they did not have any religion, even worship 

ancestral tablets.  

 
86 Renmin Tuanti Faling Zhuanji, (Taiwan: Taiwansheng Zhengfu Shehuichu, 1954), p48.  
87 https://law.moj.gov.tw/LawClass/LawAll.aspx?pcode=F0070002 accessed on 2021.04.22.  
88  They were Buddhism, Daoism, Islam, Christianity, Catholicism, Xuanyuan jiao(軒轅教 ), Liism （理教） , 

Tenrikyo(天理教), Baháʼí Faith(大同教), The Lord of Universe Church (天帝教) and I-guand Dao(一貫道). (Chiu, 

Hei-yuan, “Jieyan, zongjiao ziyou, yu zongjiao fazhan”, in Weiquan tizhi de bianqan—jieyanhou de Taiwan, edited 

by Zhongyang yanjiuyuan Taiwan yanjiu tuidong weiyuanhui，(Taipei: Taiwanshi Yanjiusuo Choubeichu, 2001), 

pp. 249-276. 
89 Fong-mao Lee, “Tuoxie yu Hezuo: Yiguandao Laoqianren Zhang Peicheng Canyu Daojiao Zonghui de Jingyan—

yi Daozong 1966-1983 Nianjian Lijiansji Huiyi Jilu Weizhu de Kaocha” [Compromise and Cooperation: The 

Previous I-Kuan Tao Leader Zhang Peicheng’s Participation in the Council of Daoism, 1966-1983], in Huaren 

Zongjiao Yanjiu Studies in Chinese Religions, 2 (2013):135-172, and “Cihui zhi Hui: Jieyan Qian Cihuitang yu 

Daojiao Zonghui Hezuo Beihou de Zhengjiao Guanxi”, presented in Diyijie Taiwan Yanjiu Shijie Dahui [The 1st 

World Conference of Taiwan Study], held on 2012.04.26. 
90 Jen-chieh Ting, “Taiwan lishi chongcenghua guocheng zhong de jiben zongjiao leixing chutan, jianlun dangdai 

taiwan de xinxing zongjiao yanjiu”, in Maixiang 21 shiji de Taiwan lishixue, edited by Taiwan lishi xuehui, (Taipei: 

Daoxiang chubanshe, 2001), pp. 39-129. 
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Meanwhile, “Waishengren” were absent in the activities of local popular religions, like 

Daoist sacrificial ceremonies (jianjiao 建醮),91 There are many reasons why “Waishengren” did 

not participate local religious activities. First, after May Fourth Movement in China, religions had 

been crowned as superstition. Therefore, those “Waishengren”, especial the young troops, did not 

hold any faith. Second, those “Waishengren”, especial the young troops, left home early and had 

loosen connection with their convention in their hometown as well as their traditional religions. 

Third, “Waishengren” tended to convert to Christianity more than other religions.92 Therefore, 

religious activities could be seen as the border between Taiwanese and “Waishengren”. However, 

as “Waishengren” stayed longer in Taiwan, they were gradually visible in these local popular 

religious activities. They started to participate the activities of popular religion for many reasons. 

The marriage between “Waishengren” and Taiwanese played the significant role. Then, 

“Waishengren” were aged, the ultimate concern of life would change their attitude toward religion. 

The convention of being worshipped and provided offerings converted these “Waishengren” into 

a believer of Chinerse popular religion. Influenced by their mothers or their friends who were 

Taiwanese, the second generation of “Waishengren” leaned toward local popular religious 

activities more than their fathers.93 

For the medical system, I would like to discuss it in the next section. Therefore, I am going 

to move on to the era after the martial law was lifted.  

 

 
91 Chia-ming Hsu, “Songshan Jianjiao yu Shequ” [The Heaven Festival of Sungshan and Its Social Aspects], in 

Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo Jikan [Bulletin of the Institute of Ethnology Academia Sinica], 

25(1968) :151 and Hsing-Chih Chen, “Waishengren Zongjiao Xinyang Bianqan Chutan—1984 Nian zhi 2004 Nian 

Taiwan Diqu Shehui Bianqian Jiben Diaocha Ziliao Fenxi” [The Overall View on the Religious Change of 

Mainlanders in Taiwan], in Dongwu Shehui Xuebao [Soochow Journal of Sociology], 23(2008) : 107-138. 
92 I borrow the numbers from Ke-hsien Huang‘s research. He mentioned that from 1945-1959, the population of 

Christianity grew 8 times while Catholic population grew 20 times. In Mandarin churches, the proportion of 

Waishengren even up to 30 percent while there were only 14 percent Waishengren population in Taiwan society. 

(Ke-hsien Huang, ‘Yuanxiang, judi yu tiandi: waisheng diyidai de liuwang jingyan yu gaizong licheng’  [Homeland, 

Host Country and Heaven: the Diaspora Experience and Conversion Prcocess of the first-generation mainlanders], 

2005, pp. 2-3.) 
93 Hsing-Chih Chen, “Waishengren Zongjiao Xinyang Bianqan Chutan—1984 Nian zhi 2004 Nian Taiwan Diqu  

Shehui Bianqian Jiben Diaocha Ziliao Fenxi” 2008: 113-114. Hsing-Chih Chen, “Dushihua, Shengji han Daijian 

Xinyang Liudong zhi Yanjiu” [Urbanization, Ethnicity and Intergenerational Change in Religion: A Study of a New 

Religious Group in Taiwan ], in Taiwan Shehui Xuekan [Taiwanese Journal of Sociology], 35(2005): 181-222. 
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5-1-3-2 From 1987 Till Now 

On 15 July 1987, the martial law in Taiwan Area (including Island of Taiwan, Penghu) 

were lifted by a Presidential order promulgated by President Chiang Ching-kuo. It was the end of 

the over 38-year-long consecutive martial law period as well as "the longest imposition of martial 

law by a regime anywhere in the world" at that time. One year before then, 28 September 1986, 

Democratic Progress Party (DPP), of which roots had been in the "outside-the-KMT" (tangwai 黨

外) movement, which formed in opposition to the Kuomintang’s one party authoritarian rule under 

the party-state system, was founded. On 13 January 1988, President Chiang Ching-kuo passed 

away.  Lee Teng-hui succeeded him as president. Lee Teng-hui was the first president born in 

Taiwan, the last to be indirectly elected and the first to be directly elected in 1996. 1989, the 

“Dongyuan Kanluan Shiqi Renmin Tuanti Zuzhifa” (動員戡亂時期人民團體組織法 ) was 

amended. The restriction on the number of people’s organizations was removed. On 30 April 1991, 

President Lee Teng-hui declared the end of the Mobilization for Suppression of Communist 

Rebellion as well as The Temporary Provisions Effective During the Period of National 

Mobilization for Suppression of the Communist Rebellion (Dongyuan Kanluan Shiqi Linshi 

Tiaokuan動員戡亂時期臨時條款) was abrogated. Taiwan society turned to a new page. 

After the martial law was lifted, Taiwan society moved onto a politically democratic and 

culturally various society. Taiwanese people fought for their own freedom and tried to establish a 

better nation. They walked on the street to fight for their own rights which were deprived by the 

Kuomintang’s one-party authoritarian rule under the party-state system, especially in 1990s. They 

asked to stop the assimilation work, declining to learn to be Chinese. People promoted their mother 

languages, including Taiwanese Hokkien, Hakkanese, indigenous languages and Mandarin, in 

public places, even in the curriculum. Realizing the importance of localization (Taiwanization 

/bentuhua), the authority, President Lee Teng-hui, proposed the idea of community development 

(shequ zongti yingzao 社區總體營造 ) in 1993. It revived the village economy as well as 

consolidate the sense of being a community.94 In addition, from late 1980, some counties governed 

 
94 Hsun Chang,“Cong Minjian Xinyang yu Defang Wenhua Chanyie Kan Guojia yu Defang de Guanxi” [State Policy 

and Local Cultural Industry: a Case Study of Xinggang Fengtian Temple in Taiwan], in Disijie Guoji Hanxue Huiyi 

Lunwenji, Hanren Minzhong Zongjiao Yanjiu—Tianye yu Lilun de Jiehe [Papers from the Fourth International 

Conference on Sinology, Chinese Popular Religion: Linking Fieldwork and Theory], edited by Hsun Chang (Taipei: 
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by DPP mayors added local knowledge of Taiwan into the curriculum. Since 1996, ‘knowing 

Taiwan’(renshi Taiwan認識台灣) became a section in the historical and geographical textbooks. 

In addition, schools started to use different textbooks which were edited by different publishers, 

instead of monopolized by the official publisher. 95  As forming Taiwanese identity, people 

proposed multi-cultures as the feature of Taiwanese culture, which distinguished from (orthodox) 

Chinese culture constructed and imposed by KMT. 96  More and more people, including 

“Waishengren”, claim themselves as Taiwanese, instead of Chinese. According to the survey 

conducted by Election Study Center, National Chengchi University in 2021, up to 64 percent of 

Taiwanese identified themselves as Taiwanese while only 2.6 percent Chinese. 29.9 percent of 

Taiwanese identified themselves as Taiwanese as well as Chinese. 97  In a sense, Taiwanese 

nationalism has already formed. 

Lifting the martial law also impacted on religious groups. After the “Dongyuan Kanluan 

Shiqi Renmin Tuanti Zuzhifa” 動員戡亂時期人民團體組織法  was amended in 1989 , the 

restriction on the number of religious groups in one district was removed. Those suppressed 

religious groups, such as Yi-guan-dao, and the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan were legalized.98 

The free circumstance boosted the number religious groups from eleven before 1989 to about 

sixteen thousand in 2021.99 The prosperity of the religious market explains the reason why Daoist 

 
Zhongyiang Yanjiuyuan [Academia Sinica], 2013), pp. 115-160 and わかばやし まさひろ, ‘Duoyuan Wenhua 

Zhuyi de Fuxian’, in Zhanhou Taiwan Zhengzhishi—Zhonghua Minguo Taiwanhua de Licheng, ch. 7, 2014, pp. 371-

446. 
95 わかばやし まさひろ, ‘Duoyuan Wenhua Zhuyi de Fuxian’, in Zhanhou Taiwan Zhengzhishi—Zhonghua Minguo 

Taiwanhua de Licheng, ch. 7, 2014, pp. 408-409. 
96  A-chin Hsiau, ‘Queli Minzu Wenxue’, in Chonggo Taiwan: Dangdai Minzu Zhuyi de Wenhua Zhengzhi 

[Reconstructing Taiwan-Ｔhe Cultural Politics of Contemporary Nationalism], ch. 4, 2012, pp. 157-230 and わかば

やし まさひろ, translated by Yu-ru Hung, Pei-fong Chen etc., ‘Duoyuan Wenhua Zhuyi de Fuxian’, in Zhanhou 

Taiwan Zhengzhishi—Zhonghua Minguo Taiwanhua de Licheng, ch. 7, 2014, pp. 371-446. 
97 https://esc.nccu.edu.tw/PageDoc/Detail?fid=7804&id=6960 , accessed on 2021.04.25. 
98 Hei-yuan Chiu, “Jieyan, Zongjiao Ziyou, yu Zongjiao Fazhan”, 2001, pp. 249-276. 
99 According to the official websites, titled as National Religion Information Network, there are three kinds of religious 

groups: foundations, temples and social groups. The latest number of them were 1,500 foundations, 12,000 temples 

and 1,900 social groups. There are four types of religions. The first type is world religion, including Buddhism, 

Daoism, Judaism, Christianity, Catholicism, Islam, and Eastern Orthodox Church. The second type refers to the 

religion which is from mainland China or Taiwan and has been founded longer than fifty years. It includes the 

Harmonious Church of the Three-in-one (Sanyijiao三一教), Xiaism (Xiajiao夏教), Liism (Lijiao理教), Yiguandao 

(一貫道), Xiantian jiujiao (先天救教) or The Red Swastika Society （shijie hongwanzihui世界紅卍字會）, Holy 

Church of the Heavenly Virtue (Tiande shengjiao天德聖教), Xuanyuanjiao(軒轅教), and Tiandao (Tiandao天道). 

The third type refers to the religion which is a world religion and has been founded longer than fifty years, including 

Mormonism (Momenjiao摩門教), Tenrikyo (Tianlijiao天理教),  Baháʼí Faith (巴哈伊教) or Datongjiao (大同教), 
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You-kun Li invented the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” in order to survive in the competitive 

religious market.  

The Cross-Strait relations changed after the martial law was lifted in 1987 as well. Four 

months after the martial law was lifted, President Chiang Jing-guo announced that people were 

allowed to visit to China. This benefited many, especially old KMT soldiers, who had been 

separated from their family in China for decades. This also proved a catalyst for the thawing of 

relations between the two sides. This was completely against Chiang Jing-guo’s Three-No 

Policy—no contact, no negotiation and no compromise with the Chinese Communists—which was 

established in 1979 when the United States of America and People Republic of China established 

official diplomatic relations. However, after President Chiang Jing-guo initiated the new policy, 

for the next thirty years from then, more and more frequent cross-strait exchanges played an 

important role in Taiwanese daily life. Therefore, different policies on the Cross-Strait relations 

proposed by current presidents, including the “special state-to-state relations” proposed by 

President Lee Teng-hui, “one country on each side” (one China, one Taiwan) proposed by 

President Chen Shui-bian, “the 1992 Consensus” (one China, different interpretations" proposed 

by President Ma Ying-jeou, and “Republic of China in Taiwan” claimed by President Tsai Ying-

we, did not stop the exchanges between Taiwan and mainland China. Apparently, the Cross-Strait 

relations manipulated the politics and influenced every election, especial for presidential election, 

in Taiwan.  

Among those more and more frequent cross-strait exchanges, religious exchanges played 

an important role as well. As mentioned above, lifting martial law brought free space for religious 

groups to develop, which led to a competitive religious market. Therefore, in order to survive in 

the competitive religious market, pilgrim to their own ancestral temple was one of the ways to 

level the temples themselves up.100 Among them, pilgriming to mainland China, especial Mazu 

 
the Unification Church (Tongyijiao統一教), Scientology (Shandaji山達基), and Zhenguang jiaotuan (真光教團). 

The last type refers to the religion which is founded in Taiwan and has rechached certain scale, including Ｔhe Lord 

of Universe Church (Tiandijiao 天 帝 教 ) and Mile dadao ( 彌 勒 大 道 ).  

https://religion.moi.gov.tw/Home/ContentDetail?ci=1&cid=001-2, accessed on 2021.04.25.  
100 Hsun Chang, “Shifting Religious Space, and Ritual Performance: The Mazu Pilgrimage across the Taiwan Strait”, 

in Taipei Chengshi Keji Daxue Tongshi Xuebao, 9(2020): 93-119, and “Duoyuan Renting yu Jinxiang Yishi: Yi 

Jieyan Zhihou Liangan Mazu Jinxiang Weili”, in Huaren Zongjiao yu Guozu Zhuti, edited by Shi-wei Hsieh and 

Cheng-tian Kuo, (Taipei: Chengda Chubanshe, 2019), pp. 153-172. 
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temples, attracted most attention.101 In some sense, pilgrim to the “so-called” ancestral temple 

demonstrated the Chinese identity, the fruit of collective memories which were re-constructed and 

re-shaped by KMT’s one-party authoritarian rule under the party-state system. In addition, PRC 

government also used the exchanges of Cross-Strait temples to play its united front work by 

claiming that Taiwan was a part of China.102 However, not every temple pilgrimed to mainland 

China to look for their ancestral temple identity. Instead, some temple on the island claimed 

themselves as their own ancestral temples. Nankunshen Daitianfu (南鯤鯓代天府), which had 

Five House Plague (GodWufu wangyie五府王爺) enshrined was the best example. Nankunshen 

Daitianfu claimed that it owned the longest history (historical authority), and the statue of the 

founded deities (the authority of sacred object). Furthermore, Nankunshen Daitianfu performed 

the “Patrol on Behalf of the Heavenly God” ritual as well as the “Great Offering of All Heaven” 

(Lotian dajiao 羅天大醮) (the authority of performing rituals. )103 Therefore, when asked if it 

would pilgrim to its ancestral temple in Mainland China, Nankunshen Daitianfu refused to, which 

revealed Taiwanese subjectivity that was shaped under the historical, cultural and social contexts 

on the island.  

All in all, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” is situated in the unique historical context, 

which was multi-layered by different sovereignties. Briefly, it is a Fa (method 法) ritual with 

healing functions and applied among Han people. Furthermore, lifting the martial law brought free 

atmosphere to the island, which led the prosperity to the religious market as well as boosted the 

Taiwanese nationalism around the island. However, Chinese nationalism led pilgrims to seek for 

their ancestral temples on the remote land, while Taiwanese subjectivity made Taiwanese claim 

that the temple which they were stationing on the island were their ancestral temples. Due to the 

historical and social context, “Waishengren” did not involve in the activities of popular religion in 

 
101 Yin-hsin Chien, ‘Zumiao—Taiwan Minjian Xinyang de Tixi’ [ Ancestral Temples: Systems of Popular Religions 

in Taiwan], Guoli Zhengzhi Daxue Minzuxue xi Boshi Lunwen [Ph.D. Dissertation of Department of Ethnology, 

National Chengchi University], 2015, pp. 83-103..  
102 Sanwei Yuzi “Cong Liangan Mazumiao de Jiaoliu Lai Tan Taiwan de Minzu Zhuyi”, in Mazu Xinyang de Fazhan 

yu Bianqian—Mazu Xinyang yu Xiandai Shehui Guoji Yantaohui Lunwenji, (Taipei: Taiwan Zongjiao Xuehui, 2003), 

pp. 193-204. 
103 Yin-hsin Chien, ‘Zumiao—Taiwan Minjian Xinyang de Tixi,’ 2015, pp. 211-216. 
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Taiwan. Popular religion marked the provincial identity between Taiwanese and “Waishengren”. 

Therefore, the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” was applied as a healing ritual among Taiwanese. 

In addition, the cultural frame embedded behind the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” is the 

fruit of multi-layered political development. In spite of the fact that the majority of the residents 

on the island are Han people, their collective memories and cultural identities have been shaped 

and re-shaped for more than one time. Therefore, when we examining the embedded cultural frame 

of the “Concealing the Soul Ritual,” to conclude the ritual is shared by Han people under the 

context of Chinese culture will neglect the complexity of historical context in Taiwan. Avoid over-

simplifying the historical development will be helpful for us to figure out what role the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul” play in Taiwan and what factor makes the type shifting from the mending 

type to preventive type successfully in the metropolitan.   

In next section, I am going to discuss what social context made the “Ritual of Concealing 

the Soul” as a healing ritual before the National Health Insurance was initiated in 1995. In addition, 

I am also going to discuss what social context led the type shifting from mending to preventative 

in order to survive in the competitive religious market due to the free atmosphere after 1995.     

 

5-2 Multiple Medical Systems 

Multiple medical systems104 are the feature of the healing system in Taiwan. They include 

Western and traditional Chinese medicine as well as religious healing and folk treatments, all 

apparently mutually exclusive,105 yet co-existing happily. In addition, the concept of multiple 

medical systems also refers to a multi-layered healing structure. When people take actions to deal 

 
104Hsun Chang, “Taojiao yu Mingjian Yiliao Wenhua: Yi Zhaojing Zhenghouqun Weili,” in Fong-mao Lee & Ronggui 

Zhu eds., Yishi, Miaohui yu Shequ: Taojiao, Mingjian Xinyang yu Mingjian Wenhua,  Taipei: Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan 

Zhongguo Wenzhe Yangjiusuo Choubeichu [Preparatory Office of Institute of Chinese Literature and Philosophy], 

1996, pp.427-457); “Taiwan Hanrien de Yiliao Tixi yu Yiliao Xingwei: Yige Taiwan Beibu Nongcun de Yixue 

Renleixue Yanjiu” [Medical Behavior and Medical System of Taiwanese Peasants: An Anthropological Inquiry],  in 

Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo Jikan [Bulletin of the Institute of Ethnology Academia Sinica] (Taipei: 

1983): 29-58; “Yixue Renleixui de Yige Xinchangshi: Jeishao A. Kleinman de Yanjiu jiagou,” in Jibing yu Wenhua: 

Taiwan Mingjian Yiliao Renleixui Yanjiu Lunji, Taipei: Daw Shiang Publishing Co.,ltd., 1989, pp. 4-11. 
105 Hsun Chang,“Yiyiao Renleizue de Yige Xinchangshi: Jeishao A. Kleinman de Yanjiu Jiagou,”, 1989, pp 3-13. 
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with illness, they themselves or their support team, usually their family, first make a decision 

regarding the diagnosis. Based on the symptoms, they decide to seek help from ritual specialists 

or medical doctors. 106  Sometimes, they choose both; most commonly they turn to religious 

specialists after medical doctors have not been able to effect a cure. It is clear from all these sources 

that religious techniques have formed an important part of the Taiwanese healing system for the 

last century, and they remain so today. According to the “Taiwan Social Change Survey” (Taiwan 

Shehui Bianqian Diaocha 臺灣社會變遷調查),107 even between 1985 and 1995, 20 percent of the 

population turned to ritual specialists for healing.108 

The systems were shaped by the multi-layered historical development in Taiwan. Before 

Han people immigrated to the island, there were already Taiwanese indigenous peoples with 

linguistic and genetic ties to other Austronesian peoples inhabiting on the island. Taiwan was ruled 

by different empires, including the Dutch Republic from 1624 to 1662, Spanish Empire from 1626 

to 1642, Zheng Chenggong from 1662 to 1684, Qing from 1684 to 1895, Japan from 1895 to 1945, 

and the Republic of China from 1945 till now. Each ruler as well as Han people brought their own 

medical system to Taiwan. Therefore, these medical systems co-existed on the island, although 

some sovereignties tried in vain to eliminate different medical systems.    

Before Han people settled on the island, Taiwanese indigenous peoples had already 

inhabited on the island for a long time. Each people had their own way to deal with aliments. Due 

to the space limit, I am not going to deliberate them here. Briefly, Taiwanese indigenous peoples 

considered that aliments were the punishments from gods. Aliments invaded into people’s bodies 

through the form of wind or via the haunting of ghosts and demons. Therefore, witches or wizards 

 
106 Hsun Chang, “Taiwan Hanren de Yiliao Tixi yu Yiliao Xingwei: Yige Taiwan Beibu Nongcun de Yixue Renleizue 

Yanjiu” [Medical Behavior and Medical System of Taiwanese Peasants: An Anthropological Inquiry], in Zhongyang 

Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo Jikan [Bulletin of the Institute of Ethnology Academia Sinica], 50 (Taipei: 1983): 

29-58. 
107  These numbers come from a project, conducted by Sinica. See http:// 

www.ios.sinica.edu.tw/sc/cht/scDownload2.php#seventh (accessed 3/9/2017).  Since the survey did not use the same 

question in 2015, it is hard to know the ex- act number of seekers today (Chiu 1997, 104; 95-138.)  
108 Since the survey did not conduct the same question in 2015, it is hard to know the exact number of people who 

turn to ritual masters to ask for help to heal their ailments. However, the number of 1985 and 1995 are still meaningful. 

(Hei-yuan Chiu, “Shushu, Wushu yu Zongjiao Xingwei de Bianqian yu Bianyi”, in Taiwan Zongjiao Bianqian de 

Shehui Fenxi, Taipei: Guiguan Tushu Gufen Youxian Gongsi, 1997), pp. 95- 138. 
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chanted incantations and applied equipment, such as bamboo sticks to expel demons. Sometimes, 

they killed pigs or livestock as offerings.109 

When Europeans and Han people started to inhabit on the island, acclimatizing to the 

humid climate and the new environment were the major issues. Miasma, endemic and malaria were 

major diseases. Medical doctors and missionaries came to Taiwan with the Dutch soldiers. They 

built up schools and hospitals in Tainan.110 This was the first time that western style medical 

system was introduced to the island. However, because many of them died of endemic and malaria, 

few doctors and missionaries would like to stay on the island. Therefore, western style medical 

system did not root in Taiwan until Japanese came. Spanish people did not occupy northern Taiwan 

long. Although some missionaries came with their troops, they did not stay in the island long 

enough to convert Han people or Taiwanese indigenous people to Christianity.111 

As mentioned in previous section, when Han people came to Taiwan, they also brought 

their religions with them. After they settled down on the island, they built up temples for those 

deities they worshipped in their hometown. Therefore, in gazetteers which were conducted in Qing, 

we could find the descriptions of the temples of Guandi, Zhenwu, Baosheng Dadi, Revered Lord 

of Widespread Beneficence, Lords of the Three Mountains, Mazu and Guanyin.112 Some of them 

were even built when Dutch people occupied Taiwan. Daoist priests as well as ritual masters came 

to Taiwan before Zheng Chenggong ruled the island.113  

Among these deities, Baosheng Dadi played the role of healing. Therefore, when Zheng 

Chenggong occupied Taiwan, there had already been temples worshipping Baosheng Dadi.114 In 

Taiwan Xianzhi台灣縣志 and Chongxiu Fujian Taiwanfu zhi 重修福建台灣府志, both Li Wang 

 
109 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, pp. 487-489. Tsung-ming Tu deivided Taiwan history into five 

periods—the period of primary medicine, the period of miasma from 1544 to 1865, the period of church from 1865 

to 1894, the period of Japanese rule from 1895 to 1945 and the period of the Republic of China from 1945. I borrowed 

his ideas in this section to deliberate the development of medical systems in Taiwan.      
110 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, pp. 489-490. 
111 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, p. 490. 
112 Inō Kanori, translated and edited by Kuoshiguan Taiwan Wenxianguan, “Teshu zhi Sidian yu Xinyang”, ch.7, in 

Taiwan Wenhuazhi, Vol.2, (Taipei: Dajia Chuban, 2017), pp. 310-359. 
113 Inō Kanori, translated and edited by Kuoshiguan Taiwan Wenxianguan, “Daojiao zhi Yingxiang”, 2017, pp. 360-

372. 
114 Inō Kanori, translated and edited by Kuoshiguan Taiwan Wenxianguan, “Zheng Guoxin zhi Chongsi ji Shilang zhi 

Miaosi”, in Taiwan Wenhuazhi, Vol.2, (Taipei: Dajia Chuban, 2017), p 334. 
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and Liang-bi Liu mentioned that Baosheng Dadi, Ben Wu, had been worshipped by people around 

Quan zhou(泉州) since Song.115 In the former gazetteer, it also mentioned that a temple which 

worshipped Baosheng Dadi was built when Dutch people occupied Taiwan.116  

In addition, according to the gazetteers which were conducted when Qing just ruled the 

island, it was reasonable to conclude that in Zheng Chenggong’s era, people in Taiwan turned to 

wu 巫 or ritual masters when they were sick. More than that, in Gazetteer of Taiwan County 

(Taiwan Xianzhi台灣縣志), it mentioned that to expel plague, every three years, people in Taiwan 

made a paper boat—"Burning the Boat of King” (shao wangchuan 燒王船), built up an altar 

performing sacrifice ceremonies, put the full loaded boat to the water and burnt it.117 However, 

there was no clue whether Han doctors (hanyi漢醫) immigrated to the island then. 

As more and more people inhabited on the island, the medical systems became more and 

more diverse after under Qing’s rule in 1684. Han doctors moved to Taiwan, while young people 

who had grown up in Taiwan learnt medicine knowledge from aged medical practitioners. In Yi 

Dupi Ji 一肚皮集, Zi-guang Wu pointed out that there were many famous Chinese medical 

physicians in Taiwan—Yuan-jun Lin in the Kang-xi reign, Jue-Zan Xu in the Qian-long reign and 

Yan-qing Wu and Xiang-xian Wu in the Dao-guang reign.118 Apparently, compared with almost 

two million population on the island then, the number of Chinese medical physicians was far less 

than people needed. Except medical practitioners, there were many people servicing alternative 

therapies, including bone setters, acupuncturists, herbalists, and mid-wives. Moreover, most 

 
115 (Qing) Li Wang, Taiwan Xianzhi, 1720,  (https://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&chapter=107174, accessed on 2021.05.09) 

and (Qing) Liang-bi Liu, Chongxiu Fujian Taiwanfu zhi, Vol. 7. 1740. 

(https://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&chapter=235537, accessed on 2021.05.09) 
116 (Qing) Li Wang, Taiwan Xianzhi, 1720,  (https://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&chapter=107174, accessed on 2021.05.09) 

and Inō Kanori, translated and edited by Kuoshiguan Taiwan Wenxianguan, “Taiwan zhi Tuozhi yu Shuitu Shiying”, 

in Taiwan Wenhuazhi, Vol.3, (Taipei: Dajia Chuban, 2017), p 316. 
117 (Qing) Li Wang, Taiwan Xianzhi, 1720, (https://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&chapter=879805 accessed on 2021.05.09). 

The original text is “台尚王醮，三年一舉，取送瘟之義也。附郭鄉村皆然。境內之人，鳩金造舟，設瘟王三

座，紙為之。延道土設醮，或二日夜、三日夜不等，總以末日盛設筵席演戲，名曰請王；進酒上菜，擇一

人曉事者，跪而致之。酒畢，將瘟王置船上，凡百食物、器用、財寶，無一不具。十餘年以前，船皆制造，

風篷、桅、舵畢備。醮畢，送至大海，然後駕小船回來。近年易木以竹，用紙制成，物用皆同。醮畢，抬

至水涯焚焉。凡設一醮，動費數百金，即至省者亦近百焉；真為無益之費也。沿習既久，禁止實難；節費

省用，是在賢有司加之意焉耳。相傳昔年有王船一只放至海中，與荷蘭舟相遇，炮火矢石，攻擊一夜；比

及天明，見滿船人眾悉系紙裝成。荷蘭大怖，死者甚多。是亦不經之談也。” 
118 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, p. 491.  
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temples offered prescriptions for various illness. Before believers followed the prescription to treat 

themselves, they had to obtain the oracles from the deities enshrined. 119 Meanwhile, in many 

gazetteers, they depicted wu preference as the characteristic of Taiwanese people when they 

confronted illness. Daoist priests, ritual masters, and spirits mediums performed exorcist rituals, 

practiced rice-divination (migua 米卦), or issued talismans to heal people.120 Every-three-year 

“Burning the Boat of King” kept being performed in Qing.121 

Western style medical system was introduced to Taiwan again around nineteenth century. 

Since acclimatization to the weather and the environment in Taiwan was still a big issue for 

officials and troops from mainland China, in the thirteenth year of Guang-xu reign (1887), the 

government established an official medical bureau to service officials. It hired Dr. Hunsen as the 

doctor. In addition, it established nursing home (yangbingyuan 養病院) for troops.122 However, 

the nursing home which was built in Qing was a charity, instead of a medical institution.  

Meanwhile, Presbyterian Church introduced western style medical system to Taiwan while 

preaching. First, Dr. James Laidlaw Maxwell, serving as a Presbyterian Church of England 

missionary as well as a medical practitioner, established a hospital, Jiulou Yiguan （舊樓醫館） 

in Tainan in 1865.123 Almost at the same time, Canadian Presbyterian missionary George Leslie 

Mackay arrived at northern Taiwan in 1872. Starting with his dentistry practice as a preaching 

ritual around northern Taiwan, George Leslie Mackay established churches, schools and a hospital 

practicing Western biomedicine.124 In central Taiwan, Dr. Gavin Russell arrived at Dashe大社 in 

 
119 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, pp. 491-492. 
120 In Chongxiu Fujian Taiwanfu zhi, Liang-bi Liu depicted “俗尚巫，疾病輒令禳之。又有非僧非道，名曰「客

仔師」。攜一撮米，往占病者，謂之「米卦」，稱說鬼神，鄉人為其所愚，倩貼符行法而禱於神，鼓角喧

天 ， 竟 夜 而 罷 .” (Liang-bi Liu, Chongxiu Fujian Taiwanfu zhi, Vol. 7. 1740. 

(https://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&chapter=291795,  accessed on 2021.05.09). In  Xuxiu Taiwanxian Zhi續修台灣縣

志 , Jin-luan Xie depicted “ 俗信巫鬼，病者乞藥於神 .” (Jin-luan Xie, Xuxiu Taiwanxian Zhi, 1807) 

(https://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&chapter=296907 , accessed on 2021.05.09) 
121 (Liang-bi Liu, Chongxiu Fujian Taiwanfu zhi, Vol. 7. 1740. (https://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&chapter=291795,  

accessed on 2021.05.09 
122 Inō Kanori, translated and edited by Kuoshiguan Taiwan Wenxianguan, “Taiwan zhi Tuozhi yu Shuitu Shiying”, 

2017, p 316. 
123 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, p. 493. 
124 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, pp. 493-494 and Daiwei Fu, “Majie de Zaoqi Jindaihua”, in Yaxiya 

de Xinshenti—Xingbie, Yiliao, yu Jindai Taiwan [Assembling the New Body: Gender/Sexuality, Medicine, and 

Modern Taiwan], ch.2, (Taipei: Junxue Chuban Youxian gGongsi [Socio Publishing Co., Ltd.], 2005), pp. 37-80. 
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Zhanghua彰化 in 1889 and started to provide people medical treatment. After he died in 1892, 

Dr. David Landsborough took over his position and established Changhua Christian Hospital in 

1906.125 It was worth noting the contribution of Dr. Patrick Manson, Father of Tropical Medicine. 

1866, he was invited to Taiwan serving as Medical Officer for Formosa to the Chinese Imperial 

Maritime Customs. During his five-year stay, except his official daily duty, he also attended to 

Chinese patients in a local missionary hospital where he was exposed to a wide variety of tropical 

diseases for his postgraduate training without any supervision. His only research tool was a 

combination of clinical skill, hand lens and good record keeping. After he left for Hong Kong, his 

brother, Dr. David Manson, took over his position and died in 1878. To memorize him, The David 

Manson Memorial Hospital was founded at Takow port and its medical education scheme, 

considered the first western medical education program, started in 1884.126  

Colonial medicine characterized the health system under Japanese occupation. As 

mentioned above, since the Meiji Restoration (めいじいしん Meiji Ishin 明治維新) in 1868, 

western medical system was widely promoted in Japan. To rule its first colony, the Government-

General of Taiwan considered the medical policies as its major ruling policies (yizheng ji 

guozheng 醫政即國政). 127  The Government-General of Taiwan extended its power through 

execution of public health. Personal health was a part of national affair. Public health as well as 

epidemic prevention were two approaches of the medical policies of the Government-General of 

Taiwan. Meanwhile, health system was also one of its assimilation policies. Therefore, the 

Government-General of Taiwan, on the one hand, encouraged the development of western style 

medical system. It built up hospitals, opened Western medical schools and established medical 

research institutes. On the other hand, the Government-General of Taiwan discouraged (or 

suppressed) the development of  “Han doctors” (hanyi漢醫) and alternative healers. 

In 1895, the Government-General of Taiwan built up the first western style hospital, 

Taiwan Hospital (Taiwan bingyuan 台灣病院) in Taipei. From 1895 to 1928, the Government-

 
125 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, pp. 494-495. 
126 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, pp. 494-495. 
127 Tsui-hua Yang, “Ｍeiyuan dui Taiwan Weisheng Jihua yu Yiliao Tizhi zhi Xingsu” [U.S. Aid in the Formation of 

Health Planning and the Medical System in Taiwan], in Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Jindaishi Yanjiusuo Jikan, 62 (2008): 

91-139. 
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General of Taiwan built up eleven western style hospitals around the island.128 According to the 

number provided by Tsung-ming Tu in Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, in  1940, there were fourteen public 

hospitals (guanli yiyuan官立醫院), twenty-one local hospitals(公立醫院) in Taiwan.129  Except 

those hospitals, the Government-General of Taiwan also established specialized hospitals, 

including a military hospital—Weixu Bingyuan( 衛 戍 病 院 ), a hospital for pulmonary 

tuberculosis—Xikou Liaoyangyuan(錫口療養院), hospitals for lepers—Leshengyuan樂生院 and 

hospitals for psychosis patients--Yangshenyuan養神院.130  

The development of medical education was one of the medical policies as well. In 1897, 

the Government-General of Taiwan established medical training center for indigenous people 

(Turen Yishi Yiangchengsuo土人醫師養成所), recruiting doctors, disciples of drug stores and 

the students who had already graduated from public schools. This was the start of medical 

education under Japanese ruling. Then, the first medical school—the “Medical School of the 

Government-General of Taiwan” ( Taiwan Zongdufu Tixuexiao台灣總督府醫學校 たいわんそ

うとくふいがっこう) was founded in 1899. It became the “Medical Vocational School of the 

Government-General of Taiwan” (Taiwan Zongdufu Yixue Zhuanmen Xuexiao台灣總督府醫學

專門學校) in 1919 and the “Taipei Medical Vocational School of the Government-General of 

Taiwan” (Taiwan Zongdufu Taipei Yixue Zhuanmen Xuexiao台灣總督府台北醫學專門學校) 

in 1922.131  Now, it is National Taiwan University College of Medicine (Guoli Taiwan Daxue 

Yixueyuan國立臺灣大學醫學院). Until 1945, there were about twenty-seven hundred students 

graduating from the school.132 Besides, there were about seven hundred Taiwanese attending 

 
128Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, pp. 494-495. Zhongyiang Yanjiuyuan Taiwanshi Yanjiusuo and Jing-

xiu Lin, Rizhi Shiqi Guanshe Yiyuan Fenbutu,  https://thcts.sinica.edu.tw/themes/rd15-10010.php (accessed on 

2021.04.13.) 
129  Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, p. 498, and 

https://www.facebook.com/twhistorica/posts/1816484178417342/ (accessed on 2021.05.10.)  
130 https://data.depositar.io/dataset/rd15-10010 (accessed on 2021.04.13) 
131 Ming-ru Xie, “You Guancang Kan Rishi Taiwan Yixue Jiaoyu de Jianli yu Yishi de Yangcheng”, in Zhongyang 

Yanjiuyuan Tawanshi Yanjiusuo Danganguan [Archives of Institute of Taiwan History academic Sinica] 

(https://archives.ith.sinica.edu.tw/collections_list_02.php?no=50, accessed on 2021.04.13) 
132 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, p. 495. 
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medical schools or medical junior college as well as eight hundred Taiwanese attending dentistry 

or pharmacy schools in Japan.133 

The Institute of Tropical Medicine was the only medical research institute, founded in 1909 

as Research Institute of the Government-General of Taiwan (Taiwan Zongdufu Yanjiusuo台灣總

督府研究所) and reorganized in 1939. It focused on the research on malaria, and making vaccines 

of rabies, smallpox, diphtheria, tetanus and snake venom serum.134 The huge accomplishment on 

medicine and vaccines improved the lives of those who inhabited on the island. However, the 

reality of these researches on tropical medicine indeed served the colonial empire to adjust to the 

different climate and environment.    

 Western medical system was widely implemented in Taiwan under Japanese occupation. 

Through the medical education, there were plenty well-trained doctors in Taiwan. According to 

the number provided by Tsung-ming Tu in Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, in 1940, there were twenty-four 

hundred medical doctors, four hundred and sixty dentists, three hundred and forty-nine nurses and 

two thousand mid-wives in Taiwan.135 Moreover, after 1896, practical licenses issued by officials 

were required.136 In addition, the Government-General of Taiwan promoted the system of public 

doctor (gongyi zhidu 公醫制度), in which the doctors worked in public hospitals as well as 

propagated the policies for the Government-General of Taiwan. However, due to the bad working 

conditions--low salary and remote hospital, less than twenty percent of medical students served as 

public doctors, while eighty percent of medical students went into private practice.137 These private 

doctors enjoyed not only the wealthy lives but also high social prestige. For this reason, in the 

memoirs, we could find out the stories about how these doctors devoted themselves into various 

social reforming movements as well as politics. This character was cultivated when they were 

trained to be a doctor and lasted until today, even though many of them sacrificed their lives in the 

February 28 Massacre and the White Terror.   

 
133 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, p. 495. 
134 Xiu-rong Zhang ed., Rizhi Taiwan Yiliao Gongwei Wushinian, 2015, pp. 294-295. 
135 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, p. 498.  
136 Jin Ge, “Taiwan Yisheng Zhidu Yange”, in Taiwan Yijie, 53:7(2010): 367-371.  
137  Shi-yung Liu, “Yiliao, Jibing yu Taiwan Shehui de Jindai Xingge”, in Lishi Yuekan [Historical Monthly], 

201(2004): 92-100.  
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At the same time, “Han doctors” (hanyisheng 漢醫生 ), 138  including those who had 

mastered the traditional medical canons, those who were known for their medical skills, or those 

whose families had been doctors for many generations, were also permitted by the Japanese 

government.139 In order to sever Taiwan from Chinese culture, though, the Japanese government 

intended to promote Western medicine over and above the traditional Chinese medical system. It 

did not issue licenses to doctors after effecting the so-called Regulation of Medical Doctors’ 

Licenses (Taiwan Yisheng Mianshu Guize 臺灣醫生免許規則) in 1901. As a result, the number 

of “Han doctors”  dropped from 1928 to 97 between 1901 to 1942.140 In spite of systematical 

disadvantage, “altalnative medical patterns” still rooted firmly in folk people’s daily life. The 

number of herbal stores grew from 2320 to 2416 between 1903 to 1936.141 The number revealed 

that even under the suppression from the Government-General of Taiwan, the conventional 

alternative medical patterns still played important role in Taiwanese daily life. 

Apparently, during the Japanese period, the number of official medical doctors who were 

assigned by government was far less than at present.142 The policy enhanced the threshold for 

being a doctor and led to a high cost of treatment. It also revealed the complexity of the healing 

market by 1918. Especially in the 1940s and 1950s, the end of World War II, due to financial 

concerns and the lack of medical doctors, the religious healing system was widely performed in 

Taiwan.143 It was common for people to ask for help from religious ritual specialists, or so-called 

 
138 In Japanese law, “yishneg” 醫生 refers to traditional Han doctors, while “yishi醫師 refers to doctors trained by 

western style medicine. In some sense, “yishneg” implies the pupil who assists “yishi”. (Zhao-geng Lin, Guang-wei 

Chen, Pei-qi Zhou, Rizhi Shiqi de Taiwan Zhongyi（Xiyuan1895-1945）[On the evolution of Traditional Chinese 

Medicine in Taiwan under Japanese Rule (1895 C.E. ~1945 C.E.)], (Taipei: Guoli Zhongguo Yiyao Yanjiusuo 

[National Research Institute of Chinese Medicine], 2013), pp. 56. 
139 Jin Ge, “Taiwan Yisheng Zhidu Yange”, 2010:51. 
140 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, p. 498 and Zhao-geng Lin, Guang-wei Chen, Pei-qi Zhou, Rizhi Shiqi 

de Taiwan Zhongyi (Xiyuan 1895-1945),  2013, pp. 56-59. 
141 Tsung-ming Tu, Zhongxi Yixue Shilue, 1959, p. 498. 
142 According to Chong Xiu Taiwan Sheng Tong Zhi, around 1945, the population in Taiwan was 6,500,000 and the 

number of medical doctors was 3,422, which indicated that there was one medical doctor every two thousand people. 

(Chong Xiu Taiwan Sheng Tong Zhi, Vol. 7. Book 1, Taiwan: Taiwan Sheng Wenxian Weiyuanhui, Vol. 7. Book 1, 

Taiwan: Taiwan Sheng Wenxian Weiyuanhui, p24.) The number of 2015 is from the website, titled “Taiwan 

Database for Empirical Legal Studies”  

http://tcsd.lib.ntu.edu.tw/query.php?Action_From=page&Access_Num=2371291&Page_Now=1(accessed on 

2017.01.22). 
143  Mei-Zi Sun, “Taiwan Beibu Zhengyipai Hongtou Daoshi Dabuyun Yishi Fenxi” [A Study on the Luck 

Replenishing Ritual as Performed by Red-Head Ritual Masters in Northern Taiwan], presented in “Dangdai Taiwan 

Daojiao Fazhan Xueshu Yantaohui” [Academic Conference for Contemporary Development of Daoist at Fu-Jen 

University]”, 2014.6.8, p5; Jufong Tai, ‘Xinue yu shenmi—Taiwan Beibu Zhengyipei Hongtou Fashi Shichang 
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“ritual masters”. At present, the quality of medical treatment is largely improved and the medical 

network is more geographically complete. This still holds true today, although the medical system 

is well developed and there has been national health insurance since 1995.  Moreover, according 

to surveys, in 2015, the number of western medical doctors is 45,579144 while the population is 

23,440,278,145 with one doctor serving 514 people. In comparison, in 1945, one doctor served 

2,000 people.146 

There were a great deal fewer official medical doctors assigned by the Government-

General of Taiwan than traditional Chinese physicians or spiritual healers.147 In addition, the 

importance of “altalnative medical patterns” in Taiwan, referring to folk medical treatment from 

popular religion, magic, or spirit writing (fuji 扶乩) techniques, is recorded in various county 

gazetteers (xianzhi縣志).148  Although hard statistics concerning more religious healing systems 

are difficult to obtain, there are some records in official documents. County gazetteers from this 

and previous periods refer to a range of folk medical treatments, derived from popular religion, 

magic, and spirit writing (fuji 扶 乩 ) technique.149 These records150 describe how people in Taiwan 

turned to ritual masters151 to heal their ailments, and reveal the importance of these ritual masters’ 

 
Shouhun Fashi Fenxi’ [Mockery and Mystery--A Study on Siu-hun Daoist Rituals of the Zou-sai Performed by Red-

head Daoist Priests in Northern Taiwan], Chiayi: Nanhua Daxue Meixue yu Yishu Guanli Yanjiusuo [College of 

Arts and Design, Nanhua University], 2007, p1. 
144  The data is accessed from Taiwan medical association. http://www.tma.tw/stats/stats_1.asp (accessed on 

2017.01.23.) 
145  The data is accessed from Department of Household Registration of Ministry of the Interior.   

http://www.ris.gov.tw/346 (accessed on 2017.01.23) 
146 See note 34. 
147 According to the Chong Xiu Taiwan Sheng Tong Zhi (Revised Gazetteers of Taiwan Province), around 1945, the 

population in Taiwan was 6,500,000 and the number of medical doctors was 3,422, which indicated that there was 

one medical doctor every two thousand people. 
148 Zhao-geng Lin, Guang-wei Chen, Pei-qi Zhou, Rizhi Shiqi de Taiwan Zhongyi (Xiyuan 1895-1945), 2013,  p.168.  
149 Zhao-geng Lin, Guang-wei Chen, Pei-qi Zhou, Rizhi Shiqi de Taiwan Zhongyi (Xiyuan 1895-1945), 2013,  p168.  
150 Zhao-geng Lin, Guang-wei Chen, Pei-qi Zhou, Rizhi Shiqi de Taiwan Zhongyi (Xiyuan 1895-1945), 2013, pp.169-

171.  
151 I use the term, “ritual master,” instead of “shaman” because when ritual masters perform rituals or do the service 

to supplicants, they keep conscious. Even they play the mediator role, they are not possessed by the spirit they are 

going to communicate, which is different from the feature of shaman. In addition, according to Taiwan Tongshi 臺

灣通史 written by Lian Heng (1876-1936), wictches (wu 巫) indicated five identities: the Blind (gushi 瞽師), the 

Rirual masters( fashi 法 師 ), the Female Child- medium(Hongyi 紅 姨 ), the Male Child-medium, the 

Magician(Wanglu 王祿) .(Derived from Fu-shi Lin’s “Qingdai Taiwan de Wuxi yu Wusu—Yu ‘Taiwan Wenxian 

Congkan’ wei Zhuyiao Cailiao de Chuau Tantao” [Shamans and Shamanism during the Ch’ing Dynasty(1644-1911) 

in Taiwan ] (in Xin Shixue [New History], 16:3(2005): 28).) The original text is as followed: “然臺灣道士，非能修

煉也。憑藉神道，以贍其身，其賤乃不與齊民 齒。......顧此猶未甚害也，其足惑世誣民者，莫如巫覡。臺

灣巫覡凡有數種:一曰瞽師，賣卜為 生，所祀之神，為鬼谷子，師弟相承，祕不授人，造蠱壓勝，以售其
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contribution to curing diseases or illness. The 1919 Report of the Religious Survey in Taiwan Vol. 

(Taiwan Zongjiao Taiwan Diaocha Baogaoshu Diyijua 臺灣宗教調查報告書第一卷 ) 152 

described several religious rituals and highlights their healing functions, including the “Ritiual of 

Containing the Soul”, and the “Ritiual of Luck Replenishing”. In the 1940s and 1950s around the 

end of World War II, due to financial concerns and the lack of medical doctors, religious healing 

continued to be widely performed in Taiwan.153 

The Government-General of Taiwan did not successfully sever Taiwan from Chinese 

culture. It was not because of the cultural and blood bonds between Taiwan and China, but the 

inscription of culture which people practiced every day. “Altalnative medical patterns” and 

ancestral worship did not disappear in Taiwanese society after the forceful assimilation work of 

the Government-General of Taiwan. Meanwhile, the core value of being a doctor--devotion to the 

society—and the role of a nation involving in people’s health were inscribed in the mind of 

Taiwanese,154 both of which could not be eliminated by the government of Republic of China after 

KMT comprehensive assimilation work.    

The development of medical system in Taiwan after World War II had different characters 

in three time periods. The first time period was from 1945 to 1971, the first fifteen years when the 

Nationalist Government took over the island. The second time period was from 1971 when 

America stopped its aid to 1995 when there was national health insurance. The last time period 

was from 1995 till now.  

In general, poor sanitary conditions and colonial medicine characterized the feature from 

1945 to 1971. Unlike the Government-General of Taiwan, the Nationalist Government concerned 

its own legitimacy of representing Republic of China the most, instead of paying much attention 

 
奸;二曰法師，不人不道， 紅帕白裳，禹步作法，口念真言。手持蛇索，沸油於鼎，謂可驅邪;三曰紅姨，

是走無常，能攝 鬼魂，與人對語，九天玄女，據之以言，出入閨房，刺人隱事;四曰乩童，裸體散髮，距

躍曲 踴，狀若中風，割舌刺背，鮮血淋漓，神所憑依，創而不痛;五曰王祿，是有魔術，剪紙為人， 驅之

來往，業兼醫卜，亦能念咒，詛人死病，以遂其生。凡此皆道教之末流，而變本加厲者也。” ( Lian Heng, 

Taiwan tongshi 臺灣通史, Vol. 22 “Zongjiao chi” (1909-1918), pp. 575-576. 
152 Marui Keijir, Report of Religious Investigate in Taiwan Vol. 1 (Taiwan Zongjiao Taiwan Diaocha Baogaoshu 

Diyijuan), (Taiwan zongdufu:Xiaozhong shangdian yinshua gongchang, 1919), pp148-152.  
153 Mei-Zi Sun, “Taiwan Beibu Zhengyipai Hongtou Daoshi Dabuyun Yishi Fenxi,”  2014, p. 5; Tai, Jufong. ‘Xinue 

yu shenmi—Taiwan Beibu Zhengyipei Hongtou Fashi Shichang Shouhun Fashi Fenxi,’ 2007, p. 1.  
154 Shi-yung Liu, “Yiliao, Jibing yu Taiwan Shehui de Jindai Xingge”, 2004: 92-100. 
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to public health. As a huge number of mainlanders moving to the island, different kinds of 

contagious diseases came with them and broke out on the island.155 There were about six thousand 

infected with certifiable diseases and about two thousand people dying of  them in 1947.156 Even 

worse, major hospitals and constructions were damaged in the war. In addition, the huge number 

of mainlanders also brought food shortage and overpopulation onto the island. Overall, Taiwan 

was in poor sanitary conditions.  

Besides, from 1951 to 1970, many of doctors, dentists and nurses emigrated to other 

countries, which led the shortage of health care workers. To solve this problem, the KMT 

government issued people who had any kinds of medical certificates doctor’s licenses. More than 

that, the KMT government even tended to issue veterans formal doctor’s licenses.157 Therefore, it 

was popular for vets, pharmacist or military doctors to become medical doctors. Moreover, 

medical frauds were everywhere.158   

At the same time, to constrain the development of communism, the U.S. government gave 

Kai-shek Chiang financial aid from 1951 to 1965. The aid was officially completely terminated in 

1971. The Competent Authority of the U.S. Aid was Mutual Security Agency (MSA), Mission to 

China. Besides, Joint Commission on Rural Construction was in charge of making health policies. 

Although MSA claimed it only provided KMT government advice, however, those advice shaped 

the Taiwan health care policies. Briefly, what MSA concerned was the stability of national defense 

and economy development, which was different from what Japanese government cared--public 

health and sanity. Therefore, the advice that MSA provided focused on medical training, 

reconstructing and constructing hospitals, and establishing health centers in different scales,159 

while KMT Government tended to only focus on pandemic prevention.160 The former introduced 

American medical system, while the latter continued the public health policies of the Government-

 
155 Yung-hsing Chen, Taiwan Yiliao Fazhanshi, (Taipei: Yuedan Chuban, 1997), p.123. 
156  After World War II, there were eleven certifiable diseases in Taiwan: smallpox, Cholera Typhoid Fever 

Paratyphoid fever Dysentery Diphtheria Meningococcal meningitis Scarlet fever Typhus Relapsing fever and Rabies. 

(Yong-ming Zhuang, Taiwan Yiliaoshi—Yi Taida Yiyuan wei Zhuzhou, (Taipei: Yuanliu, 1998), p. 530.)  
157 Yun-Wen Yeh, Taiwan Yiliao Fazhanshi—Yizheng Guanxi, (Taipei: Hongyie Wenhua, 2006), pp. 94-97 and Yong-

ming Zhuang, Taiwan Yiliaoshi—Yi Taida Yiyuan wei Zhuzhou, 1998, pp. 523-529.  
158 Yun-Wen Yeh,  Taiwan Yiliao Fazhanshi—Yizheng Guanxi, 2006, pp. 97-100. 
159 Yong-ming Zhuang, Taiwan Yiliaoshi—Yi Taida Yiyuan wei Zhuzhou, 1998, pp. 398-403. 
160 Tsui-hua Yang, “Ｍeiyuan dui Taiwan Weisheng Jihua yu Yiliao Tizhi zhi Xingsu” [U.S. Aid in the Formation of 

Health Planning and the Medical System in Taiwan], in Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Jindaishi Yanjiusuo Jikan, 62 (2008): 

91-139.  
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General of Taiwan. Therefore, in this time period, due to the aid from America, not only did KMT 

Government change its public health policies, but also the medical system shifted from German 

medical system to American medical system. 

The best case was the family planning (population control plan). Due to under the huge 

pressure of immigrants from mainland China, KMT Government was confronting a dilemma. If 

Kai-shek Chiang could retake the Chinese Mainland, those new immigrants would not be an issue. 

However, the reality was the possibility was rare. If Kai-shek Chiang admitted the rare possibility 

of retaking the Chinese Mainland, he would lose the support from the U.S. Therefore, to jump out 

of the dilemma, KMT Government proposed a population control plan, which was a part of family 

planning. To meet the goal of stability of national defense and economy development, this family 

plan was transformed into an economic-oriented population control plan.161 In sum, during the 

fifteen year with the U.S. Aid, public health served for the national economic development, instead 

of people’s benefit.  

From 1971 to 1995, the western style medical system grew fast. The KMT government lost 

the supports from the U.S. Government as well as realized the rare possibility of retaking Chinese 

mainland. For this reason, the KMT government turned to seek for its legitimacy from people 

inhabiting on the island, 162  instead of foreign countries. Therefore, the localization/ 

“Taiwanization” (Taiwanhua 台灣化) became the priority of KMT regime. 163 The economic 

miracle did not only offer more medical institutions,164 but also enhance the health care quality.165 

In 1985, the KMT government proposed to establish medical care network in order to balance the 

 
161 Wen-Hua Kuo, “Meiyuan xia de Weisheng Zhengce: Yijiu Liuling Niandai Taiwan Jiating Jihua de Tantao” 

[Politicizing Family Planning and Medicalizing Reproductive Bodies: US Backed Population Control in 1960s 

Taiwan], in Taiwan shehui yanjiu jikan, Taiwan: A Radical Quarterly in Social Studies, 32(1998): 39-82 and “Ruhe 

Kandai Meiyuanxia de Weisheng? Yige Lishi Shuxie de Fanxing yu Zhanwang” [How to Write a History of Public 

Health under U.S. Aid in Taiwan: A Critical Review], in Taiwanshi Yanjiu [Taiwan Historical Research], 17:1(2010): 

175-210.  
162 Scholars conducted many medical sociological researches. They focused on how the state/KMT Government/ the 

government of Republic of China interfered medical treatment in people’s daily life. However, my research did not 

focus on the power relationship between politics and medical care. Therefore, I am not going to address it more here. 

(See Ly-yun Chang, Kuo-Ming Lin, and Yong-wen Yie) 
163 Yun-Wen Yeh, Taiwan Yiliao Fazhanshi—Yizheng Guanxi, 2006, pp. 123-150. 
164  The number of hospital grew from 7107 to 12103 between 1971 to 1984. (Yun-Wen Yeh, Taiwan Yiliao 

Fazhanshi—Yizheng Guanxi, 2006, p135.) 
165 Yung-hsing Chen, Taiwan Yiliao Fazhanshi, (Taipei: Yuedan Chuban, 1997), pp.123-124. 
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medical sources between urban areas and rural areas.166 To earn more votes, from 1980 to 1995, 

National Health Insurance were an important policy in every champaign.167 These policies, on the 

one hand, improved the medical qualities in Taiwan. On the other hand, the space of alternative 

healing was shrunk.   

 National Health Insurance was instituted in 1995, which reshaped the medical treatment 

culture in Taiwan. It is a compulsory social insurance plan and promises equal access to healthcare 

for all citizens.168 It covers 99% population on the island. According to the number provided by 

National Health Insurance Administration Ministry of Wealth and Welfare, there are 26 contracted 

medical centers, 82 contracted regional hospitals, 365 contracted local hospitals, 21061 contracted 

clinics, and 6641 contracted pharmacies.169 Because of the high coverage of National Health 

Insurance, western style medical treatment became more popular on the island, where there was 

little space left for alternative healing. 

It is worth noting that the KMT government was trapped in another dilemma while dealing 

with “Han” doctors/ Chinese medical practitioners. On the one hand, the KMT government 

systematically preferred western style medicine, instead of Chinese medicine. It advocated the 

value of scientific studies, while it downgraded the unique epistemology within Chinese 

medicine.170 In 1946, the dean of National Taiwan University College of Medicine, Tsung-ming 

Tu, proposed to establish “Department of Chinese Medicine” (han fang ke 漢方科), but failed.171 

Furthermore, the KMT government restricted the medical treatment of Chinese medicine 

practitioners. They were not allowed to do any injections, surgeries, or use western style medical 

 
166 Yun-Wen Yeh, Taiwan Yiliao Fazhanshi—Yizheng Guanxi, 2006, pp. 138-139. 
167 Yun-Wen Yeh, Taiwan Yiliao Fazhanshi—Yizheng Guanxi,  2006, pp. 161-164. 
168 Yong-ming Zhuang, Taiwan Yiliaoshi—Yi Taida Yiyuan wei Zhuzhou, 1998, pp. 576-580. Dong-liang Jiang, Yaung 

Chih-liang, and Xiu-rong Zhang, “Chen Gong-bei yu Quanmin Jianbao” , in Taiwan Weizhi, 35:2( 2016): 107-112.  

There are many researches on National Health Insurance. In some sense, it is a controversial system because it tended 

to combine many existed insurance systems together. It is a product to consolidate the rule of KMT government. 

Therefore, the state power involved the system deeply. (See Kuo-Ming Lin, “Dao Guojia Zhuyi zhi Lu: Lujing Yilai 

yu Quanmin Jianbao Tizhi de Xincheng” [Path Dependence and the Institutional Formation of Taiwan's National 

Health Insurance Plan], in Taiwan shehuixue, 5 (2003): 1-71 and “Guojia yu Yiliao Zhuanyie Quanli : Taiwan Yiliao 

Baoxan Tixi Feiyong Zhifu Zhidu de Shehuixue Fenxi”, in Taiwan Shehuixue Yanjiu, 1 (1997): 77-136.)  
169 https://data.nhi.gov.tw/Datasets/DatasetList.aspx?c=14 accessed on 2021. 05.17. 
170 Yun-Wen Yeh, “Taiwan Zhanhou Chuqi de Zhongyi Yizheng Fazhan: Yizhong Yanxu yu Duanlie Guanxi de Fenxi” 

[The Medical-Political Development of Chinese Medicine at the Post-War in Taiwan (1945-1949): An Analysis of 

Its Connecting and Breaking Relationship with Its Previous Status], in Taiwan Yixue Renwen Xuekan [Formosan 

Journal of Medical Humanities], 12: 1&2(2011): 66-88. 
171 Yong-ming Zhuang, Taiwan Yiliaoshi—Yi Taida Yiyuan wei Zhuzhou,1998, pp. 388-390. 
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equipment.172 On the other hand, in order to keep it itself representing the orthodox Chinese culture, 

the KMT government had to encourage the development of Chinese medicine. For this reason, the 

KMT government allowed the first traditional medical school in Taichung in 1958,173 and until 

1998, the second traditional Chinese medicine school, School of Traditional Chinese Medicine at 

Chang Gung University, was established. Both of them are private schools. Today national health 

insurance also covers traditional treatments174 and there are approximately 6,800 practitioners.175 

 

5-3 Cultural Context  

Cultural context is the most complicated issue because of its involving with political 

spectrum. The intertwined relation between Han culture/ Chinese culture and Taiwanese culture is 

interpreted differently as different political authorities shifted. The status of Taiwan shifted 

between center and periphery as the ruling authorities was changing. 176  All the efforts of 

eliminating the relics left by the previous sovereignty were in vain. While these layers are remained 

in every aspect of people’s life, the subjectivity of Taiwanese culture has been born.   

As mentioned in the first section of this chapter, Han people brought their culture with 

them landing on the island when immigrating to the island around sixteenth century. They not only 

settled down on the island, but also built temples to worship the deities they brought from their 

hometown. In addition, Han people also established schools, made laws and built up 

 
172 Yun-Wen Yeh, “Kexuehua? Xiyihua? Taiwan Zhongyi Zazhan de yi Zheng Fenxi”, in Shehui Fenxi, 1(2010): 97-

130. 
173 Zhao-geng Lin, “Taiwan Zhongyishi Renli Xiankuan Diaocha yu Fenxi”  [To Investigate and Analyze the Current 

Status of Chinese Medical Physicians in Taiwan]. In Zhongyiyiao Nianbao [Yearbook of Chinese Medicine and 

Pharmacy], 26:3 (2008):111-228. 
174Zhao-geng Lin, “Taiwan Zhongyishi Renli Xiankuan Diaocha yu Fenxi” [To Investigate and Analyze the Current 

Status of Chinese Medical Physicians in Taiwan]):114. Yun-Wen Yeh, Taiwan Zhongyi Fazhan Shi: Yizheng guanxi, 

(Taipei: Taiwan Wunan Tushu Chuban Gufen Youxiangongsi, 2013), p.150. Chin-Tun Hung , “Taiwan Diqu zhong 

Yishu Renli Xiankaung Fenxi ji weilai xuqiu zhi tuigu” [Traditional Chinese Medicine Physician Manpower in 

Taiwan], 27:4 (2009) (Taipei: Zhongyiyiao Nianbao [Yearbook of Chinese Medicine and Pharmacy]):111-228. 
175 The data is accessed from Taiwan Medical Association. http://www.tma.tw/stats/stats_1.asp (accessed on 

2017.03.11) 
176 Jen-chieh Ting, “Taiwan Lishi Chongcenghua Guochengzhong de Jiben Zongjiao Xingdong Leixing Chutan, 

Jianlun Dangdai Taiwan de Xinxing Zongjiao Yanjiu”, in Taiwan Lishi Xuehui ed., Maixiang 21 Shiji de Taiwan 

Lishixue, (Taipei: Daoxiang chubanshe), pp. 39-129. 
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bureaucracies.177 At the same time, Daoist priests and ritual masters came to the island as well.178 

They performed exorcist ritual to cure people. They not only brought the details of preforming the 

ritual to the island, but also preserved the details of preforming the ritual in the manuscript or oral 

teaching along their family members. It is reasonable to conclude that Han culture/ Chinese culture 

also came to the island with Han people around sixteenth century.  

When Man people (manren滿人) ruled Taiwan, they transplanted Han culture onto the 

island. It was not difficult to find the clues in different gazetteers.179 Man people transplanted old 

Chinese culture via not only schools, examinations, and bureaucracies, but also sacrifices, especial 

official sacrifices. In the gazetteers of Taiwan, the section for different kinds of schools which 

were established by different levels of governments, including “fuxue”府學，“xianxue” 縣學，

“shexue” 社學 and “shuyuan” 書院, was never absent. Apparently, preaching authentic Chinese 

culture was the first priority policy for the center of the empire. Moreover, there were several 

records of Imperial Scholars, who had passed the Imperial Examinations. These recipients would 

become a part of the nationwide bureaucracies and be assigned as officials to different provinces. 

In those gazetteers, they also listed a detailed name list, on which every official who was assigned 

to Taiwan was recorded. Furthermore, these gazetteers listed every expense of different levels of 

government for the sacrifice ceremonies. More than that, they also listed the maintenance fee for 

the temples and official altars, including the altar of the state (shejitan社稷壇), the altar of the 

land (shanchuantan山川壇), the altar for the violented death (litan 厲壇), Temple of the God of 

Walls and Moats (Chenghuang Miao城隍廟), Shrine of the Eastern Peak (Dongyue Miao東嶽

廟), and Temple of the Celestial Consort (Tianfei Miao 天妃廟). In the gazetteers, they also 

 
177 In the Draft History of Qing (Qing shi gao清史稿), there was a record for what Zheng Cheng-gong had done after 

settling down on the island. The original text was, “ 以陳永華為謀主 , 制法律 , 定職官 , 興學校 .” 

http://hanchi.ihp.sinica.edu.tw.autorpa.lib.nccu.edu.tw/ihpc/hanji?@5^1793166671^807^^^6020202500040011000

2^1@@45216293#top  and 

http://hanchi.ihp.sinica.edu.tw.autorpa.lib.nccu.edu.tw/ihpc/hanji?@5^1793166671^807^^^30604104^4@@15698

78106#top accessed on 20201. 05.23. 
178 See note 22. 
179 The gazetteers include Taiwanfu zhi which was conducted in the 33rd year of Emperor Kang-Xi, Chongxiu Taiwanfu 

Zhi which was conducted in the 51st year of Emperor Kang-Xi, Taiwanxian Zhi which was conducted in the 55th year 

of Emperor Kang-Xi, Taiwaxian Zhi which was conducted in the 56th year of Emperor Kang-Xi,  Xuxiu Taiwanfu 

Zhi which was conducted in the 27th year of Emperor Qian-long,  Tanshuiting Zhi which was conducted in the 10th 

year of Emperor Tong-zhi.  
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recorded the procedures of performing sacrifice ceremonies. It was obvious that Man people did 

not only Sinicize themselves but also rooted the Sinicization on the remote island.  

Briefly, around fourteenth to nineteenth century, Han culture obtained a chance to firmly 

root on a remote island. That was different from other places around southeast Asia. Han people 

were not the diaspora in Taiwan, while other overseas Chinese emigrated to southeast Asia for a 

living. Han people and Qing empire did not adjust themselves to fit the existed cultural and 

political systems of the island. Instead, they forced the indigenous people to leave their owned 

land. Han people and Qing empire transplanted complete Chinese culture onto the island. They 

were just on the periphery of the Qing empire as well as in the frontier of the empire. From 

nineteenth century to twentieth century, Japanese Colonial Empire was not able to eliminate the 

deeply rooted Chinese culture from the colonized subjects, even under its harsh assimilation work 

during the Pacific War. After the Nationalist Government took over Taiwan in 1945, in order to 

claim its own legitimacy to represent the Chinese culture, KMT reign claimed that authentic 

Chinese culture which was constructed by them was revived in Taiwan. For this reason, Taiwan 

became the core of Chinese culture after fifty-year separation from mainland China.  The Chinese 

culture was revived on the island, while the existed Han culture was ignored and downgraded. The 

ridiculousness gradually vanished after the martial law was lifted in 1987. The voice that claimed 

the subjectivity of Taiwanese culture by the people inhabiting on the island became more and more 

clear. It did not eliminate the traces which were left by each empire that had ruled the island. 

Instead, the voice recognized the past of the island.   

Last but not least, Man people transplanted the patriarchal structure as well as its world 

view onto the island. For the former, there always was a section praising the chastity and virginity 

ladies as well as good wives and mothers (liesu烈女). The latter included the key elements of 

performing the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”--the concept of Hun and Po soul and the concept 

of Ming 命 (fate) and Yun 運 (luck). For the former, it is the main object in the ritual. For the latter, 

it is the framework of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. In the following part, I am going to 

discuss what they are and what make them work in the ritual. 
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5-3-1 The Concept of Hun and Po Soul   

In The Religious System of China- Its Ancient Forms, Evolution, History and Present 

Aspect, J. J. M. de Groot pointed out that yin  陰 and yang 陽 are fundamental and leading ideas 

of Chinese religions . “The Yang and the Yin being deemed to produce, by the power of their co-

operation, all that exists, so Man, too, was judged by the ancient Chinese to be a product of the 

union of those powers.”180 Groot pointed out that ancient philosophy deemed that man consists of 

the beneficial substances that compose the Heavens and the Earth, of the co-operation of the yin 

and yang, and of the union of a gui with a shen.181  He quoted the dialogue between Tsai Ngo and 

Confucius,  

The khi (breath) is the full manifestation of the shen, and the p'oh is the full manifestation of the 

kwei; the union of the kwei with the shen is the highest among all tenets. Living beings are all sure 

to die, and as they certainly return (kwei) to the Earth after their death, the soul (which accompanies 

them thither) is called kwei. But while the bones and flesh moulder in the ground  and mysteriously 

become earth of the fields, the khi issues forth and manifests itself on high as a shining ming 

(light).182   

Groot pointed out that, henceforth, Chinese philosophers did not develop new theory out 

of the structure of yin and yang, and hun and po. Philosophers only developed theories about what 

yin and yang produced respectively, which character of man yin and yang governed respectively, 

which cardinal points yin and yang corresponded to, or which viscoras yin and yang associated 

with.183 Briefly, soul (hun 魂), pneumas (qi氣), spirit (shen 神), Heaven and bright (ming 明) were 

associated with yang, while po (魄), ghosts (kwei鬼) and the Earth were associate with yin.  

 
180 J. J. M. de Groot, “Psychological Philosophy”, in The Religious System of China- Its Ancient Forms, Evolution, 

History and Present Aspect, Volumn VI, Book II, (Leide: Brill,1901), p. 3. 
181 “Thus is it that Man consists of the beneficial substances that compose the Heavens and the Earth, of the co-

operation of the Yin and the Yang, and of the union of a kwei with a shen.” The original text is “故人者，其天地

之德，陰陽之交，鬼神之會，五行之秀氣也。” (Han) Xuan Zheng (annotated), “Liyun”禮運, in Liji Zhengyi禮

記正義. From J. J. M. de Groot, “Psychological Philosophy” ,1901, p.3. 
182 The original text is “‘氣也者,神之盛也;魄也者, 鬼之盛也.合鬼與神,教之至也.’眾生必死,死必歸土,此之謂鬼.

骨肉斃於下,陰爲野土.其氣發揚於上,為昭明.” (J. J. M. de Groot, “Psychological Philosophy”, 1901, pp. 1-2.)   
183 There is a chart in page 26. (J. J. M. de Groot, “Psychological Philosophy”,1901, p. 26.) 
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However, Groot pointed out that in China, people got sick when the co-operation between 

yin and yang did not function harmoniously. Furthermore, based on the model of yin and yang, he 

separated these illnesses into several categories. The first category was the disease of the soul itself, 

including the debility and derangements of the soul/ yang. The second category was demonic 

forces. The third one was “sie”邪.184  

For the first category, Groot divided that disease into two kinds. The former is “khwang” 

(kuang狂) that “manifests itself by sleeplessness, lack of appetite, megalomania, idiotic laughing 

and singing, running about restlessly, etc.”185 the latter is “tien” (dian 癲) of which symptoms are 

“depression of the mind, stupor, and epileptic fits or falling-sickness.”186 To clarify the definitions, 

Groot added, “Practically, khwang comprises constant and raging madness, and tien insanity by 

fits, quiet lunacy, and idiocy.”187 Except wind and cold, the main reason causing madness was the 

patient’s yang and yin were too heavy.188 There were numerous medical prescriptions against 

madness—to settle the hun or shen (ding 定), to suppress the po, the shen or the ling(zhen 鎮), to 

set the souls at rest (an 安), or to lead the shen back (yinshen guishe 引神歸社).189For the second 

category, Groot used a special chapter to discuss the demon of illness. Briefly, demons were unrest 

spirit, associated with yin. I already discussed this issue in chapter one. Therefore, I am not going 

to deliberate it here. For the third category, pathologists divided “sie” into several sorts. 190 

 
184 I keep the spelling that Groot used in the book. The spelling is supposed to be “xie”. However, it is reasonable to 

conclude the reason why Groot used the spelling was because he conducted his field study in Xiamen. The 

pronunciation of “邪” is sie, instead of xie. 
185 J. J. M. de Groot, “On Disease of the Soul, Its Debility and Derangement”, in The Religious System of China- Its 

Ancient Forms, Evolution, History and Present Aspect --On the Soul and Ancestral Worship, Part I, Soul in 

Philosophy and Folk-Conception, Volume VI, Book II, (Leide: Brill,1901), p. 89. 
186 J. J. M. de Groot, “On Disease of the Soul, Its Debility and Derangement” ,1901, p. 89. 
187 J. J. M. de Groot, “On Disease of the Soul, Its Debility and Derangement” ,1901, p. 89. 
188 J. J. M. de Groot, “On Disease of the Soul, Its Debility and Derangement” ,1901, p. 91. 
189 J. J. M. de Groot, “On Disease of the Soul, Its Debility and Derangement” ,1901, p. 91. 
190 In Jian-min Li’s “Xianqin Lianghan Bingyinguan ji qi bianqian: yi xinchutu wenwu wei zhongxin,” [Etiological 

concepts and their changes in Qin and Han Dynasties, Based on Recent Archaeological Findings], he lists the changes 

of etiology in chinese history and points out that ghosts are the main factor causing illness. Furthermore, Hsiu-fen 

Chen (2008) and Chia-feng Chang, (2001, 2012) also mention that encountering the demonic affliction or invaded 

by the wind and coldness (fenghan 風寒) are one of the causes of illness. Moreover, Chen mentions there were three 

sources of disease categories by Chen Yen陳言, a doctor in Sung Dynasty -- seven motions (quiqing 七情) as inner 

factors, six abuse(liuyin 六淫) as outer factors and neither inner nor outer factors 不內外因. Hsun Chang (1980) 

separates biological medical from religious medical. The former focuses on the imbalance of five phases (wuxing 五

行) in body, while the latter claims that illness is seven motions (quiqing 七情) caused by super natural factor, such 

as being administered by sorcery, or violating the taboo. More important, she claims that people in Taiwan still can 

see how these etiologies still influence people in Taiwan. (1983) Fu-shi Lin(1995) points out that in in Early Medieval 
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However, Groot pointed that yang sie and yin sie were the most significant types. “The former 

injured man’s health by thwarting and neutralizing the yin influences which ought to work upon 

and within him, while the latter effect the same end by opposing his yang influences.” 191 

Conclusively, all of the factors leading illness were the disharmonious co-operation between yang 

and yin. Therefore,  

(A) man has little to fear from sir as long as the normality of his constitution is shing盛 or “full 

abundant”, and strong enough to keep off the sie; not until his constitution is disturbed by one or 

more of the many causes of disease excogitated by Chinese brains, do the sie gain a hold upon it , 

and proceed to destroy him. Thus there are hardly any processes of disease in which the sie do not 

do their work; they seldom work therein from the outset, but play the most active and decisive 

part.192 

When people died, the co-operation between yin and yang stopped. The dead’s shen/ hun 

departed to higher regions, where ming, Heaven, and yang stayed. In other words, shen/ hun 

returned to the source/ heavenly sphere/ the chief department of the yang from which it sprang. 

And the dead’s gui/ po, which was produced by the yin, by the nature of the Earth, and by the 

material part of the Universe, passed through an analogous process of migration.  Under the name 

 
Chin, the unbalance of different qui(氣) inside of micro-cosmos or between macro and micro cosmos, such as the 

punishment from Heaven causes illness, too. Michael Stanley (2014) also mentions that moral etiologies which 

indicates the source of disease as moral fault, either of the patient’s family, or the state in medieval China. (Jian-min 

Li, “Xianqin Lianghan Bingyinguan ji qi Bianqian: Yi Xinchutu Wenwu wei Zhongxin,” [Etiological Concepts and 

Their Changes in Qin and Han Dynasties, Based on Recent Archaeological Findings], in Jian-min Li ed., Cong Yiliao 

Kan Zhongguoshi [Examining Chinese History through Medicine], Taipei: Lianjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 

2012, pp. 45-75; Hsiu-fen Chen, “Dang Bingren Jiandao Gui: Shilun Ming Qing Yizhe Duiyu ‘Xiesui’ de Taidu 

[When Patients Met Ghosts: A Preliminary Survey of Scholarly Doctors’ Attitudes towards ‘Demonic Affliction’ in 

Ming-Qing China], in Guoli Chengchi Daxue Lishixuebao [The Journal of History, NCCU], 30(Taipei: 2008):43-

86; Chia-feng Chang, “Suitang Yiji Zhong de Ziaoer Bingyingguan Shitan” [Conceptions of Childhood Diseases in 

Medical Literature during the Sui and Tang Dynasties (581-907)], in Taida Wenshizhe Xuebao [Bulletin of the 

College of Arts National Taiwan University], 77(2012):199-236, and Chia-feng Chang, “‘Jiying’ yu ‘Xiangran’: Yi 

Zhubing Yuanhoulun wei Zhongxin Shilun Weijin zhi Suitang Zhijian de Jibingguan” [The Conceptions of 

Contagion in Chinese Medicine: A Case from Zhubing Yuanhou Lun(610)], in Taida Lishi Xuebaow, 27(2001):37-

82, also in Fu-shih Lin ed., Jingbing de Lishi, Taipei: Lianjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2011, pp. 157-200. 
191 J. J. M. de Groot, “Demonism in Pathology”, in The Religious System of China- Its Ancient Forms, Evolution, 

History and Present Aspect --On the Soul and Ancestral Worship, Part II, Demonology, Volume V, Book II, (Taipei: 

Nantian shuju youxian gongsi [Southern Materials Center, INC,1982, original edition published by E.J. Brill, Leide, 

1907), p.682 
192 J. J. M. de Groot, “Demonism in Pathology”,1907, p.683. 
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of po, the dead’s energy or active operation manifests itself in man returned to the Earth, from 

which it had once emanated. 

Soul left its owner’s body not only when people died. It could be absent from living man 

as well. There were two scenarios: permanent absence or temporary absence. For the former, it 

was the reason why ancient Chinese built graves as big as their living houses for the deceased. 

They were waiting for the absent soul of the deceased back. Groot claimed those details of funeral 

were for the resurrection of the deceased. He quoted these words from the Book of Rites (Liji禮

記) to support his argument.  

In calling back the dead, if there are forests and thickets in the territory, the foresters arrange the 

steps, but if there are no woodlands, the serfs do so. The calling back is done by an officer of low 

rank, who uses the court dress of the defunct... In all cases he ascends by the corner on the east, 

advances to the middle of the roof where it is dangerous to stand, and, turning his face to the north, 

there shouts to the dead three times. Then rolling up the dress, he casts it down in front, where the 

Officer in charge of the Official Dresses receives it, after which he descends by the corner on the 

north west. 193 

The reason why people called the soul back was because the Chinese think death may be 

caused by the soul wandering away too far or too long from the body. Death is a departure of the 

soul for good.  

For the latter, it refers to “the soul or the souls of a man may separate themselves from his 

body without their departure causing his immediate death.”194 The temporarily absent soul is the 

key concept of many rituals, including the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. In literature, there were 

many tales of the soul which existed outside the body as an entity in the fullest enjoyment of senses 

 
193 The original text is “復，有林麓，則虞人設階；無林麓，則狄人設階。小臣復，復者朝服。君以卷，夫人

以屈狄；大夫以玄赬，世婦以襢衣；士以爵弁，士妻以稅衣。皆升自東榮，中屋履危，北面三號，卷衣投

於前，司命受之，降自西北榮。”J. J. M. de Groot, “Calling back the Soul. The Death-howl”, in The Religious 

System of China- Its Ancient Forms, Evolution, History and Present Aspect --On the Soul and Ancestral Worship. 

Manners, customs and social institutions connected therewith, Part I, The Ideas of Resurrection, Volume I, Book I, 

(Leide: Brill,1892), p. 263. 
194 J. J. M. de Groot, “On Absence of the Soul from Living Man”, in The Religious System of China- Its Ancient Forms, 

Evolution, History and Present Aspect --On the Soul and Ancestral Worship, Part I, Soul in Philosopliy and Folk-

Conception, Volume IV, Book II, (Leide: Brill,1901), p. 96. 
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of perception. In addition, as a duplicate of the body, the soul had its form as well as its solid 

consistency. The soul may be reinstalled into the bodies or be extracted from its owner's body by 

artificial means, especially by evocation. It is worth mentioning that the bodies that the souls left 

behind were in a state of lethargy, stupor, catelepsy, swoon, or even death.195 Calling back the soul 

or dealing with the soul is the essential element of many exorcist rituals. 

Among the four healing rituals which shaped the healing system in Taiwan around 1950s 

to 1960s, the “Ritual of Containing Fright” and the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” majorly deal 

with the issue of hun and po. The temporary absence of soul is the subject of both rituals. The 

former calls the exceeding soul back, while the latter extract the soul out of supplicant’s body. The 

former deals with the abnormal states of lethargy, stupor, catelepsy, and swoon, all of which are 

caused by the temporary absence of soul. Meanwhile, the latter tries not to lead the supplicants to 

the abnormal states due to the temporary absence of soul. The former either calls the supplicant’s 

soul back or soothes the restless soul in supplicant’s body. This is because the exceeding hun and 

po soul of living people leads people sick. The latter extract hun and po soul out of supplicant’s 

body in order to protect them from the affliction. The former drags the supplicant from the 

abnormal states, while the latter leaves supplicant’s hun po soul in the abnormal situation, in order 

to keep the supplicant staying in his/ her normal life. 

In Taiwan, people believe frightening usually causes the hun and po exceeding. It is worth 

noting that in Groot’s research, he never mentioned the term “three hun and seven po.” However, 

it is common in Taiwan. What do those numbers refer to? As I mentioned in the first chapter, Hsun 

Chang argues that the numbers coincide the numbers of the visceras where hun and po corresponds 

in the system of Five Phases.196 Meanwhile, many people perceive the numbers as the amounts of 

hun and po. Therefore, in my field cases, some ritual masters require certain pieces of nails which 

coincide with the number of “three hun and seven po”, while some do not. It is worth noting that 

Groot mentioned Chinese believed that their souls were composed of etherial fluid divisible into 

lots in every proportion, and even breakable into molecules. For this reason, they declared that 

their shen, hun or po is “insufficient”, “incomplete” or “deficient." Prominent figures of Sung 

 
195 J. J. M. de Groot, “On Absence of the Soul from Living Man”, 1901, pp. 96-122. 
196 Hsun Chang, “Taiwan Hanren Shoujing Yishi yu Hunpoguan”, in Ying-gui Huang ed., Renguan, Yiyi yu Shehui, 

Taipei: Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo [Institute of Ethnology Academia Sinica], (Taipei:1993), pp. 

207-232. 
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School even taught that “if a man's shen or hwun declines and, consequently, his po or kwei gains 

a preponderance over it, he will undergo bodily deterioration, entailing debility.” In some sense, 

this theory coincided with the amounts of hun and po.197 

Han people transplanted the concept of hun and po to the island when they immigrated 

here. The concept has rooted here firmly for a long time. It has become the key concept of many 

exorcist rituals. 

 

5-3-2 The Concept of Ming 命 (fate) and Yun 運 (luck) 

Beyond this, there are the factors of ming 命 (fate) and yun 運 (luck) sustaining the function 

of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”.198 This is a topic which has been fully discussed since early 

ancient China. People in different eras have their own interpretations of the concept of ming and 

yun. Nowadays, people in Taiwan hold various attitudes toward ming and yun, all of which we 

could find the trace in the early Chinese texts. 

However, only ming is mentioned in the early texts and it is the key concept in different 

texts. In those texts, ming combines with different words and create different meanings, for 

example xing 性 and ming. This is another complicated issue that I am not going to discuss it here. 

However, the combination of ming and yun is a contemporary idea. Ming usually refers to 

something predetermined at birth, while yun refers to luck, fortune, chance and risk. In this section, 

first, I am going to discuss the various meanings of ming in Chinese culture context, especial in 

the texts from Eastern Zhou and Han. Second, I am going to discuss the ways to interfere the 

process of ming. Third, I am going to situate the concept of ming and yun both in the context of 

Taiwan society and in the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. 

 
197 J. J. M. de Groot, “On Absence of the Soul from Living Man” , 1901, 120-122. 
198 According to the research conducted by Hsun Chang from July of 1980 to February of 1981 at Shen-Ken Village 

of Taipei County, she points out that there are four reason why people get diseases. Among the four reasons, the 

moral heritage from ancients is listed. Besides, she also points out how the perspective toward fate influenced the 

people’s attitude toward getting disease. (Hsun Chang, “Medical Behavior and Medical System of Taiwanese 

Peasants: An Anthropological Inquiry,” in Bulletin of the Institute of Ethnology Academia Sinica, no.50 (Taipei: 

1983): 29-58 and Hsun Chang, “Chuantong Yishu de Lixingguan,” in Si yu Yan [Thought and Words: Journal of the 

Humanities and Social Science],18:3 (1980): 240-147. 
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 If we look close to the different definitions of ming, it is not difficult to understand why 

the issue attracts so many attentions. The concept of ming is close to fatalism as well as 

derterminism; however, there is slight difference among them. Ming more likely refers to destiny 

and fate. What does ming refer to in the early texts? Scholars conclude four different definitions—

demands or decree, life span, destiny and natural course.199 All these clues relate two key questions. 

First, is ming predicable? Second, is it changeable? Then, there are four attitudes toward ming 

based upon above questions. First, ming is unpredictable and cannot be altered. Second, ming is 

predicable, but cannot be altered. Third, ming is unpredictable, but can be altered. The last, ming 

is predictable and can be altered.  

Before I go further, I am going to note five theories of ming and yun which was articulated 

from Eastern Zhou and Warring States by Sinian Fu, who conducted one of the most influential 

studies of the subject. The five theories are the theory that ming is fixed (ming ding lun命定論), 

the theory that ming rectifies (ming zheng lun命正論), the theory of awaiting ming (si ming lun

俟命論), the theory of ming as a wheel (ming yun lun 命運論), and the contra-ming theory (fei 

ming lun非命論).200 For the theory that ming is fixed, Sinian Fu claimed that command of Heaven 

(tianming天命) was something that was fixed and could not be altered.201 For the theory that ming 

rectifies, it implied that “the affections of heaven were not constant, and that conduct toward others 

 
199 Sinian Fu concluded that ming referred to decree, command, or mandate as well as life span from Zhougao周誥, 

Shijin詩經, Zuo zhuan左傳, and Lunyu論語. Michael Nylan deliberated twelve different definitions of ming which 

were used in Han: fate or decree, duty, destiny, predestination, casual connections and their possibilities, 

manifestation of Heaven’s will, the inevitable, empirical facts, the created world, life span, objective circumstances 

and circumstances beyond human control. Zong-qi Cai used four different definitions in the text in Zuo zhuan--

demands, life span, destiny and natural course --to analyze the works of Tao Qian. Lisa Raphals demonstrated the 

spectrum in which ming in Chinese thoughts. The spectrum included ming as command, ming ab initio, choosing 

ming, moral ming, chance and ming, predictable ming, transpersonal ming, and contra-ming. (Sinian Fu, Xingming 

Guxun Bianzheng, (Taipei: Xinwenfeng Chuban Gongsi, 1985), pp. 41-84; Michael Nylan, The Canon of Supreme 

Mystery: A Translation with Commentary of the T’ai Hsuan Ching, (Albany: State University of New York Press, 

1994,) p.35; Zong-qi Cai, “Multiple Vistas of Ming and Changing Visions of Life in the Works if Tao Qian,” in The 

Magnitude of Ming—Command, Allotment and Fate in Chinese Culture, edited by Christopher Lupke, (Honolulu: 

University of Hawai’i Press, 2005), pp. 169-204; Lisa Raphals, “Languages of Fate—Semantic Fields in Chinese 

and Greek”, in The Magnitude of Ming—Command, Allotment and Fate in Chinese Culture, edited by Christopher 

Lupke, (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2005), pp. 70-106.) 
200 Sinian Fu, Xingming Guxun Bianzheng, 1985, pp. 156-159. I borrow the translation from Lisa Raphals. (Lisa 

Raphals, “Language of Fate—Semantic Fields in Chinese and Greek”, in The Magnitude of Ming—Command, 

Allotment and Fate in Chinese Culture, edited by Christopher Lupke, (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2005), 

p.72.) 
201 Sinian Fu, Xingming Guxun Bianzheng, 1985, pp. 156. The original text is “命定論者, 以天命為固定, 不可改易

者.” 
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could bring down good fortune or calamity.202 The theory of awaiting ming indicates that “the 

intentions of highest heaven are in the main to bring good fortune to the good and calamity to the 

licentious, but that there are those whom it does not help. Those who are worthy are not necessarily 

long-lived, and those who are unbenevolent are not necessarily without emoluments.” 203 The 

theory of ming as a wheel considers the rotation of destiny is silently following an necessary 

formula.204 Sinian Fu did not address a lot on the contra-ming theory. He only mentioned that this 

theory was derived from both the critics made by Mozi and the theory that ming rectifies.205  

Let’s combine these four attitudes toward ming with the five theories. First, that the theory 

ming is fixed refers to that ming is unpredictable and unchangeable. Ning Chen pointed out that in 

the “concept of blind fate”, there was an impersonalized, irrational and untouchable force 

controlling people’s lives. Ning Chen called this as “amoral pre-determinism”. 206  Therefore, 

neither the will of the Heaven nor the lives of people could be predicted and controlled. Ning Chen 

claimed this concept came up with the theodicy in West Zhou--the theory of the command of 

Heaven (tianming lun天命論), when different theories of ming co-exiting.207 It’s hard to agree the 

argument by Confucius. He pointed out that unpredictable feature of the Heaven created the space 

for free will. In Chinese term, it referred to the sage’s self-cultivation when confronting the 

changing circumstances. It is more reasonable to believe that this theory led a moral issue. Because 

any self-cultivation conducted by people could not bring people any benefits, it is hard to convince 

people to behave morally.208  

 Contrasted with “amoral pre-determinism” is “moral determinism”, where ming is 

predictable and changeable. It referred to the theory that ming rectifies. There were two scenarios. 

One was that ming is determined by a supernature with morality or a moral principle. People could 

 
202 Sinian Fu, Xingming Guxun Bianzheng, 1985, pp. 156. The original text is “命正論者,為天眷無常,依人之行事

以降福.” I borrow the translation from Lisa Raphals. (Lisa Raphals, “Language of Fate—Semantic Fields in Chinese 

and Greek”, 2005, p. 74.) 
203 Sinian Fu, Xingming Guxun Bianzheng, 1985, pp. 158. The original text is “謂上天之意在大體上福善而禍淫,然

亦有不齊者焉,賢者不必壽,不仁者不必不祿也.” I borrow the translation from Lisa Raphals. (Lisa Raphals, 

“Language of Fate—Semantic Fields in Chinese and Greek”, 2005, p. 74.) 
204 Sinian Fu, Xingming Guxun Bianzheng, 1985, pp. 158. The original text is “命之轉移在潛行默換中有其必然之

公式.” 
205 Sinian Fu, Xingming Guxun Bianzheng, 1985, pp. 159. 
206 Ning chen, Zhonggui Gudai Mingyunguan de Xiandai Quanshi, (Shenyang: Liaoning Chubanshe, 1999), p.7.  
207 Ning chen, Zhonggui Gudai Mingyunguan de Xiandai Quanshi, 1999, p.7. 
208 Ning chen, Zhonggui Gudai Mingyunguan de Xiandai Quanshi, 1999, pp. 29-42. 
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gain happiness, wealth, and auspicious if they follow moral rules. The other scenario was ming 

was controlled by ghosts or spirits who owned their owned personalities. People could know which 

ghost or spirits they irritated or whether they were satisfied by the offering via every kind of mantic 

technique, and divination by turtle bones, stalk, and dream.209 In addition, it is worth noting that 

when the theory of the command of Heaven turned to the morality shared by all the people in West 

Zhou, sages became one of the successors of the command of Heaven. This argument expanded 

the application of the command of Heaven from sages to lay people, which brought revolutionary 

changes on the development of mantic techniques. 

Third, that ming is unpredictable, but changeable is close to the theory of awaiting ming 

and the contra-ming theory. The definitions of these two theories of ming were similar, but slightly 

different. All of them emphasize the role of sages. The unpredictable feature of the Heaven created 

the space for free will. In Chinese term, it referred to the sage’s self-cultivation when confronting 

the changing circumstances. 

Forth, the theory of ming as a wheel is close to ming is predicable, but unchangeable. This 

theory implied that there was a principle which people could get to know it via mantic techniques. 

However, even people had known the rule, they could not make any changes. Ning Chen claimed 

that the predicable ming, in deed, was involved with “correlative cosmology”, which was based 

upon “correlative thinking”. It referred that everything in the universe, every event and every 

procedure are correlative. Therefore, in the Book of Changes (Yi Jing易經), eight trigrams were 

associated with different categories of things around us. For example, Qian 乾 was associated with 

heaven, light, the son of Heaven, monarch, and father, while Kun 坤 was associate with earth, 

mother, horse, and silk.210 When the structure had been established, omens would be conceived by 

perceiving certain signs. Thus, although ming was unchangeable, predicable ming was still useful 

in people’s daily life, especial for the monarch or elites.  

In the long history of Chinese culture, people, especial Daoist priests and ritual masters, 

hold different attitudes toward ming. No matter what concept of ming and yun they keep, they try 

their best to achieve two goals: to improve their skill to know people’s mings and to change 

 
209 Ning chen, Zhonggui Gudai Mingyunguan de Xiandai Quanshi, 1999, p. 12-17. 
210 Ning chen, Zhonggui Gudai Mingyunguan de Xiandai Quanshi, 1999, p. 81. 
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people’s mings. For the former, religious specialists enhanced as well as developed different ways 

to divine. In my field cases, divination is not only the way to know what the deities tend to do, but 

also a way to communicate, negotiate with gods. Moreover, well-developed mantic techniques 

assist supplicants on pre-knowing their mings. For the latter, religious specialists developed more 

rituals to assist their believers to change their mings. Mu-chou Poo in his research on the Daybook 

(rishu日書) showed us the nature of Chinese popular religious mentality. “On one hand, people 

believed that their life course was determined at the moment of their birth; …on the other hand, 

they kept their hopes alive and tried to negotiate a better ming, so to speak, by consulting the 

Daybook and by performing such magical acts as the burying of the placenta.”211   

 

5-4 Conclusion 

 The factor that situates healing ritual in Taiwan is its complicated historical background, 

which shaped its unique multiple medical systems and unique illness etiology. 

As mentioned in previous sections, from 1945 to 1970, the overall medical conditions were 

bad. Major hospitals were damaged in the war. Many kinds of endemics were pandemic because 

of a huge number of immigrants. There was a shortage of medical doctors led by political reasons 

and bad working conditions. The U.S. Aid did not consider endemic prevention to be its priority, 

instead of renovating ruined hospitals and promoting medical education. For these reasons, 

alternative healings were the major way of healing. Therefore, 1950s to 1960s were the “golden 

age” for performing exorcism rituals (or called fachang法場, shichang獅場) or magic powers. 

Daoist Teng-long Li recalled that in the ten to twenty years after the Pacific War, he performed 

the “Ritual of Grand Luck Replenishing” at least forty times in a month; nowadays he performs it 

once a year. Daoist Jun-Zong Xu also recalled that he and his father rushed among supplicant’s 

houses to concealing their soul when he was young.  

 
211 Mu-chou Poo, “How to Steer Through Life—Negotiating Fate in the Daybook,” in The Magnitude of Ming—

Command, Allotment and Fate in Chinese Culture, edited by Christopher Lupke, (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i 

Press, 2005), pp. 124. 
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However, the Nationalist Government did not encourage the development of Chinese 

popular religion and alternative healings. Instead, the Nationalist Government downgraded it as 

superstition. As the western style medical system grew, and the sanitation was well-developed, the 

need of exorcist ritual went down. After 1995, National Health Insurance was instituted. Due to 

the high coverage of National Health Insurance, there is little space left for alternative healing but 

western style medical treatment.  

The unique illness etiology is constructed on the basis of cosmology, 212  concepts of 

selfhood, and overall cultural context is another factor leading to the multiple medical systems.213 

People believe that illness arises due to the imbalance of yin-yang and the Five Phases (wuxing五

行) 214 as well as instability215 of the three spirit and seven material souls.216 Normally the souls 

 
212 Zhao-geng Lin, Guang-wei Chen, Pei-qi Zhou, Ri Zhi Shiqi de Taiwan Zhongyi, 2013,p.168. 
213 For external (ghosts) and internal (emotions) factors in illness causation and their role in history and today, see 

Jian-min Li, “Xianqin Lianghan Bingyinguan ji qi Bianqian: Yi Xinchutu Wenwu wei Zhongxin,” [Etiological 

Concepts and Their Changes in Qin and Han Dynasties, Based on Recent Archaeological Findings], in Jianmin Li 

ed., Cong Yiliao Kan Zhongguoshi [Examining Chinese History through Medicine], Taipei: Lianjing Chubanshe 

[Linking Publishing], 2012, pp. 45-75; Hsiu-fen Chen, “Dang Bingren Jiandao Gui: Shilun Ming Qing Yizhe Duiyu 

‘Xiesui’ de Taidu [When Patients Met Ghosts: A Preliminary Survey of Scholarly Doctors’ Attitudes towards 

‘Demonic Affliction’ in Ming-Qing China], in Guoli Chengchi Daxue Lishixuebao [The Journal of History, NCCU], 

30(Taipei: 2008):43-86; Chang, Chia-feng. “‘Jiying’ yu ‘Xiangran’: Yi Zhubing Yuanhoulun wei Zhongxin Shilun 

Weijin zhi Suitang Zhijian de Jibingguan” [The Conceptions of Contagion in Chinese Medicine: A Case from 

Zhubing Yuanhou Lun(610)], in Taida Lishi xuebaow, 27(2001):37-82. Also in Fu-shih Lin ed., Jingbing de Lishi, 

Taipei: Lianjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2011, pp. 157-200; Chia-feng Chang, “Suitang Yiji Zhong de 

Ziaoer Bingyingguan Shitan” [Conceptions of Childhood Diseases in Medical Literature during the Sui and Tang 

Dynasties (581-907)], in Taida Wenshizhe Xuebao [Bulletin of the College of Arts National Taiwan University], 

77(2012):199-236; Hsun Chang, “Chuantong Yishu de Lixingguan”, in Si yu Yan [Thought and Words: Journal of 

the Humanities and Social Science], 18:3 (1980): 240-147; Fu-Shih Lin, “Shilun Handai de Wushu Yiliaofa ji qi 

Guannian Jichu—‘Handai Jibing Yanjiu’ Zhiyi”, in Shi Yuan, 16 (1987): 29-53; Fu-Shih Lin, “Shilun Taipingjing 

de Jibing Guannian” [Discussion on the Perspective toward Disease in Taipingjin(太平經 )], in Zhongyang 

Yanjiuyuan Lishi Yuyan Yanjiusuo Jikan [History-Philology -Institute Bulletin, SINICA], 62:2 (1993): 225-263; 

Michael Stanley-Baker, “Drugs, Destiny, and Disease in Medieval China: Situating Knowledge in Context.” In 

Daoism Religion, History and Society, No, 6 (2014):113-156.  
214 Jian-min Li, “Xianqin Lianghan Bingyinguan ji qi Bianqian: Yi Xinchutu Wenwu wei Zhongxin,” [Etiological 

Concepts and Their Changes in Qin and Han Dynasties, Based on Recent Archaeological Findings], 2012, pp 45-75; 

Hsun Chang, “Medical Behavior and Medical System of Taiwanese Peasants: An Anthropological Inquiry,” (1983): 

29-58. 
215  Hsun Chang , “Hunpo yu Jibing: Taiwan Minsu Yiliao de Renguan”, in Taiwan Yiliao Sibainian [Medical 

Treatment for 400 Years in Taiwan], Taipei: Jindian Zazhi Chubanshe, 2006, pp. 38-41; Wei-pin Lin, “Renguan, 

Kongjian Shijian yu Zhibing Yishi: Yi Yige Taiwan Xinan Nongcun Weili”, in Guoli Taiwan Daxue Kaogu Renlei 

Xuekan [Journal of Archaeology and Anthropology], 56, (Taipei, 2000):44-76; Cheng-sheng Tu, “Xingti, Jingqi yu 

Hunpo: Zhongguo Chuantong Dui ‘Ren’ Renshi de Xingcheng”, 1995, p27-88 and “Zuowei Shehuishi de Yiliaoshi” 

A note on medical history as social history] , (1995):113-153.  
216 For the numbers of soul, there are different claims, including twelve yuanshen 元神, one hun soul two hun soul, 

three po ten po and twelve hun soul. Most people believe there are three po because it coincides the understanding 

that the three po will habitat in the wood board (神主), grave and the yin-chen(陰間). In Baopuzi (抱朴子), it is 

recorded as, "When the figure and the body are separated, sanhunchipo (three hun and seven po) could be seen in 
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co-exist in the body harmoniously, but the former can leave when there is stress, anxiety, illness, 

or bad luck, which means they have to be led back into the body with the help of certain rituals, 

allowing a return to normal life.217 Soothing and stabilizing the souls is thus a central feature of 

religious healing, potently effected by the “Ritual of Containing Fright”. 

Besides this, ghosts or demonic afflictions,218 as well as inherited evil (cheng fu 承負)219 

are also considered to cause diseases or illness in Taiwan. In addition, the disorder caused by 

geomancy (feng-shui 風水), which includes the misarranging of one’s residency or of one’s 

ancestors’ graves, can also lead to illness or bad luck. Sometimes, these factors do not bring 

physical sickness, but only an ambiguous sense of illness, 220  insufficiency/ emptiness, 221 

perturbation,222 lack of well-being, even incompleteness. 

In the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, especially in the context of Taiwan, the concept of 

ming refers to destiny, which has been determined at the moment of birth. Yun refers to the good 

fortune comes and goes with the temporary ups and downs of life. People believe that destiny has 

 
the body." (（Chin）Hong Ge (283-343), in "The Terrestrial Truth (Dizhen)", Baopuzi, (Taipei: Sam Min Bookstore) 

p:463。(Hsun Chang, “Hun Po yu Jibing: Taiwan Minsu Yiliao de Renguan” , 2006; Hsun Chang, “Richang 

Shenghui zhong ‘Xu’ de Shenti Jingyan” [Daily life experience: bodily experience of the emptiness], in Kaogu Renlei 

Xuekan [Journal of Archaeology and Anthropology], 74:11-52(2011): 37; Hsun Chang, “Taiwan Hanrien Shioujing 

Yishi yu Hunpoguan”, in Ying-gui Huang ed., Renguan, Yiyi yu Shehui, Taipei: Institute of Ethnology Academia 

Sinica, 1993; Hsun Chang , “Hunpo yu Jibing: Taiwan Minsu Yiliao de Renguan”, in  Taiwan Yiliao Sibainian 

[Medical Treatment for 400 Years in Taiwan], Taipei: Jindian Zazhi Chubanshe, 2006; Wei-pin Lin, “Renguan, 

Kongjian Shijian yu Zhibing Yishi: Yi Yige Taiwan Xinan Nongcun Weili,” (2000):44-76; Cheng-sheng Tu, “Xingti, 

Jingqi yu Hunpo: Zhongguo Chuantong Dui ‘Ren’ Renshi de Xingcheng”, p27-88 and “Zuowei shehuishi de 

yiliaoshi” [A note on medical history as social history] (1995):113-153.  
217 Wei-pin. Lin,  “Renguan, Kongjian Shijian yu Zhibing Yishi: Yi Yige Taiwan Xinan Nongcun Weili”, in Guoli 

Taiwan Daxue Kaogu Renlei Xuekan [Journal of Archaeology and Anthropology], (2000):44-76. 
218 Jian-min Li, “Suibing yu ‘Changsuo’—Chuantong Yyixue Dei Suibing de Yizhong Jeishi”, in Hanxue Yanjiu 

[Chinese Studies], 12:1 (Taipei: 1994): 101-148. Hsiu-fen Chen, “Dang bingren jiandao gui: shilun ming qing Yizhe 

Duiyu ‘Xiesui’ de Taidu [When Patients Met Ghosts: A Preliminary Survey of Scholarly Doctors’ Attitudes towards 

Demonic Affliction’ in Ming-Qing China], (2008):43-86. Baker, Stanley Michael, “Drugs, Destiny, and Disease in 

Medieval China: Situating Knowledge in Context,” in Daoism Religion, History and Society, No, 6 (2014):117. 
219 Shu-wei Hsieh, “Shouguo yu Chanhui: Zhonggu Shiqi Zuigan Wenhua zhi Tantao” [Repentance and Confession: 

A Study of the Concept of Guilt in Medieval China], in Qinghua Xuebao [Tsing Hua Journal of Chinese Studies], 

40:4(2010):735-764. 
220 Mei-Tzi Sun, ‘Xingdou zhi Ming—Cong Buyun Yishi Kan Beidou Chongbai zai Taiwan Hanren Shehui zhong de 

Liaoyu Xingge’ [The Star Mandate and Destiny: Analyze the Healing Practice of Great Dipper from Luck 

Replenishing Ritual], Taipei: Thesis of Guoli Chengchi Daxue Zongjiao Yanjiusuo [Graduation Institute of Religious 

Studies, National Cheng-Chi University], 2015. 
221 Hsun Chang, “Richang Shenghuizhong ‘xu’ de Shenti Jingyan” [Daily Life Experience: Bodily Experience of the 

Emptiness], in Kaogu Renlei Xuekan [Journal of Archaeology and Anthropology], 74 (2011) :11-52. 
222 Bi-Ming Cai, “Jibing Changyu yu Zhijue XianXiang: Shanghanlun zhong Fan Zheng de Shengtigan”, in Yu, Shun-

de ed., Ti Wu Ru Wei:Wu yu Shentigan de Yanjiu,  Xinzhu: Guoli Qinghua Daxue Chubanshe, 2008, pp. 165-203.   
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a lot do with whether they get sick or feel ailing and tend to accept a serious affliction or terminal 

disease as fate.223 This is to say, people believe that their destinies are determined, but they also 

hope that their destinies can be changed via rituals, manipulations, or greater wisdom. Therefore, 

people request rituals to replenish destiny and avoid afflictions, usually after they fall ill, using 

particularly the rites for Offering and Resolution and Replenishing Good Fortune. On occasion 

they may also take preventive measures, hoping to predict future dangers through various mantic 

techniques and oracles as well as keeping themselves hidden from the supernatural forces. The 

“Ritual of Offering and Resolution”224 and the “Ritual of Luck Replenishing” are the outcome of 

the former idea, while the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” is the outcome of latter one.    

All in all, the system of religious healing techniques in Taiwanese society, which consists 

of the “Ritual of Containing Fright”, the “Ritual of Offering and Resolution”, the “Ritual of Luck 

Replenishing”, and the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, interweave financial concerns, local 

conventions, cosmology, etiology, concepts of the human self, and the conceptions of ming and 

yun. People believe that their ailments are caused not only by maladjustment to the environment, 

but also other mysterious factors. Therefore, religious healing rituals can play healing roles even 

in cases where there is no physical treatment or prescriptive medicine.    

 

 

 

 

 
223 Hsun Chang, “Taiwan Hanrien de Yiliao Tixi yu Yiliao Xingwei: Yige Taiwan Beibu Nongcun de Yixue Renleixue 

Yanjiu” [Medical Behavior and Medical System of Taiwanese Peasants: An Anthropological Inquiry],  in Zhongyang 

Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo Jikan [Bulletin of the Institute of Ethnology Academia Sinica], no.50 (1983): 29-

58. 
224 Hsun Chang, “Daojiao Jijie Yishi zhong Chanhui yu Tishen: Yige Wenhua Xinlixue de Tantao” [Confession and 

Substitution in Taoist Exorcism: A Cultural Psychological Analysis], in An-Bang Yu ed., Bentu Xinli yu Wenhua 

Liaoyu—Lunlihua de Keneng Tanwen [Indigenous Psychology and Cultural Healing: Inquiries into a New Role for 

Ethics], Taipei: Zhongyang Yanjiuyuan Minzuxue Yanjiusuo [Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica], pp. 375-

417.  
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Chapter 6 Way to Well-being 

In this chapter, I am going to discuss what the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” pursues, as 

well as what makes the type shifting from mending to preventative successful. In chapter 5, I 

already discuss the historical and cultural context of the ritual as well as the feature of multiple 

medical system in Taiwan. However, the discussion does not answer the questions. First, why does 

the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, in some sense, still play the healing role in Taiwan where 

national health insurance coverage is complete? Second, if the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” 

almost loses its healing role, how does it survive? Especially in such a competitive religious market? 

What factors make the type shifting successful? Is it reasonable to assume that there is an ultimate 

goal that people on the island share? Then, what is it?  

In my interview with ritual masters, there is one word popping out with high frequency: 

“useful”. Every ritual master mentions that believers keep requesting them (ritual masters) to 

conceal believers’ souls because they feel the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” is “useful” to them. 

In religious context, “useful” refers to “efficaciousness.” This means that applying the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul” helps them achieve what they are pursuing. Or the effects of applying the 

“Ritual of Concealing the Soul” meets their needs. So, my next question is what these supplicants 

are pursuing? What are those needs?  

To answer the questions, we have to examine what supplicants pursue via the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul” to figure out what their needs are. I believe what supplicants pursue will 

reveal the ultimate goal that supplicants try to achieve. However, supplicants for different types 

seem to pursue different goals. In mending type, what the supplicant’s family requested is to 

survive in the dangerous situation, while in preventive type, supplicants sought for the accordant 

(ping shun 平順) life. Apparently, the former goal has already been taken over by western style 

medical system. The latter one is the key to successful type shifting.  

Therefore, I am going to discuss what the accordant life refers to. Then, I am going to 

discuss what role of “harmony” and “chang” play in the successful type shifting. 
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6-1 Way to Accordance 

In the interview, Daoist Dang-qi Jian told me that believers kept requesting to perform the 

“Ritual of Concealing the Soul” because they felt their life became accordant (shun順). For this 

reason, those believers did not only request the religious service for the coming year, but also 

introduced the ritual to their friends.1 Daoist Dang-qi Jian pointed out that supplicant’s accordant 

life proved the efficacy of the ritual and attracted more and more believers to the altar. It is obvious 

that accordance is the key to prospering the altar. So, what does accordance exactly imply? In this 

section, I am going to discuss “secular happiness” from different perspectives first. Then, I will 

discuss the “sacred happiness” from the perspective of religion.    

In Taiwanese, people use accordance to describe their well-functioning life as well as to 

imply that everything in their life is on the right track. It refers to the life that people do their own 

jobs, babies are well raised up, kids go to school, and the old is well taken care of. Everyone is 

healthy and enjoys their life. There might be nothing extremely good happening in their life. 

However, there is also nothing bad occurring in their life, either. People can achieve whatever they 

are pursuing. This picture coincides with what Sara Ahmed abbreviates in her book, The Promise 

of Happiness: “Happiness is what we want, whatever it is.”2 Apparently, accordance reveals the 

feature of happiness. So, if accordance refers to happiness, then, what does “happiness” exactly 

imply? 

Since “happiness” is an old issue, therefore, there are numerous studies discussing what it 

is. From the perspective of philosophy, Immanuel Kant argues that “to be happy is necessarily the 

wish of every finite rational being, and this, therefore, is inevitably a determining principle of its 

faculty of desire.”3 From the perspective of economics, happiness is analogous to stocks. Heady 

Bruce and Alexander Wearing claim that happiness depends on other forms of capital, such as 

 
1 The interview was conducted on 2018.01.30. 
2 Sara Ahmed, The Promise of Happiness, (U.S.A: Duke University Press, 2010), p. 15. 
3 Sara Ahmed, The Promise of Happiness, 2010, p1. (From Immanuel Kant, Critique of Practical Reason, [1788] 

2004, p. 24.) 
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background, personality, and networks. It also acquires or accumulates capital for the individual 

subject.4 Ruut Veenhoven gives a classical description: 

Happy persons are likely to be found in the economically prosperous countries, whose freedom and 

democracy are hold in respect and the political scene is stable. The happy are more likely to be 

found in major groups than among minorities and more often at the top of the ladder than at the 

bottom. They are typically married, and get on well with families and friends. In respect of their 

personal characteristics, the happy appear relatively healthy, both physically and mentally. They 

are active and openminded. They feel they are in control of their lives. Their aspirations concern 

social and moral matters rather than money making. In matters of politics, the happy tend to the 

conservative side of middle.5 

Therefore, by this definition, “happiness” becomes an object which scholars are allowed 

to use different indicators to measure. It is not something that is related to people’s feeling any 

more. In some sense, “happiness” is equal to quality of life, though the notions of quality of life 

and well-being are different. In some degree, they share so many conceptual overlaps. Medicine 

nursing, rehabilitation science, psychology, sociology, social work, business and philosophy 

conduct numerous researches aiming at the broad fields of quality of life. Then, the outcomes of 

these researches become the indicators to evaluate a country. These researches have two 

approaches: quality of life and personal well-being. For the former, it refers to a broad measure 

about various domains, including its economic, social environmental, health, and cultural aspects. 

For the latter, it expresses a personal subjective judgement of life satisfaction. It is measured by 

“either the prevalence of positive affect with respect to different domains, or the extent of 

fulfillment of life goals or values of people, depending on whether well-being is conceived 

hedonically or in the eudaimonic manner.”6  

However, no matter what the indicator is, “happiness” or subjective well-being is relative 

to culture. All descriptions of happiness mentioned above are about western culture. There are 

 
4 Sara Ahmed, The Promise of Happiness, 2010, p10. (From Heady Bruce and Alexander Wearing, “Subjective Well-

Being: A Stocks and Flows Framework,” in Subjective Well-being: An Interdisciplinary Perspective, edited by Strack, 

F., Argyle, M., & Schwarz, N, (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1991), pp. 49-76.) 
5 Ruut Veenhoven, “Questions on Happiness: Classical Topics Modern Answers, Blind Spots,” in F. Strack, M. Argyle 

& N. Schwarz eds. Subjective Well-being: An Interdisciplinary Perspective', (London: Pergamon Press), pp 7-26. 
6 Po-Keung Ip & Daniel T. L. Shek, “A Tale of Three Chinese Societies: The Quality of Life and Well-Being of 

Chinese People in a Changing World “, in Social Indicators Research, 117:3 (2014): 665-671.  
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more and more studies emphasizing on the subjective well-being in Chinese culture. The Chinese 

culture here indicates the cultural Chinese, but not political sense. From perspective of sociology, 

Ly-yun Chang concludes that, in Taiwan, there are three factors which influence the sense of 

subjective well-being: the sense of fairness, the limitation from social stratum and cultivated 

personal features.7 Furthermore, she also considers the factor of ethnic groups as one reason 

bringing people in Taiwan the sense of happiness.8 These outer social factors do bring people the 

sense of happiness as well as the sense of unhappiness.  

Moreover, from the perspective of ethics, Po Keung Ip conducts many researches 

addressing on the subjective well-being in China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. Those researches reveal 

that both people’s cognitive judgements of their subjective well-being and conception of what 

constitutes well-being or meaning of happiness are affected by their personal life experience, as 

well as the condition of their society and culture.9 Therefore, to discuss the happiness of Han 

culture in Taiwan, or grand Chinese culture, it is necessary to take into account of the specific 

contexture variations when conducting research. In the context of Han culture, happiness could be 

divided into two levels: national well-being and personal well-being.10 Taiwanese wants law and 

order, economic well-being, good government, wealth equality, health care, good education 

system, and clean environment. With no doubt, what people desire for a national well-being is 

what people perceived deficits or deprivations from their life experience. However, the gap 

between people’s real life and their wanting could be make up by people themselves. They either 

improve the governance, or overthrow the regime. After all, national well-being is established by 

the efforts of all citizens, especially in a democratic country. 

 
7 Ly-yun Chang, “Xinfugan de Lailong Qumai: Jiaoyu han Guojia Jingzhengli de Qishi” [Recent Advancement in the 

Study of Happiness: Implications for Education and National Competitiveness] , in Shehui Kexue Luncong [Review 

of Social Sciences], 7:1 ( 2013): I-X;  
8 Ly-yun Chang &Tony Tam, “ 1999 zhi 2012 Nianjan Minzhong Xinfugan de Shengji/ Zuqun Chayi: Shehui Fenceng, 

Woqun Yishi yu Gongping Ganshou” [Happiness and Ethnicity in Taiwan, 1999-2012: Social Stratification, Sense 

of We-group, and Social Justice] , in Shehui Kexue Luncong [Review of Social Sciences], 8:2(2014), 8(2):1-36. 
9 Po Keung Ip, “Concepts of Chinese Folk Happiness,” in Social Indicators Research , 104:3 (2011): 459-474.  
10 Po Keung Ip concludes twelve components for national well-being: (1) no wars or threat of war; (2) law and order, 

life and property protected; (3) good economy, life improved; (4) ethnic harmony; (5) equality and human rights; (6) 

clean, effective and caring government; (7) judiciary fair and independent; (8) rich and poor gap narrowed; (9) good 

health care system; (10) good education with equal opportunity; (11) environment protected, and (12) social trust. 

There are five components for personal well-being: (1) health in body and mind; (2) satisfactory family life; (3) good 

human relationships; (4) satisfactory work; (5) satisfactory sex life. (Po Keung Ip, “Concepts of Chinese folk 

happiness,” p. 263.) 
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Although secular happiness could be measured by indicators, the pursuing of happiness 

never stops. It is like the flow, moving toward the deficits or deprivations in people’s life 

experience. Like what Sara Ahmed claims in The Promise of Happiness: 

Happiness is an orientation toward the objects. We come into contact with. We move toward and 

away from object through how we affected by them, after all, note the doubling of positive affect 

in Locke’s example: we love the grapes, if they taste delightful. To say we love what tastes 

delightful is not to say that delight causes our love but the experience of delight involves a loving 

orientation toward the object, just as the experience of love registers what is delightful.11 

I categorize whatever people ask from gods, deities, or any kind of supernature as sacred 

happiness. Contrasting with the secular happiness which people could obtain by making efforts, to 

obtain the sacred happiness or personal well-being requires some luck and faith. When it comes to 

personal well-being, people turn to gods to make all their wishes come true as well as fulfill their 

wants. According to the research conducted by Po Keung Ip, we learn that people in Taiwan 

consider that happy life is constituted by a body-mind health, good family life and social 

relationship, good job and satisfactory sex life. In addition, a majority of the respondents do not 

think that quantity of wealth matters that much to happiness.12 If we take a close look at these 

components, we can find out that all these components cannot be completely controlled by people. 

It is reasonable to assume that people turn to gods for help when they are trapped in deadly diseases, 

unpleasant family life, unemployed, or terribly bad social relationship. In some sense, these 

components are part of secular happiness as well as sacred happiness. 

Furthermore, to situate the “happiness” in the context of Taiwan, it is necessary to take 

“cultural strands” in Chinese culture into account. They include Confucian tradition, Daoist 

tradition and Buddhist tradition, each of which holds different concepts toward happiness. First of 

all, in Confucian tradition, there are “grand tradition” of Chinese culture versus “small tradition” 

of Chinese culture. The “grand tradition” of Chinese culture refers to “the dominant culture of the 

ruling elites and cultured, educated, and wealthy classes of society.”13 The “small tradition” of 

Chinese culture refers to “the culture and customs of those who were less educated, less wealthy, 

 
11 Sara Ahmed, The Promise of Happiness, 2010, p. 24. 
12 Po Keung Ip, “Concepts of Chinese Folk Happiness,” 2011, pp. 469-470. 
13 Po Keung Ip, “Concepts of Chinese Folk Happiness,” 2011, p. 460. 
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and less cultured ordinary people.”14 Generally, the “grand tradition” of Chinese culture implies 

national well-being, while the “small tradition” implies the personal well-being. However, both 

concepts constitute a broad traditional notion of Chinese folk happiness. For this reason, there are 

some overlaps between these two traditions when talking about happiness. Po Keung Ip claims 

that there are few researches addressing on the lay happiness in Taiwan, while there are many 

Confucius classic works depicting the elite happiness. 

Under the Confucian tradition of filial piety, family bliss, personal moral integrity, morality-

constrained desires satisfaction and educating people are the major sources of happiness…In sum, 

in the Confucian ‘grand tradition’. Happiness is seen as something essentially social (familial) 

ascetic and educational. It is also deeply moral and spiritual.15  

In order to capture the folk tradition of happiness, digging into the popular idiomatic legacy 

can give us some clues. “Helping others is the basis of happiness.” “The greater number of sons 

you have, the happier you are.” “To be happy together with others is better than to be happy alone.” 

These idioms reveal us that folk happiness in Han society is characterized by the essence of family 

oriented, boy preference and altruism. “Happiness is often articulated with respect to helping 

others, awareness of one’s having enough, and to share happiness with others.”16 Furthermore, 

“Five Happiness”—long life, wealth, soundness of body and serenity of mind, the love of virtue, 

and fulfilling to the end the will (of Heaven)-which is in the chapter “Hongfan” (洪範) of Book of 

Documents (Shangshu 尚書)17 also give us clues to figure out the folk happiness in Han society. 

Contrasted with the five sources of happiness, the six extreme evils-- misfortune shortening the 

life, sickness, distress of mind, poverty, wickedness, weakness—reflect what real happiness that 

people in Han society pursue.18 The folk concept of happiness is continuous with how happiness 

was conceived in pre-Confucian times. 

 
14 Po Keung Ip, “Concepts of Chinese Folk Happiness,” 2011, p. 460. 
15 Po Keung Ip, “Concepts of Chinese Folk Happiness,” 2011, p. 467. 
16 Po Keung Ip, “Concepts of Chinese Folk Happiness,” 2011, p. 467. 
17 Wan-li Qu, “Hongfan” (洪範), in Shangshu Jishi, (Taipei: Lianjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 1983), p. 125. 

The original text is “五福：一曰壽，二曰富，三曰康寧，四曰攸好德，五曰考終命。” I borrow the translation 

from https://ctext.org/shang-shu/great-plan/zh?en=on, (accessed on 2021.06.24, by James Legge) 
18 Wan-li Qu, “Hongfan” (洪範), in Shangshu Jishi, 1983, p.125. The original text is 六極：一曰凶、短、折，二曰

疾，三曰憂，四曰貧，五曰惡，六曰弱。 ” https://ctext.org/shang-shu/great-plan/zh?en=on. (accessed on 

2021.06.24, translated by James Legge.) 
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What is the happiness from the perspective of Daoist and Buddhist? According to Po 

Keung Ip, 

Taoist and Buddhist counsel a list of diminished and restrained desire and wants as the gateway to 

freedom and happiness. Spiritual growth and fulfilment, and not material possession and 

indulgence are the true sources of authentic happiness. Earthy pleasure, and satisfactions are 

illusionary and transitional, and are causes of constant dissatisfaction, pain and unhappiness. Only 

by restraining or relinquishing the material pleasures and worldly desires, and by continuous 

spiritual cleansing and elevation can one achieve genuine happiness and contentment (Karma).19   

I am reluctant to quote this paragraph because Daoist and Buddhist keep their own idea of 

happiness respectively. The picture of happiness depicted in previous paragraph is closer to 

Buddhist idea of happiness. Meanwhile, Daoist holds various ideas of happiness. Philosophical 

Daoist claims letting things take their own course, while religious Daoist petitions to celestial 

deities to forgive the sin accumulated by generations in his family. Elite Daoist “counsels a list of 

diminished and restrained desire and wants as the gateway to freedom and happiness,”20 while folk 

Daoist applies magic to fulfill people’s want. In other word, the happiness that the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul” seeks is an accordance life, in which there is no illness, no pain and worry-

free.  

It is obvious that the happiness from the perspective of Daoist and Buddhist as well as 

Confucian are “from the top”. If we take a look at the accordance claimed by Daoist Dang-qi Jian 

again, there is nothing about morality or spirituality, but secular wants, such as remaining a 

satisfied family life, having a good health, keeping a good job, and maintaining a good social 

relation. In other words, what supplicants pursue is the want of personal well-being. 

Let’s place the two types of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”- the mending type as well 

as preventive type—under the definition of personal well-being. Obviously, it is a little bit hard 

for the mending type to fit the definition. Broadly speaking, every magic ritual seeks the ultimate 

well-being. However, only after solving the immediate life crisis and being survived, people are 

able to pursue their personal well-being. Strictly speaking, mending type has nothing to do with 

 
19 Po Keung Ip, “Concepts of Chinese Folk Happiness,” 2011, p. 468. 
20 Po Keung Ip, “Concepts of Chinese Folk Happiness,” 2011, p. 468. 
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personal well-being pursuing. On the contrary, the preventive type aims at pursuing personal well-

being for the coming year. Through mantic techniques, supplicants foresee their fortune for the 

coming year. If there is any affliction in the coming year, having their souls concealed will keep 

them away from the bad luck, affliction or diseases. In other words, the main goal of preventive 

type of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” is to help people pursue their well-being, which make 

the type shifting successful. 

 

6-2 Way to Safety 

Talisman command, talisman command,  

 Wearing Three Pure Ones on the head, 

 Feet step four (rightness), 

 Five thunders, five thunders, 

  Exorcising evil, suppressing baleful spirits. 

 Six Ding, Six Jia, 
 Exorcising evil, suppressing baleful spirits, 

Keep his body safe.21 

Daoist Ming-fu Wu chanted this incantation when he was going to conceal the supplicant’s 

soul in the vessel. It is obvious that the main goal of this spell is to keep the supplicant safe. Further, 

when my soul was concealed, Daoist Wu-ji Li asked the gods to bless me (the supplicant) “no 

disaster, no misfortune/ without being frightened.” Besides, he asked the gods to keep me safe and 

accordant for the coming year.22  

On the way of pursuing happiness, safety is an essential component which should not be 

neglected. It is considered as the foundation of happiness. In last section, it is categorized as 

national well-being, which contains the needs of no threat of war, an organized and protected life, 

a good health care system and a trusty society. Behind these various aspects of national well-being, 

the need of safety is revealed. However, in the context of Han culture, safety indicates much more 

than I list above or I mention in previous section. Briefly, safety contains three levels. The first 

 
21 The original text is “符令符令，頭戴三清，腳踏四正，五雷五雷，驅邪押煞，六丁六甲，驅邪押煞，保身

平安.” 
22 In the interview on 2015. 03.14, he repeated the words he chanted when he concealed my soul. The original text is 

“無災無惑，沒有受驚，一年四季平安順事.” 
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level refers to solving the immediate danger which has already threatened lives. The second level 

refers to the subjective sense of safety. The third level indicates not only the continuity of what 

people keep in their present life, but also carefree and without worries of any potential collision 

(chong 沖), and offense (fan 犯) in their life. Brilliant “primordial spirit”（yuanshen 元神）

enhances individual safety. Beyond that, safety also leads the sense of accordance both for an 

individual who is situated in Taiwan, a family-oriented society, and the community where the 

individual resides.  

In Chinese, the word of safety is consisted by two Chinese characters: “ping”平 and “an”

安, safety and sound . The former refers to plain and smooth. In Inner Canon of the Yellow 

Emperor  (Huangdi Neijing  黃帝內經) , Basic Questions (Suwen素問), it mentions that “the 

plain person is someone who is not sick.”23 The latter refers to stableness, or a safe and comfortable 

situation or circumstance. Therefore, there are several Chinese idioms mentioning “an”, such as 

“be prepared for danger when in times of peace”(ju an si wei居安思危). In “The Great Treatise 

II” of The Book of Changes (Yijing, 易經繫辭下),  there is a paragraph discussing how people 

confront the situation of “an”.  

Therefore the superior man, when resting in safety, does not forget that danger may come; when in 

a state of security, he does not forget the possibility of ruin; and when all is in a state of order, he 

does not forget that disorder may come. Thus his person is kept safe, and his states and all their 

clans can be preserved.24 

No matter we combine “ping” and “an”, or check the meanings respectively, each of them 

indicates a safe, sound, secure, peaceful, and quiet situation.   

 However, the safety which supplicants pray for via the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, or 

other religious rituals in Chinese popular religion is much more complicated than the national well-

being offers. The meaning embedded in the safety is more profound than in the Chinese idioms 

mentioned above. Daoist Ming-fu Wu kept the supplicant away from the life threats by performing 

 
23 The original text is “平人者，不病也”, DZ 1018, 40, 1. 
24 The text is translated by James Legge. The original text is “是故，君子安而不忘危，存而不忘亡，治而不忘亂；

是以身安而國家可保也。”https://ctext.org/book-of-changes/xi-ci-xia/zh?en=on, accessed on 2021. 06. 20. 
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the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. Meanwhile Daoist You-kun Li claims that the function of the 

“Ritual of Concealing the Soul” is to pacify the soul which resides in the body. Through the ritual, 

supplicants envision that their souls are under the protection of the deities, which pacify them as 

well as offer them the sense of safety.25  

From the perspective of Chinese popular religion, the safety indicates a universe where 

there are no threats from all kinds of killers (sha 煞). Briefly, killer refers to a baleful and evil 

force. It brings collective fear and anxiety because it threatens people’s life at any moment and 

any places, which is considered as the notion of pan-killer (fan sha yishi泛煞意識). 26 The notion 

of pan-killer is popular in Taiwan. People are so awed to the omnipresent killers that they do their 

best to avert the killers. The concept of pan-killer is involved with the cosmology of Han culture, 

including how creatures are created, how the universe rotates, how everything on the world co-

exists, and how human beings interact with their environments. In other words, killer is the 

phenomenon of abnormal pneumas in the universe. For this reason, killers are varied according to 

the different forms of pneumas.27  

Briefly, I divide killers into three groups. The first type of killer refers to those who grow 

regularly and predictably. The best example is the theory of judging who is allowed to request 

their souls to be concealed. Daoist Wu-ji Li examined if my soul was allowed to be concealed by 

matching the chart of “Twelve Divine Killers” (shier shensha 十二神煞),28 which is related to the 

worship of Great Year (taisui太歲). This theory is so popular in Taiwan that not only Daoist Wu-

ji Li, but aslo Daoist Jun-Zong Xu as well as Daoist You-kun Li apply it while recommending 

 
25 The interview was conducted on 2013.11. 
26 Fong-mao Lee, “Sha yu chusha- yige yuzhouguan de pohuai yu chongjian”, in Minsu Xilie Jiangzuo, (Taipei：

Guoli zhongyiang tushuguan Taiwan fenguan,1993), pp. 257-336, and Fong-mao Lee, “Sha: Yige feichang de 

yuzhou xianxiang”, in Lishi Yuekan, 132(1999):36-41. 
27 Fong-mao Lee, “Sha: Yige feichang de yuzhou xianxiang”(1999): 37. Lee Fong-mao lists four types of killers. The 

first type is related to time, such as killer of the year, killer of the month, killer of the day and killer of the hour. The 

second type is about the space, such as killer of the heaven and killer of the earth. The third type is related to five 

phrases, including killer of the wood, killer of the fire, killer of the earth, killer of the metal and killer of the water. 

The last type is the killers everywhere. 
28 According to Chun-chih Chen’s research on Great Star, there are various versions of Great Year and a series of stars 

in the history of Chinese popular religion. In Taiwan, Great Star and another twelve stars shape the system of twelve 

shen and killers. (Chun-chih Chen, ‘Taisui de xinyang suyuan yu jisi kongjan—Yi taiwan weozhu de taolun’ [A 

Study on the Religion and the Worship Spaces of Tai-sui─an Investigation Focus on Taiwan], Dissertation of 

[Department of Chinese Literature, National Chung Hsing University], 2014.)   
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their supplicants the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. Furthermore, the system of “Twelve Divine 

Killers” refers to the belief in the relation between the stars and destiny (xingming xinyang星命

信仰). The “Twelve Divine Killers” could be propitious as well as dangerous.29 They are Great 

Year, 太陽, Gate of Mourning (sangmen喪門), Great Darkness (taiyin太陰),30 Five Spirits (wugui

五鬼), Presage of Death (sifu死符),31 Ruin of the Year (suipo歲破), Virtue of Dragon (longde龍

德), White Tiger (baihu白虎), Blessings and Virtue (fude福德), Celestial Dog (tiango天狗), 

Talisman of Sickness (bingfu病符), and Flying Curtain (feilian飛廉).32 The notion relating to the 

baleful stars are highly developed, since it is necessary for people to avoid the harm made by the 

evil stars. Ching-lang Hou points out that if one “collided” (chong衝), “offended” (fan 犯) the 

killers, or is “killed” (sha-chao 煞著) by the killer, the demon will seize one’s vital spiritual 

components, one’s “ primordial spirits” (yuan-shen 元神), or souls hun and po, all of which would 

bring serious consequences.   

There is great diversity in the disasters which Great Year brings. He may turn you into a criminal 

or make you the victim of a murderer. He may cause the loss of members of your family, or provoke 

serious illnesses, lawsuits, imprisonment, loss of chattels or of the six kinds of domestic animals, 

and soon. It could depend on the year of your birth. The T’ieh- pan shu notes that, in order to assure 

his peace of mind, everyone born in the year of the Rat should carry out the ceremony of placation 

whenever T ’ai-sui is residing in the corresponding celestial “palace.”33 

Ching-lang Hou explains why the “motion” of these baleful stars is regular. 

 
29 The “Twelve Divine Killers” have various ways to name them. Different Daoist traditions even have more than 

twelve divine killers. In this paper, I borrow the names from what Li-ling Xu, uses in “Taiwan Minjian Xinyang 

zhong de Buchunyun Yishi—Yi Beibu Zhengyipai Daoshi Suoxing de Fashi Yishi Weili”. (Li-ling Xu, “Taiwan 

Minjian Xinyang zhong de Buchunyun Yishi—Yi Beibu Zhengyipai Daoshi Suoxing de Fashi Yishi Weili”, in 

Minzuxue Yanjiusuo Ziliao Huibian [Taiwan Journal of Anthropology], 13, (1992):95-129.) 
30 In “The Chinese Belief in Baleful Stars”, there is no Divine Killer named this. (Ching-lang Hou, “The Chinese 

Belief in Baleful Stars”, in Anna Seidel and Holmes Welch eds., Aspects of Taoism, Essays in Chinese Religion, 

(Taibei: Southern Materials Center, 1984), pp. 193-228.) 
31 I borrow the translation from what Ching-lang Hou did in “The Chinese Belief in Baleful Stars”. (Ching-lang Hou, 

“The Chinese Belief in Baleful Stars”, 1984, pp. 193-228. 
32 In “The Chinese Belief in Baleful Stars,” Ching-lang Hou calls it Yellow Banners (huang-fan). It is worth noting 

that in “The Chinese Belief in Baleful Stars,” Ching-lang Hou lists Official Spirit of the Dead, Funeral Guest, 

Leopard Tail, three of which are not recorded by Li-ling Xu. 
33 Ching-lang Hou, “The Chinese Belief in Baleful Stars,” 1984, pp. 204-205. 
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The Chinese divided the sky into twelve palaces and into five palaces. The twelve corresponded to 

the twelve cyclical characters and to the Chinese zodiacal signs (Rat = Aries). A man born in the 

year of the Rat was thus linked to that portion of the sky. As to the fivefold division, the central 

palace corresponded to the central administration, and the four palaces around it in the four 

directions corresponded to provincial administrations.34 

Because Great Year is the spirit of the Jupiter, it crosses one “palace” every year. For this 

reason, “(the) calendars and books of divination furnish data from which may be foretold the day, 

month, year, and the direction in which one runs the risk of colliding with Tai-sui. They also give 

the means by which one may avoid offending him, or else how one may make up for the offense.”35  

The second type of killer emerges irregularly but predicably. In other words, the killers 

emerge at any time and in every place. However, whenever people step into the occasion or 

confront the situation, they “collide”, “offend” the killers or is killed by the killers. For example, 

the gap between two buildings forms a killer, “the killer of going through hallway” (chuantang sha

穿堂煞). The best example is the “Thanking the Earth Rituals” (Xietu yishi 謝土儀式), which 

Daoist priests as well as ritual masters perform along with exorcist ritual to sacrifice both the God 

of Earth and killer of Earth. It is because when people construct any kinds of constructions, they 

inevitably irritate the Earth God and offend the killer of Earth. For this reason, the ritual aims at 

eliminating the harm that killer of the Earth brings. It’s worth noting what Chong Wang, the 

significant thinker in Han dynasty, deliberates in Lunheng 論衡, where we can find the clues in 

the rituals we perform today in Taiwan. First of all, Chong Wang depicts the reason why people 

perform the “Ritual of Thanking the Earth”. 

People repair, remodel their dwellings, chisel the ground, or dig the earth. When the work has been 

done and the job has been completed, people hold exorcism ritual to thank the Earth God. It is 

called ‘Lifting Up the Earth.’(解土) Use puppets made of earth to simulate the shape of 

 
34 Ching-lang Hou, “The Chinese Belief in Baleful Stars,” 1984, p. 204. 
35 Ching-lang Hou, “The Chinese Belief in Baleful Stars,” 1984, pp. 204. 
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ghost. Command Wu 巫 do sacrifice to defer people’s diseases36 in order to lift up 

the Earth God.37 

However, at the beginning of “Jiechu”, Chong Wang gives us a clue of the coexistence 

of divine beings and killers (shen sha bing cun神煞並存). It is to say that people, in Han dynasty, 

sacrifice, pray not only to deities who reside in their dwellings, but also the killers. 

People believe in sacrifice and claim that sacrifice brings blessing. But when saying ‘Exorcism,’ 

people claim that “Exorcism” is to remove ominousness. At the beginning of the ceremony, 

‘exorcism’ has to set up sacrifice first.”38 

Besides, what it expels is the quest ghosts in the residence. There are twelve major gods in the 

residence. Green dragon and white tiger are made into twelfth place of the list. Dragon, tiger are 

severe gods, which are the identical ghosts in the heaven. Flying corpses and floating ominousness 

dare not gathering absurdly.39  

Moreover, “the deities of jia and yi” (jia yi zhi shen甲乙之神) are categorized as killers.40 

In sum, these killers emerge irregularly in the dwellings, while they might harm residents if they 

are offended or irritated by the residents. 

The last type of killer emerges irregularly and unpredictably. In the model of normality S 

abnormality by Lee Fong-mao, violent dead occupies the majority of this type of killers. In some 

sense, the spirit of deceased is considered as killers. Therefore, in tales of the miraculous, there are 

some pieces about the conventions of the “returning of the killer” (huisha 回煞) or “averting the 

 
36 (East Han) Chong Wang, “Yan Du” 言毒篇, in Lunheng Jiaozhu, (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2013 ), p. 

456. “Wu (巫) all are able to defer people’s diseases, make people better from the ominousness.”  The original text 

is “巫咸能以祝延人之疾、愈人之禍者.” 
37  (East Han) Chong Wang, “Jie Chu” 解除篇,  in Lunheng Jiaozhu, (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2013), p. 

502. The original text is “世間繕治宅舍，鑿地掘土，功成作畢，解謝土神，名曰「解土」。為土偶人，

以像鬼形，令巫祝延，以解土神。”  
38 (East Han) Chong Wang, “Jie Chu”, in Lunheng Jiaozhu, p. 500. The original text is “世信祭祀 , 謂祭祀必有

福; 又然解除, 謂解除必去凶 . 解除初禮, 先設祭祀.” 
39 (East Han) Chong Wang, “Jie Chu”, in Lunheng Jiaozhu, p. 501. The original text is “且夫所除 , 宅中客鬼也 . 

宅中主神有十二焉 , 青龍、白虎列十二位 . 龍、虎猛神, 天之正鬼也, 飛尸流凶 , 安敢妄集 .”  
40 (East Han) Chong Wang, “Ding Gui”訂鬼篇, in Lunheng, p. 450.  
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killer” (bisha避煞).41 Moreover, what Chong Wang claims that “Guest ghosts,” (ke gui客鬼)42, 

“flying corpses” (feishi 飛尸 ) 43, and “floating ominousness” (liuxong 流凶 ) 44 should be 

considered as this type of killer  as well. Meanwhile, because it is hard to predict 

when and where people encounter “old object spirit” (laowujing老物精), “object” (wu 物), 

“human fairy” (ren zhi yao人之妖), “the deceased” (ben sheng yu ren本生於人), and the “qi 

when people get sick” (ren suojien de bing zhi qi 人所見得病之氣), these killers should be 

categorized as this type of killer as well.  

From the perspective of the notion of pan-killer, if there is any killer which will potentially 

threaten or harm people, there is no safety. Therefore, to achieve personal safety, it is necessary to 

deal with the killers. There are many ways for Han people confronting the killers. The most popular 

way, for instance, is to place stone tablets on the edge of the roof of their residences or on the 

corner of intersections. It is to avert the killer of the road to keep away from the killer which are 

formed by geomancy. Except the killers caused by geomancy, some even make a detour to keep 

themselves away from the dark places.  

In addition to these passive ways, it is common for people to attending temples or private 

altars at the beginning of lunar new year. In order to learn their fortune for the coming year, they 

either get oracles by casting divination blocks or obtain advise from soothsayer/ ritual masters via 

mantic techniques. People usually request to perform certain religious rituals according to what 

killers they will “collided”, “offended” or be “killed” in the coming year. Daoist priests have 

various theories on the combination between religious rituals and killers. Daoist Jun-Zong Xu 

 
41 Hsiu-man Lu, “Zhongguo Biji Xiaoshuo suo Jizai zhi ‘Bisha’ Xisu ji ‘Shashen’ Xingxiang Tantao” 中國筆記小說

所記載之 ‘避煞’習俗及 ‘煞神’形象探討, in Shida Xuebao, Yuyan yu Wenxuelei師大學報,語言與文學類, 57:1 

(2012): 23-53.  
42 There is no record about “Guest ghosts.” (ke gui客鬼) It seems that Chong Wang uses this term to contrast 

with “ the identical ghost in the heaven (天之正鬼) which are represented by “green dragon” (青龍) and 

“white tiger” (白虎). 
43 “Flying corpses” (fei shi 飛尸) is not seen in pre-Han text. In Han text, it is seen in Qanfulun潛夫論 by Fu Wang, 

and Jinkui Yiaolue金匱要略. However, there is no depiction of what it is. Its complete depiction of “flying corpses” 

is seen in Gujin  Yitong Daquan (古今醫統大全). The text is “‘flying corpses’ is the something which wanders under 

skin, penetrates viscera. Whenever it breaks out, the patient feels prickle. It changes without regularities. (飛尸者，

游走皮膚，穿髒腑，每發刺痛，變作無常。” (Jin) Hong Ge, Gujin Yitong Daquan, Pinghua Shuwu Congshu 

Ben (瓶花書屋叢書) 本.  
44 The earliest text recording “floating ominousness” (liu xong流凶) is Lunheng .  
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recommends his supplicants to request the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” when their zodiac signs 

offend baleful stars, like Five Spirits, White Tiger, or Celestial Dog, as well as their birth star is 

confronting its own down turn. If not, Daoist Jun-Zong Xu recommends his supplicants to request 

the “Pacifying Great Star” (antaicui 安太歲), the “Ritual of Luck Replenishing”, and the “Ritual 

of Offering and Resolution”.45 Daoist Wu-ji Li recommends his supplicants to request the “Ritual 

of Concealing the Soul” when their zodiac sign offends baleful stars, like Five Spirits, White Tiger, 

or Celestial Dog. In addition, Daoist Wu-ji Li claims that they conceal the souls for those who 

have difficulties to be fostered before sixteen years old. To promote the “Ritual of Concealing the 

Soul” as their featured religious service, Daoist You-kun Li encourages the supplicants to request 

the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” when their zodiac sign offends all baleful stars, including Five 

Spirits, White Tiger, Celestial Dog, Gate of Mourning, Presage of Death, or Talisman of Sickness. 

For this reason, in the temple where Daoist You-kun Li stations, every year, people of six different 

zodiac signs are recommended to conceal their souls. 

Let’s get back to Daoist Ming-fu Wu’s case. The scenario was that the founder of the 

temple persuaded the supplicant’s father to held a Worshipping Dipper Dharma Gathering 

Ceremony (lidou fahui 禮斗法會) to celebrate the birthday of Ji Gong (jigong濟公). Rhetorically, 

simply applying the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” was not helpful enough to get rid of the 

supplicant’s downturn of his life. It had better to replenish the supplicant’s downturn of his life. 

Therefore, the founder of the temple asked the supplicant’s family to hold another ceremony to 

light up the supplicant’s gloomy “Primordial Spirit Palace” (yuanchen Gong 元辰宮 ) and 

concealing his soul at the same time. Daoist Jun-Zong Xu also expressed that if the supplicant was 

suffering from a really bad fortune, he or she had to replenish his luck before he or she conceal 

their soul.46 Both scenarios reveal the importance of the strength of the supplicants itself when 

supplicant confront the killers. The glory of supplicant’s “Primordial Spirit Palace” is the essential 

condition of personal safety, which is constructed upon the belief in the relation between the stars 

and destiny. Therefore, to pursue personal safety, it is not enough to conceal the supplicant’s soul 

only. It is necessary to glorify supplicant’s “Primordial Spirit” (yuanchen guangcai元辰光彩)  as 

well. Holding either Worshipping Dipper Dharma Gathering Ceremony or performing the “Ritual 

 
45 The interview was conducted on 08.03. 2019. 
46 The interview was conducted on 08.03. 2019. 
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of Offering Money Replenishing Luck” as well as the “Ritual of Replenishing Luck” is the way to 

glorify supplicant’s “Primordial Spirit.”  

Briefly, the notion of pan-killer is the key to pursuing personal safety. Colliding with the 

killer or offending the killer will have the soul exceed. To sooth the frightened soul, it has to 

perform the “Containing Fright Ritual.” To avert the threaten from the killers (affliction), 

concealing the supplicant’s soul as well as performing the “Offering and Resolution Ritual” are 

solutions. However, it is important to glorify supplicant’s “Primordial Spirit.” Or, supplicant’s soul 

cannot resist the threaten from the killers when it is disclosed.   

When the killer threaten the safety of family or the whole community, for example the 

construction works, pandemic, or a series of incidents leading to death, residents will take more 

aggressive way to keep the safety of their territory (jing 境). People in Taiwan will either hire 

Daoist priests or ritual masters to perform sacrifice ceremonies or small rites to deal with the killers. 

The ways of expelling the killers vary between different traditions of Daoist priests or ritual 

masters. Some perform the “Method of Three Ladies” (sandaifa三奶法), while some perform 

Daoist rituals. Some use puppets to expel the killers,47 while some perform ritual dramas.48 It is 

worth noting that, unlike ghosts, killers should be expelled, instead of being eliminated.49 The 

paragraph demonstrates how people negotiate with those killers when expelling them.  

Astral Lord Killers of the Year of the five directions who dwell in celestial palaces, I enjoin you, 

depart from those celestial palaces. Those of you who dwell in hells, de part from those hells. You 

who dwell in the mountains, come hither, walking in the clouds and riding up on the mists. You 

who dwell in the water, depart from the water. I enjoin you all to come here at once. You, Great 

Killers, seat yourselves above. You, Little Killers, be seated below. For the Great Killers, here are 

great offerings; the Little Killers will share the remainder among themselves. Let those who have 

found a place make room for those who have not found one! Let those who have found a bowl pass 

 
47 Jin-shiu Jessie Sung, Kuilei, Chusha yu Xiangzheng [Puppetry, Exorcism, and Symbols], Taiwan Minjian Xhishi 

Congshu Xilie [Taiwan Local Knowledge Monograph Series] 4. (Taipei: Daoxiang Chubanshe, 1994). 
48 Fong-mao Lee, “Sha yu Chusha- Yige Yuzhouguan de Pohuai yu Chongjian,” 1993, p.268-272. 
49 Fong-mao Lee, “Sha yu Chusha- Yige Yuzhouguan de Pohuai yu Chongjian,” 1993, p.328.  
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it to those who have not found one! Let everyone eat his fill of the ten dishes and the eight dishes, 

and let the full cups and the half-full cups be emptied! Eat and drink till you’re drunk. 50 

Besides, if we look into the occasions when people perform sacrifice rituals, it is not 

surprising to notice that they are well preserved in contemporary Han culture society, even in 

Taiwan.   

People believe disaster deity. They assume the diseases and death falling on people, and being 

replaced by others, being sentenced, being humiliated, being ridiculed, all of the above come from 

that people offend the deities. If people build up houses, move to another places, do sacrifice, have 

funerals, work, take an official position, and have a wedding without picking auspicious days, or 

without avoiding certain years and months, they touch the ghosts, encounter the gods, and get hurt 

by the prohibitive time of a day, therefore, they are attacked by the diseases, lead to ominousness, 

violate the laws, be sentenced, even lead to die, utmost family and clan are eliminated. All of the 

above are due to violate the prohibition by indiscretion.51 

Family oriented is the feature of Han culture. Individual is always invisible. Therefore, 

individual safety should be considered under the context of whole family. Further, as an immigrant 

society, the sense of community levels individual safety to communal safety. In other words, 

personal “collision” or “offence” with the killers is supposed to considered as communal “collision” 

or “offence” with the killers.  

For both mending type and preventive type, concealing individual’s soul makes supplicant 

avert the threaten from the killers, as well as keeps the safety of supplicant’s community. The 

mending type keeps the supplicant from the immediate threat from killers, while the preventive 

type keeps the supplicants from the potential one. Both types offer the key component, safety. For 

this reason, the type shifting from mending type to preventive type succeeds.  

 
50 I borrow this paragraph from Ching-lang Hou. (Ching-lang Hou, “The Chinese Belief in Baleful Stars,” 1984, p. 

196.) 
51 (East Han) Chong Wang, “Bian Sui” 辨祟篇,  in Lunheng Jiaozhu, p.485. The original text is “世俗信禍祟，以

為人之疾病死亡，及更患被罪，戮辱懽笑，皆有所犯。起功、移徙、祭祀、喪葬、行作、入官、嫁娶不擇

吉日，不避歲、月，觸鬼逢神，忌時相害。故發病生禍，絓法入罪，至于死亡，殫家滅門，皆不重慎，犯

觸忌諱之所致也。.”  
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At the end of this section, I would like to uses “Leave-taking Outside” (hsieh wai-fang 謝

外方) as an example to demonstrate how people pursue personal safety as well as communal safety 

via religious rituals.  

A Taiwanese family have recourse to it several times a year in most cases of sickness, domestic 

discord, accidents while traveling, death, economic crisis, and so on—and it will also be performed 

as a preventive measure. As soon as the almanac or soothsayer has identi fied the demons who have 

caused trouble or who may be likely to cause it—in the coming year, for example—the rites 

described provide ways to enter into negotiations with them so as to make them avoid the village, 

family, or individual.52 

 

6-3 Way to Harmony 

Dissolving the collective threats as well as personal threats lead the whole community and 

individuals to harmony. Pursuing harmony is the ultimate goal in Chinese culture. The notion of 

harmony is embedded in the deep structure of Han culture/ Chinese culture as well as belonged to 

elites. Further, it deals with issues on the metaphysical level, not secular one. Therefore, it is visible 

when scholars discuss it and it is invisible when people pray to gods. Even though, it is still 

essential to figure out how this notion influence people’s life and how it functions in Chinese 

culture.  

The notion of harmony is embedded in Chinese popular religion in various dimensions, 

including happiness, safety and health. Yih-yuan Li points out that Han people seek the individual 

harmony, the harmony in the system of human relation, and the harmony in Nature. 53  The 

individual harmony refers to the balance inside their bodies as well as the balance with their 

environment. The most case which the former refers is health. Therefore, in Chinese culture, 

people develop a complete theory of “coldness” and “hotness” as well as yin and yang.  People 

notice the features of the food they ingest. People have to keep the harmony between cold and hot 

food to gain individual health. In addition, the harmony between individuals and their environment 

 
52 Ching-lang Hou, “The Chinese Belief in Baleful Stars,” 1984, p. 200. 
53 Yih-yuan Li, “Hexie yu Junheng—Minjian Xinyiang zhong de Yuzhou Quanshi”, in Wenhua de Tuxiang (xia)—

Zongjiao yu Zuqun de Wenhua Quancha, (Taipei: Yunchen Wenhua, 1994), pp. 64-94. 
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depends on the harmonious relation of Five Phases. The theory indicates that according to 

constitution of Eight Characters which are derived from the ten Heavenly Stems and twelve 

Earthly Branches of the birth date, people own different compositions of Five Phases. Each set of 

Five Phases lead people to different lives. Therefore, people believe that having a harmonious 

composition of Five Phases via anthroponymics, they will obtain a wealthier, healthier, and more 

accordant life. Achieving the harmony of individual will bring them health and longevity.  

The harmony in the system of human relation refers not only to the living, but also to the 

deceased. The harmonious relations between people construct the patriarchal society as well as the 

bureaucracy. Confucius claimed, "There is government, when the prince is prince, and the minister 

is minister; when the father is father, and the son is son."54 In addition, the harmony between the 

living and the deceased is important as well. If the relation between the living and the deceased 

turns imbalanced, such as discontinuing of the offerings, or damaged graves, the family member 

will encounter afflictions and misfortunes. Dissolving the problems or issues will restore harmony 

in the system of human relation.    

There are three kinds of harmony in Nature: time, space and deities. The theory of harmony 

of time is constructed upon the belief in the relation between the stars and destiny. The harmonious 

relation which exists between micro-universe and macro-universe would impact the harmony 

between hun and po, the harmony between yin and yang, even between the whole community and 

individuals. For this reason, Great Year would turn into a baleful star if the relation between the 

star and the individual lacks of harmony. This is why killer is formed. Theoretically, to expel the 

killer is to regain the harmonious relation between micro-universe and macro-universe as well as 

the community and individual.  

The theory of harmony of space leads the development of the theory of geomancy. The 

ultimate goal of geomancy pursues the harmony between individual and the space they reside. In 

other words, they seek the harmony between micro-universe and mid-universe. The space people 

dwell plays the role of medium between people and the whole universe, which is why I call it as 

mid-universe. In Chinese culture, the harmonious resonance between micro-universe and macro-

 
54 “Yanyuan”, in Lunyu,  https://ctext.org/analects/yan-yuan/zh?en=on accessed on 2021.06.27, translated by James 

Legge. 
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universe leads people to healthy, happy and safe situations in their territory (jing境). The following 

two paragraphs are the example that early Chinese people have already seek for the harmony of 

space and the convention has been kept till now. 

‘Tu Zhai Shu’(圖宅術) claims:  there are eight techniques for dwellings. It is followed by the name 

of six chia (甲). Count it and then rank it. After the rank has been decided, the name of it is 

established. gong（宮） and shang（商）are completely different from each other. There are five 

tones for dwellings. There are five sounds for surnames. If the dwelling does not fit its surname, 

the surname and the dwelling will harm each other. Afterwards, it leads the owner of the dwelling 

diseases, death, committing to crime, and encounter ominousness.55  

‘Tu Zhai Shu’ claims: ‘the door of Shang（商）family is not advisable to face the south. The door 

of zhi （徵）family is not advisable to face the north.’ It is because the character of Shang is 

categorized into metal (jin 金), and the south is categorized into fire. The character of zhi is 

categorized into fire (huo 火), and the north is categorized into water (shui 水). Water restricts fire. 

Fire harms metal. The qi of Five Phases is not comparable. For this reason, in the dwellings of five 

surnames, the doors have their own appropriate directions. If the directions of the door are 

appropriate, then wealth, rank, auspiciousness, and prosperity will descend to the family. If the 

directions of the door are inappropriate, then poverty, lowly, decline and exhaustion will come to 

the family.”56   

From these two paragraphs, we learn that the harmony of space cooperates the notions of 

cardinal directions and Five Phases. The harmony of space leads people or their family wealth and 

health.  

The harmony of deities refers to the correct order between deities and spirits. Both of the 

supernature powers need offerings. However, the hierarchy between deities and spirits has to be 

respected and followed. For example, the offerings for the Heaven are raw, while the offerings for 

 
55  (East Han) Chong Wang, “Jie shu” 詰術篇,  in Lunheng Jiaozhu, p.495. The original text is “宅有八術，以六

甲之名，數而第之，第定名立，宮商殊別。宅有五音，姓有五聲。宅不宜其姓，姓與宅相賊，則疾病死亡，

犯罪遇禍。” 
56 (East Han) Chong Wang, “Jie shu”, p.498. The original text is “圖宅術曰：「商家門不宜南向，徵家門不宜北

向。」則商金，南方火也；徵火，北方水也。水勝火，火賊金，五行之氣不相得，故五姓之宅，門有宜嚮。

嚮得其宜，富貴吉昌；嚮失其宜，貧賤衰耗。” 
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ancestor are cooked. The paper money for deities is gold, while the paper money for ghosts is 

silver.57 In other words, the harmony between deities and spirits depends on the way people 

worship them. In some sense, people confront supernature by following the correct order of 

hierarchy to reach a harmonious relation between deities and spirits. 

  On the way to well-being, harmony is the indicator to demonstrate whether we reach the 

goal or not. Harmony is also the ultimate goal that exam whether the magic functions or not. 

Harmony is like the frame to draw the outline of the base where ritual masters perform the ritual. 

For this reason, in my interview, ritual masters did not use this term to explain why they perform 

the ritual, as well as why supplicants request to conceal their soul. Even so, it is still important to 

discuss what role it plays in the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”.   

 

6-4 Way to Normality (Chang 常) 

 Supplicant X of Daoist Jun-Zong Xu has his soul concealed since he was born. It was 

because when he was born, the soothsayer predicted that Supplicant X would definitely die early. 

Supplicant X’s father turned to Daoist Jun-Zong Xu’s father (senior Daoist Xu) for help. Senior 

Daoist Xu suggested the supplicant X’s father conceal Supplicant X’s soul and his father did. 

Fortunately, supplicant X did not die immediately, like what the soothsayer predicted. Instead, he 

survived for his first month. For this reason, supplicant X’s family decided to keep his soul being 

concealed until supplicant X grew up. When supplicant X turned sixteen, Daoist Jun-Zong Xu 

suggested his family disclose his soul. The elder in his family thought it seemed good for 

supplicant X to keep his soul being concealed. So, the elder decided to keep the supplicant’s soul 

concealed until he safely finished serving in the army. After supplicant X finished serving in the 

army, he declined to disclose his soul and claimed to have his soul concealed until he got married. 

Now, supplicant X is a thirty something man and he still has his soul concealed. Daoist Jun-Zong 

Xu told me that supplicant X’s soul is still somewhere in the big drawer in his altar. Supplicant X 

 
57 Yih-yuan Li lists a chart of offerings for deities and spirits. (Yih-yuan Li, “Hexie yu junheng—minjian xinyiang 

zhong de yuzhou quanshi,” 1994, p. 87). 
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always claims that he feels that everything with him goes smoothly and well. For the reason, he 

does not want to make any changes.58  

Apparently, to keep his life in accordance and safe is not the reason why supplicant X 

declined to disclose his soul. Instead, to keep himself in his current situation with accordance and 

safety is what he pursues. However, beyond the need of accordance and safety, supplicant X, 

indeed, pursues staying in his current life, which is his normal life. He also shows us the 

psychological needs of people to stay in their normal life. It is reasonable to conclude that the 

reason why people apply for the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” is to fulfill their need of keeping 

their ‘chang’ (normality).  

The worldwide pandemic in 2020 and 2021 makes people realize how important their 

normal life is. People miss their normal life when they are situated in their abnormal life. People 

started to realize that they had taken their normal life for granted for a long time. Before the 

pandemic broke out, no one discusses their normal life, their routine and trivial things. Sometimes, 

people even pursue abnormality in their life because they feel bored by their normal life. However, 

from 2020 to 2021, the most wish we heard from the people around the world was and is to get 

back their normal life. Pursuing normality is not only the cultural psychological structure in 

Chinese culture, but also a universal desire. People sense the sense of happiness by accumulating 

the detailed routine in their daily life. It has to be in a safe society for people to make sure they are 

able to keep their routine life going. Happiness is constructed upon accordance and safety in 

people’s normal life.  

The happiness, accordance and safety which I depict in previous sections are under the first 

category of “‘chang’ (normality常) S ‘feichang’ (abnormality非常)” model by Fong-mao Lee. In 

this category, ‘chang’ (normality) indicates regularity and routines in daily life. From the contract 

between the inner altar which is sanctified to an ‘feichang’ space and the festivals which usually 

come along with the ceremonies, bring leisure, an extraordinary time to laypeople, we learn that 

chang’ (normality) and ‘feichang’ (abnormality) not only co-exit, but also need each other. 

 
58 The interview was conducted in 2019.03. 
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Moreover, the ‘chang’ and ‘feichang’ alternate each other to shape people’s life, even history. In 

other words, alternation of ‘chang’ and ‘feichang’ reflects the existence of each other.  

However, ‘chang’ and ‘feichang’ do not always alternate each other. In some cases, ‘chang’ 

and ‘feichang’ alternate in a dialectic relation.59 It means that when situation turns from ‘feichang’ 

to ‘chang’ and vice versa, ‘chang’ is no longer the same ‘chang.’ Instead, it will come to a new 

‘chang’, which mixes some ‘feichang’. From 2020 to 2021, people around the world suffered from 

the threats of pandemic. Almost every country around the world blocked the gate to their countries, 

and closed their borders. Numerous cities were locked down. Many people were forced to stay 

home. Schools were closed and kids learnt from home. Adults worked from home and they were 

limited the times going out. People were forced to leave their normal life and steped into the 

abnormal life style, which brought them unhappiness, insecurity and unsatisfaction. With no doubt, 

they were eager to go back to their normal life, which they were used to. However, the normal life 

(‘chang’) which people missed and were used to was not the same anymore. People around the 

world have to move onto a new normal life, new ‘chang’. They need to learn how to live with 

Covid-19. For instance, people around the world need to be vaccinated every year against Covid-

19. People need to hold another passport of vaccine when they travel to other countries. Or people 

learn to wear masks whenever they go out. All these examples demonstrate us the normal life 

(‘chang’) we long for is not exactly the normal life (‘chang’) we meant. The new normal life is 

the synthetic outcome of the old normal life and abnormal life (‘feichang’). Therefore, the old 

normal life turns out to be an illusion, or just a nostalgia. People miss the old normal life because 

they are not satisfied with their abnormal life (‘feichang’). They don’t sense the sense of happiness, 

not to mention the sense of security, in their abnormal life (‘feichang’). The life of post-covid 19 

indicates that it is impossible to go back normal life, but synthetic one. 

 

6-5 Conclusion 

 
59 I borrow the  dialectic method: thesis-antithesis-synthesis from Hegel. The model of “‘chang’ (normality) S 

‘feichang’ (abnormality)” does not only alternate between “‘chang’ (normality) and ‘feichang’ (abnormality).” 

Sometimes, it moves as ‘chang’ (normality) - ‘feichang’ (abnormality)- synthesis. 
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Pursuing accordance is the most common reason we learn why people request the “Ritual 

of Concealing the Soul”. Behind it, what supplicants indeed pursue is the safety, which is 

constructed upon the unique cosmology of Han culture. It involves the belief in the relation 

between the stars and destiny, the notion of pan-killer, and the mantic techniques. The preventive 

type pursues both accordance as well as safety, which lead the type shifting from mending type to 

preventive type successfully.  

In addition, beyond the conventional knowledge, both the mending type and the preventive 

type pursue harmony (hexie ).60 The bigger cultural frame which sustains the harmony pursuing 

allows the type of rituals to shift successfully. Harmony exists between micro-universe and macro-

universe, between hun and po, and between Yin and Yang. Only when a person is not situated in 

physical discomfort and mental disorder, only when a person is rid of affliction in his/her life, only 

when a person buries his/ her ancestors well, only when a person owns a suitable residency, can 

he or she obtain harmonious well-being. However, well-being and harmony do not fulfill the 

ultimate goal of life-pursuing “chang”.  

The “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” is a ritual that seeks normal life for its supplicants by 

concealing their soul. On the way of seeking normal life, the ritual keeps its supplicant in an 

abnormal situation- leaving their soul in a small vessel protected by deities. The ritual blurs the 

border between normality and abnormality. However, in the blurry zone, the wants and desire of 

pursuing well-being, accordance, and safety are fulfilled.  

 

 

 

 

 
60 Hsun Chang, “Zhi Zhonghe yu Shen, Xin, Ling Pingheng de Yiliaoguan,” in Zhonghua Kejishi Xuehui [Bulletin of 

Club for the History of Science], 2:1(2001): 19-21. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 

 This research tries to situate the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” in the historical, social 

and cultural context of Taiwanese society. This ritual interweaves local conventions, cosmology, 

etiology, concepts of hun and po, and the conceptions of ming and yun. Unless we abandon the 

pursuing of the scientific, objective and exclusive knowledge, the uniqueness of the“Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul” would not be protruded in Taiwan where well-developed modern medical 

system has already covered. The“Ritual of Concealing the Soul”  plays healing roles even in 

cases where there is no physical treatment or prescriptive medicine. Meanwhile, it meets the need 

of pursuing the ultimate goals in Chinese culture, pursing accordance and happiness as well as 

keeping a balanced and harmonious picture of life. Therefore, in spite of the impact from well-

developed modern medical system in Taiwan, it survives via successful type-shifting from 

mending type to preventative type.   

The “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” contains two sides, a side which involves healing 

already existing diseases and a side which prevents future disease. Therefore, I have divided the 

ritual into two categories: the mending type and the preventive type. The mending type is that in 

which the supplicants are suffering from physical discomfort, physical danger, or mental disorder. 

These issues can be caused by accidents or other unknown factors, such as demonic affliction or 

other invisible forces. Nowadays in the case of serious illnesses or life-threatening injury, the 

ritual’s active healing role has been supplanted by the modern medical system. Instead, in these 

cases it plays a passive assistant role to help supplicants pass through the crisis. I refer to it as a 

mending type which parallels the modern medical system, instead of representing a medical cure 

in itself.  

Meanwhile, the preventive type is for the supplicants who have just met with or are going 

to meet a downturn in their lives. In this case, the supplicants get instructions from fortune-tellers 

or Daoist priests through mantic techniques, or receive orders from other types of oracles, for 

instance child-mediums. Generally speaking, most ritual masters in my research practice the 

preventative type of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, using divination via mantic techniques. 

In contrast, the case performed by Daoist Ming-fu Wu is of the mending type. However, the ritual 
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master is not confined to only performing one of these types. Whether they perform the mending 

type or the preventative type depends on the needs and requests of the supplicant. If necessary, 

most ritual masters can also perform the ritual when the supplicants are in danger or otherwise 

afflicted. 

As I mentioned above, the number of supplicants of Daoist You-kun Li reached over 5,000 

in 2015 and the number of supplicants of Daoist Jun-Zong Xu reached over three thousand for at 

least ten years. Daoist Ming-fu Wu have less than ten per year each. The “Ritual of Concealing 

the Soul”, on one hand, has become less popular when it is performed in a one-to-one healing 

relationship. On the other hand, the ritual has become extremely popular where it is promoted as 

a commodity sold with other religious services. When people broaden the use of the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul” to include both existing affliction and affliction prognosticated in the future, 

this blurs the border between the mending type and the preventative type. Although Daoist You-

kun Li claims that he invented the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”, in truth what he created is a 

space in which the type of the ritual may move from the preventative type to the mending type and 

back. This may account for the rite’s present popularity at Daoist Y’s temple. The rite only began 

to flourish there once it was not restricted to only the mending type, but instead served both existing 

and potential future afflictions. Meanwhile, the healing function has remained in the ritual, 

although it is not as prominent as before.  

Successful type-shifting from the mending type to the preventive type relies on 

conventional knowledge which ritual masters and supplicants share. This includes shared 

perspective on disease, perspective on hun and po souls, perspective toward fate, and the shared 

Yin and Yang and Five Phases cosmology. Daoist priests or ritual masters unite three identities in 

one: they master mantic techniques, they serve as the medium for transmitting oracles by casting 

divination blocks, and they are highly skilled in both religious and healing ritual. To a certain 

degree, Daoist priests or ritual masters also dominate knowledge of the unknown or invisible spirit 

world. The spiritual capital not only offer them authority to interpret the mysterious knowledge 

and predict other’s life, but also allow them own more supplicants follow the Daoist priests’ or 

ritual masters’ instructions to request different religious rituals.1 However, people also believe that 

 
1 Jen-chieh Ting, Minzhong Congjiao Zhong de Quanwei Xiangqian—Changyu Bianqian xia de Xiangzheng Ziben yu 

Lingxing Ziben, (Taipei: Lianjing Chubanshe [Linking Publishing], 2020), pp. 39-50. 
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one’s fate can be privately foreseen via divination-block oracle, child-medium, or through mantic 

techniques. Although Daoist priests and ritual masters who own the spiritual capitals dominate the 

mysterious knowledge, people actively make their own decisions when they choose whether to go 

to doctors or to turn to temple healing for their ailments. Both ritual performers and supplicants 

mutually construct spiritual market and make the successful type-shift.  

Furthermore, beyond the conventional knowledge, there is a bigger cultural frame which 

allows for the types of rituals to shift successfully. Both the mending type and the preventive type 

pursue accordance and happiness. However, the former pursues short-term accordance and 

happiness, while the latter pursues long-term ones. Moreover, both the mending type and the 

preventive type pursue safety. Ultimately, both the mending type and the preventive type pursue 

harmony.2 Only can he or she obtain harmonious well-being when one is not situated in physical 

discomfort and mental disorder, when one is rid of affliction in his/her life, when one buries his/ 

her ancestors well, and when one owns a suitable residency. Therefore, supplicants avert 

themselves from afflictions by concealing their soul to obtain harmony which exists between 

micro-universe and macro-universe, between hun and po, and between Yin and Yang.  

In addition, the harmonious human relationship reinforces the successful type shifting from 

mending type to preventive type. The strong connection between Daoist Jun-Zong Xu and his 

supplicants is the best example. Beside the well-use of his spiritual capital, his friendly attitude 

toward believers and his patience with the troubles that his believers are encountering create a 

harmonious vibe in the altar. Therefore, in spite of that one-to-one healing relationship consumes 

much more time, he attracts more than three thousand people a year to conceal their souls in the 

altar in the remote town. In addition, the one-to-one healing relationship makes up the deficiency 

of modern medical treatment in the remote town. The emotional connection and trusty relationship 

make the type shifting from the mending type to the preventative type successful.  

Furthermore, the emotion-bound relationship between Daoist Dang-qi Jian and his 

believers is another example of successful type shift reinforced by harmony human relationship. 

Those believers followed senior Daoist, Daoist Dang-qi Jian’s father, when they worked for him. 

 
2 Hsun Chang, “Zhi Zhonghe yu Shen, Xin, Ling Pingheng de Yiliaoguan,” in Zhonghua Kejishi Xuehui [Bulletin of 

Club for the History of Science], 2:1(2001): 19-21. 
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The emotion-bound relationship is so tight that the believers followed Daoist Dang-qi Jian moving 

from a mid-sized city to a remote village. In addition, the emotion-bound relationship between 

Daoist Dang-qi Jian and his believers even shapes a sense of community. The harmonious vibe 

attracts believers to devote their time to the altar, including building up the new altar in the remote 

village together. Daoist Dang-qi Jian plays the role as a medium between believers and deities 

enshrined, instead of using his spiritual capital to offer advices.  

It is worth noting that in the tradition in Daoist Wu-ji Li linage, the “Ritual of Concealing 

the Soul” used to play preventive role. Senior Daoist, Daoist Wu-ji Li’s father, claims that the 

ritual is special for the supplicants under sixteen years old. It is because according to the 

convention in Taiwan, before sixteen years old, people are under the protection of “twelve 

grandmothers and elder sisters” (shier pojie 十二婆姐).3  However, difficulties happen when 

parents take care of babies or whomever is under sixteen. Senior Daoist Li recommends to conceal 

the babies or the young kids’ souls until they turn adults. Therefore, in Daoist Wu-ji Li ’s altar, the 

“Ritual of Concealing the Soul” has played the preventive role for a long time. In addition, to get 

rid of the restriction of one-to-one healing relationship, Daoist Wu-ji Li performs the “Sacrificing 

the Strawman” ritual,4 instead of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul”. 

However, harmony, happiness, safety and accordance are not the ultimate goal Han people 

purse. From 202 to 2021, under the threats of the worldwide pandemic, people around the world 

started to realize the importance of “chang” (normality). “Chang” becomes the hope of people 

around the world. People eager to get back their normal life. To keep “chang” in people’s life is 

always the goal that fa (Method) rituals aim at to. From the perspective of ming and yun in Han 

culture, people are able to change their ming by performing fa (Method) rituals. Ritual masters 

foresee people’s future through complicated and profound mantic techniques and perform certain 

rituals to keep their believers away from affliction. By averting affliction, people are able to stay 

 
3 The “twelve grandmothers and elder sisters” (shier pojie 十二婆姐) are the maids of The Lady at the Water’s Edge 

Defending Maiden Chen (Chen Jinggu 陳靖姑) ( Kang, Shi-yu. “Linshui Furen Xinyiang Yanjiu—Yi Difang Zhishu, 

Shiliao Jizai ji Chuanshuo Gushi Fazhan Weili”, in Shihui, 10 (2006): 201–234.)  
4 The “Sacrificing the Strawman” ritual refers to the ritual which uses strawmen as the substitute of supplicants. The 

strawman will suffer all afflictions and pains for the supplicant. In the tradition of Method (fa), ritual masters use 

different disguising ways to keep their supplicants from affliction, such as symbolic death in the “Ritual of 

Concealing the Soul”, and the fraud strawman in the “Sacrificing the Strawman” ritual.   

https://religion.moi.gov.tw/Knowledge/Content?ci=2&cid=198 
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in their normal life. However, “chang” (normality) and “feichang” (abnormality) do not always 

alternate with each other. Sometimes, they co-exist. Sometimes, they alternate with each other in 

dialectic way. The “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” demonstrates us how “chang” and “feichang” 

co-exist. The reason why the supplicant stays in their “chang” is because their concealed soul, 

which is in the status of “feichang”, is under the protection of the gods. The intertwined relation 

between “chang” and “feichang” leads the supplicant to the “chang” which they long for. Both 

mending type and preventive type of the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” aim at the goal of pursing 

“chang” for their supplicant. This makes the type shifting from the former to the latter successfully.  

Lastly, this dissertation makes several contributions both to the studies of religions and the 

history of Taiwan. First, this research discusses how people on this island heal their illnesses from 

the perspectives of religious healing, traditional Chinese medicine and western type treatment. 

Second, by situating the “Ritual of Concealing the Soul” in the historical, cultural and social 

contexts of Taiwan, this dissertation figures out why the Fa (Method) rituals played significant 

roles in Taiwan, especially around 1950s and 1960s. Third, by combing the historical context, this 

research reveals the intertwined relation between Han culture/ Chinese culture. As the ruling 

authorities was changing, the status of Taiwan as well as the Chinese canons shifted between center 

and periphery.  Therefore, by analizing the historical development, the research traces how Han 

people tranplanted their culture onto the island and how the multiple medical systems have been 

shaped. Fourth, from the perspective of religious psychological analysis, this dissertation points 

out that pursuing accordant life, sense of safety, and harmonious relationship between people are 

the keys to successful type shifting from mending type to preventive type.  

However, this dissertation put much attention on the details of ritual performance, as well 

as its historical, social and cultural context. Therefore, there is little discussion about the status of 

women in these religious groups, the role woman play in the ritual, and the power relationship 

between men and women in the religious space. There is also no room dealing with the power 

relationship between the observer and the observed from the perspective of feminist. Furthermore, 

there are few researches discussing the development of religions, especially Daoism and Chinese 

religions around 1930s, 1940s, 1950s and 1960s. Considering the limited space, I did not address 

much on this part in this dissertation. This is a great topic to conduct further research, especially 

the relationship between religion and nationalism.  
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Appendix 1  

The statues of gods on the altar in Ziyun Si Wenbiyin 

 

Top layer 

Guanyin and the Southern Seas (Nanhai gufo)  

  

 

 

Second layer  

Kshitigarbha 

(Dicongwang  pusa) 

God of Walls and Moats 

(Chenghuang yie) 

Avalokiteshwara (Guanyin  Fengdu Emperor 

(Fengdu dadi 

)  

Grand Tutor Xiao (Xiao 

taifu蕭太傅) 
Dragon Daughter 

(Longnü) 

Sudhana (Shancai) 

 

Third layer (left) 

Eighteen Arhats 

(Shiba lohan) 

Heibai Wuchang 

(Dayie Gong) 

Prime Marshal of the 

Middle Altar 

(Zhongtan yuanshuai) 

Holy Mother of Heaven Above 

(Tienshang shengmu ), 

Holy Mother of Heaven 

Above (Tienshang shengmu ) 

Lü Dongbin  

() 

 Wind Ear 

(Shunfenger) 

Thousand 

Mile Eyes 

(Qianliyan) 

Wind Ear 

(Shunfenger) 

Thousand 

Mile Eyes 

(Qianliyan) 

 

 

Third layer (middle) 

Samantabhadra (Puxian 

pusa) 

Bodhisattva 

(Guanshiyin pusa) 

Riding a Dragon Kuan-

yin (Qilong kuanyin ) 

Cundi (Zhuanti) Bodhisattva 

(Guanshiyin pusa) 
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Third layer (right) 

Kshitigarbha 

(Dicongwang  pusa) 

Samantabhadra (Puxian 

pusa) 

Bodhisattva 

(Guanshiyin pusa) 

Riding a Dragon Kuan-

yin (Qilong kuanyin ) 

Chi house Plague God 

(Chifu qiensui) 

Eighteen Arhats (Shiba 

lohan) 

Forth layer (left) 

Eighteen Arhats (Shiba 

lohan) 

Wu house Plague God 

(Wufu qiensui) 

Prime Marshal of the 

Middle Alta r(Zhongtan 

yuanshuai) 

Deng Prime Marsha 

( Deng jiangjun) 

Earth God (Tudigong) Zhengsan Mazu ( Zhengsan 

Shengjia) 

Bodhisattva Command 

Tablet (Guanshiyin 

pusa daling) 

  Wind Ear 

(Shunfenger) 

Thousand 

Mile Eyes 

(Qianliyan) 

 

Forth layer (middle) 

Jinhu jiugong Baby 

Ghost Master (Jinhu 

Jiugong Wanshanye 

Gong) 

Prime Marshal of the 

Middle Altar (Zhongtan 

yuanshuai) 

Prime Marshal of the 

Middle Altar (Zhongtan 

yuanshuai) 

Prime Marshal of the 

Middle Altar (Zhongtan 

yuanshuai) 

Samantabhadra (Puxian 

pusa) 

Bodhisattva 

(Guanshiyin pusa) 

 

 

Forth layer (right) 

Riding a Dragon Kuan-

yin (Qilong) 

Fish Basket Kuan-yin 

(Yulan kuanyin) 

Goddess of Child Birth 

(Zhusheng Niangniang ) 

Bodhisattva 

(Guanshiyin pusa) 

Hua Tuo (Hua Tuo) Eighteen Arhats (Shiba 

lohan) 
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In front of the three-layer altar 

   Maitreya 

(Mile pusa). 

   

dippers  porcelain 

vases with 

flowers 

porcelain vases 

with flowers 

porcelain 

vases with 

flowers 

 dippers 

 

small oil lamps 

 F 

ruits, candies, snacks, and paper money 

on the plates 

  

small oil lamps 

 

   

porcelain 

vases with 

flowers 

 

 

Dragon 

Horn 

(Longjiao) 

  

offerings 

 

Dharma 

Rope 

(Fasuo) 

 

porcelain vases 

with flowers 

  

    incense burner Measure of 

Tianpeng 

(Tianpeng 

Chi) 

soul-concealing 

dipper 

(Conghundou) 

  

  Petition 

paper 

Divination 

block 

Supplicant’s 

clothes 

 

Divination 

block 
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Three pieces 

of talisman 

   

Ritual tablet 

(Zouban or 

Hujian) 

 

Handy 

Incense 

Burner 

(Shoulu) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

scripture 

books  

 

Five-thunder 

command tablet 

( Wuleiling) 

 

Water 

Receptacle 

(Shuiyu) 

  

 

 

Emperor Bell 

(Dizhong) 
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Appendix 2 

The statues of gods on the altar in Lei-cheng Tan 

 

   Painting of Celestial 

Master Zhang 

   

       

Lady Chen Holy Mother of 

Heaven Above 

(Mazu) 

Upper Thearch of 

the Mysterious 

Heaven 

Most High Lord Lao Celestial Master 

Zhang 

Great Thearch of 

Protecting Life 

Transcendent 

Gentleman of the 

Southern Pole 

       

   Most High Lord Lao    

       

Zhao Prime 

Marshal 

Upright Deity of 

Propitious Virtue 

Lady Chen Prime 

Marshal 

Of  

Eating 

Ghosts 

Prime Marshal 

Of 

Swallowing 

spirits 

Lady Chen Lord Guan (or 

just Guangong) 

Kang 

Prime Marshal 

    

36  

Prime 

Marshal 

 

 

35 

Prime 

Marshal 

   

   Prime 

Marshal 

of the 

Middle 

Altar 

 

Five 

Thunder 

Command  

Tablet 
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   Prime Marshal of the 

Middle Altar 

   

altar to the left    altar to the right 

     

God of Thunder    Lord of the Dipper Stars 

 

Golden Tiger Master    Revered Lord of Widespread 

Beneficence 

 

Eighth Master Seventh Master    Guanyin 

 

     Dragon 

Daughter 

Sudhana 

Sudhanakumâra 

       

   

 

 

Dagger OF Master 

  

  Shaking Dagger 

 

  

  Wood for 

Frightening 

The people 

in the Hall 

Seven 

Star 

Sword 

Tin Horn Water 

Receptacle 

Dharma 

Bell 

  

     Tablet of 

Morning 

Audience 
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Appendix 3 

The statues of gods on the altar in Zhen-an Fu 
 

Altar 

 

In the middle 

 

  Wu House Plague 

God(Founder) 

  

  Wu House Plague God 

(second statue) 

  

Fan House Plague God Zhu House Plague God 

 

Wu House Plague God Chi House Plague God Li House Plague God 

Fan House Plague God Zhu House Plague God 

 

Wu House Plague God Chi House Plague God Li House Plague God 

 Prime Marshal of the Middle 

Altar 

 

inner incense burner 

Prime Marshal of the Middle 

Altar 

 

 

 

 

 

On the right 

 

Wu House 

Plague God 

Prime Marshal 

of the Middle 

Troops  

Zhu House 

Plague God  

Great Thearch of 

God Peasant 

Jade Emperor Most High 

Lord Lao 

 

Jien House 

Plague God 

Lord Guan (or 

just Guangong) 

Lord Guan (or 

just Guangong) 

Wu House 

Plague God 

from Zhenan 

Gong in Taibao 

in Jiayi 

Five Year 

Plague God 

From Zhenan 

Gong in 

Maming Shan 

Dasheng ye  

(Sun 

Wukong) 

Saint Lord of 

Founder of 

Zhangzhou 

Lushan Fazu Upper Thearch 

of the 

Mysterious 

Heaven 

Nan Kunshen 

Baby Ghost 

Master (Nan 

Kunshen 

Wanshanye 

Gong) 

Wu House 

Plague God 

God of Wealth 

(Zhao 

Gongming 

 Dipper of Five 
Camp 

(Wuying dou) 

Lady Chen Wu House Plague 
God 

Wu House 
Plague God 

Wu House 
Plague God 

Wu House 
Plague God 

Goddess of 
Child Birth 

(ZhushengNia

ngniang 
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On the left 

 

 Holy Mother of 

Heaven Above 

(Mazu) 

 Holy Mother of 

Heaven Above 

(Mazu) 

Bodhisattva 

from 

Putuoshan 

(Guanyin from 

Putuoshan) 

Bodhisattva 

(Guanyin) 

Upright Deity 

of Propitious 

Virtue 

Upright Deity 

of Propitious 

Virtue 

Upright Deity 

of Propitious 

Virtue 

Holy Mother 

of Heaven 

Above from 

Dounan 

Shuntiengong 

(Dounan 

Shuntiengong 

teinshang 

shenmu) 

 Holy Mother of 

Heaven Above   

from Puzi 

Peitiengong  

(Puzi 

Peitiengong 

teinshang 

shenmu) 

Jigong Jigong Upright Deity of 

Propitious Virtue 

Upright Deity 

of Propitious 

Virtue 

Upright Deity 

of Propitious 

Virtue 

 

  Wu House 

Plague God 

Wu House 

Plague God 

Wu House 

Plague God 

Wu House 

Plague God 

Wu House 

Plague God 

  

Wu House 

Plague God 

Wu House 

Plague God 

Wu House 

Plague God 

Wu House 

Plague God 

Wu House 

Plague God 

Wu House 

Plague God 

Wu House 

Plague God 

Wu House 

Plague God 

Wu House 

Plague God 

 

 

 

 

 

To the right 

City God of Walls and Moats 

(Du Chenghuang) 

Kshitigarbha 

(Dicongwang  pusa) 
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To the left 

 

Stellar deity Taisui (Jupiter) 

 

outside the temple along the wall 

(on the wall: Flag of Prime Marshal) 

 

Spirit of Mountain God  Bamboo talismans    Plate of Five House Plague 

God  

Command Plate of Celestial 

Troops (Tienbing Ling) 

   

Master of Horse Messenger 

(Mashiye) 
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Appendix 4 

The statues of gods on the altar in Ying-yuan Tan 

 

Top layer 

Most High Lord Lao 

 

Second layer 

Goddess of 

the Lunar 

 

God of 

Literature 

Jiutian 

xiannu 

Fazhu 

Gong 

Celestial 

Master 

Zhang 

Most High 

Lord Lao 

Celestial 

Master 

Zhang 

Lady 

Chen 

Holy 

Mother of 

Heaven 

Above 

(Mazu) 

Lord of 

the Sun 

Stars 

 

 

 

Third layer 

Upright 

Deity of 

Propitious 

Virtue 

西秦

王爺 

West 

Qin 

 

Jiutian 

xiannu 

Holy 

Mother 

of 

Heaven 

Above 

(Mazu 

Bodhisattva 

(Guanyin) 

Upper 

Thearch of 

the 

Mysterious 

Heaven  

Celestial 

Master 

Zhang 

Most 

High 

Lord 

Lao 

Holy 

Mother 

of 

Heaven 

Above 

(Mazu 

Lady 

Chen 

Great 

Thearch 

of  

God 

Peasant 

Lord Guan 

(or just 

Guangong) 

Holy 

Mother 

of 

Heaven 

Above 

(Mazu) 
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Fourth layer 

dhar

ma 

rope 

(fasu

o) 

Prime 

Mars

hal of 

the 

Middl

e 

Altar 

 

Saint 

Lord of 

Founder 

of 

Zhangz

hou 

Revered 

Lord of 

Widespr

ead 

Benefice

nce 

 

Zhu 

hous

e 

Plag

ue 

God 

Guardi

an 

God of 

Wealth 

(Zhao 

Gongmi

ng) 

 

 

Mo

st 

Hig

h 

Lor

d 

Lao 

Most 

High 

Lord 

Lao 

God of 

Wealth 

(Zhao 

Gongmi

ng) 

 

Lad

y 

Che

n 

Skan

da 

(Wei 

Tuo) 

Prime 

Mars

hal of 

the 

Middl

e 

Altar 

 

Zho

u 

Co

ng 

 

Lord 

Guan 

(or just 

Guango

ng) 

Gu

an 

Pin

g 

        Prime 

Mars

hal of 

the 

Middl

e 

Altar 

       

 

 

The altar On the left 

Prime Marshal of the 

Middle Altar 
Lord Guan (or just 

Guangong) 

Founder of Eight Trigrams 

(Fuxi) 

Lady Chen Saint Lord of 

Founder of 

Zhangzhou 
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Appendix 5  

The statues of gods on the altar in Taipei Prefecture’s Temple of City God of Walls and Moats  

 

First floor 

 

Madam of Walls and Moats God of Walls and 

Moats 

God of Walls and 

Moats 

God of Walls and 

Moats 

Lü Dongbin 

God of Walls and Moats (many pieces of statues)  

Prime Marshal of Five 

Camp 

  

Eight Officials 

Official of Earth  

Official Who Mains Order 

Official Who Rewards 

Goodness 

Official Who Increases 

Prosperity 

 Eight Officials 

Official of Yin and Yang 

Official Who Reports Fast 

Official Who Punishes Evil 

Official Who Expands 

longevity 

Fan Prime Marsha 

(Seventh Master) 

 Xie Prime Marsha 

(Eighth Master) 

Zhong Kui   
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Mezzanine 

 

Shrine for Taisui (Taisuidian)  Shrine for God of Literature (Wenchangdian)  

Liu Jia Mother of the Dipper 

(Doumu) 

Liu Ding  Zhuyi God of Literature Jinjia 

  Heavenly Deaf-

Man 

God of Literature the Mute of 

Earth 
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Second floor 

Shrine for Kshitigarbha (Dicong dian) Shrine for Three Treasure Buddhism (Sanbafo 

dian) 

Shrine for Bodhisattva Guanyin 

(Kuanyin dian) 

Ancient 

Sages 

Under the 

Burner of 

Lady 

Believer 

Association 

of Madam 

of Walls 

and Moats 

Kshitigarbha Ancient 

Sages 

Under the 

Burner of 

Believer 

Association 

of Walls 

and Moats 

In  

Longan 

She 

Amitābha 

(Amituofo) 

Shakyamuni 

Buddha 

(Shijiamouni) 

Bhaiṣajyaguru 

(Yiaoshifo) 

Every 

Long Life  

Under the  

Burner of 

Lady 

Believer 

Association 

of Madam 

of Walls 

and Moats 

 

 

Bodhisattva 

(Guanyin) 

Every 

Long Life  

Under the 

Burner of 

Believer 

Association 

of  Walls 

and Moats 

In  

Longan 

She 

 

Kshitigarbha Shakyamuni Buddha 

(Shijiamouni) 

Bodhisattva Guanyin 
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Puhua Dian 

Heavenly Worthy of Universal 

Transformation (Puhua Tianzun) 

Heavenly Worthy of Virtue (Daode Tianzun) Celestial Worthy Who Relieves Suffering  

(Jiuku Tianzun) 

 

Altar for Daoist 

priest’s ancestral 

teacher 

Wong Tai Sin 

 

the Old Man under 

the Moon 

Upper Thearch of the 

Mysterious Heaven 

Military God 

of Wealth 

Upper Thearch of the 

Mysterious Heaven 

     Upper Thearch of the 

Mysterious Heaven 

 

 

 

 

 


